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The Chorrera culture of the Late Formative Petid is one of the most renowned in 

Ecuadorian prrhistory. The Chorrera culture is disthguished by elaborate and beaidiful 

ceramic vessels. commonly in the form of sporb-and-strap-handle whistling botties. 

Unfominately, the beauty and quality of these vessels has meant tbat they have becow 

prized by museums and art collectors, and as a resdt of this the rnajority of what we know 

of Chorrera ceramics cornes to us in the fomi of looted pots. These looted Chorrera pots 

have become synonymous with the Late Fonnative Period in Ecuador and the emphasis on 

these pots has meant that archaeologists have developed a very biased view of Late 

Formative Period ceramics in Ecuador. 

This dissertation focuses on the analysis and description ofthree Late Formative 

Period ceramic collections nom archaeologically excavated sites in southwestem Ecuador; 

OMJPLP- 14 1 C (Salango), Loma Alta (OGSEMa-182) and Albarrada de Achillan (OGSE- 

45). One of the main goals of this dissertation is to provide descriptive clarifications of 

Late Formative Period ceramic assemblages to examine the underlying structure of the 

ceramic style and to provide a basis for cornparison. The methodology of ceramic analysis 

chosen for this study is a modal analysis. or what mcently has been termed a structural 

classification (Raymond 1995). 

in the past the Late Formative Period of Ecuador has ken  thought to be a time of 

great sylisitic homogeneity. It has ken  referred to as a horizoa md Chomra as a horizon 

style. The true amount of homogeneity in Late Formative Period ceramics, however, 

remains questionable. ui this study it was found that within the limited geographical region 

of the three sites included in the study quite a high degree of stylisitic homogeneity does 

exist. Cornparisons with other more geographically distant Late Formative period ceramic 

assemblages, however, do not seem to support the idea of a horizon ceramic style existing 

during the Late Fonnative Period in southwestem Ecuador. 
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The Chorrera culture of the Late Formative Period is one ofthe most renowned in 

Ecuadorian prehistory and has ken described as the "artistic climax of the Ecuadorian 

Formative" (Lathrap, Collier and Chancûa 1975:34). The Chomra culture is distinguished by 

elaborate and beautifid ceramic vessels that display a very high level of artisûy and 

crafisrnanship. Unfortunately. the beaw and quality of the vessels has meant that they have 

become prized by museurns and m collectors. As a result the majority of what is known of 

the ceramics of the Chonna culture cornes to us from looted pots, particularly ihose 

published in the volume Ancient Ecuador: Clay, Culrwe and Crearivity 3000-300 B.C. 

(Lathrap. Collier and Chandra 1975). These looted pots, specifically the spout-and-strap 

handle whistling bottles, have become synonymous with both the Chomra culture and the 

Late Formative Period. 

The emphasis given to the whole Chorrera pots in museums has meant that 

archaeologists have developed a very biased view of the ceramics fiom the Late Formative 

Period cultures of southwestern coastal Ecuador. The more mundane and less elaborate 

ceramics of the period are not well known. ûne of the main goals of this dissertation is to 

provide descriptive clarifications of Late Formative Period ceramic assemblages b m  

archaeologically excavated context. to examine the underlying structure of the ceramic style 

and to provide a b i s  for cornparison. 

The focus on lwted, whole Chorrera pots has also meant that many questions about 

the Late Formative Period of a more anthropological nature have gone unasked d, therefore, 

unanswered. Aspects of Late Formative Period culture such as subsistence patterns, fonns of 

social organization, levels of social complexity, settlement pattems, site layout, trade and 

extemal connections are vllhially unknown. Even the most basic tasks, such as defining 

Chorrera ceramics in a stylistically coherent manner and creating a ceramic sequence, have 

not been completed. The lack of such fiindamental research has meant that even when 
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anthropologicai questions are asked about the Lne Formative Period it is nearly impossible to 

answer them witb any sort of confidence. 

Early in the history of research on the Late Formative P e r i d  many regional cerarnic 

assemblages sharing broad stylistic characteristics (such as Chorma. Engoroy, Olon and 

Tabuchila) were subsurned under the single rubric o f  Chomra (Estrada 1958:69; Evans and 

Meggers 1982 [1971]:124). The Late Fomrative Period is now commonly wnsidered to k a 

t h e  of great stylistic homogeneity and Chomra is 0 t h  coosidered to k the fint great 

horizon style of Ecuadorian prehistory ( B h  198957; Bnihas, Burton and Miller 

1 99O:Zz 1 ). Cornparisons are ofien made between Chomra and the more-or-less 

contemporary C h a h  culture of the Early Horizon in the central Andes (Estrada 19%: 12; 

Evans and Meggen 1 982 [197 11: 124; Bnibns l989:57). The sùnilarities used to identify 

ceramics with the Chorrera horizon are o f h  very general. Some of the more common 

characteristics cited are thin walled vessels. highly polished surfaces, open bowls, annular 

bases. anthropomorphic and zwmorphic bottles and especially iridescent paint. 

The use of the tenn horizon in archaeology, particularly South Amencan archaeology, 

holds a great many implications for the interpretation of the archaeological record. The terni 

horizon is defined in a recent inwductory archaeology text as: 

A widely distributed set of cultural traits and artifact assemblages whose distribution 
and chronology allow one to assume that they spread rapidly. ûften, horizons are 
fomed of artifacts that were associateci with widespread, distinctive teligious beliefs 
(Fagan l997:252). 

As the definition çtates, horizons are often understood as spread'ing very quickly 

through space. This begs the question ''where is the style spreading fiom?" The implication 

is usually that a horizon has an origin point and discussion is fkequendy foc& on 

identifjing that otigin point. This has certainly been the case for the Chavin cultue! of the 

Early Horizon in the Central Andes (Benson 197 1). A second implication, again as stated in 

the definition above, is that the cause of the spread is related to religion. ûfhm in d i e s  of 

horizon styles the focus of the tesearch becomes the nature of the s p d .  Once again this has 

been the case in the research into the Early Horizon of the Cenaal Andes (Benson 1971). 

There is a third and more fûndamentaf implication in the definition of a horizon, which is 
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perhaps the most important for the Late Fonnative P e M  in wuthwestern Ecuadot. This is 

the assumption that a horizon style is a distinct break h m  previous local cuituni 

developments, and is identified by a sudden sbift to a homogenous ceramic style throughout a 

region. The existence of such a shift during the Late Formative Period in southwestem 

Ecuador will be addressed in this study. 

The true homogeneity of Chorrera ceramics h m  tbroughout Late Fonnative Pend 

Ecuador has been a point of some debate over the last 25 years. Much of the discussion has 

centred on the relationship between Engoroy ceraLnics which many researchers believe are the 

coastal manifestations of the Chonera culhue, and the Guayas Basin. or ''pine" Chorma 

ceramics. Both Lanning ( 1 967: 1 9-20) and Simmons (1 WO:432-43 7) have argueci that the 

Engoroy ceramics of the coast represent a distinct entity h m  the Chomra ceramics of the 

Guayas Basin. Lanning ( 1967: 19-20) sees the coast as a homogenous stylistic unif a point 

that Simmons (1970:436-437), however, disagrees with. At the 1971 Salinas symposium it 

was decided to combine Chomra and Engoroy as regional variants into a single cultural unit 

and name this style of ceramics the "horizonte Chorrerd' (Zedefio 1994: 12). Bischof (1982 

[ 1 97 1 ] : 1 3 8- 1 4 1 ) in this same publication argues that the term horizon should be abandoned 

when discussing Chorrera and replaces it with the term "Chomra Series" to which a number 

of Chorrera-related ceramic assemblages could be assigwd. The true relationship of Chonera 

and Engoroy ceramics, as well as a number of other p s i b l y  related Late Formative Period 

ceramic assemblages fiom throughout Ecuador, is still not weU understood. This remains one 

of the most elusive questions in the study of Late Formative Period ceramics h m  

southwestem Ecuador. 

It has been a major snmibling block in Late Formative Pend research that the type 

site of the Chorrera culture, La Chorrera, has not been Mly published since its excavation in 

the 1950s. It is therefore difficuit to determine how Chomm ceramics were initidy defineci. 

There are a few reports on the ceramics recoved h m  La Chonera @vans and Meggers 

1 954, 1 95 7. 1 982 [ 1 97 11; Meggers 1 966), but die descriptions of the ceramic f o m  are very 

general and the illustrations limited. It is difncult to gauge the amount of variability that 

exists between the Late Formative Period ceramics h m  c&stal and Guayas Basin sites when . * 
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the Guayas Basin collections are so poorly known. Zedeiio's (1994) recentiy published thesis 

on the Late Formative Period component of Peilon del Rio adds vital Iliformation to our 

knowledge of the Late Formative Period ceramics h m  the Guayas Basin. 

In this study I have tried to avoid using either the terni Cborrera or Engomy in 

referring to the ceramic coiiestio~is useû in this stuây. Since neither has been de- in a 

stylisticaily coherent manner 1 believe debating whethrr particuiar assemblages should be 

called Chorrera or Engoroy d u c e s  the research to a rnatter ofsernantics. It dso draws 

attention away fiom the real questions that 1 believe shodd be asked. How s M a r  or dinerent 

are the ceramics fiom various sites during the Late Formative Period in southwestem 

Ecuador? Does the amount of variability in Late Formative Penod ceramic coUections 

represent a distinct shift fiom the precedîng pend? How can the ceramic variability uiform 

our understanding of the social aspects of the Late Formative Period? 

One of the goals of this dissertation is to define, in a stylistically cohmnt manner, the 

Late Fornative component ceramic collections h m  thRe sites in southweste~n Ecuador. The 

methodology of ceramic d y s i s  chosen for this study is a modal analysis, or what has 

recently been tenned a structural analysis (Raymond 1995). 'Ihis methodology was chosen as 

it is believed to be most sensitive to srnall variations between ceramic collections. The 

methodology also con- with many of the earlier classifications of Late Formative Period 

ceramics which made use of the type-variety method. An attempt is made to d d b e  each of 

these collections in as much derail as possible. The results of the aaalysis of the three 

collections of ceramics are then compared to each other to determine the arnount of similarity 

and difference between them. The collections are also compared to other Late Formative 

Period assemblages in the published Literature in an attempt to gauge the amount of ceramic 

variability which existed in the Late Formative Period throughout southwestem Ecuador. 

The data used in this dissertation corne fkm three archaeologically excavated sites in 

coastal southwestern Ecuador. The study was planncd to make use of exuint ceramic 

collections as the budget available for this psject made doing my own excavations 

impossible. The ceramic collections that are used in this study were chosen in an 

opportunistic manner fiorn collections to which 1 was able to gain access and permission to 
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anaiyze. The three sites iue OhrUPLP-141 C in Salango, Loma Alta (OGSEUa-182- 172) and 

the Albarrada de Achallh (OGSE-45). 1 must thank Dr. J. Scott Raymond, Dr. Karen 

Stothert and the Fwidacibtz Presley Norton for theu genemsity in dowing me to inclucie 

these collections in my study. 

Organization of the Dissertation 

Chapter 2 provides an introduction to the archaeology of the Late Formative Period in 

southwestem Ecuador. The chapter begins with a brief revïew of the general cuihiral 

chronology of the Ecuadorian area and how the Late Formative Period fits into this 

chronology. The absolute dahg of the Late Formative Peiiod is then discussed. Previow 

research conducted on the Late Formative Pend cemmic sequence is detailed and the state of 

knowledge of the social aspects of the Late Formative Period is briefly reviewed. 

Chapter 3 provides the environmentai and archaeological contexts of the t h e  

ceramic collections incfuded in tbis study. The chapter begins with a generai discussion of 

the climate and environment of southwestem coastal Ecuador. Each of the three sites is then 

discussed separately, providing details of the locatioa and environmental setting of each site. 

nie history of archaeologicd research at each of the sites is then reviewed. The 

archaeological provenience of the ceramic collections used in this study is thm detailed. 

Descriptions and illustrations are pcovided of the excavations at each of the thne sites. 

Chapter 4 discusses the choice of modal analysis as the classification methodology for 

this study. The chapter dso provides a brief history and a review of the theoreücal 

underpinnings of the method of modal aaalysis. The method of analysis of the sherds is 

detailed. The way in which the data will be presc~ted in Chapters 5,6 and 7 is detailed. The 

definitions of the dimensions of variability in the ceramic collections aud the dennitions of 

the modes in these dimensions are found in Appendùr 1. 

Chaptea 5,6 and 7 present the cerarnic data h m  OMJPLP- 14 1 C (Salango), Loma 

Alta (OGSEMa- 182- 182) and the Aibarrada de Achallh (OGSE-45), respectively. Within 

each of these chapters the rim sherds are grouped and presented in four vessel fom 

categories. At the end of each of the vessel form categories there is a summary describing the 

general patterns of fom and decotation occuning at the site and wmparing thex to the 
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published literature on other Late Formative P d  ceramic collections. The decorated body 

sheds and base fomis are treated in a separate section in each cbapter. At the end of each of 

the three chapters is a site slmimary in which the ceramic couection is summarized, compareci 

to other sites in this study and the placement of the site in the Late Formative Period sequence 

is reviewed. 

Chapter 8 presents the conclusions reached tegarding the variability which exists 

between the three collections used in this study. Cornmeats are also made on the amount of 

similarities and differences tbat are f o d  between the ceramic coilectiotls fimm OMJPLP- 

14 1 C. Loma Alta and OGSE-45 and other collections available in the published fiterature. 

Finally the nature of the Late Formative P e n d  in Light of the conclusions reached in this 

study. is discussed, and directions for fbture research are noted. 



INTRODUCTiON TO LATE FORMATIVE PERIOD ARCHAEOLOGY OF 

SOW'îHWESTERN ECUADOR 

in this chapter I begin with a brief review ofthe general cultural chfonology of the 

Ecuadorian area in use today. Despite many flaws. th is  general chronology has become 

entrenched in the literature of Ecuadorian arcbaeology. I will discuss the history of this 

general chronology, its shortcomulgs and some recent refinements, and attempt to define 

the Late Formative Period in relation to generd chronology. 1 will also discuss the absolute 

dating of the Late Formative Period. 

1 then review the ceramic characteristics which have been used in the past to 

identifi the Late Formative Period. Much of the early work used ceramic trait lists and 

type-variety methodology to describe the ceramics and these studies will be slvveyed (Le. 

B~ishnell 1% 1; Evans and Meggers 1954,1957,1982 [1971]; Simmons 1970; Bischof 

1982 [1971]); whereas more recent studies, such as Zedefio (1994) and Aleto (1988), have 

begun to make use of other ceramic classification methodologies, such as modal analysis. 

Finally, 1 will briefly review attempts to characterize the social orgsnization and 

possible social complexity associated with the Late Formative Period. 

Cultural Chronology in the Ecuadorian A m  

Throughout the history of archaeological research in Ecuador the area has ken 

considered culturally distinct fiom areas of "hi& civilization" to the noith (Mesoamerica) 

and to the south (Central Andean area). Willey (1971 :254-255) included it in his 

intemediate Area by which he meant the entire area between Mesoamerica and the Central 

Andes. Lurnberas (1 98 1) included it in the Notthem Andean Area, referckg to Ecuador 

and the neighbouring regions of northern Peru and southem Colornbia. More tecent works 

seem to favour the use of Lumberas's terni Northem Andean area, as it recognizes the 

cultural distinction between Ecuador and Colombia (i.e. Aleto 1988:20; Masucci 1992). 
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One of the ways that the Northem Andean area was seen as distinct h m  the 

Central Andean area to the south was in temis of the ceramic cbronology. The Northern 

Andean area was not iduenced by the grand horizon styles ofthe Central Andes. such as 

Early Horizon Cbavui culture, or the Micidie Horizon styles associated with WarÏ. A local 

cultural chronology for the Northem Andean area began to k developed fiom the 1930's 

One of the fim attempts at creating a general Ecuadorian cultural chronology was 

made by G.H.S. Bushnell in his 195 1 publication The Archaeology of the Sam Eiena 

Peninrula in South-wesr Eczîador. Bushnell(l95 1) outlined four cultural phases for the 

Ecuadorian coast based on his matified excavations at La Libertad. These phases fiom 

oldest to most recent are Pre-Guangala Horizon. the Guangala Culture, the Engoroy Culture 

and the Mantefio Culture. Iii today's tenninology these would be roughiy equivalent to the 

Formative Period, the Regional Development Period, the Late Formative Pend and the 

Integration Period, respectively. Bushnell mistakedy placed the Engoroy Culture, which 

we now know precedes the Guangala culture, after the Guiingala Culture as he had no 

excavation in which the two were stratigraphically associated. Rather than stmtigraphic 

contexts his chronology was based on what he thought were cultural carryoven fiom 

Guangala to Engoroy (Bushnell 1951 :II). It is now clear that Bushneii was in error and the 

true chronological position of the Engoroy materials was after Machaiilla and before 

Guangala (Bischof 1982 [197 11: 136). 

Despite the e m r  in Bushnell's chronology, his work served as the bais for later 

chronologies. Evans and Meggers (1961) and Estrada (1957a; 1957b; 1958) refïned 

Bushnell's chronology based on theù excavations in the Guayas Basin and on the Manabi 

coast. The chronology presented in Meggen's 1966 general text, E d o r ,  is still widely 

used today. Although a large number ofresearchers have pointeci out the many weak spots 

that exist in this general culnirai chronology, it has become so entrenched in the literature 

on Ecuadorian archaeology that it is almost impossible to conect (but see Aleto l988:472- 

475). 
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In MeggersT( 1966:25) version of Ecuadorian culturai chnniology the entire 

prehistoric time p e n d  is divided into four developmental periods. There are ( h m  oldest 

to youngest): the Pmcerarnic, the Formative, the Regionai Development and the 

htegration. The Formative Perïod is m e r  subdMded hto  the Early (Valdivia), Middle 

(Machalilla) and Late ( C h o m ) .  The placement of this cbnology in absolute time will 

be discussed in a separate section below. While this chronological time firame no doubt 

was an essential tool for Ecuadorian archaeologists to adopt at the tirne, in light of more 

recent research this tool m u t  now ôe refined. 

One of the most common criticisms of Meggea' chnmology is the fact that what 

she calls developmental penods are a d l y  stages. As Rowe (1 962:4O) points out: "The 

difference is that stages are units of cultural similarity, while periods are units of tirne, or 

more specifically, units of contemporaneity". Aleto argues convincingly that wbat 

Meggers' ( 1966%-28) is referring to as periods are acnially stages, that is her periods are 

units of cultural similarity rather than contemporaneity; 

When the uni& are defined by the presence or absence of artifiacts, 
technologies or social, cultural, economic, religious systems etc., they are 
stages. Meggers defines her "periods" in such a way that they are mits of 
cultural similarity rather than units of contemporaneity. She uses the 
Industrial Revolution. a classic stage, as an analogy for her " ~ ~ o d s "  (Aleto 
I988:2+25). 

Several other researchers (Stemper 1989:263-275; Masucci 1992: 19-2 1 ; Zeidler and 

Pearsall 1994:7) have also discussed this problem in the Ecuadorian general chronology. 

S temper ( 1 989:263), following Lippi, questions how a unit of tirne c m  conelate with a 

stage of cultural evolution that includes the entire Northem Andean Cultural Area. In his 

work he retains the usage of the traditional terminology, but to him the Regional 

Development Period and Integration Period mean no more thaa the intervais oftime under 

consideration (Stemper l989:263,274). Masucci (1992:21) and Zeidler and Pearsall 

( 1994:7) both agree that disposing of the generai chronology would not be a useful 

exercise. rather it should be used cntically keeping its limitations in mind. 'This approach 
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seems to me to be the most logical and in tbis dissertation the Late Formative Period will 

refer to a unit of time and no more 

Aleto ( L 988:475-6, Figure 8.1) has suggested that the Santa Elena Peninsuia 

sequence be used as a "baseiine" for a new Ecuadorian p&od chronology. The system 

would function much as the Ica Valley sequence hctions in the central Andean area. 

Aleto ( 1988:475) proposes that to avoid confusion the old stage names will be kept for the 

new penods- It awaits to be seen whether this new period chroaology will be adopted by 

archaeologists working in Ecuador. 

Masucci ( 1 992:2O), points out that some researchers (i.e. Stothert) have suggested 

that the emphasis should be placed on local phase sequences and dates. She cautions that 

even local phases and dates taken as real entities may cause confusion as transitional sites 

or phases will exist. She argues their placement in arbitrary, discrete categones will cloud 

both "similarity and diversity" (Masucci 1992:20). This point is an important one for die 

work presented here. 

A second major problem that has been identified with the general Ecuadotim 

chronology proposeci by Meggers (1966) is its reliance on cultural similarities, particuiarly 

ceramic similarities. at the expense of culturai differences or variation. Meggers (1966:24- 

26) explains her reasoning; 

By methods of d y s i s  paraileling those employed by biologists in 
recognizing species, the attempt has been made to differentiate between local 
variation in sites repmenting the same culture and variation that can sewe as 
a basis for signiiincant geographical and chronological distinctions. Each 
narne on the chronological chart, thenfore, embraces a group of sites 
occupying a particular geographical ar«i duriag a designated pend of tirne. 
Local differences c m  be observed arnong the rnembea of each group, but 
these are overshadowed by a core of diagnostic traits that unite the sites of 
each archaeological phase and set them apart h m  other similar groupiogs. 
*.. 

Emphasis on similarities rether than differences accounts for the fact 
that the 5000 years of Ecuadorian pnhistory which followed the introduction 
of pottery-making are encompassed by no more than three periods. 
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Aleto ( l988:26) has pointed out that the division of Ecuadorian prehistory into 

only three major periods besed on similarities has ignored the regional and local variation 

that exists in the Ecuadorian archaeologicai record: 

Another important aspect of Estrada's and Meggers' chrowlogy is its 
emphasis on the similarities rather than the differences in the archaeological 
record. This results in the tendency to create broadly defincd archaeological 
constructs that ignore regionai and local variation. This tendency is 
especially evident in the delineation of ce-c complexes that define the 
Periods. The organizatioa of the Late Fonnative Period provides a nice 
example. 

For the Regional Development Period Gundnim ( 1992:26) astutely points out, "It is 

interesting that the assignment of prehistoric cultures to this period (the Regional 

Development Period) were based on similarities in material culture, when the period itself 

is defined as a time of culturai dBerentiatiod9- This odd situation serves to cal1 attention to 

the weakness of the classification of cdtures based on broad similarities in material culture. 

As more research is carried out in the Northern Andean a m ,  particularly on the Late 

Formative Penod, the extent of the similarities in the matenal culture of each period may 

be found to be more a product of the classification methodology and Meggers' theoretical 

bias. than the reality of the archaeological record. 

The last shortcoming of Meggers' general Ecuadorian chtonology that 1 want to 

discuss here is the lack of reliability of the horizon markers that distinguish the ceramics of 

the various periods. Recent research (Aleto 1988) bas concluded that many of the traits 

which were considered to be horizon markers of the Regional Development Period are not 

appropriate. The two traits that Meggers (1966:67) feels serve as horizon markers for the 

Regional Development Period are white-on-red and negative painting. Aleto (1988:32-43) 

has argued persuasively that white-on-red and negative painting do not hc t ion  well as 

Reg ional Development Period horizon markers. He has noted that both of these traits are 

also found in ceramic collections that pre- and pst-date the Regional Development Period. 

1 believe that as research on the Late Fonnative Period continues it will emerge that 

many of the ceramic traits which Meggers (196656-61) onginally descrikd as Late 

Formative Period horizon markets, such as rocker-stamping and iridescent paint, will be 
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found to be inappropriate, or at the very least Ïnsunicient, Late Formative Period horizon 

marken. Attributes used to idenufy Late Formative Penod ceramics will be discussed in 

more detail below. 

Absolute Dating of the Late Formative Period 

Tying the general Ecuadorian chronology to absolute dates has always been a 

formidable task. Meggers (1 966~27-28) used 44 radiocarbon dates fiom tbroughout 

Ecuador and a large number of obsidian hydration dates to place her developmentai periods 

in absolute time. Despite many problems with the methods of dating (is. obsidian 

hydration dating in the 1960's was still in an experimental stage) acd the small number of 

dates she was working with (given the long tirne span and large geographical area covered). 

the dates she assigned to her developmentai periods appear to have more or less stuck. As 

Aleto ( 1988:43) points out, even though more recent dates have been published that 

contradict Meggers' dates there has been little published revision of those original dates, or 

any proposal of a new chronology. 

The Late Formative Period's placement in absoiute time has still not ken 

detennined precisely. The iack of scientific excavations at sites with Late Fomative Period 

components has meant that ou.  database of radiocarbon dates for the Late Formative Period 

is not extensive. This is not to Say that radiocarbon dates for the Late Formative Period are 

non-existent, but rather the geographical area covered by the dates we have is patchy, and 

sites that have produced a number of dates fiom stratified contexts are extremely rare. 

Another problem is the lack of well described and illustrated ceramic assemblages. Even 

when radiocarbon dates are available for Late Formative Perd components, it is often 

difficult to determine just what exactly, in ceramic ternis, is king dated. Table 2.1 lists al1 

available radiocarbon dates published for the Late Fonnative Period in southwestern 

Ecuador fiom oldest to youngest. These dates are uncorrected; corrected dates when 

avaiiable are listed in the comments column of Table 2.1. 

Meggea ( 196655.66) states that the Late Fomative Period began by around 1500 

BC and ended about 500 BC. These dates are odd, especially the initial date, as the oldest 

radiocarbon &te listed on her chart for Chomra is 850 +/- 11 5 BC (1307) (Meggers 
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Sequita, also known as Pepa de Huso, and the date with lab number 1307 is h m  the 

Véliz site. in fact there are to date no pubtished radiocarbon &tes for Chomra phase 

contexts in the Guayas Basin. Perhaps the closest date we have is Stemper's (1989:275) 

Silencio 1 Phase which began sometime before 400 BC and ended between AD 100 to 250. 

Stemper ( l989:334), however, does not consider his Silencio 1 to be Chomra, but perhaps 

derived fiom Chorrera; "To sum up the evidence, pottery h m  PL-l8a provided the bases 

to infer that Silencio 1 was an unintempted local development fiom an earlier, Chorrem- 

like style". It is interesting that Stemper's survey dong the Daule River failed to tum up 

evidence of "pure" Chorrera ceramics (Stemper 1989:333-334). Another survey dong the 

Daule undertaken by Raymond, Marcos and Lathrap (1 980)' however, did encounter 

ceramics with iridescent paint and a figurine that may be fiom the Late Formative Period. 

in recent years both Meggers' beginning and end dates for the Late Fomative 

Period have been seriously questioned. The beginning date of 1500 BC, since there are no 

radiocarbon dates earlier than 850 +/- 1 15 BC, must be based on the obsidian hydration 

dates Meggen ( 1966) mentions. There have been no subsequent radiocarbon dates which 

have supported this start for the Late Formative Period, as can be seeu in Table 2.1; the 

earliest published radiocarbon date fiom a securely identified Late Fomative Period 

context is 895 +/- 95 BC h m  San Isidro in the Jama Valley (Zeidler and SutIiff 1 994: 1 1 5). 

While many researchers have dtered theu understanding of the time depth of the Late 

Formative Period (e-g. Lathrap, Collier and Chandra 1975, Lippi 1983; Aleto 1988), dating 

the begiming of the Late Formative Period to before 1000 BC has persisted in some of the 

literature (e.g. Meggers and Evans l977:266; Zedeiio l994:8; Muse 199 1 :293; Stemper 

1989:263; Marcos I986:X; Anawalt 1 992:ll8). 

Given that the obsidian hydration dates are the only evidence of the Late Formative 

Period dating pnor to 1 O00 BC it would seem appropriate at this point to review these dates 

in detail. Upon close examination it c m  be ugued that there is no compelling reason to 

accept these obsidian hydration dates. The obsidian hydration work was carried out in the 

late 1950's and published in a senes of two articles, one by the geologists Friedman and 

Smith ( l96O), and the second by Evans and Meggers (1960). The authors of both the 
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articles state h m  the outset thrit the datuig method is a very new, experimental one and 

that the resuits should not be accepted'uncritidy or prematurely (Evans and Meggers 

l960:523; Friedman and Smith 1960:476). Even ten yeam later Meggers and Evans 

( 1970:322) state that the obsidian hydration dates shouid be considerrd provisional and 

may have to be changed when radiocarbon dates becorne available. 

There appears to be a major flaw in the logic of the arguments presented in the 

articles. The O aw involves the creation of the hydration skile for Ecuador which made it 

Y.. possible to establish a tentative rate of hydration for each given climatic zone pcuacior 

in this case]" (Friedman and Smith 1960:487). To create the scde a chart was established 

where the thickness of the hydrated rim in microns squared was the vertical element and 

time in years before present was represented as the horizontal element. Two objects of 

known absolute date and known thickss of the hydrated rim were plotted on the chart and 

a straight line was then drawn between the two objects. This Iine became the curve of the 

rate of hydration through t h e ,  against which objects of unknown dates could be dated if 

the thickness of the hydration rim was known. (Friedman and Smith 1960:486-7). 

The major flaw in the curve developed for Ecuador is that, of the two points that 

were chosen to create the lhe, only one of them is securely dated by radiocarbon assays and 

the other seems to be, at best, an estimate made by Meggen and Evans. As Friedman and 

Smith ( I960:488) explain; 

The dating of the lowland coastal Ecuador samples is based on radiocarbon 
dating of several of the later cultures and an estimated date of 3400 BP given 
by Evans and Meggers for the beginaiog of the Chomra period based on the 
radiocarbon dathg of 4000-4500 years BP of certain levels of the preceding 
occupation, the Valdivia culture. 

It would appear that the estimate of 3400 BP for the kgiuning of the Chomra pend has 

not ken  confirmed by radiocarbon dates, as even Evans and Meggers (1 96 1 : 150) 

themselves said it should be before the obsidian hydration dates for the older part of the 

phase are accepted. The radiocarbon dates fiom the Valdivia contexts could not be used as 

a datum point for the curve because no obsidian was recovered fiom these contexts. The 

use of this unconfirmed esthate is odd as only a few paragrapbs before Friedman and 
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Smith ( 1960:486) state; "in order to plot the data on eash chart, the hydration rim 

thickness in microns s q u d  and a depeidable date are needed for each speciwdT 

(emphasis mine). This emrr appears to throw ail dates generated fiom this curve hto 

serious doubt. Bischof (1982 [1971]: 165) has also commented on the em>r in the curve 

and suggested the rate of obsidian hydration in Ecuador was senously underestimated in the 

originaI work. As a ment debate ove? the dating of the Coner phase at Copan illustrates 

(Braswell 1992; Webster, Freter and Rue 1993), even today with more sophisticated 

techniques, the reliability of obsidian hydration dating is still controveaial. 

Further problems arose with the obsidian hydration dates of the Chomra phase 

when new radiocarbon dates of the Valdivia phase overlapped with the proposed Late 

Formative Period time span (Meggers, Evans and Estracla 1965: 152-1 56). Attempts to 

correct this were made by a l t e ~ g  the hydration rate scaie, but even two tries to alter the 

hydration scale did not make the obsidian hydration dates fit in line with theu new 

radiocarbon dates. Finally Meggers, Evans and Estrada (1965: 155- 156) concluded it was 

not the obsidian hydration dates that were out of line. but rather the radiocarbon dates 

which were in error. To fix the dates, they pushed the Valdivia dates back 300 years, thus 

allowing better chronological fit; they concluded that the most recent Valdivia date was 

really 3750 +/- 50 BP, not 3450 +/- 50 BP, which would ailow the Chomni phase 

immediately following it to begin at around 3400 BP (Meggers, Evans and Estrada 

1965: 156). 

Meggers, Evans and Estrada had several reasons for arguing that both the Valdivia 

and Chorrera phases were older than the younger Valdivia radiocarbon &te might indicate. 

These reasons were closely tied to their interpretatioa of culturai developrnent in Ecuador. 

They believed that both Valdivia and Machaiilla were non-a$n*cultural fishing peoples and 

that Machalilla was contemporaneous with Valdivia. In b i r  interpretation it was during 

the Chorrera phase, which since Machalilla and Valdivia were contemporary followed them 

both, that agriculture was introduced imo the Ecuadorian ana. Since agriculture fked 

people fiom their reliance on the sea for subsistence, the Chorma culture spread rapidly 

inland into what had previously k e n  uninhabited areas: 
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Reconciliation of the d i s c ~ n f o ~ t y  by accepting the obsidian sequence 
dating of 3400 yem ago for the appmximate inception of the Chomra 
phase, and pushing back the most -nt Valdivia Phase carbon-14 &te of 
3450 +/- 50 by about 300 years creates a temporal aligament in keeping with 
the archaeological situation. if the inference that the uiland spmd of the 
Chorrera phase reflects substitution of intensive agriculture for gathering 
(perhaps supplemented by incipient cuitivation) is correct, this mark the 
beginning of a process that became crystailized at amund 2500 years ago in 
the bbfluocescenf' or "classic" Regional Development Pend complexes. .. . 
Acceptance of a date appreciably less han 3400 years ago for the initiation 
of this process on the Coast of Ecuador would require the assumption that 
cultural change was far more rapid than during comparable portions of 
Mesoamerican and Middle Eastern sequences (Meggers, Evans and Est=& 
l965:I 56)- 

Lippi (1 983 :34 1 -3 55) bas argued convincingly that Machalilla was not 

conternporary with Valdivia C and D, but rather developed out ofthe Valdivia phase. 

Reviewing the radiocarbon dates available to hirn at the time he places Machalilla as 

running fiom l ZOO to 800 BC, including his "Chorreroid 1" p e n d  (Lippi 1983:354-355). 

Our change in the understanding of the nature of both Valdivia and Machaliiia subsistence, 

discussed in more detail below. has also meant that the tirne depth that Meggers, Evans and 

Estrada felt was needed for the spread of agriculture. is no longer a consideration. In light 

of the flaws in the original obsidian hydration &tes and the attempts to fit the radiocarbon 

and obsidian hydration dates into an interpretation ofcuihual development that is no longer 

considered valid, 1 believe it is best to discard the Chomra phase obsidian hydration dates- 

Bischof (1 982 [LW 11 : 162) also places the end of Machalilla and the beginning of 

the Late Formative Period at approxirnately 900 BC. He notes that one ofthe oldest kwwn 

radiocarbon dates that has been associated with Chorrera ceramics is fkom the site of Los 

Cemtos, a cemetery located just outside of San Pablo, that was excavated by Carlos 

Zevallos M. Zevallos (1966:24) reports a date of 840 BC +/- 90 associated with a burial 

containing globular vessels. Bischof (1982 [197 1 :162) points out that the date of 850 BC 

-1- 1 15 recovered fiom the site of Véliz may not actually be associated with Chorrera 

ceramics. He notes that in the level that the radiocarbon date was taken fiom there were no 

iridescent decorated ceramics, only zigzag stamped decotation. In his opinion this one trait 
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is not sufficient to asign the cetamics to the Chomra phase and he suggests they may 

have more ffiliation to the Late Machalilla complex fiorn La Cabuya (Bischof 1982 

[ 1 97 1 ] : 1 62). This meam that thédate pubiished recmtly by Zeidler (1 994: 1 O9), 895 +/- 95 

BC, is the oldest published radiocarbon date soüdly assoeiated with Late Formative Penod 

ceramics. 

Paulsen and McDougle (1974,198 1) have also reporteci on a series of radiocarbon 

dates for the Late Formative Period, Engoroy phase, occupation of the Santa Elena 

Peninsula. In theù original papa they proposed a beguining date for Engoroy of 900 BC, 

and argued that between the beginning ofEngoroy and the end of Machaiilla at 1100 BC 

there was a cultural hiatus on the Santa Elena Peuinsula (Pauisen and McDougle 19745). 

in a later paper McDougle and Paulsen revised their opinion. based on new evidence, and 

retracted the idea of a hiatus between Machalilla and Engoroy (Paulsen and McDougle 

198 1 : 14). A series of eight radiocarbon dates fiom the site of OGSE-46D, located in the 

modem town of La Libertad. ran between 870 and 525 BC (Paulsen and McDougle 

l974:8). They consider these dates to comspond to their Early Engoroy. 

Other researchea have ais0 "re-dated" the begirming of the Late Formative Period. 

Lathrap, Collier and Chandra (1975:16) place the beginning of the Late Formative Period at 

1000 BC, as does Bruhns (1994: 16) in her new textbook on South American archaeology. 

Based on the cumnt radiocarbon dates available it would seem sensible to place the 

begimings of the Late Formative Period at some time between 1000 and 800 BC. 

For the end of the Late Formative Period research since the 1960's (Le. Lanning 

1967: Paulsen 1970) has suggested a more accurate initial date for the Regionai 

Development Period is 100 BC, rather than Meggers' (1966) 500 BC. Almost dl 

researchers (e.g. Zedefio 1994: 128; Stemper l989:262; Bischof 1982 [197 11: 165; Aleto 

1988:47; Masucci 1992: 46; Paulsen 197058) now consider the beguming of the Regional 

Development Period to be dated to about 100 BC. Masucci (1992:25-6), provides a good 

review of the radiocarbon dates available for the beginning of the Regional Development 

Period. 
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Aleto (1 988:47) questions the original dating of the beginning of the Regiod 

Development Period. as the radiocarbon dates listed in Meggers (1966:25), he believes, do 

not suggest 500 BC as an accurate boundary; the two Late Formative Periad dates are older 

than 500 BC and are placed in the Regional Development Period portion of the CM. 

Aleto ( 1988:M) suggests tbat the Bahia 1 c d t .  should be classified as a Chorremid 

cornplex, and therefore those dates shouM belong to the Late Formative P e n d  His 

proposa1 that the end of the Late Fonnative Period should be based on the youngest Bahia I 

date, 1 O0 BC c/- 120 (Meggers 1966:26), is in Line with other early Regional Development 

Period dates (Aleto 1988:N). 

Zeidler and Sutliff ( 1994: 1 13) have concluded that the Late Formative P e n d  

Tabuchila Phase, in the Jama Valley ended at about 355 BC. This estimate is based on the 

presence of a volcanic tephra which overlies the Late Formative Perïod contexts. The 

tephra is believed to be fkom the final eruption of the Pululagua volcano which bas ken 

dated to about 355 BC (Isaacson 1994: 135). Tephra has also k e n  recovered overlying Late 

Formative Period levels in other areas of Ecuador. If these tephras can be correlated, the 

tephra may be able to serve as "the first dated geologicd horizon for the northem Andes" 

(Isaacson 1994: 135). 

The Late Formative Period in this work is considered to begin by c a  1000-800 BC 

and last until sometime Ca. 300-100 BC. These dates seem to be the most supportable 

given the present radiocarbon dates, but it is entirely possible that they wili bave to be 

altered as more dates become available. 

Late Formative Period Excavations aad Ceramics 

Although Late Formative Period, particularly Chomra, ceramics are often referred 

to in glowing ternis of arristic achievement, in reality very littie has been published which 

defines the Chorrera style in a formal mistic manner. Descriptions of Chomra ceramics 

usually mention traits such as thin walls and iridescent paint, but vesse1 fonn and other 

anributes are fiequently not mentioned. illustrations, both drawings and photographs, of 

Late Fonnative Period ceramics are also lirnited in number. For the uninitiated it is oAen 
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vesy difficutt to get an idea of what the average excavated collection of Lete Formative 

Period ceramics looks like h m  the published literatureture 

A major stumbling block in defÏning Chomra ceramics, as previously mentioned, is 

the fact that the material h m  the type site, excavated by Evans and Meggtfs in the 1950's. 

has never been pubtished in full. As is discussed below some short reports are available 

(Le. Evans 1957; Evans and Meggers 1954; 1957; 1982 [1971]), but the descriptions of the 

ceramics in these are ofien confined to a few types with a small number of illustrations. It 

is di ficult to compare other ceramic collections, such as those in this study, to Chomra 

culture cedcs when it is hivd to biow exactly what the ceramics nom the type site look 

like. 

One of the main focuses of this dissertation is to determine what similarities or 

differences c m  be found in three Late Formative Petiod cerarnic colIections fiom 

southwestem Ecuador. As briefly discussed in the introduction in the past the Late 

Formative Period was considered to be a time ofgreat homogeneity and Chorrera has ken  

referred to as a horizon style. The implications outlined above of a Chorrera horizon go 

beyond merely suggesting stylistic similarities of the ceramics, and imply certain cultural 

patterns, which may. or may not, be appropriate in the case of the Late Formative Period. 

The idea of Late Formative Period homogeneity is based on a few very general 

shared traits, such as iridescent paint. As will be discussed in detail below, many of the 

researchen actually working with collections of Late Fonnative Period ceramics (i.e. 

Lanning 1967; SUnmons 1970) have noted that there seems to k distinct temporal and 

regional variation in the c e d c s  classified as Chomra. Bischof(l982 [1971]: 138- 14 1) 

has suggested îhat the terni series, rather than horizon, may be a better term to describe 

related "Chorreroid" ceramics. Cruxent and Rousc(1958:22) prefer to use the term series in 

iheir study of Venezuelan ceramics as it avoids the implication of contempomeity: 

A series rnay be defined as a set of similar and contiguous styles. In order to 
constitute a series, these styles must share rnany, although not dl, of their 
traits. They must also fom a continuous series, extendmg through either 
space, time, or both. so that we cm be reasonably ceriain that theu shared 
traits have spread or persisted from one style to another and have not been 
indepcndently invented in some areas and perïods. 
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While this term would satis@ the temporal variation that occurs in the Late Formative 

Period it may not adequately address possible regional variation. 

One of the first manuscripts in Ecuadorian archaeoïogy to include a description 

specifically of a Late Formative component is G.H.S. Bushneil's 195 1 lïie Archaoology of 

the Santa Elena Peninsuia in Southwest Eaador. Earlier reports had illustrateci vessels of 

the Chorrera style (i.e. Saville 1907 Plate XLii, No. 8; 1910 Plate C, No. 6 and Plate CXIV. 

No. 8), but did not identiQ hem as representing a distinct culture with time depth. 

Bushnell's book was a result of field work camed out between 1937 and 1940; this kcame 

the basis of most later culhual chronologies of coastal Ecuador. 

The Late Formative material Bushneli described which he named Engoroy after a 

hi11 near to the t o m  of La Libertad was recovered h m  a cemetery, then just ouiside (now 

in the middle of) the town of La Libertad (paris of the site wodd become Ferdods La 

Carolina and Paulsen and McDougle's OGSE46D). The pottery Bushneli (195 1 :87-92) 

described and illustrated was recovered from burials. Some common vesse1 fonns 

mentioned are; nmw-necked jars. wide necked jars, simple bowls, bowls with f a t  

(annular bases), carinateci bowis, miniature bowls, and one spout likely fkom a spout-and- 

strap-handle whistling bottle. Bushnell divided the vessels into three classes based on paste 

and temper and described. but did not iliusûate, the decoration on the individual vessels. 

Decorative techniques include red slipping, red paint, corner notching, and "very faint ... 
pinkish over paint", that he also describes as "metallic" lookùig, that occurs in stripes and 

dots (Bushnell 195 1 :9 1). This appears to be the first published description of what has 

become the famous characteristic of Late Formative ceramics, indescent paint. 

Bushnell attempted to relate his chronology to other areas of Ecuador, specifically 

to the work of Jijijon y Caamaiio in the Ecuadorian highlands and Manabi. He equates Jijon 

y Caamaiio's Proto-Panzaleo 1 and II, and Tuncahh Periods to his Guangaia culture and 

his Pre-Guangala material also to Proto-Pdeo 1 (Bushael1 195 1 : 10). Bushnell could not 

directly relate his Engoroy Culture to any described in Jijon y Caamailo's work. He astutely 

notes, though, that the Engoroy culture is "probably npresented" in Manabi as some of the 
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vessels fiom his excavations are ieminiscent of vesseh illiistrated by Saville fiom Cern 

Jaboncillo (Bushnell 1951 :86). 

Research on the Late Formative Period continued to be focused on the Santa Elena 

Peninsuia, and on the La Libertad sites in pdcular, when Edwin N. Ferdou Ir. and John 

M. Corbetf on the advice of Jijon y Caaxmiio, arrived in Ecuador in 1940 as part ofthe 

School of American Research and University of Southem California project, nn in CO- 

operation with the National Academy of History of Quito. They carried out s m e y  and 

excavation in and around La Libertad with the alln of clari@hg the "true sequence of 

cultures on the southem coast" of Ecuador (Fetdon 194 la:394O). 

The project worked at the site E2g (also known as La Cadina), located on an ocean 

clifT(then outside the town of La Libertad), excavating a trench through one of the large 

mounds. The resuit of these excavations and the artifacts they produced were written up 

very briefly in two publications by Ferdon ( 194 1 a; 1941 b). The real importance of these 

excavations is the re-analysis of the cetamic material done by Michael Simmons (1970) for 

his doctoral dissertation. This work will be described in more detail below. 

In 1953 VI. Estrada made a visit to the US National Museum where he met with 

C .  Evans and B.J. Meggers. Estrada explained to Evans and Meggea the amount of 

destruction king suffered by archaeological sites in Ecuador and convinced them to visit 

Ecuador in August of 1954 while on their way home fiom BraziI. They excavated several 

sites between August and October of 1954 with the permission of C. Zevallos Menendez 

who was then head of the Casa de Cultura. 

They chose to work in the Guayas Basin as they felt it was a manageable area to sort 

out in the time they had avaiiable (Evans and Meggers 1954). Through this research they 

were able to outline what they saw as a precise culnnal sequcnce for the Guayas Basin, 

which they felt was a culturai as well as geograpbical unit (Evans and Meggers 1954; Evans 

1957). This sequence was based on stnitigraphic excavations at the Chomra type site, La 

Chorrera (R-B-1 ), first discovend by Ptof. Fnuicisco Huerta Rendon, as well as 

excavations at a number of sites on the Babahoyo and Daule Rivers and surface collections 

at several other sites dong both of these rivers. The excavation at the La Chomra site was 
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a 5 x 3 m unit excavateci in 15 cm arbitrary levels with cultural material movered to a 

depth of 4.1 5 m (Evans and Meggers 1954). 

Initial reportkg on the ceramic matenai h m  the excavation at L a  Cho- stated 

that in the lowest levels the ceramics consisted of very thin tan to orange to brown wares 

that were tempered with fine sand. The ceramics were noted to be excellently made and the 

surfaces were well polished, at times to a high lustre; decoration 0th coosisted of 

patteming in the polish. There was some negative painting noted, and in higher levels there 

were higher frrquencies of coarse wares. In the lower levels of excavations at La Chorrera 

and at El Tejar straight to slightly tapered bottle spouts with strap handles and whistles at 

the junction of the handle and body were found. At times the wfustles were modelled in the 

fom of a bird head. As well a modelled gabled roof house vessel was recovered fiom El 

Tejar which was decorated with incised lines and zones of red paint; Meggers and Evans 

suggested that it was reminiscent of Salinar pottery f o d  on the noah Coast of Peru. 

(Evans and Meggen 1954:3 16-3 1 8) 

These preliminary reports by Evans and Meggea (Evans and Meggers 1954; Evans 

and Meggers 1957; Evans 1957) tended to focus on decorative techniques with few 

mentions, or illustrations, of the vessel fonns characteristic of the Chomra phase. Evans 

( 1957) mentions only spouted bottles with strap handles and whides; these botîles were 

also mentioned in the original report (Evans and Meggers 1954:3 18). in Evans and 

Meggers (1 957:240) a list of common Chomra phase vessel forms is given: 

Although a detailed rim, base and vessel shape analysis of each pottery type 
has not yet k e n  made, certain vessel forms characteristic of the Chomra 
penod may be mentioned. Most common are: (1) open bowls with straight 
outsloping or flaring sides, thickened on the interior 2 to 6 cm below the rim 
and tapering fiom this point to the lip to produce a broad, flat band almg the 
rim interior; (2) globular bowls with constricted mouth; (3) globular jars 
with short neck, constricted mouth and everted rim; (4) globular or rounded 
bottles. The most common base forms are flat and anndar. 

A preliminary list of the characteristics which were thought to be diagnostic of 

Chorrera ceramics were described by Evans (1957); these are presented in Table 2.2. As 

their research contuiued, Evans and Meggers (1957, 1982 [1971]; Meggers 1966) would 



change their opinions of which chc te t i s t i cs  were diagnostic of Chomra ceramics, as 

is illustrated in Table 22. 

Chorrera 
Evaos and Meggers 

1957 

Chorrera 
Meggers 1 966 

Characteristics 

Monochrome Polished 1 X 

Engravinp; on Polished 
Wide Line incision 
Incision in Zones with 

C h o m  
Evans and Meggers 

1982 [1971] 

Chonera 
Evans 1957 

X 
X Striated Polished 

Rocker-stamping 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 

Black and Red Polish 1 

PoIished or Smoothed 
Red Polished in Zones 

X 
X 

X 
X 

Iridescent Paint 
Bumished Lines on 

(polished red rim) 
Negative Paint 
Red and White 

White Paint on Red 1 1 1 1 X 

X 

X 1 X 

X 
X 

X 

Polished 
Zoned Punctate 
Red Paint in Incised 

X 
X 

X 

1 X 

X 
X 

traces 

X 

X 
X 

X 

X 

Paint 
White Wash 

X 

X 
X 

X 
Red Wash 1 
Incision on Plain 
Double line incision 
Undulahg or lobed 

Table 2.2 Evans and Meggers' Decorative Techniques Characteristic of Chomra Phase 
Cerarnics (Afier Evans 1957246; Evans and Meggers 1957; 1982 [1971]; and Meggers 

1966). 

X 

X 

X 

Mi 
Cutout. nicked or 
Finger-impressed nbs 

in latter part of the 1954 field season Evans and Meggea surveyed and excavated at 

X 

X 
X 

sites on the lower Daule River. Here they found ceramics with many of the features that 

purictate 

X 

were noted on those cerarnics recovered fiom the lowest levels of La Chomra (Evans and 

X 

X 
X 
X 

X 

Meggers 1954:326). The fmal days of theu field work in 1954 were spent surveying 

X 

around the area of Playas on the Santa Elena Peninsula. They felt that the sheds collected 
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h m  around Playas did not display the same featiires as those fiom the of the Guayas 

Basin cultures; "Sherds collected previously by Estrada near Playas suggested tbat the 

cultures tbat are typical of the Guayas Basin did not extend to this part of the coast. This 

was confirmed by the examination of five sites in this coastai region" (Evans and Meggers 

1954:326). Evans and Meggers (1954:326) thougbt the ceramics in the Playas region were 

related to those descrïkd by Busimeil nom La Libertad. This is an interesthg point as 

later Meggers and Evans wodd subsume the Late F o d v e  Period ceramics of the two 

regions under their Chorrera culture (Meggen 196655-56). 

in another publication Evans and Meggers (1957) describe the Chorrera and Tejar 

ceramic complexes in more detail; these descriptions are based on material from the 

excavation at La Chorrera (R-B-I ) and survey at Al Frente el Tejar (R-B-2) and Raupe (Ci- 

D-8). Characteristics of Chomra ceramics discussed in this paper are listed in Table 2.2. 

Of interest to note here is the fact that the Tejar phase at this stage of their research is 

considered to be a Formative Penod culture. Their opinion on this placement would 

change, and in Meggers (1966:82-85), the Tejar phase has been placed in the Regional 

Development Period. In this work they identify three types of decoration which are ody 

found in the Chorrera phase; these are "... rocker-stamping, zoned black and red incision, 

and metallic luster painting" (Evans and Meggers l957:237). Another group of decorative 

types were described to be most coumon in the Chorrera phase, but which continue into 

the Tejar phase: these are bumished lines on a smoothed or polished surface and zones of 

polished red paint or slip (Evans and Meggen 1957:237). A third set of decorative types 

were described, those that begin in the Chorrera phase, but become most common in the 

Tejar phase; these consist of "... red wash, incised lines on polished surfaces, incised lines 

on unpolished surfaces, negative painting, polished red slip and polished white slip, zoned 

punctate on unpolished surfaces, and cut, nicked, or figer pressed nbs" &vans and 

Meggers 1 957:240). 

It is of interest to note that several of the characteristics w d  to identify Chomra 

phase ceramics in Evans (1957) are dropped in the Evans and Meggers (1957) article; such 

as engraving on polish and wide line incision. At the same time there were several new 
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characteristics added to the Chomra phase, rnost of which are the traits that become 

most fiequent in the Tejar phase. Chomni phase ceramic diagnostic traits continued to 

change in Meggers and Evans's fater pubiications (Evans and Meggers 1982 1197 11; 

Meggers 1966). 

ui 1957. V.E. Estraâa (1957a) published a monograph on the prehistory of  Manabi. 

This work was bsed  on excavations and surface colIections h m  15 sites throughout 

coastal Guayas and Manabi provinces carried out by Estrada, together with Julio Viteri. in 

this work Estrada defned several pte-Guangala cultures. in the southem region of Manabi 

he proposed an Olon culture, which antedates "Bahia antigua", and a Machaliiia culture, 

which is even older (Estrada 1957a:9). For northern Manabi he described the Coaque-Jama 

culture, and the older Tabuchila culture (Estrada 1957a:g). Estrada assigns the Guangaia 

culture to the region sou& of Callo, and notes that the Ayangue phase precedes Guangala in 

this area (Estrada 1957a:2l). He places Olon and Tabuchila in the Regional Development 

Period part of his chronoiogicai chart and Chorrera and Ayangw in the Formative section 

(Estrada 1957a:22). 

It should be noted that in this early work Estrada recognized enough regional 

differences in the pre-Gmgala material to give them names - Olon. Ayangue. Tabuchila 

and Chorrera - and to classi@ them as separate entities. Estrada (1957a:45) d a s  point out 

that his Olon culture may be related to Evans and Meggers Chomra culture ancilor their 

coastal Ayangue culture. Esttada (1 957a) describes and illustrates a number of ceramic 

decorative types and attempts to identify the cultural and temporal distribution of each type. 

Ln Estrada's 1958 monograph Las Cultures Pre-Clcisicas. Formatives o Arcaicas del 

Ectrudur, published only one year after the monograph described above, we see a 

significant change in his thinking, greatiy attributable to the influence of Evans and 

Meggers. It is in this work we see the inîroduction of the scheme of Ecuadorian c u h d  

chronology that he called "El Cuadro Cultural Global A Traves de Milenios" (Estrada 

1 958:7.13). It is here that the term Late Formative was introduced, dong with the Eariy 

and Middle Formative. Regional Development Period and Iategration Period. 
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in Estrada's chronology the Late Formative Period &tes to 1000 BC to 1 AD. and 

i s  characterized by the presence of the Chomra Cuinite as defhed by Meggers and Evaas 

from their work at the site of La Chorrera (Estrada 1958:LZ). The map of the distribution 

of Chorrera Culture shows it covering the coast h m  Jama south over the Santa Elena 

Peninsula, inland over the Guayas Basin and even into the southem highlands amund 

Cuenca, where it overiaps with Early Namo and Monjashuaico (Estrada 1958:9). 

The significant change in Estrada's thinking was the inclusion of the various pre- 

Guangala cultures described in his 1957 monograph, such as Olon, Ayangue and Tabuchila, 

and also including Bushneli's Engoroy and Collier and Murta's Emly Nado, in the single 

entity of Chorrera (Estrada 1958:69-78). AU, he became convinced, were similar enough to 

be ciassified as the same culture. The regional names he came to think, were superfluous 

and confusing; 

At the suggestion of Evans and Meggers, we were convinced to 
eliminate names that in reality would oniy complicate the best and 
most accurate understanding of the chronology and cultural 
distribution. It is because of this that we have reassigned al1 of the 
cuts that are clearly below the Guangala perioâ, so that they now will 
belong to the Chorrera culture. We have done the same thing with 
the Tabuchila phase of Manabi (Estrada 1958:69) [translation mine]. 

Much of the similarity that they had noted beîween these previously separately 

defined cultures was based on the presence of iridescent paint, cups with &&t walls, 

spout-and-strap-hande whistling bottles, and "cupisnicoide" incision (Estrada 1 958:69). 

Estrada ( 1958:9 1-92} iists six types of Chorrera ceramics and gives a description of the 

paste, decoration, common vesse1 forms and cultural distribution of each. Estracla 

(1958:97, Figure 55) illustrates a number of vesse1 f o m  which he believes to be 

c haracteristic of the Chonera phase. 

Estrada ( 1962) also excavated and published on a number of sites in coastal 

Manabi; Véliz, La Sequita (Pepa de Huso) and Esteros being the most important of the Late 

Formative Period sites. In this work Estrada (1962:29-34) describes seven types of 

Chorrera cerarnics; including Ayangue Incised, Chorrera Iridescent, Chomra Zigzag 

Stamped Chonera Black Polished and Choma Punctate in Zones. For each of the types 
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he inciudes a description of paste, suditce finish and vesse1 fonn, arnong other thuigs. 

AIso included in the publication are a large number of photographs and rim fonn drawings, 

some of which are of Late Formative Period sherds. 

In their most recent descriptions of Chorrera phase c e d c s ,  Evans and Meggers 

( 1982 [197 11) list 13 types of diagnostic ceramic decorative techniques. As the title of the 

article indicates, the focus of the work is to describe regional vatiation in decorative 

techniques. between coastai Guayas and Manabi and the Guayas Basin sites, during the 

Chorrera phase. This is interesthg as much of theu previous work, and that of Estrada who 

was heavily influenced by them, argued the existence of a vimially pan-Ecuadorim 

Chorrera style, under which they subsurned many pnviously recognjzed regional Late 

Formative Period ceramic complexes. in the article they compare ceiamic collections fiom 

La Chorrera (R-B-l ) and Naupe (G-D-8) in the Guayas Basin (collections totalling more 

than 19.000 sherds), with those nom Ayangue (G-48, collection of3,033 sherds). They 

conclude that the absence of four decorative techniques (Chomra Blanco y Rojo, Chorrera 

Blanco sobre Rojo, Chorrera Borde Rojo hilido and Chorrera Cuello Inciso) in the 

Ayangue collection may indicate regional variation in the Chomra phase (Evans and 

Meggers 1982 [ 1 97 11: 12 1-1 24). They do admit that the absence of these four decorative 

techniques in the Ayangue collections may be a refiection ofthe small sample size, but 

prefer the idea that the absences indicated regional variation (Evans and Meggers 1982 

[1971]:123). 

New to the inventory of Chomra phase decorative techniques, in this publication 

(Evans and Meggers 1982 [1971]), is Chomra Whitesn-ted (Chonera Blanco sobre Rojo) 

and Chorrera Red-andowhite (Chorrera Blanco y Rojo). Previously, Chonera Red-and- 

white was mentioned by Evans and Meggers (1957) as begioning in the Chorrera phase, but 

becoming most popular in the following Tejar phase and Chomra White-on-red was 

described as king limited to, and diagnostic of, the Tejar phase. Aleto (1988:35-43) notes 

that this is very strange as in previous publications Meggers (1 966:67) puts white-on-red 

painting, dong with negative painting, forward as Regional Developrnent Period horizon 

marken. Evans and Meggers (1982 [I 97 11) offer no explanMion for this addition to 
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Chorrera phase decorative techniques. Aleto (1988:36-37) in an extensive review of the 

published literature suggests the abandonment of whitesn-red and negative painting as 

Regional Development P e n d  horizon markers: 

Not only does this presentation [of two lcinds of Chomra phase d and 
white painting] contradict theù [Evm and Meggers] earlier defhition of 
Chomra, but it violates the long standing definitions of the Late Formative 
and Regional Development Periodî. Furthexmore, it forces the abandonment 
of white-on-red painting as a horizon market for the Regional Development 
Period. 

in a similar way, a review of statements concemiog negative painting 
in the original presentation of Chorrera and Tejar raises doubts about the 
suitability of this trait as a Regional Development Period horizon marker. 

Evans and Meggers ( 1982 [ 197 11) make few mentions of characteristic vessel 

forms, and the range of vessel foms is difficult to determine h m  the illustrations. Some 

general forms mentioned are open bowls, large vessels with gently everted collars, bowls 

with annular bases and lobed rims, antbropomorphic or zoomorphic vessels, vessels with a 

round or flat bottom and an oval or rectangular body, and short-necked vessels (Evans and 

Meggen 1 982 [197 11 : L 22- 125). Elsewhere Meggen (1 966:58) States that besides 

iridescent paint vessel form is one of the "most striking innovations" of the Chonera phase. 

Bowls were no longer closed and angular as they were during the Machalilla phase, but 

become open with out-flaring walls. have a ~ u i a r  bases and ofien have an intenor step or 

ridge below the rim (Meggers 196658). She also mentions bottles with cylindrical or 

tapering spouts and strap handles that contain whistles (Meggers l966:58). Evans and 

Meggen (1 966:248-249) identified vessels in the "cuspidor" shape, decorated with zoned 

red paint and zoned incision, punctate or rocker s~mping on unslipped anas, as 

characteristic of Chorrera phase ceramics. 

h 1964 a research team nom Columbia University directed by E. Lanning began an 

archaeological s w e y  of the Santa Elena Peninsula- They identified 157 archaeological 

sites on the Santa Elena Peninsula and 10 more to the north of the pminsula; ody five of 

which had evidence of Engoroy occupation (Lanning 1967:4, 15). A chronology was 

developed for the Santa Elena Peninsula in which the Engoroy p e n d  is dated to 500-100 
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BC. based on its similarities with dated Bahia 1 materid h m  Manabi (Lanning 1967:9, 

20). Although the Engoroy cetamics collected by the project are aot described, they do 

note that their sherds share litîle. other than iridescent paint, with the iilustrated Chomra 

sherds from the Guayas Basin (IaMing 1967: 19-20). 

Lanning ( 1967: 19-20) believes that the dflerences between coastal Engoroy style 

and Chomra style of the Guayas Basin are a resdt of more than regional van-ation in style, 

and also represent a difference in age between the two. The Guayas Basin Chorrera 

material, dating to 850-500 BC, is argued to be a direct, local outgrowth of Machaiiila style 

ceramics (Lanning 1967: 19). Engoroy, on the other haad, Lanauig (1 967:2O) believed to be 

stylisticdly distinct nom Machalilla. During Chorrera times, in Lanning's (1 967: 19-20} 

theory, the Santa Elena Peninsula was not occupied and Engoroy represented the 

reoccupation of the peninsula at 500 BC. For Lanning Chortera and Engoroy are two 

distinct styles sharing iridescent paint and Little else. 

in the late 1960s M. Sirnmons began the study of the ceramics from Ferdon's 

1940's excavations at La Carolina (same site as Bushnell's Engoroy cemetery and Paulsen 

and McDougle's OGSE-46D) and presented this analysis in his doctoral dissertation 

(Sirnmons 1970). Although this work was done over 25 years ago, it still stands as one of 

the most complete descriptions of an Engoroy or Chomra ceramic assemblage. It is this 

collection as described by Simmons (1970) that i s  most often used as representative of the 

Chorrera, or perhaps more appropriately Chorremid, phase when cornparisons are made 

between sites (i.e. Lippi 1983; Zedeiio 1994; Aleto 1988). This is also true of this study- 

Simmons ( 1970) using a type-variety rnethodology, divides the Eagoroy phase into 

three sub-phases; Early, Middle and Late Engoroy. He describes 25 named and 2 unnamed 

Engoroy ceramic types and varieties and is able to distinguish these h m  his two Chorrera 

phase types. A series of decorative and vesse1 fom markers for each of these sub-phases 

are described and he notes that Early and Late Engoroy can be seen as trausitional between 

Mac halilla and Guangala (Simmons 1 970:57-65). Based on cornparisons with excavated 

material in the Bahia area provided by Meggers, Evans and Estrada, Simmons (1970:443) 

estirnates that his Early Engoroy dates to around 850 BC and his Middle Engoroy to 500 to 
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100 BC. A more detailed description of Simmons' sub-phase markers can be found in 

Chapten 5.6 and 7 where the La Carolina collection is compared to the collections w d  in 

this study. 

Some of the more common decorative techniques that Simmons ( 1  970) mentions as 

characteristic of the Engoroy phase in generai include iridescent paint, red paint bands, 

polished red slip. negative painting, rim and exterior flange aicking and notchhg, 

monochrome slips and smudging, red and white slip, red dribble paint and sotne incision. 

As well he identifies a number of general vessel foms (Simmons 1970:36) that 

characterite the Engoroy phase; 

Common foms throughout the phase are shallow and deep round-side 
bow 1s. round-side bowls with a sharply counded shodder and restricted 
orifice. shallow bowls with short outnaring rims, and medium to n a m  
neck large ollas. Anndar and hollow polypod bases are present throughout 
the phase (Simmons 1 WO:S6). 

Perhaps one of the most important contributions that Simmoos' study makes to our 

understanding of the Late Formative Period is his conviction that the Engoroy phase 

ceramics fiom La Carolina represent a distinct entity fiom the Chorrera phase ceramics of 

the Guayas Basin; 

A more serious difference of opinion [between himselfand Evans and 
Meggea], though one that will be, 1 believe, more easily resolved than the 
above [referring to Lanning's theory of a temporal hiatus between Machalilla 
and Engoroy on the Santa Elena Peninsuia], concems the actual existence of 
Engoroy as a ceramic entity distinct h m ,  though celated to, Chorrera. The 
latter. initially defined on the basis of excavations in the Guayas Basin, 
shares motifs and forms, but apparentiy not much else. The clear-cut 
Chorrera sherds present in this collection are both distinctive and rare, 
pointing to their position as intrusive trade wares (Simmons 197055). 

Not only does Sirnrnons' (1970:432-437) believe that Engoroy phase ceramics were 

a distinct and contemporary entity fiom C h o m  phase ceramics, but he also argues against 

Lanning's idea that the Ecuadorian coast is a homogeneous cultutal unit during the Late 

Formative Period. SUnmons (1 970:436-437) compares his La Cmlina collections with 

those fiom other areas of the coast and h d s  that the best explmation of the ceramic 

distributions f o d  is the idea of coastal Late Formative Period regional variation; 
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If. as Laaning suggests, the entire coast is a stylistic unit and only t h e  
differences are relevant, Eariy Engoroy fits weU nowhere. ... In sum, it thus seems 
necessary to examine the possible altemative that M g  rejected: nameIy, that 
regionai differences do exist on the coast and collstitute part of the explmation for 
the ceramic distributions seen. 

In 1960 at the invitation of Richard Zeller, HennÏng Bischof began excavations at 

two sites located in the Javita Valley near the village of P a k .  This work resuited in a 

paper presented at the 197 1 Salinas confennce a d  published in those pmceedings (Bischof 

1982 [1971]). Bischof uses a type-variety methodology to define six subdivisions ofthe 

Engoroy phase as represented at the Paimar sites; Engoroy 1 through 6 which are groupeci 

into Early Engoroy (Temprano, 1-3), Middle (Medio, 4) and Late (Tardio, 6). Diagnostic 

types, decorative techniques and vesse1 f o m  of each of his sub-phases are outlined in 

Table 2.3. Bischof (1982 [l97 l]:l63, Figure 8) also provides dates for his three sub- 

phases: Early Engoroy, 900 to 600 BC ;Middle Engoroy, 600 to 300 BC ; and Late 

Engoroy, 300 to 100 BC. 

Bischof ( 1 982 [ 1 97 1 ] : 1 3 8) concludes that his matenal fkom Palmar is very different 

from the material that Evans and Meggea describe from the Guayas Basin, although there 

are some foms and decorative techniques which are similar throughout the "Chomra" 

region. The idea of Late Fonnative Period cultural homogeneity, he believes, should be 

abandoned. He proposes the idea of a Choneroid series which is composed of the various 

regional Late Formative Period ceramîc phases including, Engoroy, Chomra, Guayaquil, 

Bahia I and possibly Rio Chico once it is snidied in more detail (Bischof 1982 [1971]:141). 

He does not, however, give a lia of features which would determine membership in this 

grouping. 

Bischof (1982 [197 11: 138) brings up an excellent question in his discussion that 

archaeologists are still overlooking and unable to answer today. The question is, what 

social mechanisms may be responsible for the stylistic similarities found in the various 

regional Late Fonnative Period ceramic assemblages? Bischof (1 982 [ 197 11: 138) suggests 

several explanations such as commercial exchange of lwury goods, diaision of aesthetics 

and technology for unknown reasons or ethnic group movement be it local or long distance. 



Sub-phase 
Earl y 
Engoro y 
(1-3) 

- - - - - - - 

Engoroy 4 
(Middle 
Engoroy) 

Engoroy 6 
(Late 
Engoro y) 

Types 
Chorrera Fine, 
Cemtos 
Polished. Palxnar 
Smoothed 

without iridescent paiat 
sometimes in zones, red 
bands- red and bfack in 
zoues~ wide line 
incision, appliqué 
nubbins on Lip, notched 

Palmar Deiicate. 
Cemtos 
Polished. Palmar 
Smoothed 
Paimar Scraped 

Fonns 
open bowls and plates; flat lipped 
semihemispheric bowi; carinated plate with 
low. everted rim, romdeci and annuiar bases 

lip 
red siip. iridescent 
pain& notched lip, 
negative paint. black- 
on-red. black- on red 
and cfeam, red bands 

Morros 
Polished Palmar 
Scraped 
U m e d  type 
similar to 
Morros Polished 

deep bowls; platter with a ~ u l a r  base of 
cylindrical . holIow feet (tripod); pIate with 
low. inverted r i m  and red band on rim 
exterior; & with aimost verticai rim with 
red band on interior of rim and exterior of 

iridescent paint, 
geometric modehg 
with appliqué buttons, 
exterior notched 
flanges. notched lip. red 
paint semicircles. 
vertical rows of red 
paint dots (tbger paint) 

plate with direct rim with interior steps, 
carinated plate with Iow, vertical, exterioraily 
thickeued rh, both have exterior notched 
flanges and multiple cyiindrid. hollow feet 
or high conical base; large plate with c w e d  
r i .  and red paint on lip; & with everted rim 
and anguiar interior angle decorated with red 
paint 112 &cles on interior or rim and 
vertical rows of red paint dots on the body 

Table 2.3 Bischof s Engoroy Sub-phase Characteristics (Bischof 1982[1971]). 

Despite 25 years of m e r  research, our understanding of what social mechanisms may be 

behind this stylistic similarity is still not much furthet ahead. 

Allison Paulsen and Eugene McDougle (1974; 1981) have presented two papers 

attempting to define a detailed chronology of Engoroy ceramics based on their excavations 

at the OGSE-46D site in La Likrtad on the Santa Elena Peninsula. In the papers they 

outline a six stage sequence of Engoroy ceramics, which they tie to a senes of 1 1 

radiocarbon dates. Early Engoroy they place between 900 and 500 BC, while Late Engoroy 

c m  fiom 500 to 100 BC. in both the reports they state that Engoroy should be treated as a 

separate ent ity fiom Chonera; 

Thus the name Chorrera came to mask considerable differences between 
various local complexes and regional styles, not ody of the Guayas Basin 
but also of the Guayas and Manabi coasts which axe united chiefly by their 
comrnon use of iridescent paint. 
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Nearly all present-day workers on the south coest prefer to re<um 

to Bushnell ' s name, Engoroy, believing that the name "Chonera" should not 
be applied to the coastal style ... (Paulsen and Mchugle 1974:6-7). 

The colour and design eiements of iridescent paht, according to Paulsen and 

McDougle ( L 974: 1 1 ; 198 1 :20), can be w d  to distinguish Engoroy h m  Chorrera 

ceramics: 

Second, theu [Chomra ceramics] iridescent paint has a strong pinkish cast 
unlike the cool silvery tone of Engoroy iridescent paînt, and the designs are 
executed ctisply with shaiply defmed edges, again quite unlike Engoroy. 
Finally, their painted motifs consist of parallel stripes on plates, or bold 
arrangements of dots withio heavy h e s  on jar bodies (Paulsen and 
McDougle 198 1 :20). 

Zedeiio ( 1994: 136) does not agxee with this dichotomy and believes differences in the 

colour of the iridescent paint has to do with thickness, firing and preservation conditions 

rather than having any cultural significance. I agree with Zedefio and 1 believe that the 

thickness of the iridescent slip is probably the most important factor in deterrnining its 

ultimate colour. 

Paulsen and McDougle (1974; 198 1) break the Engoroy Penod down into six 

temporal units. These units are based on changes in "specific attributes on one limited 

category of abjects"; this king a shallow open dish with an annuiar base or three short, 

straight, hollow, cylindrical legs and decorated on the interior with iridescent paint (Paulsen 

and McDougle 1974:7). The six units are divided into Early Engoroy (1-3) and Late 

Engoroy (4-6). The markets presented in the 1974 paper for the six phases are listed in 

Table 2.4, along with the moditïcations made to the six phase markers presented in the 

198 1 paper. Paulsen and McDougle (1974: 10-1 1) also note that there may be a more 

general trend in Chomra chronology in which texnired decoration is earlier than painted 

decoration. This argument is based on the evidence that only texture decorated Chorrera 

sherds have been recovered from pure Machalilla contexts, while iridescent painted 

Chorrera sherds have been recovered ody  in Engoroy contexts (Paulsen and McDougle 

1974: 10-1 1 ). I have found this sequence very difficult to make use of in my study. With 
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no illustrations avaiiable to me, cornparisons with the materiai h m  the sites induded in 

this study was almost impossible. 

Eady Engoroy 

1 
Engoroy 3 

Transitional Engoroy 

Engoroy 1 

Engoroy 2 

(1981) 
no collar/flange, no nicking (1 974). ody flange is nicked or 
notched (1981) 
no Banges. Ncks or flotches (198 1 ) 

Table 2.4 Paulsen and McDougie's Engoroy Phase Markers (AAer Paulsen and McDougle 
1974:8, 1981:lS-19). 

collar/flange nicked on upper and lower edges (1974). edge 
of Iip scalloped ( 198 1 ) 
coliat/flange nickeà on rim or Iower edge (1 974)- externai 
fl ange added and flaage and tip are nidced or notched 

two or more intenial tiers and no extermi attn'butes (1 974; 
19811 

( 3/4 

Engoroy 5 

Engoroy 6 

One of the most well known collections of Chomra ceramics is that of the Banco 

del Pacifico collection. formerly the Perez-Norton collection. This collection toured North 

Late Engoroy 

NVO or more tiers, one emernaî fillet. often notched (1 974) 
or nicked ( t 98 1) 
one e x t d  tier, the rim markedly rectangular in cross- 
section. two deeply notched exteniai filiets (1 974; 198 1 ) 

American rnuseums in the mid-1970's and was accompanied by a catalogue entitled 

Ancieni Enrador: Clay, Culture and Creativity 3000-300 BC wriîten by Lathrap, Collier 

and Chandra ( 1975). This catalogue contains photos, including some glossy, colour 

Engoroy 4 

photographs, of 136 complete vessels attributed to the Chorrera cuiture. These beautifid 

complete vessels, most fiom looted contexts, have, understaaâably, become entrenched in 

Our undentandhg of what Chorrera ceramics look like. It is interesthg to note that, 

researchee (uicluding Zeidler and Sutliff 1994: 1 15 and myself) when faced with Late 

Formative Penod ceramic collections fiom excavated contexts, often comment that their 

sites possess Chorrera ceramics of a more 'Uilitarian" nature. These cornparisons surely 

must be made with the beautifid complete material h m  the Banco del Pacifico collection 

in mind. An example of such a spout-and-strap-handie whistling bottie is shown in Figure 



Figure 2.1. Example of Spout-and-rmp-handle Whiding bottle. Engraving on 
smudge with iridescent paint Original 23.5 cm hi*. (afker Lathrap, Collier and 
Chandra 1 WS:S4, Figure 76, Item 322). 



The majority of the amtend h m  this collection was bought b m  looten. and 

although most of the collection is thought to be f b n  the Rio Chico area (Lathrap, Coliier 

and Chandra 1975: 14, 15), the original proveniences of these vessels are unknown 

(sometimes even the province of origin is unknown). It was beyond the scope of the 

catalogue to present the Ecuadorian ceramic chronology in extreme detaif and oniy broad 

trends are presented (Lathrap, Collier and Chandra 197527). There is no formai stylistic 

defmition of the Chorrera style provided in the work; 

It is not clear whether these materials [the ones in the Banco del Pacifico collection 
mainly fiom Rio Chico, Manabi area] are more sllni1a.r to the Chorrera (in a strict 
sense) of the Guayas Basin or to the Engoroy matends nom the Santa Elena 
Peninsula. Apparentl y, they are about equally different nom both. For simplicity 
we are using the term Chorrera in its general sense - a usage wfüch is prevalent 
among the archaeologists of Ecuador (Lathrap, Collier and Chandra 1975: 15). 

Lathrap, Collier and Chandra ( 1 975:34-37) do attempt to outline some of the more 

cornmon characteristics of the Chorrera ceramic style. They list the following as 

characteristic of Chorrera ceramics; extensive use of whitish slip, zoned hatched engraving, 

'-numerous and delightful anthropomorphic and zoornorphic vessels", realistic modeüing, 

extensive use of resist, extensive use of black in Chorma colour schemes, iridescent paint, 

and spout-and-strap-handle whistle bonles (Laihrap, Collier and Chandra 1975:34). 

Vessel form is not described in any detail; "The vesse1 foms of Chomra are too 

nurncrous and diversified for extended comment ...' '(Lathrap, Collier and Chandra 

1975 :3 7). However, vessels included in the illustrations are spout-and-straphaadle 

whistling bonles, open bowls, some with annular bases, short aecked ollas, square vases, 

bat bowls, and neck rests. Over half of the vessels illustrated are modelled in zwmorphic 

or anthropomorphic figures. Notably missing are hollow cylhdrical legs, and cuspidor 

bowls (although some may classi@ Fig. 276 as a cuspidor). 

A recent, comprehensive study of an excavated Chorrera ceramic collection was 

camed out by M. Nieves Zedefio (1994) on matenal excavated by ESPOL (Escuela 

Politécnica del Litoral, Guayaquil) nom the site of Pefion del Rio, located in the lower 
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Guayas Basin on the east side of the Babahoyo River five and a half km northeast of 

Duran. This is a pacticularly important collection as, with the exception of the largely 

unpublished Evans and Meggea collection fiom La Chomra, it is vimially the only 

excavated Late Formative PMod material fiom the Guayas Basin. Zeâeiio (1994). who 

completed a modal analysis of the collection, describes the ceramics in detail and provides 

vessel fom illustrations that make cornparisons to other collections possible. 

Unfottunately, no absolute dating is available for the Late Formative Period occupatioa of 

Pefion del Rio- 

The Late Formative Period ceramic material fkom Peiion del Rio is thought to be 

fiom a domestic context, possibly the interior of a house (Zedefio 1994:28-37). She 

believes the Chorrera ceramic matenal from Peilon del Rio is contemporary with the 

intemediate phases of Engoroy, and that generally textured decoration among Chorrera 

ceramics is earlier than painted decoration (Zedeiio 1994: 134). 

Zedeiïo ( 1994) identified two paste categories, 16 vessel fonns and nine decorative 

techniques (red paint, white paint, hidescent paint, red-on-white paint, engraving, incising, 

modelling, ochre paint and negative paint). The collection at Pewn del Rio did not possess 

hi& fiequencies of many of the decorative techniques considered characteristic of 

Chorrera; one notched Nn, two fiagrnents of black and red, very linle negative paint, 

Chorrera Incised is rare, no rocker stamping, no incised and punctate, one exterior notched 

flange. and few examples of pattern b h s h  (Zedeiio 1994). 

Combining paste, vessel fonn and decorative techniques she was able to identify 

two main groups of ceramics, cooking vessels and seMng vessels (vaiilla de mano) 

(Zedefio 1994: 120-1 2 1 ). The cwking vessels are always made of the coarser paste and are 

undecorated. They have two fom: wide mouthed (1 7-22 cm diameter), globular olias and 

shallow, wide-mouthed (40-42 cm diameter) bowls (Zedefio 1994: 12 1). Vesse1 fom and 

decoration is much more varied for the vessels made of the fine paste; bowls of varying size 

and depth are common, high walled bowls with annular bases, few tecomates, cups, ollas 

with both long and shoa necks and Uvee spouts h m  spout-and-strap-handle whistling 

bottles (Zedeiio 1 994: 12 1 - 122). 
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The ment Jama Valley project, directed by Zeidler and Pearsall, has added to our 

knowledge of the Late Formative Pefiod in northem Manabi. Zeidier and S u t W  

( 1994: 1 15) refer to the local Late Formative ceramic complex as Tabuchia Phase and feel 

that the assemblage fiom San Isidro is very similar to other Chorrera c e d c s  fiom the 

westem lowlands of Ecuador. As mentioned above, they do, however, think that the 

ceramics nom San Isidro when compared with other collections of more elabocate Chorrera 

vessels appear utilitarian in nature (Zeidler and Sutüff 1994: 1 1 5). 

Six Chonera vessels recovered fkom excavations at San Isidro are illustrated, two of 

which were associated with an earlier phase of Chorrera which they tem Tabuchila 1 and 

four of which are suggested to be associated with a later Chorrera phase termed Tabuchila 2 

( 1 994: 1 1 5, Figure 7.2). A series of common vesse1 fonns are described includitig simple 

hemispheric bowls, some with low, broad pedestal bases, deep hemispheric bowls with 

high shoulder and incurved rim, cooking 011s are described as wide mouthed globuiar or 

sub-globular with sharply everted rims and a pronounced carination at the neck intenor; 

and finally a squat, wide mouthed cuspidor olla, "which is diagnostic of Chorrera culture 

throughout the westem Ecuadorian lowlands" (Zeidler and Sutüff 1 994: 1 1 5). 

Decoration of the bowls includes polished red slip on the simple hemispheric bowls, 

and red-on-buffpainting in narrow bands in a quadripartite design on the intenor and 

exterior of the deep, hemispheric bowls. The c w b g  ollas are described as usually 

undecorated, although at tirnes there is crude incision found on the exterior neck or 

shoulder. nie cuspidor appears to be the most highiy decorated. It has highly polished 

red slip on the interior neck and lip and on the exterior there are a senes of incised designs 

on a generally smoothed, but unslipped surface (Zeidler and S u t H f  1994: 1 15). 

Zeidler and Sutliff (1 994:ll5) point out that there were no spout-and-strap-handle 

whistling bonle hgments recovered from the excavations. This they mention as 

noteworthy because these bottles are often considered a denning characteristic of "classic" 

Chorrera. It is extremely interesthg to note that no mention is made of iridescent painting 

among the ceramic collection fiom San Isidro, as this decorative technique has in the past 

often been used as a very important marker of Chomra ceramics. 
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There are severdothet publications of coiiections that are consided to be 

Chorma, Chorreroiâ, or closely relateci, but these wiil not be discussed in daail h m .  

These include Fase Guayaquil h m  San Pedro de Guayaquil (Parducci and Parducci 1975); 

Fase Guayaquil fiom Bellavista on Puna (Aleto 1988); Tachha phase fiom Esmeraidas 

(Lopez y Sebastïan and Caillavet 1979); Pechiche h m  the Far North Coast of Pem (Izumi 

and Terada 1966); Early Narrio from the southem Ecuadorian highlands (Collier and Murra 

1943); early levels at PUùicay (Bruhns, Burton and Milier 1990, Bruhm 1989); Cotocollao 

Tardio (Villalba 1988); Chonera 1 at La Ponga (Lippi 1983); Fase Tachina h m  Tarqui. 

(Stirling and Stirling 1963); and Silencio 1 fiom Daule (Stemper 1989). When necessary 

these works will be discussed in more detail in Chapters 5,6 and 7 when cornparisons to the 

collections studied here are made. 

Social and Economic Orgrnization During the Late Formative Period 

The majority of research on Chonera and Engoroy, as Zedeiio (1 994: 12) has 

po inted out, has been limited to describiag ceramïc types and determining the chronologicai 

sequences of these types. There have ken few attempts to understand the tifeways, ievels 

of social complexity or patterns of social organization that may have existed during the 

Late Formative Period (Marcos 1986:36). When efforts have been made to understand 

other aspects of the Late Formative Penod the studies have had a tendency to focus on trade 

and long distance relations that the Chomra/Engoroy cultures may have had with regions 

such as the southem highlands of Ecuador (Le. Bruhns 1989) and Mesoamerka (Le. Coe 

1 960; Evans and Meggers 1966). While basic cultural chronologies are necessary before 

archaeologists can ask questions of a more anthropological nature, we mut move away 

fiom men description of Late Formative Penod ceramics to look at the cultural systems in 

which these ceramics were king produced, used and discarded. 

Very early research (e.g. Saville 19 10; Dorsey 1901; Bushnell 195 l), carried out at 

the end of last century and thtough the first haif of this cenhny, was for the most part 

concemed with descriptions of artifacts and with assigning authorship of these artifacts to 

cultural groups. Attempts were made to locate the cultural groups in both tirne and space 

whenever possible. Emphasis was on determinhg the relationships of these groups, and 
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similarities in material culture were often explaineci as the result ofdiffusion and 

migration. When descriptions of lifeways were attempted, they were extremely general. 

In the 1950's and 1960's Estrada, Evans and Meggers published a number of 

articles on their understanding of Late Formative Period cultute. Much of their 

interpretation of the Late Formative Period was based on theù understaadhg of the 

preceding Valdivia and Machaiiila time periods. As Meggers (1 966:s 1) explains; 

"Between 3200 and 1500 BC sedentary We on the Ecuadorian Coast app«irs to have been 

restricted to the margin of the sea, which provided a diable localized food supply that 

could not be equaiïed until after the development of agriculture". 

The Late Formative Period, in this theory, is the first in Ecuadorian prehistoiy 

during which agriculture was practiced as the main source of subsistence (Meggers and 

Evans 1970:322). Agriculture in the Late Fomtive Period according to Meggers 

( l966:S)  focused on maize which had been introduced from Mesoarnenca. Along with 

maize came a series of ceramic characteristics that were introduced to coastal Ecuador fiom 

Mesoamerica that when combined with the local Machaiilla phase ceramics produced the 

Chorrera ceramic style (Meggers 1966:55,61-62). Freed fiom their ties to a coastal lifestyle 

the people of the Late Fomative Pend quickly spread out througbout rnuch of 

southwestem Ecuador (Meggers and Evans 1970:322). 

in this theory a plethota of other cultural innovations came dong with the advent of 

agriculture. A change in settlement patterns, of course, was die most obvious, with sites 

now appearing inland, along river valleys. M e r  firsts included the use of obsidian 

(Meggers 1966:56), the use of gold ornaments ( B h  1994: 143) and textiles (Estrada 

1958: 14). The presence of "napkin-~g" ear spools, another indication of Mesoamerican 

contact. was interpreted to indicate the existence of marked individual social ranking 

(Meggers 1966:60-6 1 ). 

For Estrada (1958: 12) the existence of Chorrera as a wtually pan-Ecuadonan 

rnother culture became, and to some extent still is, a source of great nationai pride; 

Chorrera is the disthctly Ecuadorian culture - it is the moa extensive and the 
initiator of features that later evolved hto other more modem cultures of the 
country. It maintained a relationship with Mesoamerica and with C h a h  in 
Peru, but it is suficiently indigenous to aflfirm that it is the nucleus of our 
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nationdity. Its iridescent c e d c s  are without equd in any other country. 
[translation mine] 

Meggers (1966:65-66) has argued that the end of the Chomra phase was signalled 

by groups in diffierent regions of Ecuador becoming more familiar with their local 

environment. These environmentai adjustments together with cultural drift served to create 

a number of distinct cultural entities that emerged at around 500 BC in the Regional 

Development Period. 

It is now known that the Late Formative Period was not the fmt in which 

agriculture was practiced in Ecuador. Today it is generally accepted that agriculture was 

practiced fiom at les t  Valdivia times on, if not earlier (Zevalios et. al. 1977; Lathrap, 

Collier and Chandta 1975; Raymond, Marcos and Lathrap 1980). This puts our c m t  

understanding of the social organkation of the Late Formative Period in a much different 

light than in Meggers' (1966) perception. We uow realize that inlaad sites such as Loma 

Alta and San Isidro had been in existence fiom at least the Early Formative Period, and the 

rapid spread of the Chorrera style c m  no longer be attributed to the introduction of maize 

fiom Mesoarnerica, if it is true there was a spread of Chorrera style at dl. In tmth we are 

still far from understanding what kinds of societies were responsible for the manufacture of 

these ceraxnics. 

A major problem in research on the Late Formative Period is the lack of 

scientifically controlled excavations. Sevenil researchers (Zedeiio 1 994: 12; Marcos 

1986:36) have noted that the focus in archaeological research in Ecuador in the past has 

been on small, deep stratigraphie excavations at the expense of large area excavations 

which might be bettcr able to answer culturai, rather than chrcmological questions. Very 

few households or activity areas, and no workshops, have been identified on Chomra or 

Engoroy sites. 

The lack of controlled excavations of Late Formative Period sites means that many 

of the Iines of evidence traditionally used in arcbaeology to determine types of social 

organization are not available for Chomra and Engoroy. Siothert's (1984:7-9) preliminary 

work has suggested that minimal chiefdoms may have emerged on the Santa Eleoa 
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Peninsuia during the Late Formative Period. She also notes that more elaboratt 

chiefdorns may have existed duting Chomra tbes in other regions (Manabi and Los Rios) 

(Stothert 1984:8-9). Marcos (1986: 36) proposes that regionai chiefdoms may have been in 

place by the end of the Late Fomative Period. It should be emphasized that the= was 

probably much more regional and tempord variation in social organization during the Late 

Formative Period than archaeologists now understand and with fiuther research the matter 

will no doubt become much more compticated 

There is very litîle information on Late Fomative Pend senlement pattems. Two 

coastal valleys have been the subject of intensive mhaeological research with subsequent 

publication of the results. These are the Jama Valley (Zeidler and Pearsali 1994) and the 

Valdivia Valley (Schwarz 1987; Schwan and Raymond 19%). 

The results of the two surveys are quite consistent, and reveal a similar pattem 

occurring in both the Valdivia and Jama Valleys during the Late Formative Period. The 

Early Engoroy period in the Valdivia Valley, wtùch is dated to 900 to 400 BC (Schwarz 

and Raymond 1996:209), is thought to show considerable continuity with the Late 

Machaiilla period The late Machalilla and Early Engoroy periods wen characterized by 

large and medium sized nucleated seîtlements, with some site-size hierarchy evident 

(Schwan and Raymond 1996:216-217). In the Late Engoroy p e n d  in the Valdivia Valley, 

which Schwarz and Raymond (1996:209) date between 400 and 100 BC, they have 

identified a sharp increase in population and in the number of sites, with new sites located 

in areas that previously may have been considered to be rnargi.mil l ads  (Schwan 1987:250; 

Schwarz and Raymond 1996:221). Schwarz (1987:249) States that the senlement systern in 

the Late Formative Period appears to coiisist of one larger site in the central valley, Lorna 

Alta, with smaller satellite communities throughout the valley. ûne interesting point raised 

by Schwarz and Raymond (1996:209) is that they fhd the Early Engoroy settlement 

patterns are very similar to those of the Middle Formative, whiie the Late Engoroy pattem 

is more closely related to the pst-Formative developments in the valley. 

The Jama Vdley in the Late Formative Period appem to follow a similar pattem, 

with small sites appearhg for the first t h e  in high elevation non-alluvial areas and smaller 
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Stream valleys ( P e d  and Zeidler 1994:207). As in the Valdivia Valley thcm is a 

single larger centre, San isidro, located on the afiuvium. P e d  end Zcidler (1994:207) 

are unsure if any second order centres emerge in the Formative Period. h o t ,  the Late 

Formative Period settlement system in the Jama Valley would k very simïlar to thrit in the 

Valdivia Valley. These two senlement stuclies seem to agree that there may have ken  a 

substantial increase in population at some t h e  during the Laîe Formative P e n d  The 

settlement systems indicate that some fotm of settlemeat hierarchy may have existed 

between the larger central valley village and the smaller communities in the valley. 

Subsistence patterns during the Late Formative Period are poorly understood in 

general, although recent studies have begun to focus more on subsistence systems. 

Research in the Jama Valley has recovered chamd maize temains nom the Chorma levels 

of San Isidro (Pearsail 1994a: 15 1 ), as weil as maize, grass, squash or gourd, mwroot, and 

achira phytoliths (Pearsail 1994b: 164- 17 1). Stable isotope studies on Late Formative 

Period human bone fiom Salango and Lama Alta also indicate that maize was being 

consumed (van der Merwe, Lee-Thorp and Raymond 1993). At Salango Late Formative 

Period sarnples showed a strong reliance on marine foods and possibly some maize (van der 

Menve. Lee-Thorp and Raymond 1993:77-78). At Loma Alta the pattern is reversed with a 

stronger reliance on maize and weaker reliance on marine resources than at SaJango, 

probably reflecting the distances of the two sites fiom the sea (van der Merwe, Lee-Thorp 

and Raymond 1 993 :78). 

Faunal material analyzed fiom OGSE-46D (Bushnell's La Libertad site and Ferdon 

and Simmons' La Carolina) indicate that a wider variety of species were king exploited 

during Engoroy times than in the Machalilla period (Byrd 1 976:76). Terrestriai animals 

include fox, deer and dog (Byrd 1976:76). Byrd (1976:73,76) notes that, although the 

sample sizes for the Engoroy pend are very small, there is no decrease in reliance on 

seafbod evident during the Late Formative Period, and that marine resoums are d l  the 

most important both nurnencally and nuiritionally. Stahi (1994: 19 1) notes the small 

sample size of the Chorrera level faunal temains at San Isidro. He identifies a number of 
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rodents, includùig conontail rabbit, rice rat and cotton rat, dong with duck and fish ûom 

the jack family (Stahl 1994: 19 1). 

Van der Merwe, Lee-Thorp and Raymond (1993:78) note that it is not until the 

Guangala Period that a major shift to reliance on maize is noticeable in the isotope studies. 

Perhaps the Late Formative Period may k viewed as a period of transition towards a more 

intensive system of rnaize agriculture. Indications of increase in population and movement 

of settlements into more matpinai areas may be related to the need for more intensive 

and/or extensive forms of agriculture; "The Chorrera pend apparently marks the beginning 

of the use of the upland zone, and by implication the begùinuig of long fallow swiddening" 

(Pearsall and Zeidler 1994:t 1 1 ). Only further research will show whether the patterns 

suggested by the lhited data we now have wili hold true for any, or aii, regions occupied 

during the Late Formative P e n d  

m e r  indications of agricultural intensification during the Late Formative Period 

are raised fields, which are found in many areas of the Guayas Basin. Stemper (1989:434- 

5) dates the beginning of agricuihnril intensification and the use of raised fields in his study 

areas along the Daule River at 400 to 200 BC during his Silencio Phase. He does note that 

more raised field construction took place after 100-200 BC with the end of his Silencio 1 

phase (Stemper 1989:436). While this would place the beginnîng of the use of raised fields 

in the Late Formative Period, it should be noted that Stemper does not consider his Silencio 

I phase to be Chorrera, but rather a related outgrowth of a Chomra-like styfe. 

The site of Peiion del Rio is associated with a large complex of raised fields 

(Marcos 1 987; Buys and Muse 1987). Although no clear evidence of field building during 

the Late Formative Period has been found, these features are notoriously hard to date and it 

is possible that construction began in the Late Formative Period or earlier. There are two 

radiocarbon dates available fiom old planting surfaces 3955 +/- 95 BP (2005 BC) and 2540 

+/- 85 BP (590 BC) (Parsons and Schlemon 1987:209). The validity of these dates, 

however, is questionable and there is a possibility that the dated carbon is a result of runoff 

fiom another location (Parsons and Schlemon 1987:214). 
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Water management constructions were ais0 in use on the coast during the Late 

Formative Period. These constructions are o h  r e f d  to as albanadas, or water 

retention devices. Stothert's ( 1995) recent paper on the Albamda de Achaiiin (OGSE-45) 

is the only in-depth study of these structures. McDougle (nd.) ais0 excavated at this site. 

but the mults of this work have never been fully published. The site and excavations will 

be described in more detail in Chapter 3. 

Stothert (1 995: 148) notes that even though albarradas, Iike the Alibada de 

Achallin, are large structures they are not compiicated The major@ of albarradas are "U" 

shaped structures placed on dopes to take advantage of gravity and act as coffecting ponds 

of rainwater niaoff; they are not dams (Stothert 19%: 134). Most albarradas have walls 

built up out of mud and some have excavatcd craters in their centres to tap into the water 

table. The albarradas appear not to be meant to maintain water throughout the year, but 

rather to merely concentrate and extend the presence of water (Stothert 1995: 1 39). Stothert 

( 1995: 148) believes that even though the Albarrada de Achailh is large there would be no 

need for a large labour force or complex labour organization and authority to construct or 

maintain it: based on ethnographie cornparison she sees no reason to propose any sort of 

supra-community organization as necessary. 

Burials fiom the Late Formative Penod are not overly cornmon, but there are now 

94 burials that have been reported f Ï m  four sites (La Libertad, Bushnell 195 1 ; Los 

Cemtos, Zevallos 1965166; San Pedro de Guayaquil Parducci and Parducci 1975; and 

Loma Alta, Kennedy 1984). At al1 four sites some of the burials contained grave goods 

while others did not; six of 16 burials at San Pedro de Guayaquil (Parducci and Parducci 

l975:243), five of the 13 burials at Loma Alta (Kennedy 1984) and 25 o f  42 burials at L a  

Libertad (Bushnell 195 1 :86) contained no grave goods. The most common grave goods in 

al1 Late Formative Period burials appear to be ceramic vessels, stone, shell and bone tools, 

and beads, some of which may be txade items. 

Although there are differences in the wealth of the grave goods, some burials having 

more grave goods than others, the Merence in quantity and quality of the materials does 

not seem marked. Some social ranking of individuais may be nflected in the differences in 
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the weslth of grave gooQ but it does not seem that distinct chsses were in place during 

the Late Formative Period. At Loma Alta one of the nchest graves was of an adult which 

contained a pot, a shell pendant, sheli ear spools and a snutfing tube (Kennedy 1984:6). At 

San Pedro de Guayaquil five ofthe b d d s  were interreci on a bed of broken ceramics 

(Lecho de Cerimica) (Parducci and Parducci 1975243). This method of buriai has not 

been reported for any other Late Formative Period site. 

The majonty of Late Formative Period burials appear to be in a flexed position. At 

Loma Alta there does not seem to have been a favoured position of the body in the grave or 

any pattern to the orientation of the grave (Kennedy 1984: 18). At Los Cerritos Zevaiios 

( l96Y66) identified two styles of bmUflals. The eariiest are individuai, primary, flexed 

burials and the later burials were collective secondary burials in small pits. The burials at 

San Pedro de Guayaquil were recovered fkom midden contexts and Parducci and Parducci 

( 1975:244) believe this to be the pattem in the Formative Perioâ. 

The Late Formative Period buriais also give us Uifonnation on the physical 

condition of the people. At two sites, Loma Alta wennedy 1984:27) and Los Cemtos 

(Zevallos 1965/66:22), there is evidence of cranial deformation. At Loma Alta al1 four of 

the complete Late Formative Period skulls show lower occipital flattening, aldiough 

whether this flattening is intentional has been questioned (Kemedy 1984:27). At Los 

Cemtos there was also one case of cranial trepbation (Zevallos 1965/66:22). The Loma 

Alta material is the only collection for which demographics are available. Of the 13 

individuals. 54% were sub-adult and al1 the adults were between 18 and 35 years old at 

death (Kennedy 1984: 18). Another intetesthg aspect of the Loma Alta material is the 

identification of a calculus deposit buiid up on some of the teeth that could indicate the 

practice of lime and coca chewing (Kennedy 1984:26). 

The high level of craftsmaoship refiected in the whole Chorrera vessels in museum 

collections has led many researchea to conclude that some form of craft speciahtion 

must have existed in the Late Formative Penod. Meggers and Evans (1970) state that the 

quality of Chorrera ceramics is quite distinct from the preceding Valdivia and Machalilla 

ceramics and indicates the development of specialization. Zedefio ((1994: 15-16) believes 
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that given the hi& quality of Chorrera ceramics then must have ôeen craft specialists, 

although they may have been part time. She d a s  wam, however, that it is difncult to 

discuss Chomra c d  speciaiization given how linle we kmw about the production of 

ceramics during the Late Formative Period (Zedeiio 1994:123). Curnmins (1993:65) ngds 

it difficult to believe Chomni vessels could be produced without the existence of craft 

specialists. He too betieves that the c d  specialists may only have ken part time, aithough 

he suggests that, whether full or part tirne, these crafts people would have had a distinct 

social position (Cummuis 1993:65). Only more detailed research into methods of c e W c  

production and excavation of workshop areas will allow these questions about craft 

specialization during the Late Formative P e n d  to be answered with certainty. 

Long distance trade within the Ecuadorian culture area is believed to have begun to 

develop during the Late Formative Period. As noted above Meggers (196656) identifies 

Chorrera contexts based on the presence of obsidian and trade in obsidian has been thought 

to be quite common during the Late Formative Period More ment research, however, has 

suggested that trade in obsidian during the Late Formative Period may have been more 

limited than was previously thougbt (Burger et al. 1994). It is now suggested that the boom 

in trade of obsidian in Ecuador did not occur until the Regional Development Period, and 

even then was never as highly developed as it was in Mesoamenca, perhaps due to the 

utilitarian nature of obsidian in Ecuador (Butger et al. 1994:244,247). 

Work in the southem highlands of Ecuador has produced evidence for long distance 

trade between coastal Chorrera sites and the site of P i ~ c a y  near the modem town of Paute 

(Bruhns 1987; Bruhns 1989; B a s ,  Burton and Miller 1990; Hamrnond and Bnihns 

1 9 8 7). At Pirincay Late Formative Period levels have produced ceramics believed to be 

Chorrera imports fiom the Coast, as well as locally produced ceramics influenced by the 

Chorrera style (Bruhns, Burton and Miller 1990:230). Evidence of rock crystai bead 

workshops and cornpiete spondylus figurines have also been recovered fiom Pirincay 

(Bruhns, Burton and Miller 1990:224,23 1). Bruhns (1989:69-70) interprets these fhds as 

indicating the existence of long distance trade networks between coastal Chomra sites, 

producing spondylus objects among other things, and PVincay, producing rock crystal 
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objects among other things. B h  (1994:91-92) also suggests that this trede was 

indicative of an emergiag elite who would have had a vested interest in these go&. 

The Late Formative Period, and the Chomra culture in particular, bas becorne 

famous for its purporteci long distance contact with McsoamCnca Coe (1960) proposed 

that Chomra ceramics were closely related to those of the Ooas and Conchas phases h m  

the site of La Victoria in coastal Guatemala; Evans and Meggers (1966) support Coe's 

other traits. including the use of obsidian and napkin ear spools. The ceramics are so 

similar, they believe, that this contact must have k e n  direct (Coe 1960:37L; Evam and 

Meggen 1966:243). 

Coe (1960:367-371) and Evans and Meggers (1966:247-253) identified the 

following ceramic traits as occuning in both the Chonmi and &os or Conchas phases: 

iridescent paint fingemail puactate; rocker-stamping; u ~ e d  incised red and black; 

g'cuspidor" shaped vessels; plain polished monochromes; wide everted rims with horizontal 

grooves; zoned red slip; polished red and white slip; plain, red bumished, thin walled 

neckiess jars; bumished, black, composite bowls with exterior horizontal fluting above the 

basal angle: line-burnishing on matte; and white to buff bowls with bevelled rims. Both of 

the articles (Coe 1960; Evans and Meggers 1966) are illustrated with sherds fiom both La 

Victoria and Late Formative Period sites fiom southwestern Ecuador. While some of the 

sherds do look similar, there are ody a small number illustrated, and there are no vesse1 

form profiles illustrated at ail. 

Recently Anawalt (1 992: 1 17- 12 1, Figures 5 , 8  and 9) has proposed that clothiag 

depicted on a figurine from Chacras, Manabi, which she dates between 1500-300 BC, is 

very similar to clotbg depicted on a figurine fiom the site of Ixtlin del Rio in Nayarit, 

Mexico, dated between 400 BC and AD 400. Given the generality of the clothiag, a short 

skirt with geometric designs and a small rnantle, 1 do not fhd her argument convincing 

evidence of contact during the Late Formative Period. Interestingly Bnihos (1994: 143, 

Figure 9.15) illustrates a similar figurine and States that the figurine may not be depicted in 

clothes at all, but rather in body paint or tattoos. 
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It is not the intention of tbis shdy to debate the existence of Chomni- 

Mesoamerican contact. I would merefy like to point out that the origmal shdies oinlined 

above (Cm 1960; Evans and Meggers 1966) were completed eady in the history of the 

archaeological research of- regions. Since thaa time many more d e s  have kcn 

completed and the theory shouid be re-evaluad in light of this more recent research. If the 

contact is found to have o c c d  we must begin to question the social circumstances and 

cultural impacts this wodd have had on both areas; 

The mechanisms by which a very complex Ecuadorian ceramic tradition 
would have been spread have not ken considered. 'ihere are no 0th signs 
of a foreign presence either at Ck6s or related sites. This ana is now quite 
well known archaeologically and no foreign presence has been detected 
elsewhere, even Ui nearby or contemporary sites. The important question of 
why there should have been a direct contact resulting in the transfer of only 
one trait, a somewhat strange and complex slipping technique [iridescent 
paint], between some Ecuadorian Choxrera-related cultures and s e v d  
insipnincant Guatemalan fishing villages (the major centres of this culture 
were iniand) has never been answered (Bruhns l994:367). 

The temporai seqwnces and regional variation of both regions must be coasidered in more 

detail before meaningful cornparisons may be made and the interpretations of long distance 

trade justified. - 

Summary 

This chapter has reviewed published research on the Late Formative Penod of 

southwestern Ecuador. The Late Formative Period in this work is defïned as beginning at 

1000-800 BC and ending around 300- 100 BC (uncorrected dates), based on published 

radiocarbon dates. The ceramic complexes of this pend in southwestern Ecuador have 

been referred to as Engoroy and Chomra, Engoroy being found on the Santa Elena 

Peninsula and Chomra in the Guayas Basin and Manabi. Both of these ceramic complexes 

are poorly defined, but at present are understood to be distinct, though related, complexes. 

In very general ternis the ceramics &are a number of distinctive decorative techniques such 

as iridescent paint and have some similar bowl and jar forms. Lifeways of the Late 

Formative Period are not well mderstood. It is clear that agriculture was practiced and it is 

possible that some long disaince trade was practiced. There have been suggestions that the 
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Late Formative Period was a the of transition in tmas of social organizetion and that by 

the end of the period some form of social SttatifIcation had dweioped. 



ENVIRONMENTAL SElTING AND EXCAVATION OF THE LATE FORMATIVE 

PERIOD COMPONENTS AT SGLGNGO (OMJPLP441Q LOMA ALTA 

(OGSEMa-182) AND ALBARRADA DE ACIULL~Y (OGSE-45). 

Introduction 

The purpose of this chapter is to place the ceramic collections included in this shidy 

in thek environmental settings and in their archaeological contexts. All three of the sites 

under consideration are situated on the coastai plain of saushwestern Ecuador. The most 

northerly site, OMJPLP- 14 lC, is located in the present &y town of Saiango. Loma Alta 

(OGSEMa-182), is situated 15 km inland h m  the modem town of Valdivia. Valdivia is 

approximately 40 km souîh of Salango and approximately 40 km north of the modem tom 

of La Libertad. Albanada de Achallih (OGSE-45), is located just over 2 km directly south 

of the town of La Libertad (Figure 3.1). 

The chapter will begin with a general discussion of the environmental features of 

coastai southwestem Ecuador. Topographical, ecological and climatic patterns 

characteristic of the area are brieny reviewed. 'The three sites in the study are then 

discwed individually in more detail. Included in these discussions are descriptions of the 

environmentai setting and the archaeological research carried out at each site. The 

archaeological context of each ceramic collection is provideci in as much detail as possible. 

As weU, any interpretations of the mchaeo10picai contexts made by the excavator(s) are 

included. 

The Environment of Southwestern Coastal Ecuador 

The three sites in this study are ail located on the coastal plain of southwestem 

Ecuador (Figure 3.1). This plain is bomded on the West by the Pacific Ocean and on the 

east by the Cordillera Colonche, and nms approximately h m  the Santa Elena Pminsula in 

the south to the Bahia de Car4quez in the north. The most nortbetly site in this study, 

however, is at Salango, 1 10 km to the south of the Bahia de Cariquez. The coastal plain is 
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Figure 3.1. Ecuador, with sites mentioncd in the tan 
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low lying, anywliete fiom O to 200 mas4 and ranges in width h m  more than 100 km to 

less than five km- 

The Cordillera Colonche is a low range of wastal moutttah nmning g e n m y  fiom 

noah to souîh (Figure 3. l), and sepanises the coastai plain h m  the Guayas ôasin to the 

east. h the north, between Jipijapa and Manglaraito, the Colonche Hüls are quite close to 

the ocean, creating a narrow coastd mip. South of Mangiaralto the Colonche Hüis turn to 

the east and nm in an arc towards Guayaquil, where the range terminates. [n this souîhem 

area the c o u  plain is quite wide and in the case of the Santa Elena Peniilsda the hills are 

over a hundred kilometres fiom the Coast, 

The coastal lowlands of southwestem Ecuador are a zone ofecologicai transition 

between two extremes, the humid min-forests of the Colombian coast to the north and the 

deserts of the Pemtïan coast to the south @est 1992:3; Momsen 1968:91; Murphy 

193 9: 1 7-23 ; Svenson l946:403). 'The temperature of the region is quite warm, with a 

yearly average temperature of 23 to 24" C (Svenson 1946:405); yearly extremes in the south 

at Salinas are 32.8" and 5" C (Johnson 19?6:179) and in the north at Puerto Viejo 36" and 

15" C (Johnson 1976:206). 

The ciïmate of the coastal lowlands is influenced by thtee main factors, ocean 

currents, wind patterns and elevation. Elevation is determined for the most part by the 

proximity of the Cordiliera Colonche to the coast (Momsen I968:91; Mimday and Munday 

1 992 : 14). The coastal lowlands of southwestem Ecuador are not Utliform ecologicaiiy, but 

rather are composed of a series ofrnicroenviK,aments ranghg fiom the very arid conditions 

of the Santa Elena Peninsuia to the humid tropical forests of southem and centrai Manâbi. 

Two ocean currents e e c t  the coast of Ecuador- The Humboldt Current, also 

known as the PenMan Current, flows south to north fiom Chile to Ecuador (Wolf 1933 

[1892]: 19). The Humboldt is a cold cumnt and is responsibie for both the nch fisheries off 

the western coast of South A d c a  and the extremely dry wnditiom of coastal m e ,  Peru 

and Ecuador (Munday and Munday 1992:23). The southeasterly trade Win& blowing off 

the Pacific Ocean toward the South American continent are cooled as they pass over the 

Humboldt Curent. The cooler air loses its capacity to hold moisture, which precipitates 
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over the ocean. When these dry trade winds reach the Sou& Amencan land mass they are 

wamied and their ability to retain moistue is increased. As a result these winds not only do 

not bring moisture to the westem coast of Souîh America between northem Chiie and 

southem Ecuador, but remove moisture h m  the environment (Wolf 1933 [1892]:400- 

40 1). It is this effect that is responsibie for the excelient presemtion of arcbaeologiical 

remaius on the coast of P e n  

The second ocean current & i g  coastal EcuadOr is the Equatorîai Comtercurrent 

(Wolf 1933 [1892]:400-401). This warm current flows h m  north to south dong the 

Colombian and Ecuadorian coasts. As the trade winds blow over this cumnt they are 

warmed and their moistrire retention is increased in the opposite pattern of the Humboldt 

Current When the warm and moist trade winch of the Equatorid Countercurrent reach 

land they are cooled, reducing their moisnite retention ability and produchg rainfall 

(Momsen 1968: 98; Wolf 1933 [1892]:400-40 1). The two ocean currents, then, have a 

dramatically different effect on the coastai environmen& that they inauence. The 

Humboldt Current gives rise to a very arid environment, whereas the Equatorial 

Countercurrent creates very wet conditions. 

Just south of the equator the north flowing Humboldt Current and the south flowing 

Equatorial Countercurrent meet and together tum to flow westward into the Paciûc Ocea.; 

a s d  branch of the Humboldt Current continues north to Cabo Pasado, near Bahia de 

Car5quez (Wolf 1933 118921: 19). This region is often called the latertropical Convergence 

Zone (Muaday and Munday 19%: 1 1). The position of this intertropical k n t  is not stable 

and fluc~ates both seasonally and in longer term cycles (Momsen l968:g 1). 

Punta Galera, just north of Muime, marks an a?mpt change in the climate of the 

Ecuadorian coast (Nurphy 1939: 17). North of this point the coast is m&r the year-round 

influence of the Equatoriai Comtercurrent and receives rainfall throughout the year 

(Murphy 1939: 1 7-1 8). San Lorenzo, in the northem province of Esmeraldas, has been 

recorded as receiving an average mual rainfall of 2237 mm (Momsen 1968:92). The year- 

round raiufâil in this northem CO- region supports tropical high forest and tropical 

cloud-belt forest vegetation (Miller 1959: 18s). 
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The Ecuadorian coast south of nmta Gaitt8, however, is Wuenced by both the 

Equatorial Countercurrent and the Humboldt Cunent, and thus is an azea of seasonal 

rainfali. The region between Bahia de Cmuez and the Santa Elena Penmsula expriemes 

a rainy season between December and May and a dry season ,between June and November 

(Johnson 1976: 15 1,165; Murphy 192331-22). Every year around October the 

southeasterly Pacific trade winds begin to weaken and the Humboldt Cumnt d e s  

southward. The Equatorial Countercmrent moves to the south bringùig rainfiill to the 

Ecuadorian coast south of Punta Galem. By k h  the Equatorial Countercuxrent itseif 

begins to weaken and the Humboldt Current again moves northward into its original 

position (Momsai 1968:98). The rainy suwn in coastai southwestern Ecuador usuaiiy 

begins in December or Jan- and reaches its peak in March (Johnson 1976: 153). The 

length and southern extent of the southward shift of the Intertropical Convergence Zone 

varies nom year to year. 

The entire coast, however, does not receive the same amount of  precipitation and 

several factors can inauence the amount of rainfall in any particdar ares ki g e n d  within 

southwestern coastal Ecuador regions that are north and east receive more moistiirP than 

those to the south and West (Momsen 1968:92). One of the most important factors 

influencing rainfall on the southwest coast of Ecuador is elevation, and Johnson (1976:153) 

notes that even a smaii change in elevation can cause a dramatic change in scenery h m  dry 

to wet. As mentioned above in southwestern coastai Ecuador elevation is detaminecl by 

the proximity of the Cordillera Colonche to the ocean. 

As air from the west rises to p a s  over the Colonche hills dong the Coast it is cooled 

and loses its capacity to hold moisture. thus creatmg precipitation (Wolf 1933 [1892]: 164- 

165). Areas of the coast where the Cordillera Colonche is closer to the oceatn, and areas in 

the hills themselves, are moister thaa those where the curdilleza is fiirther Sand to the east. 

For example Salinas. located far to the West of the Cordiliera Colonche, has been nprted 

as receiving an average of only 56 mm (Johnson 1976: 166) and 154 mm (Momsen 

l968:92) of min per year. Unfortunately no raxnfhll information is available for anywhere 

to the no& of Salinas and the south of Manta, but Johnson (1976:166) does note that 
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Manta, located on the ocean, maives ody halfthe rainfiül that Puerto Viejo does, located 

inland closer to the h a .  ïhe  region of the coast betwcen Punta Ayangue and Salango, 

where the Colonche bills are the closest to the ocean, is one of the wettest areas in 

southwestern coastal Ecuador (Svawn 1946:399,405). 

Although most of the moisture the coast receives is m the form of rain durîng the 

months nom December to May the heavy fogs and mists of t h  h t e r  months, called 

eaiua, also conm%ute. Through most of the winter months, June to December, the coast of 

Peru and Ecuador are covered with thick fogs and mists brought by the cold Humboldt 

Current (Johnson 1976:167). It is rare for gania to cause a d  rain, but particular types of 

vegetation, ofken cailed Lomas vegetation, are able to d e  use of this moistute (Johason 

1976: 168). Svenson (1946:405) reports garu suppohg agriculture during the winter 

months, and mentions specifidy maize, beans and cucurbits. 

The rivers dainuig the Cordillera Colonche to the West nm only intermittently 

during the rainy season in December to May (Momsen 1968:96). Sheppaid (1930:444) 

describes the river valleys betwem Manta and Ayangue as king quite deep and gorge-like. 

As might be expected these patterns of precipitation have a dramatic effect on the 

vegetation of the region. The Santa Elena Peninsula is the driest region in coastal 

southwestem Ecuador, receiving very Little min, if any, throughout the year (Johnson 

1976: 166). The vegetation on the desert-like peninsula is composeci of xerophytic plants 

and includes brushwood and cactus (Miiler 1959: 186). The= are very few large trres on 

the Santa Elena Peninsula (Müler 1959: 186), although some large ceiba trees do gmw 

there. From the dry Santa Elena Peninsuia conditions gradualiy become wetter ta the north 

and east, 

North of the tom of Colonche the Colonche hills approach the ocean- From 

Colonche north to Bahia de Carhquez conditions become wetter, and the vegetation is a 

combination of subxerophytic bushwoods and suppressed tropical forest (MiUer 1959: 185- 

186). Here deciduous trres which shed their leaves during the dry season, as weil as 

scattered, low, thick bushes, are more common (Mi I let  1959: 1 86). The coast between 

Punta Ayangue and Salango is the wettest, as the hiils are M y  at the coast here, and 
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this ana is exposed to year round moishue in the fomi of rain ot p u a  (Sveason 

1946~405). hmta Ayangue and Maogldto have been cited as the swthenimost areas of 

tropical forest on the Ecuadorian toast. and h m  it e>rists only in patches (Murphy 1939:21; 

Svenson l946:42O). The Colonche hills themselves support a tropical clouâ-belt forest, 

with pamS and tail forest trees (MiUer 1959: 188). 

On top of these seasonal fluctuations in environmenta1 conditions the southwestern 

coast of Ecuador is aiso under the effects of a longer-term cycle of climatic fluctuation 

hown as the El Nino. During an El Niao year the weakenïng ofthe southeasterly trade 

winds and the Humboldt Cumnt is extreme and extended (Johnson 1976: 170; Caviedes 

1984:268). The Equatorial Countercurrent, which u s d y  would not travel much M e r  

south than the Ecuador-Peni border, during an El Niïo yew can move as far south as Callao 

on the central coast of Peru 

With the Equatorial Comtercumnt cornes the moist air masses that produce great 

quantities of min. The effect of this min on the extremely dry coast of southeni Ecuador 

and northem Peru can be devastating, and widespread flooding is common in El Nino years 

(Philander 1983 SS). Caviedes (1 984:288) describes the effect of the 1982-83 El NSo on 

the southwest coast of Ecuador. In an area that usually receives less than 100 mm of rain 

during the rainy season over 500 mm feli in 1982-83, most of it in tofzetltid downpom. 

The EL Niao usually begins in December at the start of the normal rainy season and has 

been known to last mtil midoMay or Jime (Caviedes 1984:288; Murphy 1939:28). 

Many have proposed that the El Niao has a periodicity of seven years (Johnson 

1 976 : 1 70; Murphy 193 9:27), however, this pattern does not seem to always hold up. 

Intensities of the El Niao phenornena will vary year to year and predicthg whm and how 

severely it will hit has not proven to be an easy task (Philander 1983 :295). 

Although the seasonai and cyclical environmental patterns of coastai southwestern 

Ecuador may appear to be quite complicated, their expianation is, in fitct, quite 

straightfoward. As Momsen (1968: 104) notes the pattems can be ercp1ained by the 

juxtaposition of the cool, low hwdity, South Pacific air mass and the warm, hmid air 

mass fkom the equatorial regions, as weil as the changing position of the Humboldt Cumnt 
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and the Equatonal Couutercinrent, "distorted and heightened by a few tapographic 

features". 

The Environmentai Setting and Excavation of OMJPLP-141C at Salango 

The modem town of Salango is a small ocean-hnt fishing village located in one of 

the many sheltered, sandy bays thM charactetize southem Manabi province (see Figure 3.1). 

The town became familia- to Ecuadorian archaeoiogists in the late 1970's and early 198û's 

when rich archaeological remains were enwuntered there. In 1980 the Progrmu de 

AnnopoZogza Para el Eczuzdor (hereafkr PAE), under the direaion of Presley Norton, 

established a research station in Salango, fiom which the archaeological wodr in Salango 

and the surrounding ana was conducted (Norton, Lunniss and Nayling 1983 : 1 1). 

The t o m  of Salango is situated at 196' S latitude and 80'5 1 ' W longitude (Miîitary 

Co-ordinate 173238, Puerto Lopez Hoja CT MIV-C3), just s o d  of the larger town of 

Puerto Lopez (Figure 32) .  Here, as mentioned above, the Cordillera Colonche is quite 

close to the coast, and as a result Salango receives quite a lot of moisture in the form of 

seasonal rains and winter gania. Unfortunately, no precipitation or temperature &ta are 

available for Salango. The south edge ofthe bay is bounded by a large bill, Punta Piedra 

Verde, composed of igneous material. Duectiy West of the souîhern boundary of the bay 

there is a smaii island, Sdango Island, also an igneous outcrop (Figure 3.2). Murphy 

(1 939: 19) noted that these hiils acted as condensers incteasing the amount oframnill in the 

adjacent vailey. Murphy (1939:20) was very impmsed widi Salango when he saw it and 

described the valley as; " ... a moist and teeming M bowl, set in sexniarid hilis". 

The focus of archaeolopical research in Sdango has been on a site located in the 

southeast region of the town, where the fish factory, Empresa Pesquera Polar, now stands 

(Norton, Lunniss and Nayling 1983: 13). The site extends up the slopes of Punta Piedra 

Verde where artificial terraces have been recorded (Figure 3.3). Although the occupation 

seems to be continuous the site has been assigned two numbers; OUrPLP-140 identifies 

the area on the slopes of Pmta Piedra Verde, and OMJPLP-141 identifies the occupation 

close to the beach near the fi& factory (Norton, L u ~ i s s  and Nayhg 1983: 13). Individuai 

excavations within each of these areas were then assigned a letter. Much of the excavation 
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Figure 3.2. The town of Salango and Area 



Figure 3 -3. Locations of archaeological sites in Salango. 
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at this site was rescue work, as c m o n  work on the expanding nsh fâctory has 

impacted the archaeological remaius (Norton, Limniss and Nayliag 1983:14). The 

excavators of the site estimate that up to 58% of the site has &en dawged due to m h  

construction activities and looting (Norton, Lunniss and Naybg 1983:13). 

Norton, L d s  and Nayling (198354) have commented that whiie the Late 

Formative Period occupation at SaIango was extensive it wes not inteasive. They &O 

suggest that the main concentration of Cho- remains may be under the fi& fâctory and 

therefore not accessible to archaeologists (Norton, Limniss and Nayling 198354). 

Excavations in the area of the site labeUed OMJPLP-141 were the most extensive 

and revealed stratified occupations fiom Valdivia times, on througb Machalilla, Choxrera, 

Bahia, Guangala, and ending with  manten no (Norton, LuMiss and Nayling 1983:lS). The 

largest excavation, OWLP-141B, began as a 2 x 3 m test excavation and was eventuaily 

extended to 22 x 23 m (Norton, Limniss and Nayhg 1983:14). This excavation revealed a 

10 x 10 rn square platfonn, with rows of rocks marking the perimeter (Norton, Lunniss and 

Nayling l983:2 1). Within the confines of the square platforni there was evidence of clay 

and adobe walls, post-holes, as well as many burials, some of which contained nch grave- 

goods, particularly those belonging to the Bahia occupation (Norton, L d s  and Nayiing 

19 83 :2 1). The excavaton of the site have tentatively proposed that this platforni may 

represent a ceremonid arwi andor an elite cemetery (Norton, Limniss and Nayiing 

1983:21). 

During the 1982/83 El Nio the heavy rauis and nm-off created a iarge auebrada 

(an erosion ditch), 5 m wide and 3.2 m deep, Mmmg p d e 1  to the north side of the 

Salango fi& meal factory (Norton, LMniss and Nayling 1983:6I) The auebrada, still in 

existence in 1994, nms fiom east to West towards the ocean. The creation of the auebrada 

exposed a very long profile of prehistoric occupation, of which 21 m was drawn (Norton, 

Lunniss and Nayling 1983 :62-64, Figure 13). Selective collections were made of the 

material erodùig out of the auebrada. One exploratory excavation was made cuning back 

into this profile; an excavation temeci OMJPLP-14 1 C. 
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The OMJPLP441C excavation was a 2 x 4 m excavation dug in Juiy to September 

1983 by members of PAE. Thm is no map of the exact Idon ofthe excavation 

available, but Alicia Kurc (1984: 1), who dirracd the excavation and wrote a nport on it, 

States that the OMJPLP441C excavation was located 60 m to the nofi of OMJPLP-141B. 

The excavation was located dong the northem wall of the nsh factory towards the bgach, 

and Figure 3.3 gives a good approximation ofits lwatÏoa 

The OMJPLP441C excavation was excavated in 12 levels and it appears that the 

naturd and culhiral sttatigraphy was foilowed whenever possibie; some of these 12 levels 

were excavated in sub-levels or features (Km 1984). The material h m  Leveis 1 to 3 

consis of Manteiio and Guangala remains and has previously been analyzed (R. L d s s  

1 993, pers. cormil). For that reason this study indudes only the sherds h m  Levels 4 

through 12; although no ceiamics couid be fomd for Levels 11 and 12. The deepest 

Levels, 8 to 1 2, contained MachaliUa (Kw 1984: 1). Chorrera ceramics were recovered 

fiom levels 7 through 4 Surc 1984: l), and the ceramics k m  these levels are used in this 

study. Kurc (1984: 1) noted that there was a gradual change in the style of the ceramics 

between the upper Chomra upper levels (LeveIs 4 - 7) and the lower Machalilla levels 

(Levels 8 - 10). As far as 1 am aware, I had access to all the ceramics recovered nom 

OMJPLP441C, and I have included aU of the sherds fiom Levels 4 to 7 in the study, 

including plain body sheràs, rims, decomted&erds and morphic sherds. 

There are five radiocarbon dates available fiom the Late Formative levels of 

0MJPLP-M K. These dates are uncorrected and are as follows: Level4,640 +/- 170 BC 

(GX-9995); Level4B, 700 tl- 165 BC (GX-9991); Levei 5,800 +/- 190 BC (GX-9994); 

Level6,8 15 +/- 175 BC (GX-9990); and Level7,755 +/- 150 BC(GX-9992) (Kurc 

1984:39). These dates are used in this study thanks to the courtesy of the Fundaciion 

Presley Norton. 

The following gives a description of the excavation of OMlTPLP-14 1C level by 

level. The profiles of the excavation are iliustnited in Figure 3.4. 

The ma& of Level 1, extendhg to approximately 10 cm below the surface, was 

composed of a da& grey-brown sandy soi1 mixed with corne grave1 that had ben very 
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compacted h m  the trucks entering and leaving the fish h r y  (Kur~ 1984:2). Many 

b m t  areas were present, but no heeahs could k defied. The culturaI remains Grom this 

level were fkom the Integration Period Mmtefio phase. Ceramics w m  abundant, and a 

complete @ was recovered (Km 19842). The înuerfirce ktween Levels 1 and 2 was not 

distinct, but was marked by an increase in the amount of cultud remains. 

The compact sandy soi1 ma* continued in Level2, which extended nom 

approximately 10 to 46 cm below the surface (Km 19842-3). The stratigraphy became 

very complicated in Leve12 as numerou negative features were mvealed In some cases 

earlier negative features were intruded on by later features. The negative features included 

garbage pits, burïals, p s t  holes, and hearths, one of which held fragments of a large 

containing carbonized remains (Km 1984:3). The majority of the ceramic remains were of 

the Guangala style, although some Mante50 sherds were also recovered. ûther cultural 

material induded worked shell, lithics, and obsidian flakes. 

The top of Level3 was distinguished h m  the preceding level by the appeanmce of 

a compact, yellow, sandy clay layer. This layer, interpreted as an occupation sirrface, was 

cut into by a number of pst holes, and there were a nwnber of bumt areas with thick caps 

of ash (Kurc 1984:3). Level3, which extended fiom -46 to about 1.44 m below sufiace, 

was actuaily composed of a number of micro-strata that were excavated individually and 

labelled 3a to 3k. These micro-strata consisted of layers of compact, yellow ciay 

alternating with Iooser layers predomhantiy consisting of ash, carbon and organic remains 

(Kurc 1984:3-7). The stratigraphy in Level3, as in LeveI 2, is complicated by the number 

of negative features, hearths, burials, pits and pst-holes, intniding into this leveI fiom 

above. At some depths up to 80% of the area of the excavations was composed of these 

negative features. Many ceramics were recovered nom these levels, the majority of which 

are Guangala, and include grater fbgmenîs, stamps and figurines. Other culturai materials 

include lithics, obsidian flakes, worked shell (Pindada mazatlhtica and Swndylus 

calcifer), fish bones and mail sheIls CTurbo sauamiger) (Kurc 1984:3-7). 

The ma& of Level4 was composed of a da& brown, sandy soi1 with a high 

quantity of organic material, especially carbon and fi& bones, mked in (Km 19843'). 
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Much of Level4, -ch extended fiom roughiy 1-44 to 1.9 m below the surfhcet is 

interrupted by iater pits and burials intniding h m  the upper levek ofthe excavation 

(Figure 3.4). The change in matrix between Levels 3 and 4 and betw- Levels 4 and 5 

was graduai, with no abrupt transitions7 or clearly defineci kits. No floor or occupation 

surface codd be identifieci in thÛ Ievel (Km 1984:7). Thm were three fatures 

encotmtered in Level4. Two of the feaairrs were identified as possible post holes, and the 

third Feature 8, was a Circular pit about 60 cm in diameter (Km 19847). The ceramics 

recovered fkom Level4 are pndomhantly Chorrera, but also înclu.de a few sheds of 

Guangda material probabiy intrusive fimm Level3 (Kurc 1984:7-8). Lithics and worked 

sheU are aiso abundant 

Leve15, extending fiom about 1.9 to 2.05 rn below the surfàce, was composed of a 

ciark coloureà, loose sandy soi1 mixed with a large amount of ash, carbon and organic 

material. There were a large number of nsh bones recovered h m  this leve17 particulariy 

vertebrae and tail bones, which were fond in lenses nmning parailel to each 0th- and the 

stratigraphy Qurc l984:8). These concentrations of fi& bones served to distinguish Levels 

4 and 5 fiom each other- The deposits of Level5 sloped upwards fiom east to west in the 

eastem portion of the excavation, as cari be seen in the east and south profile7 and then 

levelled off to form a fairIy flat sudice in the western poaion of the excavation as can be 

seen in the west profile (Figure 3.4). The cuitural materiai recovered h m  this level 

includes Chonera ceramics and worked quaaPte and flint-like fine graineci quartPte, and 

sheU (Kurc 1984:8). There was also one burial encomtered in Level5. The burial was a 

single primary burial of a female with no associated grave goods (Kurc 1984:8). 

LeveI 6 was composed of a medium textureci, dadc bmwn-grey, sandy soil, that was 

mottled with specks of yeiiow and extended firom 2.05 to 2.44 m klow the siaface. The 

amount of organic material decnased h m  the previous level, althou& there was s t U  a lot 

of carbon and fish bones mixed into the matcix (Km 1984:9). The interface between 

Levels 5 and 6 was not distinct and the change in the matrix was graduai (Kurc 1984:9). In 

the eastem halfof the excavation many ofthe intwive fean~s fiom Levels 1 - 3 ended, 

although in the western part of the excavation they continued to the bottom of Level7 
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(Figure 3.4). Cetamic remairis were plentifhi in Level6, aiad included both Cho- and 

Machalilla sherds (Km 1984:9). There w m  few lithics recovaed, but an engraved sheU 

(Strombus peruviaaus) tnimpet was found (Km 1984:9). 

The matrix of Level7 was composed of a medium texturrd, black, sandy soil mixed 

with a large amount of carbon and organic material, whicb served to delMit the level (Km 

1984: 10). Level7 extended fkom 2.44 to 2.5 m below the d c e  level. Many weiI-made 

fht-like fine grained quartzite M e s  and cores were recovered ikom Level7, dong with 

shell (Pinctada mazatlbtica) disks and fishhooks (Kurc 1984;lO). Ceramics were abrmdant 

and were predominantiy Chorrem with fewer Machalilla sherds (Kurc 1984: 10). - 

Level8 ran îkom about 2.5 to 2.67 m below sudice, and was composed of a dark 

grey-brown, sandy soil speckied with fine grained yeliow clay. The interfàce beîween 

Levels 8 and 9 was very clear, but the intdace between Leveis 7 and 8 was less distinct 

(Km 1984: 1 O). Lithic remains were very plentiful in Level8, and included perforators, 

scrapers and hammers rnanufhctured f?om flint-like fine grained quaztzite flakes and river 

roiled cobbles (Kurc 1984: 10). Fish bones and d edible snail temains were less 

numerous than in upper levels, dthough worked &eu Pinctada mazatIbticaJ was 

abundant, particularly in the fonn of disks and fishhooks (Kurc 1984: 10). The ceramics 

appeared to belong predominantly to the Machalilla cdture. Kurc (1984: 10) suggests that 

this level represents a transition between the MachaLilla and Chonera traditions. 

The rnatrix of Level9, extending h m  about 2.67 to 2.88 m below siaface, was 

composed of a finer textiired, dark yellow, clayey soil, that was clearly distinct fiom the 

mat& of Level8 (Km 1984: 10). The soi1 was speckled with carbon and sand, but was 

not nch in organic matenal. There were relatively few cultural remains recovered fiom 

Level9. The ceramics consisted ofMachalilla sherds, with many open caniiated bowls. 

The Lithics recovered included flint-like fine gtained quartzite flakes and cores (Kinc 

1984:lO-11). 

Level 1% beginning at 2.88 m below d a m  consisted of a dark grey-brown, sandy 

matrix with many clay and organïc soiis intruding nom the level above; the intefice 

between Levels 9 and 10 was diffuse @urc 1984: 1 1). It was decided, due to the Iack of 
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clear cultural or natural stratigqhy, to excavate nOm L e d l 0  downward~ in 20 & 
arbitrary levels. Cultural material movered h m  h l 1 0  included a few Machalilla 

sherds, some worked sheii in the fomi of- and fishhooks and some fiint-like fine 

grained quaitzite flakes and cores. A Machalilla period burial was encouterd in this 

level. 

Level 1 1 was aiso excavated in 20 cm arbitrary levels. There are no below surface 

measurements available for Levels 10,11 or 12. The mat& was similar to that of Level 

10, a dark grey-brown, sandy soi1 with many pebble inclusions (Kurc 1984: 1 1). Very few 

cultural remains were recovered h m  this level; a few ceramic sherds, a few flint-like fine 

grained quartzite flakes and one core fîagment, and several river rolled cobbles with and 

without evidence of use. 

Level 12 was a 2 x 2 m test-pit excavated in the central portion of the OMJPLP- 

14 1 C excavation. The matrix begins as beach sand with -y pebble inclusions, sMilar to 

that of Levels 10 and 1 1, and quickly changes to a muddy, fine textured, clay (Kure 

1984: 1 1). At approximately 3.30 m below the surface the cut begau to fïü with water and 

the excavation was abandoned. Then were very few Machalilla ceTamics recovered fkom 

this level, but plenty of lithics including flint-like fine grained quartnte flakes and scrapers 

and river rolled cobbles exhibiting use (Kurc 1984:11). 

The excavators of OMJPLP-14LC believe that the deposits represent a domestic 

context (Kurc l984: 1). Evidence of the domestic nature of the excavation was the qwtity 

of ordinary ceramics, many with hearth blackening on the exterior, and hi& concentrations 

of organic remains (Kurc 198422). The= was no indication of what type of d w e h g  

might have existed and no occupation floors could be discemeci. Kurc (1984:U) does 

mention that many of the deposits were very thick, some up to 60 cm. It is possible that 

this indicates that the area was a domestic midden ma, rather thaa the acîual living area 

with occupation surfaces. 

The f a d  remains indicate the importance of marine resources, particularly in the 

Late Formative Period levels (Kurc 1984:22). The marine resomes were used for 

subsistence, as well as a source of raw materiai for tnanufàcturiag tools. Many sheU discs 
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and fish hooks made of Pinctada mzathmtica, were recovered fiom OMJPLP-141 C dong 

with worked Swndvus calcifer, a Strombus paieaius spoon, and a Strombus e u s  

tnunpet (Kurc 198422-23). Norton, Lunniss and Nayfmg (198354) note that in the 

excavations at OMJPLP-140,140A 141A and 141B marine sheU working is nrst evident 

in the Chorma levels. Sheli working and trading, particulariy in spondylus; became an 

integrai part of the Salango economy in later times, especidy for the ManMo people 

(Norton, Lumiss and Nayling l984:65). 

The lithic materiai h m  OMJPLP-141C was made up mostly of quaatite and flint- 

Like fine grained quaazite. The major* of the Iithics were made with percussion 

technology and produced imspecialized tools showing very litîle use-wear (Km 198422). 

Kurc (1984:22) also notes that there appeared to k more lithics in the lower levels than in 

the upper levels. Perhaps what is most interesthg is the complete absence of obsidian in 

the Machalilla and Chorrera levels (Km 1984:Z). The £kt evidence of obsidian in 

OMJPLP- 1 4 1 C is in Level3, associateci with Guangala ceramics (KWC 1984:26). 

Aithough OMJPLP441C prduced many burials fiom the Regional Development 

Penod and Integration Period, no burials could be assigned to the Late Formative Period 

with certainty. One piece of shell, Perirrlyta multicostata, had an intentional hole made in 

it implying that it was used as a (lime) container. Kurc (1984:24) suggests that this may 

indicate the use of hallucinogens at the site. 

The Environmental Setting of Loma Alta and the Excavation of the Late Formative 

Period Componenb 

Loma Alta, designated OGSEMa-182, is a large multi-component site located 

approximately 15 km inland in the ValdiMa Valley (Figure 3.1). The site was fkst brought 

to the attention of archaeologists by Resley Norton, who carried out some preemniary 

excavations at the site in 1969 and 197 1 (Norton 1982 [1971]). In 1980 and 1982 a project 

directed by h. J.S. Raymond of the University of Calgary carrieci out extensive 

excavations at Loma Alta, as well as an archseological sinvey of the ValMa Vailey. The 

main focus of the research at Loma Alta was on the Early Formative components of the 

site, but the site ais0 contains an extensive Late Formative period component, as well as 
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limited Middle Formative Peïiod, R e g i d  DeveIopment Period, and b @ o n  P&od 

remains (Raymond 1980; 1982). Loma Alta is of- impoaance in Ecuadorian 

archaeology as it was one of the first &ly valdivia (I and Il) iniand sites to k discovered. 

The discovery of Loma Alta and other inlaad Valdivia perïod sites caused a mvaluation 

of the interpretation of Valdivia subsistence patteras h m  a solely maritime nshing based 

economy to one that relied heavily on agriculture (Norton 1982 [I 9 171: Raymond, W o s  

and Lathrap 1980). 

The Valdivia Vdey is located in Guayas provincey and lies halnivay between La 

Libextad and SaIango in a transition zone between the dry conditions to the south and the 

wetter conditions to the north (Figure 3.1). The coast at this pomt is characterized by 

seasoaal aridity and receives more moisture than the Santa Elena Periinsula to the south, but 

less than Salango to the north. Although the mid-valiey is quite dry today there is both 

historical and archaeological evidence that in the past the vdiey was wetter and did support 

tropical forest growth (Stahl 1 984: 1 30-142). Stahl(1984: 122) reports that older midents 

of the vdey  remember that it was much wetter in the recent past, just 20 or 30 yean ago. 

The Valdivia Valley is a small to medium size vdey for coastal Ecuador, and the 

river only carries water seasonally in the December to May rainy season. The river valley 

aoes inland to the West and noah-west for 50 km into the Cordillera Colonche. The upper a 

two thirds of the river mm through a deep vdey with very iittIe alIwial lands available for 

agriculture. This upper portion ofthe vaUeyy king at a higher elevation, also receives more 

rain than the lower valIey and is forested. The lower vaiiey is not as down-cut as the upper 

vaUey and has a fairy wi&, between 4 and 8 km, alluvial bottom. 1t is also Mer, and 

supports xerophytic and sub-xerophytic vegëtâti~n. 

The site of Lorna Alta is located at Io 54' S latitude and 80' 39' W longitude 

(Military Co-orduiate 398893-5, Mangiaralto Hoja Cf-MIV-E4) in the m.-valley of the 

Valdivia River (Figure 3.5). The site is on an oval shaped hül that is up to 12 m higher 

than the surrounding alluvial bottomlands (Stahl1984:114). From this location the 

residents of Loma Alta would have had access to g d  hun?ing in the forested upper valiey, 

as weU as good alluvial bottomlands for agriculnire (AU= 1986:22). 
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Between June and September 1980 and May and September 1982 excavations were 

carried out at Loma Aita by a University of Calgary pmjest dOectod by Dr. J.S. Ra- 

The primary objectives of the f b t  year of excavations were "to carry out excavations at site 

of Loma Alta, with the intent of discove~51g evidence of the ancient house-holds, the 

village plan, the food economy, burial practices, and other aspects of prehistoric culture'' 

(Raymond 1980:3). The nsearch in 1982 focused on compIeting the excavation of Loma 

Alta begun in 1980 (Raymond 19822). 

Dining the first year of excavation in 1980 two trenches were laid out acmss the 

site; Trench A at the northem end of the site rumhg est-west, and Trench B at the 

southem end of the site naming north-south (Figure 3.6). In the second year of excavation, 

1982, excavation focused on the southem end of the site and on area excavations in the 

north-east corner of the site (Figure 3 -6). 

Excavation of Loma Alta was canied out in 2 x 3 m uni& (Raymond 1980: 13). The 

one exception to this was Unit D which was a 2% x 3 m excavation. A fixed datum was set 

up in the southwest section of the site and d excavations were tied to diis datum; each 

excavation was labelled with the co-ordinates of its southwest corner (Stahl l984: 1 18). 

The datum was given an arbitrary elevation of 90 cm and aii levels in the excavations were 

recorded in relation to this datum (Stahll984: 1 18). Raymond (1 980: 13) notes that it was 

very dif5cult to discem any naturai stratigraphy and so for the most part excavation was 

done in artificial 10 cm levels. Wherever possible, however, the cultural stratigraphy was 

foilowed and artifacts were sorted ccaccording to culturai stratigraphic units and to their 

associations with structures and other featuress (Raymond 1980: 13). 

Sornetime between the 1980 and the 1982 field semons a 5 m wide bulldozer cut 

was made dong the southeast dope of the site (Figure 3.6) (Raymond 1982:4). The 

bulldozer cut was made by the owner of the site to provide mad access fiom the aiiUVId 

plain up ont0 the hatop (Stahi 1984: 154). The road cut, although ULlfortunate, did provide 

a long profile giving a '%oatinuous view of the stratigraphic relationship between the 

accumulation of cultural strata on the top and sides of the site, the sterile substratum and 

the alluvial plain smounding the site" (Raymond 19825). 



Figure 3 -6. Excavation unit locations at Loma Alta (OGSEMa- 1 82). 
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Both profiles of the road cut were cleaned, drawn and photographed. Stahl 

(1 984: 154-1 58, Figures 10 and I l) has identifid 6 major soil horizons in the roaà cui  

profile. The uppemost SOS horizon was termed Zone A and consists ofdark brown harâ 

clay. The upper s u r E w  of Zone A, o h  refined to as the plough zone in the field notes, is 

loose a .  fiable and '5s a prefand apicultural soil on the billtop'' (Stahi 1984:154). Zone 

A contained few cultural temains and these were often later materials. 

Zones B, C and V, undedying Zone A, are the major aRifact producing levels at 

Loma Alta. These soi1 horizons are wmposed of "dusty p y ,  organically derived soils 

which probably represent midden deposits" (Stahl 1984: 157). Zone V bars exclusively 

Valdivia remains, while Zones B and C contain mixed Valdivia and Chorrera materials 

(Stahl 1984: 157). 1 have, however, fomd a few instances in whÏch I have identifieci Late 

Formative Period cerarnics in Zone V contexts. Zones B and C are very difficult to 

distinguish from one another and in some cases in the field notes the excavators 

commented that they could not differentiate baween the MO. Undemeaîh Zones B, C and 

V Lie Zones D and E. Zones D and E are compact, yellowish, clay levels distinguished 

fiom each other by colour (Stahl 1984: 157). Both of these levels are sterile and appear to 

be similar to the alluvial soils of the sunounding area (Stahll984 157). 

Zones By C and V, which are klieved to represent midden deposits, do not cover 

the entirefy of Loma Alta, but rather are coafined to the peripbery of the site on the north, 

West and east edges (Stahl 1984: 157-1 58). In the central area of the site Zone A directiy 

overlies Zone D and E. It appears that the centre of the site was not altered in any 

substantial way in the Early Formative Pdod occupation of the site (Stahl f984:157), 

aithough it does appear to have been modifieci by later occupants of the site (Stahl 

1 984: 1 67). Stahl(1984: 1 57- 158) proposes that during the Early Formative P e M  Loma 

Alta was a U-shaped community, opening to the south, in which the central area was . 

maintained clear, ami garbage was disposed of arourzd the peripheries of the site forming 

the midden. He also suggests that during this same time period any sheltm or houses 

would have been located in the peripheral areas, ringhg an open plaza ( S M  1984: 166). 

The Late Formative Pend occupation of Loma Alta appears to follow the pattern 
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estabfished in the Early Formative Period with some modifications; including a Senes of 

Late Formative Period burials which were recovered h m  this cemtral ana (Raymond 1996; 

pers. comm.). 

The majorïty of the ceramics used in this study corne h m  the area excavations in 

the north-east section of Loma Aita; the 8 units begmaing at N174 El42 excavated in 1980, 

the nine Uflits beginn8ig at N180 El42 excavated in 1982, the nfteen uni& beginning at 

NI46 El39 excavated in 1982, and Unit D excavated h 1982 (Figure 3.6). As weii some 

Late Formative Period ceramics were recovered fiom the extreme western and eastem ends 

of Trench A excavated in 1980 (Figure 3.6). In order to simpiiry the discussion of the 

ceramic materid and its archaeologîcal context 1 will focus on three area excavations. The 

£ht two are Unit D and the 15 units fiom N146 E 139. 1 will discuss the material h m  the 

1980 N174 El42 excavations and the 1982 NI80 El42 excavations together as these units 

are adjacent to each other and I believe they &are an occupational history. 

Unit D was a 2% x 3 m excavation, dug in 1982, Iocated at the north-east end of the 

road cut at the bottom of the slope (Figure 3.6). The excavation was completed in an 

attempt to discover the relationship of the bill on which Loma Alta is located to the 

surromding ailwial plain (Stahl 1984:150). The profile (Figure 3.7) revded a pattern of 

alternating levels of grey, powdery, organic soils rich in cultural material with levels of 

vimially sterile yellowish alluvial soils (Raymond 19825). The sterile lenses are argued to 

be the result of the flooding ofthe area with aiiuvium (Stahl 1984:150). The artifact rich 

levels are suggested to have been the r~sult of down-slope erosion fkom the Loma Alta 

middens on the hilltop (Raymond 19825). The ceramics in this level are a mixture of d 

periods, fiom Valdivia through Guangala, and it bas been suggested that the allwiation of 

the plain began diiring Late Late Formative Period or early Guangaia times; pnor to this an 

active Stream may have passed dong the southeast side of the hiil (Raymond 19825). Due 

to the mixed nature of the Unit D material the ceramics fiom al1 levels of this excavation 

will be discussed together as a single context. 
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The stratigraphy in NI46 El39 foiiows that otitlined for the site in general àescriid 

above. Figures 3.8 and 3.9 illustrate the eastem and southern profiles of th% unit. The east 

profile nmning dong the E 15 1 tmmect between NI46 and N152 illusthtes generai site 

stratigraphy with the exception ofthe Iack of Zone A overlying Zone B in the southan haif 

of the profile- The southem profile nmning along the NI46 transect baween E 139 and E 

15 1 shows the restriction of Zone B, C and V to the eastem halfof the profile and the 

superposition of Zone A direaly on top of Zone D in the western halfof the profile. This 

profile niceiy depicts the location of the midden on the periphery of the site and the lack of 

deposits in the central area of the site where Zone A directly overlies the steriie alluvial soi1 

and no midden is evident. The ceramic material fiom the NI46 El39 unit wiU be discussed 

together as a unit in fou contexts in accordance with the four sttatigraphic zones, Zones A, 

B, C, and V, described above. 

The sttatigraphy in the N174 El42 area excavation, while still generally following 

that of the site described above, is complicated by the appearance of severai culturai 

features. Figure 3.10 illustrates the north profile of the excavation biock of 8 Mits 

beginniog at N174 El42 along the N 178 tansect h m  E 136 to E148. In this area Zone B 

is confined to the western unïts and in the eastem units Zone C appears directly below the 

plough level, Zone A. Feature # 80-38, a concentration of white ash and rocks, is visible in 

the eastem end of the profile. Figure 3.1 1 illustrates the north profile of unïts NI84 El42 

and N 184 E 145. Here the zones are siiperimposed as described for the site in generai. 

In unit NI78 E 145 in Levels 3 , 4  and 5,30 - 60 cm below surface; a Late Formative 

Period living floor termed Featwe # 80-10, hereafter Flwr Feature #IO, was excavated 

during the 1980 field season. The living floor contained many quite complete ceramic 

vessels, grinding stone fbgments, fàunaI materid, lithics (cores and fiakes including 

obsidian), shefl, a single human humenis (termed Burial # 80-1 2), a bone needle, flat disk 

beads, and a great deal of charcoai. In the soutbeast corner of the unit in Leveis 4 and 5 (40 

to 60 cm below sdace) Featute #80-38 was encountered. As mentioned above, this 

feature was composed of a concentration of fire cracked rocks smounded by fine 
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white ash, and was probably a hearth. Roor Feature #lO was uncovered at a simüar depth 

in many of the 1982 excavation d t s .  The floor, however, was at times very uneven and 

broken up making it difEcuit to foiiow during excavation (J.S. Raymond 1996; pers. 

comm-)* 

Another feature, c d e d  Feature # 82-2, composai of a 2 x 1.6 m concentration of 

rocks and Late Formative Period ceramics, was tmcovered in N180 El42 Level5,SO to 60 

cm below surface and NI82 El42 Level4,41 to 51 cm below d a c e .  The feaîure, which 

is 11.5 cm thick, contained ceramics, fire-cracked rocks, &el, two worked bones, worked 

stone, bumt beans, beadç, charcod and a pestie. ~hese &men& a- to be unifiormiy 

distributed throughout the feature and no patternhg of artifiicts couid be discemecl. There 

is evidence of buming in the feature as a dark stain became apparent at four to eight cm into 

the feature. A feature described as a possible cairn in the 1980 excavation of Level6,60 to 

70 cm below sdace, of the adjoining unit to the south, N178 E142, may be an extension of 

Feature #82-2. Featrne #82-2 appears very close to Floor Feature #10 in the stratigraphy 

and it is probable the two features are closely related to each other in the .  The ceramic 

fiom Floor Feature #10 and Feature #82-2 will be considend to represent one context. 

in the N174 El42 ana excavation the ceramics will be discussed in several conte- 

somewhat merent than those in the NI46 El39 excavation. The uppermost level wi.ü be 

discussed as the plough level, roughly equivalent to Zone A in N146 €139. The next level 

is the upper grey ash midden level above Flwr Feature #IO. Flwr Feature #10 and 

associated features, Feature #82-2 and Feature #80-38, is the next lowest context. Below 

Floor Feature #10 is another level of grey ash midden. Ceramics found in association with 

Floor Feature #82-7 will be discussed separately when necessary, although again very little 

ceramîc material was recovered fiom this fature. How these contexts relate temporally to 

those in the N146 El42 and Unit D excavations is a very interesthg and important question 

and wil l  be discussed in the vesse1 form category simimanes and the site summry in 

Chapter 6 on the ceramics fiom Loma Alta 

One other Late Formative Period featme of interest is a burial, d e d  Burial # 80-6, 

located in Levels 3 and 4,20 to 40 cm below surface, of unit N118 E 115 (Figure 3.6). The 
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burial was a primary interment of an adult male, 25 to 35 years old, in a tightiy fiexed 

position on its back with the hcad facing to the south-soidheast (Kennedy 1gW6)- ?brre 

other individu& an infant, a jwenile and anodier adult, may be h assocMo11 with this 

burial (Raymond 1982:15). The burial was accompaaied by a number of  artifaas including 

an aknost complete bowl inverted over the feet, a labret, fish vertebrae eat-spools, a 

perforated spondylus shell rim, small sheli beads, a piece of worked bone @ossibly a 

spatula), a hollow bone @ossibly a snufnng tube), and two lime concretions that may have 

been the contents of miall gourds that have rotted away (Raymond 1980:15). These last 

three items have k e n  suggested to imply the practice of coca chewing and the use of snuff 

(Raymond I982:15). 

One radiocarbon date is available for the Late Formative P h o d  component at Loma 

Alta. This date was run on materiai fiom Level5,SO to 60 cm below surtàce, in unit N178 

E 145; this context is the Late Formative Period occupation floor and hearth, Features #80- 

10 and # 80-38, descnbed above. The &te is 2540 80 B.P. ( S N  log), 590 BC 

uncorrected or approximately 700 BC corrected foilowing Clark 1975 (Stahl 1984:llg). 

The NI 78 El45 unit is adjacent to the Feature # 82-2 contexts and both Feature # 82-2 and 

N 1 78 E 145 Levei 5 are located at approximately the same level below surfiace in what 

appears to be the same depositional environment. It may tentatively be suggested that the 

material fiom Feature # 82-2 c a ~  also be daîed to around 590 BC. 

Not ai l  the Late Formative Period ceramics excavated in the 1980 and 1982 field 

seasons could be brought back to the University of Calgary, and heace the Late Formative 

Penod ceramics used in this study npresent ody a sample of those excavateci. It was 

impossible, due to the expense of shipping the materials h m  Ecuador to Canada, to even 

send aii the sherds fiom the contexts chosen for shipment. M y  diagnostic sherds (i.e. 

morphic, rims a d  decorated) were shipped back to Canada. 

During the 1980 field season the focus of the research was on the Early Formative 

Period component of Loma Alta and the c e d c s  shipped to Canada reflect this focus. The 

majority of the Late Formative Period collection fiom the 1980 excavations in Canada are 

fiom mixed Valdivia and Chorrera contexts, and in general these contexts are fiom Iower, 
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more 'Yaidivian" levels. As a result the nusfiber of Late Formative Period ceramics fiom 

the 1980 field season in g e n d  is not extremeIy high. 

In 1982 Lisa Valkenier, then of Yale University, made the dedi F o d v e  Period 

ceramics the focus of a senior essay (Valkenier 1983). As a d t  Late F o d v e  P d  

cemmics fiom many more 1982 excavation contexts were retianed to Canada. Vaikenier 

(1 983:6-7) explauis how she chose the cetamics that were sbipped to Canada; 

Fint, 1 had to d e t e h e  how to select the Cho- ceramics in order to separate 
them fiom the ValdMa a d  Machalilla ones, f i c h  wen shipped to Calgary, and 
the Guangala sherds which remained in Ecuador. As a resuk, the Chomra style at 
Loma Alta became determined roughly in the field rather than àefhitively in the 
laboratory. Yet 1 had hardly aay diEculty choosing the sherds because Cho- 
ceramic technology, vesse1 fomis, and decorative tmatment are hdamentally 
Merent h m  ValdiMa. 'Ihey are ais0 distinctive in comparkon with the most 
recognizable Machalilla methods such as Ayangue-style incision, painting* 
punctation, and shaping vessels, nich as constricted-neck jars with sharply carinated 
shoulders. ... As for the Guangala ceramics, they reflect another short occupation 
and appear only [in] the fht, 20 cm level. ... The closest similadies between the 
two assemblages [Chomra and Guangaia] occur at the interface of the cultures* 
which has not been weU defineci. 

Although the colledion of Late Formative Period c e d c s  dues have some 

shortcomings, as explained above, it s t i i l  represents one of the largest excavated coilections 

of Late Formative Period material in existence. 

The Environmentil Setting and Excavation at Albarrada de Achrillin (OGSE-45) 

The Albarrada de Achdin, OGSE-45, is the largest remaining prebisîonc structme 

on the Santa Elena Peninsula (McDougie n.d:l). The site is located directly to the south of 

the modem town of La Libertad at 80°55* West longitude and 2'14' south latitude (Figure 

3.12). The site was the focus of excavations by Eugene Mcbugle in 1980 and 1981, under 

the direction ofDr. JSaren Stothert (Stothert 1995: MO). 

The Santa Elena Peninsula is deked as the ana between Chariduy to the south, 

Salinas to the West, Palmar to the noah and the Colonche bills to the east (Paulsen 1970:7). 

The peninsula, as discussed above, is the most arid region of Ecuadot. The low average 

yearly precipitation, usually less than 100 mm per year (Caviedes l984:288), supports 

desert-like, xerophytic vegetation such as cadi, bushes, shnibs and some smaller tcees 
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(Johnson 1976: 166; Mitia 1959: 186). Sheppard (1933 212), however, was e e d  at 

the profusion of life he witnessed on the Santa El- Pminsula after a particuhrly rainy 

year in 1932. He noted that after only a few weeks of raiu the grass had grown to two to 

three feet ta11 (Sheppard 193 3 :2 12). 

The climatic history of the pcnmSuia has been a source of gmt debate among 

archaeologists. In the 1960's a project dhcted by Edwaid L d g  proposed that the Santa 

Elena Peninsula had undergme a number of dramatic cîimatic shüb in the past (Lanuhg 

1967; Paulsen 1970; Sarma 1974). These climatic shifts w m  suggested to have created 

periods of wetter and drier conditions on the Santa E l a  Penïnsuia which were mderstood 

to have affected prehistoric settlement of the region (Sarma 1974; Pauisen 1970:12-13). 

Wetter periods were thought to have allowed an increase m the population of the peMisYla 

and drier periods were suggested to have caused the abandonment of parts of the peninnilê 

These arguments were based on the presence of mangrove shell species on 

archaeological sites, the presence of archaeological sites themselves, and the existence of 

water management features such as albarradas (Sama 1974; Paulsen 1970; McDougle 

n.d.). The presence of all of these were thought to have been caused by an increase in 

rainfall, which in turn was thought to be caused by the southward shift of the Intertropical 

Convergence Zone (Sarma 1974; Paulsen 1970). At least three climatic shifts are thought 

to have occuned on the Santa Elena Peninsula since 7000 BS. (Sarma 1974; Paulsen 

1970). The general cIimatic trend on the Santa Elena Peninsuia has been proposed as one 

of increasing aridity through time, interspersecl with peziods of more abundant rainfall 

during VaIdivia times in the third millemiun BC, during the Engoroy period, then dated 

500 to 100 BC, and during the early portion of the htegration Period (Paulsen 1970:tO-21). 

Onginally, it was suggested that the Santa Elena Peninsula was abandoned during the 

Middle Formative Period Machalilla phase (Paulsen and McDougie 1974), but this position 

has since been revised (Pauisen and McDougle 1981). 

This model of shifbiig perïods of wet and dry conditions on the Santa Elena 

Penînsula has not gone unquestioned and many researchers now feel that more evidence of 

these shifts is needed before the mode1 can be accepted Ferdon (1981) has suggested that 
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the pmence of mangrove sheii species in archaeologicai Qposits does not nccwsarily 

correlate to periods of higher m i d U  and the s o u î h d  movement of the Intertropid 

Convergence Zone as Sanna (1974) bas s u g g d  Rather, Ferdon (1981) proposes thaî 

mangrove formation and degeneration may k more easily explainëd as a resuit of tectonic 

uplift changing the conditions necessary for its presavation. Masucci (1992: 15) a h  notes 

difnculties in Sarma's model; "The common problem with aii the Luies of evidence is that 

the paleo-climatic interpretation is not independent of the archaeological evidence". 

In reality there have been very few paieo-envùomental studies canïed out for 

southwestem coastal Ecuador and even long-temi studies of contemporary environmentai 

conditions are limited Ferdon (198 l:62O) believes that the p ~ s e n t  climate has ken in 

place since at least 1684 when Dampier visited the Santa Elena Peniasula. Based on her 

paleo-botanical research, Pearsall(1979) also believes that thm have been no dramatic 

climatic SB. 

Several researchers have reported that older inhabitants of dinerent regions of 

southwestem coastal Ecuador have mernories of conditions being wetter than they are now 

(Le. Stahl 1984: 122). Best (1992:2 16) states that 95% of western Ecuador's forests have 

been removed and even the remaining 5% is disappearing rapidly. Environmentaiists and 

archaeologists are just beginning to understand what this deforestation means in terms of 

both fbture and past environmental conditions. 

The Albarrada de Achaih, OGSE-45, is one of the many water management 

structures that dot the Santa Elena Peninsuia. Aithough onginaliy thought to be walk-in 

weUs, these structures are now understood to have fiinctioned as water catchments as 

discussed in Chapter 2 (McDougle n.d.:4). The Albarrada de A c M h  is located between 

two small streams that later j o b  to fom a d river (Stothea 1995:143). The structure is 

almost circuiar with a diameter of about 125 m and the w d s  range between four and seven 

m in height (Figure 3.13). The total volume of the fill in the wails has been effimated at 

24,000 m3 (Stothert 1995 : 143- 144). While the Albarrada de Achallin is the largest 

remaining of these water management structures, McDougle (ad.: 1) reports tbat there was 

a larger albarrada located in the modem town of La Libeaad which is now destroyed At 
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Figure 3.13. Albarrada de Achallan Site, OGSE-45 ( a f k  Stothert 1995 941). 
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present the intenoor of the AiAlbanrsda de Aclmlhin is at about the same level as the 

surroimdmg pund h c e ,  but at some time in the past it is clear that the interior of the 

structure was excavaîed to a depth of at least 4.5 m below the gmund siirnice (Stothert 

1995: 143). There is a ground level openhg towards the north-east of the stnrtiae. 

Excavations of OGSE-45 took place in 1980 and 1981 and =main the only 

scientinc excavations of any of these water management stnictures (McDougle n.d.5). The 

banks of the structure were systematically cross-sectionad to determine the meththad of 

construction (McDougle ad.: 1-2). Excavation was done with heavy machinery due to the 

large amount of soil that was removed and the exkeme hardness of the deposits in the 

lower levels which made manuai excavation vimially impossible (McDougle n.d:7; 

S tothert 1995 : 143). Four major trenches were dug through the banks of the stnictiite, 

oriented, more or less, to the cardinal directions (McDougle n.d:5). As weii a number of 

smaller trenches and test pits were dug at severai Locations dong the outer dopes of the 

structure (McDougle n.d.5). 

Excavations revealed that the banks of the catchment basin were built up of thin, 

horizontal layers of soil rather than thick deposits (McDougie n.d.:2,6). B was assumed 

that soil used to mate the banks came fkom the interior ofthe structure, rather than king 

brought in from another location (McDougle n.d.:2). The thin Iayers of soi1 bave k e n  

proposed to have been the result of cleaniDgs, where the silt and sand carried into the water 

catchment basin would have been cleaned out of the interior and mounded up on the walls - 

(McDougle n.d.:2,6). 

Stothert (1995:144) reports that in the south profile of the trench in the west wail 

just at about the depth of the nahnal ground surface an offcring of three spondylus shells 

was encountered covered with a thick cap of orange soil. Spondylus are ofien associated 

with rain and water ia the Andes and Stothert (1995:144) suggests that the offering may be 

evidence of a communal ceremony performed to ensure that the albarrada bctioned weil. 

McDougle has not published the nnal report of his excavations at OGSE-45. 

However, Karen Stothert (1995:145-148) has published a description of the small, 

stratigraphie excavation that she supe~sed personally. These excavations were located in 
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the West  waii of the catchment basin. A date of 2720 +!- 70 BR, or 770 BC uncomcteâ, 

was obtained k m  shclls recovered in this excavation (Stothert 1995:146). Oaly 80 

decorated or rim sheds were encountcred in the e~cav&~on, and the most wmmon ceramic 

form in the coilection was a large, wide mouth oUa, pmbably for trensportmg watei 

(Stothert 1995:147). Mer materid recoverod mciudcd Mhics, both flakes and cores, 

faunal remaios, sheils, and two h m -  It is not clear ifthe walls werr used as a permanent 

living location where houses would have been located, or if they were a location for 

occasional activities, or cultivation (Stothert 1995: 147; McDougle n.&:8). 

It appears that the Albarrada de A c W  was aimost en?ireIy coiistnicted during the 

Engoroy period (McDougle n.d.:9), although it remained in use throughout the entire 

sequence of occupation on the peninsuia. Later prehistoric ceramics, dong with colonial 

and modem materiais are mixed into much of the excavated material- 

It does not seem that there was a lot of settiement around OGSE4S in the Late 

Formative Period, and the neanst known Engoroy sites are two to thm km away 

(McDougle n.d:9). Little is known of the type of social organization that existed on the 

Santa Elena Peninsuia during the Late Formative Period (Stothert 1995: 148). As discussed 

in Chapter 2, it does seem clear, however, that the large Albarrada de Achalh does not 

signal the development of a cornplex form of social organkation, or sophisticated 

engineering; 

Despite the great size of the Achalih Albarrada, and despite the fact that it reached 
nearly its fidl size in the Early Engoroy Period, its constniction is basically 
uncomplicated and probably required neither complex Ipbour organization, nor the 
exutence of more than limited authority. A small group of families or various 
families couid have const~cted and maintained this albarrada, in the same way that 
contemporary people can maintain albgnadas in rurai areas with the exetcise of 
minimum authority. The augme&tion of the walls a f k  their d o n  included at 
the I w t  a ceremonid offering, that can be interprëted as a result of a communal 
force, that was able to fâcilitate supra-My relations (Stothert 1995: 148- 149, my 
translation). 

The ceramic collections fkom the 1980 and 198 1 excavations of the Albamda de 

Achallh were SUliilyzed in Ecuador between Jdy 1993 and April1994 with the permission 

of Dr. Karen Stothert. The ceramic coUection used in this shidy ha9 several Iimitations; 
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perhaps the most serious of which is the lack ofaccess to any provcnience information 

from the 1980 and 1981 excavations. Thus, I WU k uoabIe to malce any comment about 

the archaeological context of this coîlection. Eugene McDougie (1993: pers. comm-) has 

pointed out, however, that the way in which the albaaa& was fomed, the interior 

periodically k i n g  cleaned and the material dumped on to the 4, means that the materiai 

is very mixed and iittle can be said of it cbron~logically~ His suggestion, to treat the 

collection as a nuface coilection, Kems wise (E. McDougie 1993: pers. comra). Although 

this coiiection does have some shortcomings, î t  still provides a good example ofLate 

Formative Period ceramics fiom the Santa Elena Peninsula area. 



CaAPTERMlUR 

THEORY AND METHOD OF ANALYSIS 

This chapter outlines the theoreticai and methoQlogical penpectives of ceramic 

analysis that have influenceci this study- The cPramic classifscation methd010gy will 

follow a modal analysis, or what has recenîly ban tenned a stmchd classification 

(Raymond 1995:224). A briefhistory of the methodology is presented, along with a review 

of the theoretical and methodological underpinnings of the approach. Definitions of the 

ternis used in the diçsertation are presented. 'Ihis is foilowed by a brief expianation of why 

this methodology is appropriate to anmer the questions posed by this study. The strrngths 

and weaknesses of stmtud ciassi.fïcation are rwiewed, along with the Avantages and 

disadvantages of other methodologies of c d c  classification, namely the type-variety 

system. 

The &ta recording methodology used h m  is explainecl, includ.ing what traits wete 

recorded and how, and what measurements were made. The chapter closes with a review 

of how the data are presented in the dissertation. 

Theoretical Approaches to Ceramic Classification 

In most scientinc endeavours one of the first tasks facing a researcher is the 

classification of the data into a fomat that wdI kilitate its recording and analysis. 

Although classification is ofken appmached as one of the simplest and most elemenîary 

steps of research, the classificatory scheme chosen cm influence, and even determine, the 

results of any M e r  research. This is true of ceramic classifîcation. 

In the bistory of Ecuadorian archaeology thete have been two approaches to ceramic 

classincation espoused; one group of researchers endorse the use of the type-variety method 

of ceramic classification and type fkequency seriation, while another group support the use 

of modal analysis and similiary seriation (Neto 1988:104). These appmaches have often 

been refened to as quantitative and qualitative analysis, respectively, although these te- 

do not reflect the tme Merences between the two methodologies. The question of which 
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methodology is the most appropriate, or comct, has kai hotly debated in the psst, bath in 

Ecuadorian archaeology, and in the disciplim in general (Raymond 1995224; Masucci 

1992:88). 

The type bquency method of ceramic seriatim was intioduced to Ecuadoriaa 

archaeology by B. Meggers and C. Evans (Aleto 1988:104). Me- and Evans' 

methodology (e-g. Meggen, Evms and Esirada 1965) generally foilowed that out by 

Ford in his 1962 A Quantitative Method for Derivlng Cultural Chronology- Masucci 

(1992:88-105) presents a recent review of the use of the type-variety and type fbquency 

methodologies in Ecuadorian archaeology. 

It is not the intention of this study to enter into a debate about classification 

methodology. Rather 1 would like to point out that in different situations, and when 

difEerent questions are asked, both appmaches will have their strengths and weaknesses. 

Adams and Adams (199 1 :3 12) remind us that any methodology used in ceramic 

classincation is only worthy if it can adequately m e r  the problem addressed: 

Classification and other concephial and measmement devices do not constmde 
theory b u s e  definition is not explanafion. ... As with a i l  t00ls they have to be 
judged by thek utiiity, not their validity. The ultimate test is not whether they are 
tme or fatsc, but whether they work for any particula~ purpose. 

In this study I believe that a modal analysis, or stnichiral classification, is the most 

appropriate methodology, and the most able to answer the questions posed in this 

dissertation. This is discussed in more detail below. 

A History of Qualitative Classikation 

The f k t  thorough application of a stnicairal classification to an archaeological 

ceramic assemblage was in Donald Lathrap's 1962 unpublished doctoral dissertation 

(Raymond 1995:224). The roots of his classificatory approach, however, go back much 

further beginning in the works of Irving Rouse, Albert Spaulding and John Rowe. 

Rouse was the first to use the term mode, suggestcd to him by Cornelius Osgood, in 

his 1939 monograph on the prehistory of Haiti. In this work Rouse (1939: 1 1-12) defïned 

the term mode as a single attribute of an artifad, rmd the t k  type as a pattern of amibutes 

characteristic of a group of artifhcts. Not every attri'bute, though, can be a mode accordmg 
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to Rouse (1939:12); he ody considers those amibutes tbat seem to be historically 

signincant to be modes. Rouse (1960:3 18) klieves, that whiie modes are inherent in the 

artifacts, types are arbitratily imposed on them by the archaeologist 

Modes to Rouse (1939:18-19) are artificiat, conceptuai (abstractions of 

repeated attn'butes), that are reflected in an artiÊct's attn'butes. The m o n  of modes is 

uuderstood by Rouse to be the d t  ofthe mandkhmrs' adberence to cuitural practices; 

Each mode, then, is a cultural pattem, or standard of khviour, *ch iduenced 
the artisan's procedure as he made his artifhct. It is a community-wide technique 
design, or other specification to which the artisan conformed (Rouse l939A8). 

Rouse (1960~3 13) believes these standards, or modes, are handed down through 

generations and shared between cornmunites, accounting for the spreed of the modes, and 

hence the cultural standards, thrr,ugh thne and space. For Rouse past cultural standards and 

pattern can be studied in the archaeologicai record by studying the patterns of modes. 

Spaulding (1 97 1 [ 19601) describes a similar method of anaiysis based on his 

"dimensions of archaeology", but also takes it one step finther. In his methoci a dimension 

is "an aspect or property of the subject matter which nquirrs its own measuring device" 

(Spauiding 1971 [1960]:23). The dimensions of archaeologicai mets he describes are 

forrn, space and time. The f o d  dimension is actually an entire class of dimemions 

where colour, weight etc. can be understood to be attn'butes in formal dimensions in their 

own right (Spauiding 1971 [1960]:25). The attriies in the foimal dimensions can be 

either quantitative, such as length or width, or qualitative, such as presence or absence of a 

handle (Spauiding 197 1 [1960] :ZS). 

In Spauiding 's (1 97 1 [1960] :Z7) method, the importance of outlining the formal 

dimensions and formal attributes of artifkcts is to study the relationships that occur between 

... the recognized attributes serve as iinking constants h m  artifact to a r t i f k t  they 
are the uni& whose presences and absences constitute similarity and diBerence. In 
some respects attributes are analogous to hguistic phonemes. They represent 
minimal d t s  of meafllllgful behaviour; they are taken to k constant for 
comparative and descriptive purposes ... . 
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The best way to clas- a coliection of artifacts based on the formal attniutes, 

according to Spaulding, is to use a method that he terms "ciuster analysis" (Spaulding 1971 

[1960]:27). In cluster analysis ail formai attri'bute combinations are recordcd and counted, 

and then compared to 'Yhe count expected on a hypothesis of amibute hdcpeadtn~e'~ 

(Spaulding 197 1 [196O] 28). With this method combinations of amiiutes that were either 

intentiody favoured, or avoideà, can be identifid 

Spauiding (1971 [196O] 29) does point out that this rnethod will neither create the 

clusters, nor will it explain îhe cultinal meaning of the clusters it identifies. One of the 

strengths of this method he feeis is that t does not place ail a c t s  into 9ypological 

pigeon hole[s]" (Spauldkg 1971 [1960]:29). Rather intermediate fomis are rewgnkd, 

which may ailow for more sensitive comparkons within and between collections. 

John Rowe (1959), although he does not use the terni mode, presents a method of 

qualitative ceramic ciass5cation similar to that of Row and Spauiding. He offers his 

methodoiogy as an alternative to the type-variety method. Rowe is dissatisfied with the 

type-variety metàod of ceramic analysis for s e v d  reasons. Rowe (l959:3 17-3 18) noted 

that in studies of Atheaian Greek pottery, which used the individual feahirp as the unit of 

study, much greater relative &ting precision was available than in areas, such as the 

Amencas, where the type was the mit of study* He noted that types usually have long life 

spans, and therefore chronologies built upon types are of necessity not very temporally 

sensitive (Rowe 1959:3 18). Another shortcoming of the type-variety method that Rowe 

(1 959:3 19) recognizes is the necessity of a large, random, sample, which is -tly not 

obtainable in archaeology. 

Rowe (1959:320) argues that the problerns inherent in the typevariety mahod of 

ceramic classification can be avoided ifarchaeologists use signifiant features instead of 

types as units of &y. Rowe (1959320) defines his temi feahire as foilows; "A feahne is 

any characteristic or detail of an object which can k obmed  and isolated, whether of 

material or workmanship or decoration 2. According to Rowe, and most other proponents 

of qualitative andysis, the use of the individual feature as the unit of study will allow for a 

more precise chronology. This is especiaiiy true whai a large number of fêatures with short 
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He spam are useci. in the type-kety method of classification, variation of the individual 

features is o h  lostwhen they are comaned hto types, and t is only the ocamence 

and/or fiequency of the type aiat is studied. 

To shidy culture process Rowe (1 9593323) suggests kginning by Cxammmg the 

patterning and integratm of sipnincant featurts. Features tbat are signifiant in this 

context, he notes, may be diBerat fkom those that were signifiant in the dating process. 

Here the study is compared to synchronie analysis in descriptive linguistics; "The object is 

to write a sort of grammar of the style at any given moment" (Rowe 1959:323). When the 

patterns of featrires in the diffmnt phases in a chronology have k e n  established the 

researcher may then propose how one phase was traiisforwd into the next (Rowe 

1959:323). 

In a second paper Rowe (1961) discusses in more detaiI the application of his 

Yeature" analysis to diachronie studies. He opposes his mahodology to evolutionary and 

type-varïety seriation. Rowe developed the method partiy as an alternative to stratigraphie 

sexiation, for use on objects fiom sdace  collections or grave lots, and in situations wtiere 

the stratigraphy was poor (e.g. mixed) or non-existent. 

Evolutionary seriation, according to Rowe (1961:326), is based on the assumption 

of a universal d e  of stylistic development, fiom simple to complex and fiom realism to 

conventiondization; this universal d e  gives the seriation both the order and the direaion 

of change. Similiary senation maices w such assumption, rather the assumption made is 

that: 

... objects or cultural units which are close to one amther in tirne can be expected to 
resemble each other more, at least in certain features, than objects or cultural imits 
which are M e r  apart in time ... No assumptions are made about the nature or 
direction of the changes taking place (Rowe 196 1 :326). 

The seriation can be done in at least two ways according to Rowe (1959:327), by 

type fiequency or by ordering by continuity of features and variation in themes. In type 

fiequency senation the ceramics are grotxpeci into types, u s d y  based on shad attributes 

of surface finish and decoration, and the percentage of the total sheds that each type 

represents is calculated for each archaeologicai context. The mits are then ordered so that 
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the kquency ofeach type shows a pattcm ofgraduai in- a f k  inOcoduction to a point 

of maximum populanty foiiowed by a pefiod of graduai decrease in fkqucncy until it 

ceases to occur (Rowe 1959:327). Rowe (196 1 :327) notes that this method wîlI ody 

produce a reliable chronology if certain circtnnstances are true. The sample must be v q  

large and reflect 'pOpuh@ rather than chance occunence", changes in the popularity of 

the types must have a i l  occurred graddy, and the time period repteseated by the sample 

must be short. A more detailed discussion of the strengths and wealmesses of the type 

fiequency method is discussed below. 

The second type ofseriation Rowe proposes, as an altemative to type fkquency, he 

c d s  "ordering by continuïty of fertures and variation in themes''; it has also ken called 

similiary seriation. This method is composed, as the name indicates, of two complemmtary 

principles of ordering, continuity of feanira and variation in themes. The two methods act 

to ver@ and conikm the ordering each produces indMduaily (Rowe 196 1 :328). In this 

methodology no types are colistncted and the ordering is not based on fiquencies, but on 

the presence/absence of features. An assumption is made that generaily objects of 

comparable age are more alike than more temporally distant objects. 

The fht method of ordering, continuity of features, is based on the assumption that 

the patteming of features in the archaeological record is not random. Rathex each feature 

will have a continuous He span in the collection as it is introduced, used and then 

abandoned: 

In seriating on this assumption the objects or associated Lots to be ordered are 
arranged in that sequence which provides continuous spans of existence for the 
largest numbers offeatures. Since there are always some feahins which do not 
show the assumed patîem of distrr'bution, it is important to study enough features so 
that the exceptions will fU in the minonty. ... The Iarger the sample and the more 
features nudied, the greater will be the reliability-of a seriation by continuity of 
features (Rowe 1961:328). 

The second methoci of ordering, variation of themes, begins with the identification 

of a number of complex themes, or features, which occur in a number of variations (Rowe 

196 1 :328). Objects that possess the saw themes in different variations can be sequénced 

in order of similarity of the theme; Rowe (1961:328) uses the 'kasked king'' in Nasca 
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p o m  as an example of a thcme. Again the methoci is most diable when several diamnt 

themes are able to k sequenced: 

A seriation of variations m one theme will give ody a tentative order for those 
specimens or association units in which the parhicular theme occins. The variations 
in otha themes must then be snidied to see ifthe tentative order also gives a series 
of gradual changes for these. Enon in the t d v e  ordei âre revded by 
discrepancies in the seriaiion of other themes, and the tentative order can be 
modified accordingly. 'ïhe more diffèrent themes have been studied, the greater the 
confidence the seriational order merits (Rowe 1961 :329). 

Rowe (196 1 :329) notes that although the method does oot require the use of objects h m  a 

known archaeological context, if there is stratigraphîc or 0 t h  contexhial information 

available it can be used as a vdcation of the sequence, and to relate the various features 

and themes to each other. 

SimiIiary seriation, in some form, has been used success~y in several cases in 

Ecuadorian archaeology (e.g. Hill 19Wl974; Lippi 1983; Aleto 1988). Lippi (1983 2 16- 

226) provides a detailed review of the mahod in contrast to the type fkquency method, 

pdcularly as they have ban applied to ceramics in Ecuador. 

The studies discussed above, although mering fiom modal analysis in some 

important ways, provided the ground work upon which the method arose. One of the most 

important contributions of these shdies was to move the focus away k m  the type, and 

toward the feature as the unit of study. In doing so variation in the individual fmtures, 

previously lurnped t o g e  in a type with other feahins, was accessible for study. Another 

important contriiution was to draw attention to the ways in which these features were 

combining with each other. Both Rowe (1959:323) and Spaulding (1 971 [1960]:27) make 

cornparisons with descriptive linguistics, an idea that becornes important in a modal 

andysis. 

Modal AnalysislStructurii1 CIass*cation 

As previously mentioned one of the nrst thorough applications of a modai analysis 

to a collection of archaeological ceramics was in Lathrap's doctoral dissertation on 

ceramics fiom the Peruvian montafia. This work has served as a mode1 for many of the 
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subsequent applications of the method, particulariy m the work of Lathrap's studcnts (e.g. 

Raymond 1972; Raymond, DeBoer and Roe 1975; Aleto L983). 

Raymond (1995) pmvides the most recent and detded M o n  of the 

methodology of modal analysis, or what he texms stmctud classification. He briefiy 

outlines the major steps of a stnictiiral classification as foliows; 

The key steps in a stnictural aiialysis are: (1) to define those miits which exhibit 
stnrchne; (2) to detemiine the dimensions of variab*, (3) to identify and descn'be 
those values ofa variable wbicb a&ct 'hieaning"; and then (4) to constnict the 
d e s  which stnLdure the relationships amwg dimensions and generafe units which 
carry "meaning". 'Meaning" is to be understocxi as how a category of is 
evaluated or interpreted in either a finidional or syrnbolic sense by the group which 
makes and uses it (Raymond 1995228). 

The first step, d e m g  the uni& that exhibit structure, is relatively simple. ln the 

case of ceramics the uni& are whole vessels. This fact, Raymond (1995:228) notes, is often 

ioa "in the structure of typologies", as archae010gists usually encomterd ceramics as 

sheds rather than whole vessels. R is fûndamental in a modal anaiysisy m particuiar, to 

remember that the unit of analysis is  the complete vessel rather than the sherd. 

The second step in a seuctural classification, determinhg the dimensions of 

variabiIity¶ involves identifjing the axes dong wfuch f o r d  variability can occur (these 

axes are known as dimensions in a modal analysk) (Raymond, DeBoet and Roe 19755). 

Raymond (1 972:il) suggests that dimensions in a modal analysis ccare dogous to the 

phonetic units of descriptive iinguistics". An example of a dimension in ceramics with 

continuous variability is the rim diameter of a vessel. An example in ceramics of a 

dimension of variability that is discontinuous would be the lip form. 

Along these dimensions of variability it is possible to identin, mades which are 

defined as 'hiinimal UILits of variation'? (Raymond, DeBoer and Roe 19755). Mades are 

m d y  exclusive values dong a dimension ofvariabiiitr, a mode in the continuous 

dimension rim diameter might be 12 cm, and a mode in the discontinwus dimension of lip 

form may be a square iïp. Left as such the modes of a sm>ctural classification are very 

similar to Rowe's (1959; 1961) features. 1t is at this point that the two methodologies, 

ordering by continuity in feahues and variation of themes and stnicniral classification, 
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differ substantiialy~ In a modal anaiysîs not aiI featureq or a ; t t n i ' ,  are considerad to be 

modes: 

Once the range of formal variation in vessel shapes is known, the variables which 
define the shapcs are detennined, and specimens are thm comparai across these 
variables. If formal variation in shepe is rnemhgfid, such a cornparison WU lead to 
the detemination of specific values which distinguish the dïfkent  vessel shapes. 
Such values are andogous to linguistic phonemes. Deetz (196738) has proposed 
that they be cailed '%ctemesY', buî in the South Arnerican literature they are refexred 
to as "modes," a term which Latbrap (1962218) appropriated fiom Rouse (1939). ... 
Modes, then, are values ranged dong dimensions of variabiiity, and are assumed to 
be minimal units of formal variation which a&ct meaning (Raymond 1995229). 

Therefore, a mode is a piuticdar kind of attri'bute or feature, one that has, or is assimied to 

have, cultural signiscance (Raymond 1972:71; Raymond, DeBoer and Roe 19755; Aleto 

The fourth, and nnal, stage of a strucnwl classification, the coIlStNCtion of des  

which structure the relatio11sh.p~ among dimensions and generate imits which cany 

meaning, involves the diswvery of the des, or syntex, under which modal wmbhtions 

can occur (Raymond 1972:72). The syntax should generate cultual categories of vessels, 

as it WU determîne the possible ways in which the modes cm combine to produce a viable 

vessel of a particular style. Raymond (1972:74) notes that he does not claim that the 

generated vessel categones in his ptudy will be identical to those intended by the original 

makers and users of the vessels. Stnidural classification does, however, attempt to identify 

categones very similar to those of the makers and users of the ceramics: 

Vesse1 categories, Iüre morphemes, are the units which enter into a relationçhip with 
the content of culnnal behaviour. There seems to k the understanding on the part 
of some archaeologists ... that categones generated by a stnictural classification are 
intended to be congruent with those held in the min& of the &ers and the usas. 
No such direct correspondence betwem the classification and cognition or cognitive 
categones is intended It is the behaviourai con= which assigns meaning to the 
categories. ... Conversely, however, meaning c a ~ w t  be ùzfemed without a 
classification which identifies categones which potentially cany meaning 
(Raymond l995:24 1). 
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Decotation is usually treated as a special case in a modal analysis. Raymond 

(1 99S:BO) points out that by definition modes must k muhially exclusive, but it is very 

common to have more than one kind of decotation on a single pot. To solve this problem it 

has ken proposed that design and decorative technique should be considend ocparately 

fiom the form of a vessd; ''DeCoration, then is t&e set of des  which ~tnictum the 

appiication of designs to a vesse1 shape" (Raymond 1995230). For this type of analysis it 

is necessary to have complete, or almost complete, design statements. 

The first step in the anaiysis of decoration is to identify the finite set of design 

elements, taking modes of decorative techniques into account, which combine to produce 

the designs (Raymond 1972:116; Raymond DeBoer and Roe 19755; Raymond 199523 1). 

The second step is to detemine the d e s  which govem the combination of these elements 

into designs; Tach design of a style is generated h m  a finite set offormative elements via 

a ... set of generative rules" (Raymond, DeBoer and Roe 1975:5). These niles can at times 

be ordered, where one d e  must be applied beEm the second (Raymond, DeBoer and Roe 

19755)- 

Another aspect of this kind of design analysis is that it should k pnxlïctive in 

nature. That is, given the design elements and the generative des, the researcher should be 

able to predict which designs are "grammatidy correct" in that design theory, and which 

are not (Raymond 199523 i ; Raymond, &Boer and Roe 19755). 

This summary of modal analysis is not exhaustive, but d a s  serve to explain the 

theory and method behind the classification used in this study. It should &O be kept in 

mind that the description of a modal analysis presmted here is the ideal. In reality when 

workiog with archaeological collections these ideals may not be attainable. For example 

the collections used in this study are quite fkgmented and therefore complete, or almost 

complete, design statements are not oflm avaüable. Tbis means that design anaiysis is not 

able to completely describe the des  of design generation. This study wjii, however, make 

great strides toward describing these collections, and allowing cornparisons within and 

between them to be made, 
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Seiection of Methodolugy 

The decision to use m d  anaiysis methodology in this sndy was not a difficuit one 

to d e .  The obvious alternative methodology to a modai analysis would have been a type- 

variety classification. For several teascms a modal analysis was deemed to be the more 

appropriate appmach for the materials incladed in this study* The mahod was &O deemed 

more suitabie for the questions that are being asked in this study* Many of the problems 

involved Li the type-variety method have already k e n  raised in the discussion above. 

One of the primary objectives of thïs study is to daermme the extent of the 

similarity and variability among the t h e  Late Formative Period ceremic wllectiom 

included in this study. Maoy resarchexs (Lippi 1983:218-2lO; Aleto 1988: 106) have 

pointed out that the type-varïety method actually hides variation as it pups individual 

attributes together into types. As discussed in Chapter 2 this has ceaainly been the case in 

the study of Late Formative Period ceamics. Studies of Chotfera and Engoroy ceramics 

using a type-variety methodology, have stresseci a vezy small number ofsimilarities, such as 

iridescent paint, at the expense of any differences in such things as vesse1 fonn. Kt can be 

suggested, perhaps, that the existence of a C h o m  horizon is a factor of the methodology 

chosen for the ceramic classification rather than an inherent part of the archaeological 

record. A modal analysis is well suited to detect the regional vetiability that may exist 

between the three collections used in this study- 

The type-variety method has been Cnticized for its lack of temporal sensitivity. 

Rouse (1 939: 14 1) noted very eariy on that types were most useful for ''broad bistorical 

reconstruction". Rowe (1 959:3 18-3 19) has also commented on the la& of temporal 

precision inherent in type variety classifications because of the long He spans types usually 

have. Aleto (1 988: 105- 106) argues that type fkqumcy sexiations, because of the lumping 

of attributes and the long life spans of types, will mate chronologies that are composed of 

relatively few, very broad perîods. In contrast to this, modal analysis, because it does not 

lump attributes together, but rather studies them separately, can produced a more precise, 

finer grained chronology (Aleto 1 988: 106). Stemper (1 989982) uses similiary seriation 

rather than type fiequency, in chronology building in his study dong the Daule River. He 
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argues that type-vatiety is usefirl in developing the fht rough cbronology for a region, but 

is inadequate for most other situations. 

Even Masucci (1992: 10 1), an advocate of the typevariety method, agrees that 

modal anaiysis "cari give finer chronological iofomiation". She notes, however, tbt the 

type-variety m*hod has not gone mchmged for the iasî thirty ycars and that many of the 

cnticisms that have ben  leveiied at the methoà, +culatLy the lumping togahei of 

attributes into types, can be remedied with an appmach that combines the type-variety 

method with a modal analysis (Masucci 1992:95-97). 

Two other concems taken into consideration in the choice of the classification 

methodology for this study were sampling em>r and site fiinction. The type-vdety method, 

and especiaily type fieqwncy appmaches, have often been cnticized as being espenally 

susceptible to inaccuracies due to sampling errors. Lippi (1 983 2 1 7) notes that the type 

fiequency method requires large, random samples for accuracy. The sample must also be 

repreçentative and site fimction must be taken into consideration as it will anéa the type 

fiequency resuits. Variable t h e  vans of site occupation are another source of error (Lippi 

l983:2 1 8). 

These concems are extremely important given the nature and condition of the 

ceramic collections used in this study. In the case of the Loma Aha collection, not ai l  

sherds fiom the Late Formative Period components were rettrnied to Canada, and therefore 

accurate fiequency midies would be impossible to calculate for this coiledion. Even 

though the coilection fiom Salango (OMJPLP441C) is complete, two of the important Late 

Formative Penod levels were mixed in the lab, making changes in the hquency oftypes 

within the Late Formative Period, one of the aims of this study, dimfeasible for this 

collection. Finally the collection h m  OGSE45 is vuhially without archaeological 

conte*, and therefote al l  but useless for an accurate type fkquency study. McDougie 

(1 993: personal communication) has suggested that this coiiection k treaîed as a surface 

coilection. In addition to these shortcomings, the coilections are a i l  h m  extremely 

different sites, both in terms of enhmental satiiigs and in teims of probable site 
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finiction. These dincfences wouid introduce M e r  sources of enor in any type fkquency 

study* 

Masucci (1992: 102) has suggested that studies baseci on ami'buîe prescnce and 

absence are also suscepti'ble to sampling mors. She questions the reliabiiity of 

chronologies based on single attributes, especially nue ones, as these may k misshg h m  

the collection due to eïther emsion or a s d  sample size (Masucci 1992: 102). Lippi 

(1 983:225) notes that a carefiiuy done seriation will avoid the use of such rare attributes. 

Rowe (1961 :328) ais0 points out that the more attcii'butes, or features, that are used the more 

accurate the seriation will bel 

Another fàirly simple reason for choosing a modal d y s i s  is that Late Formative 

Period ceramics fiom southwestern Ecuador are entirely suitable for the methodology. 

Rowe (1 96 1 :328) noted that; "Generally speaking, the more elaborately a specimen is 

decorated, the more precisely it can be dated". Neto (1988:106) agrees with Rowe, and 

suggests that Ecuadorian c d c s  which ate often " ... extremely cornplex, fkquently with 

many stylisticaiiy and morphologically distinct attributes occuuing on the same vessel" are 

poorly suited to the type kquency method; several Ecuadorian coliections initially 

analyzed using the type-variety method have been reanalyzed using a modal analysis which 

has produced much more sensitive chronoiogies. Tolstoy and DeBoet (1989:299) in their 

work in the Santiago-Cayapas River basin also suggest h t  modal analysis is best suited for 

relatively elaborate materiai with short iived attributes, and that o h  modal analysis c m  

gain a great deal of chronological information fimm smaü coUections. 

The last reason for choosing a modal analysis for this study is that the most recent 

ceramic analyses of Late Formative Penod ceramics have useà this method (Aleto 1988 and 

Zedeiïo 1994). It is hoped that the comparability of the methodology WU facilitate 

cornparisons between aii the coliections. 

Recorcüng the Data 

The ceramic coilections used in this study were anaiyzed in both Ecuador and 

Canada: the Salango (OMJPLP-141C) collection was analyzed at the Salango musermi 

between August and December 1993; the OGSE-45, La Libertad, collection was analyzed 
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in July and August 1993 at Dr. K. Stotbert's La Li- field station and betwcen Jmuaty 

and April1994 in Guayaquil; the Loma Alta coiledion was analyzed at the Dcpertmait of 

Archaeology at the University of Calgary between September 1994 and A p d  1995. W i i  

some minor exceptions, such as access to a Munseil cdom chart, aiî the wiiections were 

d y z e d  in the same manner. 

A modified version of the c d c  data fonn developed by the Departament0 de 

Arqueologia Técnica at ESPOL was used to record the information on these coliections. 

As Aleto (1988:98-100, Figw 4.4) notes; "The form is desigued specifidy to coilect the 

pertinent data required to conduct a quaütative caamic anaiysis". 

The first step in this analysis was to lay out the entire assemblage of ceramics h m  

each archaeological context on a large m e .  Ail sheds wae then sorted into the paste p u p s  

defmed for collections in this study. Whenever possible sherds h m  the same vessel were 

refitted and glued together with white household glue. Unfortunately, due to time constraints 

whiIe examining the Salango coIIection (the only one in which aU the sheds, includeig piah 

body sherds, were availabIe to me), not as much t h e  couid be devoted to this task as would 

have been ideal. In the insbaces ofthe Loma Aha and OGSE-45 coiiections the refitting task 

was hampered due to the incomplete nature ofthese collections. In general the renttùig work 

in this study was not overly successful, as the collections tended to be quite fiagmented and 

incomplete in the two cases. As a result many of the identifiecl vessel fonns ptesented in the 

study do not have a cornplete vessel profile avaüable and there were few coqlete design 

statements to work with. 

Within each paste group the plain body sherds, when they were available, were then 

sorted into groups based on interior and extenor surfâce nnish, then each of these groupings 

were fûrther sorted into p u p s  based on firing environment. The nimikr of sherds in each of 

the final groups was counted and recorded. A maximum and rninGnum shed tbickness was 

taken for each ofthese gtoupings. Ail quantification in this shdy was besed on shed counts 

as no scaie was available for weighing the material. 

All morphic sheds9 includmg rims, bases, necks etc., and ai l  decorated sherds were 

andyzed as stated above, with paste, firing and surfàce finish king recordeci. In addition, a 
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detaiied Qawing and a minhum and maximum thickness measumnent wae made ofeach 

decorated shed A precise rim profüe was d r a .  for eech rim &ad, and a cletaileci chwing 

was made of aii decorated rim sherds. For every rim shed the lip fcmn, iip thichiess, rim 

radius, and perccntage of the rim present were also noteci. For Edepea- restricted vesseis 

the orifice d i u s  and percentage present were recorded, along wah the interior and exterior 

iip to neck distance. Recise profiles were drawn for most bases and ne&. In the case of 

annuiar bases, the base radius and percentage of the base presmt were recordd In aie case 

of vesse1 supports the maximum and minimum height along with the maximum and 

minimum radius were notd 

MimseiI colour chart readmgs were taken fhm a sample of plain body sherds h m  

each paste p u p  and k m  a sample of the s h e d  with si@ andfor paùns. Readings were 

also taken on the sherds d e s c n i  as specials and on the morr elabontely decorated or 

unusual sherds. No MuuseIl colour chaa readings were taken on the OGSE-45 collection as 1 

had no access to a Munseii chart wMe 1 was analyzïng this collection. 

Photograghs were taken ofa large pmentage of the Salango and OGSE-45 

collections as these were analyzed (and remaineci in) Ecuador- A sample of plain body sherds 

of each paste group, and almost ail the decorated, morphi, and special, or unusuai, sherds 

were photographd 

On retum to Canada the i n f i o n  recoded on the forms was then coded and 

entered on personal cornputer mto the program MSAccess. This allowed the kge quantity of 

data to be sorte& counted and dpuiated with greater ease. 

Presentation of the Data 

The dimensions of variability in the ceramics ofthe thne collections used in this 

study are outlined in Appendix 1. The modes in each of these dimensions are also 

presented and &fhed in Appendix 1. The ceramic data, the modes and combinations of 

modes that occur at each of the three sites included in this study are presented in these ne- 

three chapters. The data h m  OMJPLP441C are presented in Chapter 5 and those fiom 

Loma Alta and OGSE-45 are presented in Chapters 6 and 7 reqectively. 
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Within each of the chapters for each site the data are oqanhd based on vesse1 

form categories; simple unrestricted, composite -cted, dependent resüicted and 

independent restricted. 1 have attempted to follow Shepd (1956225-245) closely in 

describing and-categoripag the vessel foxms. H o w ~ e r  I have strayed slightly h m  her 

defhitions. My simple mrestricted vessels include those with sharp, distinct basai angles, 

whereas Shepard (1956:232) wouid fuive included such vesseis in her composite 

mstricted category. The identifiable rims are d i s c d  within each of the four vessel ' 

form categories by individual vessel form. Each vessel form is desai'bed, and a chart 

illustrates the vessel form dimensions and modes h m  which it is generated. A vessel fom 

generation chart is provided for each vessel form category; all of these are found in Chapter 

5. For each vessel form the lip modes, paste modes and firing modes present are discussed. 

The thiclmess and rim diameters of each vessel form are provided in charts and tables. In 

the rim diameter tables a single numbet sale is w d  for ail the tables for each site. 

However, the number scale of each ofthe thme sites is diffkrent refiecting the di&rent 

sample sues of the assemblages available h m  each site. The deCorative technique modes 

and decorative element modes are outiiaed, as are the decorative fields of each vessel form. 

Tables provide the location of the decorative techniques and elements in the decorative 

fields in which they occur. IUustrated examples of the rims of each vessel f o m  are also 

provided. 

Summaries of the vessel form categories are pmvided for each site. In the site 

summaries iine drawings of aiI the vessel fomrs occurring at the site are provided in a one 

page figure. The summaries highlight the repetitive and characteristic patterns of form and 

decoration for each of the vessel fomis. The s d e s  also outhe the archaeoIogicaI 

distributions of these pattems when these appear to be chronologicaily signifïca~t. When 

discussing temporal differences between archaeological contexts within the same site 

temporal terms are spelt in the lower case (i.e. earlier, later). When relating these to the 

more general temporal trends of the Late Formative Pend through southwestern Ecuador 

the temporal uni& will be capitalwd (ir. Early, Middle, Late). These pattems are then 

compared to similar ones L the published literature. In Chaptm 6 and 7, on the ceramics 
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at Loma Aita ami ûGSE-45 nspeçtiveiy, cornparisons are aIso maQ between the ttuee 

sites included in this study. SSmiIatities and Merences in the thne ~IIections will be 

noted. 

Comparative studies of this nature are subject to certaiD problems and limitations. 

Perhaps the w>st important fktor in the comparative study of any archaeologicai maîerials 

has to do with issues of contemporaneity. To distinguish what variation might be 

signifïcant regionally it is very important to have contrai of what tempord variation might 

exist. This is certaidy true in the cornparison of the ceramics h m  the three sites incluéed 

in this study. The datiag of the three sites ha9 ban discussed in Chapter 3 and wiii be 

reconsidered together with the M m i c  data in the site s d e s  as d i s c d  below. 

ûther limitations and problems in comparative studies arise fiom fimctionai 

ciifferences in the archaeoiogical sites or conte- of the ceramic material king compared. 

The possible fiinctional diffiinces of the sites included in this study have been discussed 

in Chapter 3. The tbree sites included in this study may indeed have had W i t  fiinctions 

and this should be kept in mind when compa~g the ceramic material. 

One other consideration should also be pointed out; the sample size of the ceramic 

assemblages king compared. AIthough in terms of numbers the Loma Alta and OMJPLP- 

141C ceramic collections appear to be of a more or Iess comparable sïze the number of 

identifiable rims in the Loma Alta coliection is more than Wce that in -the 0MTPL.P-141C 

coilection and there are more than four times as many CimS as in the OGSE-45 coiiection. 

These size discrepancies should be kept in mind 

Body sherds decorated with decorative techniques or elements not found on any of 

the identifiable rim sherds at each site are described separateiy at the end of each chapter 

before the site surunaries. The base forms present at each site are described following 

these body sherds. 

At the end of each of the three chapters a site summary is provided. The site 

summary briefly reviews the gened patterns of fom and decoration that occur at the site 

across ail of the vesse1 fonn categories, focusing on those that are temporally or regi01lLilly 

signincant. These patterns are then considemi as a whole together with the archaeological 
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conte-, the &ting available for the site and the comparative m a t e d  m the Literature to 

attempt to fit the coiiection into the hader paspectCt;ve ofthe Late Fomiative P d  of 

southwestern coastal Ecuadot. 



THE LATE FORMATIVE PERIOD CERAMICS FROM OMJPLP-141C, 

SALANGO* 

Introduction 

The ceramic coilection fiom OMJPLP-141C is the second kgest collection in this 

study and consists of a total of 6325 sherds. Of these there are approximately 450 rim 

sherds identifiable to vessel form. Although the total number of sherds in the OhrIJPLP- 

14 1 C collection &es it the largest of the t h ,  coilections in the study, many of these 

sherds were plain body sherds. In fact the OUIPLP-141 C collection was the ody 

collection in the study for which the plain body sherds were avdable to me. The 

OMIPLP- 14 1 C plain body sherds will not be discussed, however, as the Loma Alta and 

OGSE-45 plain body sherds were not available for study and therefore cornparisons are 

impossible. 

The OUTPLP-141C sherds used in this study were recovered fiom Levels 4,s and 

6/7 of the excavation. The archaeologicai contexts are descriid above in Chapter 3. The 

collection provides a good example of a stratifiecl Late Formative Period occupation clearly 

situated between an earlier Machalilla context (Level8) and a later Guangala Phase context 

(Level3). There are a number of radiocarbon dates available h m  the excavation. 

Simple Unrestncted Vessels 

In the Saiango collection there is a total of 145 rim sherds fiom simple mrestricted 

vessels. In all levels simple unrestricted vessels are either the most common or second 

most cornmon type of vessel and they are the most common form overall in the collection 

(Figure 5.1). Rim sherds fiom simple UfVeStricted vessels were classified into 4 major 

Vessel Forms numbered 1,2,3 and 4. Two ofthese, Vessel Forms #1 and #2, were broken 

down into subgroups (Vessel Forms #la and #2a) based on vessel depth. 



Figure 5.1 Generation of Simple Unrestricted Vessel Forms. 
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Vessel Fonn #1 and #la 

A total of 59 rim sheds h m  Levels 4 to 617 of the OMJPLP-I4lC excavation were 

assigned to Vessel Form #1 and a total of 27 r ï m  were assigned ta Vesse1 Form #la 

Vessel Form #1 is the second most common vessel fom in the OUJPLP-141C coiidon 

after Vessel Form #12. 

As iilustrated in Figure 5.1 Vessel Form #1 and #la are composed of the straight 

rim mode combined with the convex basai angle mode that is smooth and not abntpt or 

angular. Vessel Fom #la is the a shaiiow version of the daper Vesse1 Form #l. Although 

the base is usually not present the base mode of the rnajorïty of the vesseh appean to be 

rounded to siïgbtly fiattened. Some vessels may have possessed annuiar bases. 

Vessel Form #1 rims possess five lip modes. The most common by fàr is the round 

lip mode (n=4 1); the square lip mode is the second most common (n=15). There is a single 

vessel with each of the following lip modes; tapered Lip, interior and exterior beaded and 

grooved iip, and exterior beaded and beveled lip. Vessel #la lip modes include round 

(n=2 1), square (n=3), expanded and square (n=2) and interior thickened (~1). 

Vessel Fomis #1 rims which have the square lip mode may k chronologidy 

signincant In Levels 4 and 5, five of 13 rims and eight of 13 r -  respectively, have the 

square iip mode. In Level6/7 there are only two square iips in 33 Vessel Fomi #1 rims. 

The vast majority of Vessel Fonn #1 and #la rims are constructed of the fine paste 

modes (Paste Modes A or B). The coarser Paste Mode C was used to consfruct 11 Vessel 

Fomi #1 rims and four Vessel Fomi #la rjms, ail of which are h m  Level6/7. Firing of 

Vessel Form #1 and #la, as in most of the cokction fiom Salango, is very variable, and aii 

firing modes are present. 

The thickness of Vessel Form #1 and #la, dong with ai i  other vessel fomrs h m  

Salango, is shown in Table 5.1. The table gives the maximum and minimum Uiickness for 

each vessel form, dong with the average of the maximum and minimum measurements 

taken of each vessel fom. As the table illustrates there is M e  variation in the average 

thickness of the Merent vessel forms. 



Table 5.1. Salaago Vessel Fomi Thichess Measurements h cm. 
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The rim diameters of Vesse1 Fonn #1 range h m  10 to 32 cm as illusûaîed in 

Figure 5.2. n e  majority of the rim diameters ni11 in the 18 to 26 cm range. Within alis 

range peaks at 18 cm and 24 cm may tepreseat two distinct size modes. 

RalrDumeatr 

Figure 5.2. OMJPLP44lC Vessel Fonn #1 Rim Diameters h cm. 

As shown in Figure 5.3 the rirn diameters of Vesse1 Form #la range fiom 14 to 36 

cm. There appear to be t h e  size modes present The number of Vessel Fom #la rim 

diameters is quite smaU and the range is quite large making discussion of size modes 

difficult. The clustering of rims at 16 to 18 cm, 22 to 24 cm, 28 cm and 32 to 36 cm may 

indicate the existence of several size modes. 

RimDumera 

Figure 5.3. OMJPLP-141C Vessel Form #la R h  Diameters in cm. 
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The interior surfaces ofvesse1 Fonn # 1 are finished with polishing and smoothing, 

and in one case with scraping. Of the rims ftnished with polishing on the interior eleven are 

snished with the high-gloss polishulg sutirnode. The exterior surfaces of rims essignecl to 

Vessel Form #1 are finished with scraping, wiping, smootbing and pobhhg. As would be 

expected much more care has been given to the fhishing of the interior of these vessels 

than the eserior. The interior Vessel Form #la of rims are finis)ied with wiping, 

smoothing and polishing; there is one instance of the high-gioss polishmg sub-mode. The 

exterior of the Vessel Fonn #la rims are finished with s q i n g ,  wiping, smoothing and 

polishing. 

Of the 59 Mns assigned to Vessel Form #1 3 1 of them are decorated in some 

manner. In Levels 4 and 5 21 of the 26 Vessel Fonn #1 rims are decorated, but in Level6/7 

only 10 of the 33 Vessel Fonn #1 rims are decorated. The decorative techniques used on 

Vessel Form #1 include red slip, smudge, red paint, iridescent paint, incision, notching, 

bossing, kger indentations and appiiqué nubbins. The painted decorative elements hclude 

a horizontal band, a veaical band, a diagonal band, t .  diagonal bands fomiing a chevron, 

a curved band, a wavy band, a dot and an oval. Thete are two inciseci decorative elements; 

a horizontal h e  and a diagonal he. There are four fields of decoration for Vesse1 Fonn 

# 1, the intenor and exterior of the vessel, the interior of the rirn and the lip. Table 5.2 

relates the decorative techniques and elements to the deCorative fields in which they OCCUT. 

Figure 5.4 illustrates the range of decoration on Vessel Fom #1 rims as weU as au example 

of some undecorated Vessel Fonn #1 tims. 

Of the 27 rims assigned to Vessel Fom #la 1 1 of them are decorated in some 

fashion. The following decorative techniques are applied to Vesse1 Forrn #la Nns; red 

slip, srnudge, red paint, iridescent paint, incision, bossing, fhger indentations and appliqué 

nubbins. There are two painted decorative elements, a horizontal line and a dot and there is 

a single incised decorative element, a horizontal he. The decorative fields of Vessel Form 

#la include the interior and exterior of the vessel, the interior of the rim, the extenor of the 

rim and the lip. Table 5.3 relates the decorative techniques and elements to the decorative 
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Figure 5.4. @nt) OMJPLP-14 1 C, Vesse1 Form # 1 Rims. O 



fields in wbich they occuf. Figure 5.5 illuSfTattS rims of Vesstl Fomi #la represCIIfiI1g the 

range of decoration and au example ofthe undecorated Vessel Form #la rims. 
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Table 5.2. OMJPLP-141C Vessel Fonn #1 Location of DeCorative Techniques and 
Elements in Decotative Fields. 
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Vessel Form #2 and #2a 

Vessel Form #2 and #2a are simple unresaicted vessels simila. to Vesse1 Forms #1 

and # 1 a, but they have everted rather than straight rims as îllustretcd in Figure 5.1. There 

are 21 rims assigned to Vessel Fom #2 and 12 rims assigned to Vessel Fom #2a. 

Vessel Fomis #2 and #2a are composed of the everted rim mode and the smooth, 

non-anguia. basal angle mode. Vessel Form #2 pouesses the deep, smooth basal angle 

sub-mode and Vessel Form #2a possesses the shallow, smooth basal angle sub-mode. As 

with Vessel Forms #1 and #la, there are few examples ofvesse1 Forms #2 or #2a with 
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Figure 5.5. OMIPLP-IQIC, Vesse1 Fonn#la Rims. 
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Table 5 -3. OMJPLP-14 1 C Vessel Fomi #la Location of Decorative Techniques and 
Ekments in Decorative Fields. 

Iridescent Paint 
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intact bases. It appears, however, that tûe majority of the vesseis would have possessed the 

vasel ~ o r m  #la I 

rounded to slightly flattened base mode. Again some vessels probably had anriular bases. 

ht 
X 
X 

X 
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X 

Vessel Fom $2 fZ three lip modes; round (n=15), square (n=S) and exterior 

Appliqué Nubbin 
Finger Indentations 

beaded ( ~ 1 ) .  AU the rims with square lips corne fkom Level4. This pattern is siIliila. to 

Ext 
X 
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that of Vessel Form #1, and reinforces the inference that the square lip mode on &ep 

simple unrestricted vessels is &ronologically signifiant. Vessel Form #2a has four lip 

IatRim 
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X 

modes present. These are round (n=4), square (n=2), square expanded (n=3), and interior 

X 

thickened ( ~ 3 ) .  

ExtRim 

X 

AU rims of Vessel Foms #2 and #2a are composed of the finet paste (Paste Modes 

Lip 

X 

A and B), with one exception. nie exception is one rim of Vessel Form #2 fbm Level6/7, 

which is composed of paste Mode C. Agah all fiemg modes are present. 

The rim diameters of Vessel Fom #2 range b m  14 to 28 cm as illustratecl in 

Figure 5.6. Although the sample sïze is quite smali the cluster of rims between 18 and 24 

cm may indicate the existence of a size mode in this range. 



Rinroiamua 

Figure 5.6 OMIPLP-141 C Vessel Fom W Rim Diameters in cm. 

The diameters of rim sherds of Vessel Fom #2a are ail quite tightly clustered in the 

range of 18 to 26 cm (Figure 5.7). Again although the sample size is very small there may 

be two size modes, the smaller one raoging h m  20 to 22 cm and the larger at 26 cm. 

Rim Diuaacr 

Figure 5.7. OMJPLP-141C Vessel Form #2a Rim Diameter in cm. 

The interior si.ufâce of Vessel Fom #2 rims are finished with polishg and 

smoothing. The extenor of Vessel Form #2 rims are nnished with wiping, smoothing and 

polishing. Three rims assigned to Vessel Form #2 are finished on the interior and one on 

the extenor with the high-gloss polishhg sub-mode. The interior and exterior surfaces of 
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Vessel Fonn #2a are finished with two modes, smoothing a d  poiishing- In one case the 

intenor of the rim is finished with the hi@-gioss sub-mode of palishingC 

ûniy  thne of the 2 1 rim sherds assigned to Vessel Form #2 are undecorated. Vessel 

Fonn #2 is not ody decorated fkequestly, but m e  of the rims are aiso hi@y decorated. 

Decorative techniques on Vessel Form #2 include red slip, smudge, red paint, mdescent 

paint, incision, eng~aving, nicking, appiiqué fïüets, and appIiquC nubbins. Painted 

decorative elements are a horizontal band, a vertical band, a diagonal band and a dot- 

Engraved decorative elements include a horizontal line and a wavy line, and there is a 

single incised decorative elements, a horizontal line. The decoration is applied to the 

foIlowing decorative fields on Vessel Fonn #2; the exterior and interior of the vessel, the 

interior of the rim, the interior bottom, and the lip. Table 5.4 shows the decorative fieids in 

which the decorative techniques and elements occur. Figure 5.8 illustrates an example of 

decorated rims that represent the range of decoration on Vessel Fom #2, as weii as a 

sample of undecorated Vessel Form #2 rims. 

Of the 12 rims assigned to Vessel Foim #2a 11 are decorated in some mamer, some 

of the Vessel Form #2a rims are quite highiy decorated The decorative techniques w d  for 

Vessel Forxn #2a include red slip, smudge, iridescent pain& figer indentations, incision 

and engraving. There is a single decorative element of iridescent paint, a dot kicised 

decorative elements are a horizontal line and a üne that is hooked at one end. Engraved 

decorative elements include a horizontal line and a diagonal line that are at times combuied 

to produce complex designs. The fields of decoration for Vessel Fonn #2a are the interior 

and exterior of the vessel, the interior rim, the interior bottom and the Lip. Table 5.5 places 

the decorative techniques and elements in the decorative fields in which they occur. Figure 

5.9 illustrates exampies of Vesse1 Fom #2a rims. 
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Figure 5.8. (cont) OMJPLP-141 C Vesscl Fonn #2 rims. 
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Figure 5.9. OMJ Pm- 14 1C Vesse1 Fom #2a rims. 
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Figure 5.9. (coat) . OMJPLP-141C Vesse1 Fom #2a rims. 
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Vessel Form #3 

As iliustmted in Figure 5.1 Vessel Fonn #3 ïs a simple uuesûicted vesse1 

composed of the straight rim made combuied mth the s h p ,  an- basal angle mode. 

The base form is not known wÏth certainty, but it is assumed that the majority of Vessel 

Fonn #3 wodd have possessed the round to slightly fIattened base mode. Again it is 

possible that some vessels assigned to Vessel Fom #3 also had annular bases. There are a 

total o f  17 rirns which have ken assiped to Vessel Form #3. 

Rims of Vessel Form #3 possess four Mirent Lip modes. These are round (n=13), 

square (n=i), exterior beaded (n=2), and exterior fiange (n=l). 
- The majority of the rims of Vessel Fonn #3 are composed of the fine paste Mode B. 

The exceptions to this are al1 h m  Level6/7 where Vessel Form #3 rims are also 

composed of paste Mode A ( n 4 )  and paste Mode C ( ~ 3 ) .  Ail h g  modes are present 

once again. 

The sarnple size of rim diameters for Vesse1 Form #3 is quite smd,  but shows a 

large range of diameters fiom 18 to 38 cm (Figure 5.10). The cluster of rims between 18 

and 26 cm, peaking at 22 cm, appears to represent one size mode. The thm other sherds, 

two at 30 cm and one at 38 cm, may indicate the existence of larger size modes. 

Rim Dirmctcr 

Figure 5.10. OMJPLP-141 C Vessel Foxm #3 Rim Diameters in cm. 
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The interior surhces of Vesse1 Fomi #3 rims are fini';hed witb smoothmg or 

polishing and in one case with wiping* The exterior sdhces of Vessel Form #3 arr 

hished with smoothing, polishing and m two cases wiping. 

Of the 18 rims assigned to Vessel Fom #3 nine of hem have some decoration. 

Decorative techniques on Vessel Fomr #3 include r d  slip, smudge, red paint, biack paht, 

iridescent paint, incision and appiiqué nubbins. The decorative paint elements are a 

horizontal band and a verticai band. There is a singie incised element, a horizontai line. 

Decoration is appiied to the foilowing fields on Vessel Form #3; the interior and exten-or of 

the vessel, the interior of the rim, the exterior rim, the exterior basai angle and the lip. A 

singe rim fiom Level6/7 possesses a modeled '~ie-mst" rim. The location of the 

decorative techniques and elements in the decorative fields is shown in Table 5.6. Figure 

5.1 1 illustrates an example of decorated and undecorated rims assigned to Vessel Form #3. 

Vesse1 Form #3 1 
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Table 5.6. OMJPLP441C Vessel Fomi #3 Location of Decorative Techniques and 
EIements in Decorative Fields. 
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Figure 5.1 1. OM3PLP-141C Vesse1 Fonn #3 rims. 
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Vessel Fonn f f4  

Vessel Form #4 is a simple unrrstricted vessel composed of the shoa interior angied 

iip combined with the convex, smwth basai angle mode, as illustrateci in Figure 5.1. Rims 

assigned to this vessel form are quite variable and range h m  shdow to deep. There are a 

total of 9 rims assignai to Vessei Fom #4; Level4 na, Level5 n=I, and Level6/7 n=8. 

As can be seen h m  the districbution, Vessei Form #4 appears to be essociated with the 

eariier levels and the fonn is probably chronologicaily siificant 

AU the rims assigned to Vessel Form #4 have short interior angied lips, and indeed 

this lip fonn is essential to the definition of the fom. 

Rims fiom Vessel Fomi #4 are composed of paste Mode B, and paste Mode C, with 

one exception in Level6/7 th& is cornposed of paste Mode A. Once again all firing modes 

are present. 

As iiiustrated in Figure 5.12, Vessel Form #4 rim diameters range h m  18 to 28 cm. 

Although the number of rims is d the cluster of rims between 22 and 28 cm, peaking at 

24 and 28 cm, probably indicates the existence ofa  size mode in this range. 

Figure 5.12. OMJPLP441C Vesse1 Form #4 Rim Diameters in cm. 

The intenor surfaces of Form #4 are finished with two modes; smoothùig and 

polishing. The exterior surfaces of Vessel F o m  #4 are ais0 finished with smoothing and 
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poiishing, and there are also a few rims d o s e  exterior sinfgccs were finished with wiping 

and scraping. 

Vessel Form #4 is not a highly decorated vesse1 forni, and in fàct only two of the 

nine rim sherds are decorated. One Vessel Form #4 Mi s h d  in Level5 has red slip on the 

exterior and one rim in Level- has a horizontai incised h e  on the interior of the rims 

and is smudged on the interior and exterior Figure 5.13 illustrates a sample of the 

undecorated rims assigned to Vessel Form #4. 

Summary and Archaeologicai Context of Simple Unrestricteà VesstIs 

As mentioned previously simple imrrstncted vessels are the most cornmon vessel 

form in the OMTPLP- 14 1 C collection; 145 of the 452 (32%) identifiable rims are h m  

simple ~lyestncted vessefs. Table 5.7 oiitluies the nurnbers of each of the vessels fomis 

fiom each of the levels of the OMJPLP-141C excavation. The archaeological distn'bution 

of the simple unrestricted vessel forms suggests that there is variation in the number of 

these vessels over tirne. 

The most apparent pattern in the simple unresûicted vessels is the large inaease in 

fiequency of simple rmrestricted rims in Level4 compared to Levels 5 and 617; in Level4 

41 of 105 (41%), in Level5 26 of 88 (29.5%) anci in Level6/7 76 of 259 (29%) ofthe 

identifiable rims were assigned to simple unresüicted forms. Although this increase may 

be a signincant pattern it is also possible that the increase is more a fàctot of the small 

number of independent restricted rims in Level4 (as discussed below), and the pattern is 

redy showing the small nurnber of independent restricted forms rather than an increase in 

the simple unrestncted forms. 

Within the simple unrestricted category Vessel F o m  #2 appears to have temporal 

significance. The fieqwncy of Vessel Fom #2 tims increases âom only 2, or 0.7%, in 

Level6/7, to 5, or 5.6%, in Level5 and peaks with 14, or 13%, in Leve14 (percentage of 

the total nurnber of rims in the level). T'his pattern of increasing numbers of everted rim 
, 

bowls in the Late Formative has been noted before. In Bischof s (1982 [1971]) 

classification of  the ceramics fiom Palmar there are few instances of everted rimed bowls in 

his Early Engoroy illustrations (Figure 2 and 3). Illustrations of his Middle Engoroy, 
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Figure 5.1 3. OMJPLP-14 1 C Vesse1 Fonn #M *S. 
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Form 7 is a marker of the early and middle part his Middle Engoroy. This everted rim bowl 

form is simiIar to my Vessel Fonn #2, but with a sharper basal angle. 

Vessel Fomis #3 and #4 aiso qpear to be temporally signincanî. Vesse1 Form #3, 

with the exception of 3 rims in Level4, is restricted in distniution to Level6/7. Vesse1 

Form #3 is somewhat similar in form to Vesse1 Form #8 and Vessel Form #12, both of 

which are also more frequent in Lwel6/7 than in Leveis 4 or 5. Vessel Form #4 is &O 

restricted to Level6/7, with the exception of one rim k m  - 5 .  

There are very few insbnces of forms sùnilar to Vesse1 Forms #3 and #4 in the 

iilustrations of other Late Formative Period ceramic collections. One rim ïîiustnited among 

Bischof s ( 1982 1197 11 : 143, Figure 2% left rim) Early Engoroy pieces is similar to Vessel 

Form #4 and another (Bischof 1982 [1971]: 147, Figure 3g) is simüar to Vessel Form #3. 

One of the most typical combinations ofform and decoration that occurs in the 

OMJPLP-14 1 C collection is the Vessel Form #1, #la, #2 or #2a rims decorated on the 

interior with an iridescent paint design and on the exterior with red slip. The iridescent 

paint on the interior is fkquently exccuted on smudging that accentuates the iridescent 

paint and there is fiequently an incised horizontal iine nmning around the interior of the rim 

jut below the Lip. 

There may be some minor temporai variations on this pattexm Square lips appear to 

become more fiequent on these vessels through the.  In Level4 there are nhe instances of 

square lips on Vessel Form #1, #la, #2 and #2a, seven in Level5 and only four in Level 

6/7. This trend toward an increasing kquency of square lips appears to be the case in ail 

the simple unrestricted forms. For di the simple Untestficted forms there are 12 instances 

of square lips in Level4, nine in k e l 5  and five in Level6/7. 

There are severai simple unrestricted rims with square lips in the OMJPLP441C 

collection that are quite distinctive. These vessels belong to Vessel Form #1, #la, #2 or 

#2a (see Figures 5.4,5.5,5.8 and 5.9). The most distinctive feature of these vessels is 

perhaps the extremely high polish (the high-gloss polishing sub-mode) with which the 

interiors are finished. This hi& poiish led me to niclmame these vessels 4'mh0r bowlsyy. 

The exteriors are also polished and are red slipped. The interiors are decorated with 
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iridescent paint, d y  on smudge, in vertical or diagonai bands and dots. Fre~uentiy the 

bands are zoned, or enclosed, in engraved hes. There are never incised or engraved liws 

on the interior of the rims as was &scri'bed above and the lips of these vesseis are never 

nicked or notched 

These cbimor bowls" appear to be temporally signïficant and indicators of the Early 

portion of the Late Formative Period seqwnce. Bischof (1982 [1971]:145, 147, Figure 3a) 

illustrates a similar vessel h m  the Palmar 3 site, which he places in his Early Esgoroy (1- 

3) period The vessel belongs to his Chomni Fino (Fuie) type, and is decomted in the same 

manner as described above. Simmons (1970:152-154,158, Figure 33) also illustrates and 

describes vessels similar to the "mirror bowls" belonging to his Chorrerst High Polished 

type. He makes particuiar note of the extxemely high polish on the interior of the vessels 

and notes that these vessels are "... fâr better than anything else in the entire wliectiod' 

(Simmons 1970: 153). Simmons (lWO:IS4) teports that these vessels are fomd in trace 

fiequencies in his Early and Middle Engoroy contexts. However, he States, that the sherds . 

belonghg to both his Chorrera High Poüshed and his Chomra Incised types are imported 

fiom the Guayas Basin; '7 cm ody conclude fiom the distribution of these 'intrusives' [the 

two Chomra types] (if that is what they are) that Early Engoroy and the first part (at least) 

of Middle Engoroy are contemporafleous with [Guayas] Basin Chomra." (Simmons 

1970: 156). 

While I agree with Simmons that the vessels occur early in the Late Formative 

Period sequence 1 do not agree with him that they are intrusive to the La Carolina site. 

Vessels similar to the ones I have termed '"mirror bowls" are found at OMJPLP-141C, 

Loma Alta (as discussed in Chapter 6), Palmar and La Carolina. Estracla (1958:83 Figure 

46 No. 2 and 4) illustrates very similat vessels h m  his excavations at Ayangue. 1 couid 

not fincl, however, any illusûation of similar vessels fiom Guayas Basin ceramic reports 

(Le. Zedefio 1994; Evans and Meggers 1957; 1982 [1971]). Although idionnation on the 

excavated Chorrera ceramics fiom the Guayas Basin is st i l l  limited, this distribution may 

indicate a more regionai (i.e. c o u )  distribution ofthe C'mirror bowl" pattern of fbrm and 

decoration in the Early part of the Late F o d v e  Period 
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In the OMJPLP441C collection the exterior beaded Iip mode seems to be 

temporally signifiant in the simple unresûicted f i ,  as ali three cases occur in Leve16/7. 

As will be discussed below in the dependent restricted vesse1 fonn category sinnmary 

exterior beaded iips arc more fiquent in Level6/7 in all vessel fomis. 

Another temporally signXcant trmd is the increasing hquacy with which simple 

unreslricted vessels are decorated in the upper levels. h Level4 35 ofthe 43, or 81%, of 

the simple imrestricted rims are decorated, while in Level5 20 of the 26 rims, or 77%, are 

decorated. This contrasts with Level617 in which only 45 of the 76 simple ~nstricted 

rims, or 59%, are decorated A conm'buting fktor to this pattern is the fàct that Vessel 

Forms $3 and #4, which are more fkquent in Lwel6/7, are the tsvo least decorated simple 

unrestricted vessel forms. 

Although the numbers are smdi other forms of lip and rim modification may be 

temporally significant in the OMJPLP441C collection. Modeleci "pieeust" rims and 

kger  indentations on the lip occur on simple d c t e d  vessels only in Levels 5 and 6/7. 

In Level5 there is one instance of fbger indentations on the lip of Vessel Fomi #2a; in 

Level6/7 there is one case of finger indentations on the lip of a Vessel Fom #la, and a 

Vessel Form #3 rim has a modeled c)ie-cnist" rim. On the other hand the oniy cases of iip 

nicking and notching are fiom Level4. There is one Vessel Form #1 rim in Level4 that 

has a notched lip and one Vessel Fonn #2 rim that has a nicked lip. There is littie 

information in the literature on 'pie-trust" or finger indented rims andlor lips. Although 

the sample size of 'pie-trust" and figer indented rirus is small fiom the OMJPLP-141C 

collection the distribution may be s i@hnt .  

Lip nicking and notchg is a characteristic which Lippi (1983:3 16) notes as a late 

addition to the MachaIilla Phase and which carries over into Eatly Chorreroid, Ln Bischof s 

(1 982 [1971]) sequence of Engoroy ceramics fiom Palmar Lip nickiag or notching occurs in 

ail three of his Engoroy periods, Eariy, Middle and Late. For SMmons (1 970: 169) lip 

nicking or notching on his Engoroy Fine Red type is a mid-phase feature* and lip nicking or 

notching on his Engoroy Polished Red type vessels most muent in his Early Engoroy 

(1970:235). He also mentions (1970:278) that lip nicking on his Guangala Sombre type 
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vessels is mody foimd in his Middle Engoroy d e  Lip notching on Guangah Sombre type 

vessels is found in his Early Engoroy. Other types also display iip nicking or notcbmg, but 

he does not mention that îhese have chronologîcai signincance (Simrnons 1970). Pauisen 

and McDougie's (1981) study of Engoroy ceramics h m  ûGSE46D piace Iip nicking and 

notching only in Phase 2 of their six phase sequaice. In my opinion lip nicking and 

notching is a poor temporal marker in Late Fonnative Period ceramics. It is curious that 

the feature is limited to Level4 in the OMJPLP-141C coiledon, although a srnail simple 

size may account for this distribution. As will be discussed in Chapîer 7, lip nicking and 

notching may be absent h m  the very Late Late Fonnative Period. 

Some of the decorative modes used on simple unrestricted vesseis appw to have 

some temporal signismce as well. As is mentioned below appliqué nubbins seem to be 

characteristic of Level617 and become increasingly rare in Levels 4 and 5. Then are six 

simple unrestricted rims decorated with appligué nubbins in Level6/7, none in Level5 and 

oniy one in Level4. In al l  cases in Level617 the appliqué nubbins are foimd on the Iip or 

exterior basal angle whereas in Level4 the appliqué nubbin is located on an appliqué fillet 

attached to the outside of the vessel. The temporal signïfïcance of appliqué nubbios will be 

discussed in the dependent restricted vessel form category summary. 

Iridescent paint shows the opposite pattern, becoming more fiequent in Levels 4 and 

5 than in Level6/7. There cae only three simple d c t e d  rims in Level6î7 that an 

decorated with iridescent paint, one Vessel Form #1 and two Vesse1 Fom #2a rims. In 

Level5 there are nine rims decorated with iridescent paint and in Level4 there are 12. The 

number of vessel fomu decorated with indescent paint increases in Levels 4 and 5. There 

are three vessel f o m  decorated with iridescent paint in Level 5 (Vessel Forms #1, #2 and 

#2a) and four in Level4 (Vessel Form #1, #la, #2 and #3). Not only does the number of 

vessel forms decorated with iridescent paint increase through t h e ,  fiom two in Level6/7 to 

three in Level5 and four in Lmel4, but the numbei of decorative elements also increases 

through time. In Level617 there i s  only one decorative element executed in iridescent 

paint, a dot. In Levels 4 and 5 there are numerous elements, such as a dot, horizontal band, 

vertical band, wavy bands etc. It is clear tbat the practice of decorating simple unrestricted 
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vessels with iridescent paint becornes more wmplex (in tams offkquency, the number of 

vessel fonns it is w d  on and the numkr of decarative elements executcd in 3) dao@ 

time in the OMJPLP-141C coUection 

A nnal comment should be made on a notewoaby and unique simple imrestricted 

rim. The Vessel Form #la rim fiom Level4 is ïilustraUd in Figure 5.14 a This rim is 

composed of reduced paste Mode A, is smudged on the interior and exterior and i s  bossed 

fiom the exterior towards the interior of the vessel forming a large interior bump. 1' is more 

than likely that this rim is pM of a skewomorph vessel made to look like a gourd* Estrada 

(1 958:83, Figure 46 No. 3) illustrates a similar rim h m  his excavations in Ayangue. 

Meggers, Evans and Estrada (1965:126-127) descfl'be and illustrate three similar rims fiom 

their Machalilla collections. Severai sucb vessels are also known in museum coilections of 

Chorrera ceramics (e.g Lathrap, Collier and Chandra 1975: 88, item 297). 

Ihe second unique rim fiom Level4 is iliustrated in Figure 5-14 b. It is a simple 

unrestricted vessel composed of the rounded lip mode wmbined with an exterior thickened, 

smoothly rounded basal angle. The rim is composed of nnface oxidized paste Mode B and 

has a rim diameter of 32 cm. The interior of the vessel is covered with deep punctate and 

the puuctate has li&d the clay above the surface to fonn ridges. These kinds of vessels are 

common in Guangda Phase ceramic assemblages and are known to have fûnctioned as 

gaters (Jarrin A. 1982 [197 1]:379, Figure 12, a*). 1t is very likely that tbis r i m  is intrusive 

fiom Level 3, the overlying Guangala Phase level. 

Composite Unrestricted Vcssels 

Composite u~vestricted vessels make up quite a large part of the 141C c d c  

collection; a total of 104 of the 452 (23%) identifiable rims were identified as belonging to 

composite unresûicted vessels. The composite mstricted rims were assigned to one of 

five vessel form groups, Vessel Fomis #5-9. Four of these vessel p u p s  were m e r  

divided into sub-groups (Vessel Fonns #Sa, 6% 7a and 9a), agah based on vessel depth. 



diam.= 32 cm? 

Figure 5.14. OMJPLP-141C Unique ruOs. 
a skewomorph. b. Guangala grater. 
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Vesse1 Fomis # 5 and 6 ais0 have an additionai subgroup, Vesse1 Fonns #5b and 6b, which 

are distinguished by having embellished basal angles. 

Vessei Forms #5, #5a and #5b 

Vessel Fomis #5, #5a, and #5b are composed of either the everteâ or very everted 

rim mode combined with the short, concave waU and sharp basal angie mode. Vessel Fonn 

#5 is the shaIiow version of this vesse1 form and Vessel Fom #5a is the deep version 

(Figure 5.15). Vessei Fonn #m is represented by a single rim and is disthguished h m  

Vesse1 Fom #5 and 5a by an embeWed shouider (Figure 5.15). As with many of the 

vessei forms in the OMJPLP441C collection the form of the bottom of these vessels is not 

always known. It is assumed that most ofthese vesseis would have had the n>imded to 

slightly flattened base mode, aIthough some may have possessed the annuiar base mode. 

There are a total of 35 rims in the collection assigned to Vessel Fomi #5, and a total 

of 8 assigned to Vessel Fonn #Sa. There is a single rim assigned to Vessei Form #Sb. 

RUns in the Vessel Form #5 group appear to be chrowlogically signifiant, becoming more 

numerous in the upper levels, as illustrated in Figure 5.7. 

The lip form of Nns assigned to Vessel Foxm #5 are quite imiform, with 32 of the 

35 rims possessing the round iip d e .  One Vessel Fonn #5 rim, h m  Level4, has the 

tapered rim mode, and two rims, both fiom Leve15, possess the exterior beaded lip mode. 

AU of the rims assigned to Vessel Form #5a and #5b have the round lip mode. 

The vast majority of Vessel Form #5, #5a and #Sb rims are cumposed of paste 

Mode B. One Vessel Fonn #5 rim fiom Level4 is composed of the finer paste Mode A and 

2 rims of Vessel Fonn #5a, one h m  Level4 and one fiom Level6/7, are composed of the 

coarser paste Mode C. All firing modes are represented in the rims from the Vessel Form 

#5 group. 

The rim diameters of Vessel Form #5 vessels ranges h m  18 to 32 cm as Uustrated 

in Figure 5.16. Thm is at least one size mode evident ktween 22 and 28 cm. It is 

possible that this mode may be divisible into two modes, one at 22 cm and the second at 28 

cm. A iarger sample size is needed to'determhe this. 



Figure 5.15 Generation of Composite Unrestricted Vesse1 Forms. 
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As iliustrated in Figure 5.17 ody six rims of Vessel Form #5a are large enough for 

the rim diameîer to be meaSutedaSuted The range of& diameters for these six is h m  20 to 32 

RmiDirmeca 

Figure 5.16. OMJPLP-141C-141C Vessel#5 Rim Diameters in cm. 

cm. The number of rims is so small that little can be said of the size modes, although the 

three rims at 26 cm may indicate the existence of a size mode at this diameter. 

Figure 5.1 7. OMJPLP- 14 1C Vessel Form #Sa Rim Diameters in cm. 

The single rim of Vessel Form #Sb has a rim diameter of 26 cm. This measmement 

falls in weil with the range ofrim diameter values for both Vessel Forms #5 and #Sa. 

The intenor SUffaces of Vessel Form #5 are d o d y  finished with poIishing, wÏth 

one exception that is smoothed. The exterior of Vessel Fotm #5 rims are finished with 
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polishing whh two exceptions, one that is smoothed and one tbat is wiped. The interior and 

exterior surfâces of Vessel Fonn #5a are ail polisbed wah one exception; the exterior of 

one rim is smoothed. 'The single Vessel Fonn #5b is polÛhd on its W o r  and exterior 

surfaces- 

Thiriy of the 35 rims açsigned to Vesscl Foun #5 are h r a t e d .  Vessel Fomi #5 

decorative techniques include, smudge, red slip, iridescent paint, incision, engraviag and 

notching. The painted decorative elements are a horizontal band, a diagonal band, a 

vertical band, a curlicue, an ovai and a dot There is a single incised element, a horizontal 

line, and a single engraved element, also a horizontal line. The decorative fields of Vessel 

Form #5 are the interior and exterior of the vessei, the interior rim, the bottom of the 

interior and the lip. Table 5.8 shows the location ofthe decorative techniques and elements 

in the decorative fields in which they occur. Figure 5.18 illustrates decorated Vessel Fonn 

$5 rims that represent the range of decoration on this vesse1 form. 

Red Slip 
Smudge 

Table 5.8 OMJPLP- 1 4 1 C Vesse1 Fom #5 Location of Decorative Techniques and 
Elements in Decorative Fields. 

- -  - - - -  

Iridescent Paint 
Horiz. Band 
Vert. Band 

and incision. The painted decorative elements used are a horizontal band, an oval and a 

vesse1 F O ~  #S l 

dot- The incised elements are a vertical line and a horizontal he. The decoration is 

X 

applied to Vessel Fonn #Sa in the following fields; the interior and exterior of the vessel, 

Lip Int 
X 
X 

X 
X 

Diag Band 
Dot 
Oval 

Incision 
Horiz- Line 

Ext 
X 
X 

Notching 1 1 1 1 l x  

X 

X 

X 
X 

X 
X 
X 

ht Rirn Int Bottom 



7 reci L. slip 4 ext mi 7 slip ext 

O 5 

cm 
Figure 5.18. OMJPLP-141C Vesse1 F o r d 5  
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the interior of the rim and the bottom of the interior. Table 5.9 places the decorosive 

techniques and elements in the decorative fields in which they occurOCCUT Figure 5.19 illustrates 

Vessel Form #5a decorated rims. 

Smudge 1 X 1 1 ! 
Red Slip 

Table 5.9. OMJPLP- 14 1C Vessel Form #5a Location of Decorative Tecbniques and 
Elements in Decorative Fields. 

Vesse1 Fonn #Sa 1 

Iridescent Paint 
Vert. Band 
Dot 
Oval 

Engraving 
Horiz. Line 
Vert. Line 

The single Vessel Form #5b rim is illustrateci in Figure 5-20. It is decorated on the 

interior with iridescent dots and vertical bands on smudge with an incised horizontal line on 

the interior of the rim and it is red slipped on the exterior. 

Vessel Forms #6. #6a and #6b 

Vessel Forms #6, #6a and #6b are composite unrestricted vessels composed of 

Int 

X 
X 

X 

either the everted or very everted rim mode combincd with the tail, concave wall, and sharp 

basal angle mode (Figure 5.15). Agaia Vessel Form #6 is the deep version, Vessel Fomi 

#6a is the shaiiow version, and #6b possesses an embellished shoulder. The form of the 

base of these vessels is not known. It is assumed that the romded to slightly flattemd 

ht Rim Ext 
X 

X 
X 

mode would have &en used and possibly also the annular base mode. 

There are a totai of 12 rim sherds assigned to Vessd Form #6, and a total of four 

rims assigned to Vessel Fom #6a. There are only two lims assigned to Vessel Form #fi. 

Although the sample size of rims in the Vessel Fonn #6 group is smalIer than that ofthe 

Vesse1 Fonn #5 group rims, the two vesse1 fom groups display a similar distributional 

Int Bottom 

l x I 



L. 5 
red slip ext. 

L. 5 
red slip ext 

L. 4 
red slip 

e 
cm Figure 5.19. OMJPLP-141 C Vesse1 Fom #5a Rims. 
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pattern. Vesse1 Form #6, #6a and #6b iims are more numaous in the uppet levels than they 

are in Level6/7- 

AU of the rims assigneil to Vesse1 Form #6, #6a, and #6b have the round iip mode 

and a i i  but two of the rims in the Vessel Form #6 p u p  are composed of the fher paste 

Modes A and B. The two exceptions are both Vesse1 Foxn M rims h m  Level6/7. Both 

rims were rnanufictured fiom the coarser pastes, one h m  paste Mode C and one h m  

paste Mode D. 

The r i .  diameter measurements for Vessel Form #6 ranged from 20 to 34 cm as 

illustrated in Figure 5.21. There appears to be one size mode between 20 and 28 cm, with 

peaks at 24 cm and 28 cm. Another sue mode may be qresented by the two rims at 32 

and 34 cm. 

Rim Diimcla 

Figure 5.2 1. OMJPLP- l4IC Vessel Form #6 Rim Diameters in cm. 

There are only three rims assigned to Vessel Fom Ma that an large enough to give 

a rim diameter measurement. Two of the rims have a diameter of 20 cm and one has a 

diameter of 28 cm. The two rims assiped to Vessel Fomi #6b have r i .  diameters of 24 

cm and 26 cm. The rim diameten of both Vessel Form Ma and #6b fall into the range of 

those for Vessel Form #6. 

The intenor and exterior surfaces of rims belonging to Vessel Form #6 are £hished 

with smoothing and polishing, in one case the interior is hished with the high-gloss sub- 

mode of polishing. The interior and exterior sinfaces ofvesse1 Fom #6a rims are all 
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polished and in one case the interior surfâce is finished with the hi@-$oss poüshmg Nb- 

mode. The interior and exîenor sinfaces of the two Mis assigned to Vessel Form #6b are 

a l i  finished with polistiing. 

ûfthe 12 rims assigned to Vessel Form #d 10 of them are decorated. The two rims 

that are not decorated are both fbm Level6/7. The decorative techniques used on Vessel 

Form #6 inciude red slip, smudge, iridescent paint and incision. The painted decorative 

elements are a horizontal band, a vertical band, a diagonal band, an oval and a dot. There is 

a single incised decorative element consisting of a horizontal ke. The fields of decoration 

on Vessel Form #6 are the interior and exterior of the vessel and the interior of the rim. 

Figure 522 shows an example of the decorated Vessel Fonn #6 rimr and the two 

Red Siip 

Iridescent  ain nt 
Horiz. Band 

Vessel Form #6 

X 
Vert- Band 1 1 

Table 5.10. OMJPLP-14 1C Vessel Form #6 Location of Decorative Techniques and 
Elements in Decorative Fields. 

Int 

X 1 
Diag. Band 
Dot 
ûval 

Incision 
Horiz. Line 

Only two of the four rims assigned to Vessel Form #6a are decorated. The 

decorative techniques are red slip, indescent paint and incision. The decorative elements 

Ext 
X 

X 

found in iridescent paint are a horizontal band, a diagonal band and a dot. The single 

X 

incised element is a horizontal he. The iridescent paint elements occur on the interior of 

ht Rim 

the vessel and the horizontal incised iine occurs in the interior of the rim Rmning just below 

the Lip. The red slip decorates the exterior of the vessel. Figure 5.23 illustrates the 

Int Bottom 

x I 
X 
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red slip ext 

Figure 5.22. OMJPLP-141C Vtssei Form #6 Rims. 



F i p  5.23. OMJPLP441C Vesoel Fonn #6a Rims. 
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decorated and undecomteci Vessel Form #6a rims. Figure 5.24 illustrates a body sherd fiom 

Level4 that, although missing its Nn, more then Wtcly detives h m  Vesse1 Fomi #6a The 

vessel composed of reduced paste Mode B is polished and smudged on the interior and 

decorated with iridescent paint, an engraved cwlicue, and a horizontal engraveci line close 

to the lip. The polished exterior surface is red slipped. 

The rims assigned to Vessel Form #6b are elaborately deCorateci. They are 

illustfated in Figure 515. The decorative techniques are red slip, smudge, iridescent pamt, 

incision, engraving and appliqué nubbins. The single decorative elexnent executed in 

iridescent paint is a dot, and iridescent païnt also nlls an inegular shaped area outhed by 

engraving. The single incised element is a horizontal üne. The engraved element include a 

horizontal and a verticai line that are combhed to form a complex step pattern. The 

interior of the vessel is the location of the incisecl, engraved and indescent decorative 

elements. The red slip is found on the exterior of the vessels and the appliqué nubbins 
a 

occur on the lip. 

Vessel Fonn #7 and #7a 

Vessel Form #7 is a composite unrestncted vessel composed of the short interior 

angle lip mode, the everted rim mode combined with either the deep or shallow sub-mode 

of the short, concave wall with sharp basd angle mode (Figure 5.15). Vessel Fonn #7a is 

very similar to Vesse1 Fonn #7. Vessel Form #7a is composed of the long intenor angle lip 

mode, the everted rim mode, combined with either the deep or shallow sub mode of the tall, 

concave wail with sharp angle basal angle mode (Figure 5.15). None of the iims assigned 

to Vessel Fom #7 or #7a have their bases intact. It is assumecl that the rounded to slightly 

flattened base mode wouid have ken present and possibly also the annular base mode. 

There were a total of 13 rims assignecl to Vesse1 Form - #7 and a total of five rims 

assigned to Vessel Form #7a The distribution of Vessel Forms #7 and #7a Nns is opposite 

to that of those in the Vessel Form #5 and #6 groups. Vessel Fomi #7 and #7a are rnuch 

more numerous in Level6/7 than they are in the upper levels. 

AU of the rims assigned to Vessel Fomi #7 and #7a are composed of the finet paste 

Modes A and B, with one exception. The exception is a Vessel Form #7 r i .  fiom Level5 
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Figure 5.24 OMJFLP441C D e c o d  Body Shed h m  Levcl4. 
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that is composed of the CO- paste Mode C. Again all the nring modes are represented in 

the rims of Vessel Form #7 and #7a. 

The r i .  diameters of Vessel Fomi #7 range b m  18 to 30 cm. Aithough the 

numbers are smaii Figure 5.26 suggests that there is at least one size mode between 22 and 

30 cm. With a larger sample sue it wouid be possible to say ifthis represents a single size 

mode or more than one. 

RimDirmaa 

Figure 5.26. OMJPLP-141C Vessel Fonn #7 Rim Diameters in cm. 

Figure 5.27 illustrates the range of Vessel Form #7a rim diameters fiom 18 to 34 

cm. Because of the large range of dimeter values and the low number of measurements 

available it is impossible to say anythmg meanin@ about size modes for Vessel Fonn 

#7a. 

AU of the intenor and exterior sutfàces of Vessd Form #7 are polished. The 

interior and exterior surfàces of Vessel Form #7a are f?nished with smoothing and 

polishing . 
AU 13 of the rims assigned to Vessel Fom #7 were decorated in some manner. 

Decorative techniques on Vessel F o m  #7 are red slip, smudge, incision, appiiqué nubbins 

and hger  indentations. ïhere is a single incised decoraîhe element; a horizontal line. The 

decorative fields of Vessel Form #7 are the interior and exterior of the vessel, the interior of 

the rim and the lip. Table 5.1 1 locates the decorative techniques and elements in the 



Figure 527. OMJPLP441C Vessel Form #7a R h  Diameters in cm- 

decorative fields in which they occur. Figure 528 illustrates an example of the decorated 

Vessel Fonn #7 rims. 

Table 5.1 1. OMJPLP-14 1 C Vessel Form #7 Location of Decorative Techniques and 
Elements in Decorative Fields, 

Red Slip 
Smudge 
hcision 

Horiz. Line 
Appiïqué Nubbin 
Finger Indentations 

Three of the five rims assigned to Vessel Fom #7a are decorated. There are only 

two decorative techniques for Vessel Fom #?a; smudge and incision. The single 

vesse1 ~ o r m  #7 I 

decorative element is an incised horizontal line. The smudging occurs on the interior and 

exterior of the vesse1 and the incised horizontal line is found on the interior of the rim- 

Lip 

X 
X 

ht 
X 
X 

Figure 5.29 iilustrates the decorated and lmdecorated rim of Vessel Foxm #7a 

Vessel Form #8 

Ext 
X 
X 

A total of 14 rims were assigned to Vessel Fom $8. As illustrateci in Figure 5.7 it 

Int Rim 

X 

would appear that Vessel Fonn #8 is chronologicaliy significant. 



fkger indentations 

- - 0 . -  

Figure 5.28. OMJPLP441C Vesse1 Fom #7 Rims. 



Figure 529. OMJPLP-141C Vesse1 Form #7a Rims. 
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Vessel Form # 8 encompases a quite diverse group of rims. Vessel Fonn #8 is 

composed of either the straight or eveiied rim mode combined with either the tail or short, 

concave wall, sharp basal angle mode (Figure 5.15). Almost aii rixns assigned to vessel 

Form #8 are broken off at, or just below, the basai aagle and it is o f b  impossible to 

detennine the depth of the vessel. The base fom is ais0 unknown. It is assirmed that some 

wodd have possessed the rouuded to slightly flattened base mode, and it is also possible 

that some wodd bave had the annular base mode. 

Vessel Fonn #8 possesses three Merent iip modes. These are round (n=3), exterior 

beaded (n=9), and exterior beaded and beveied (n=l). 

AU the rims assigned to Vesse1 Form #8 are composed of the fïner paste Modes A 

and B. AU firing modes are present in the rims of Vessel Form #8. 

Of the 14 rims assigned to Vessel Form #8 oniy nine rims are large enough to 

measure the r i .  diameter. As illusîmted in Figure 5.30 the range of Bm diameters for 

Vessel Fom #8 nms nom 18 to 28 cm. The number of rims is very small, but there may be 

one size mode at 22 to 24 cm. A larger sample size is needed to discuss the diameter size 

patterns in more detail. 

RimDirmacr 

Figure 5.30. OMJPLP-141C Vessel Form #8 Rim Diameters in cm. 

AU of the surfaces of Vessel Form #8 rims, interior and exterior, are finished with 

polishing. 
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AU of the 14 Vessei Fomi #8 rims arc decoratcd. The decorative techniques on 

Vessel Form # 8 are red slip, smudge, red paint, iridescent pain& incision, nicking, appliqd 

nubbins auci figer indentations. Painted deCorative elernents are a horizontal band and a 

vertical band. The single inciseci decorative element is a horizontai iine. The decorative 

fields of Vessel Form #8 are the interior and exterior of the vessel, the basai angle, the 

exterior rim and the lip. Table 5.12 shows the decorative fields in which the decorative 

techniques and elements occut Figure 5.31 iliustmtes an example ofvesse1 Fonn #8 rims, 

representing the range of decotation found on Vesse1 Fomi #8. 

1 Vesse1 Fom #8 1 
Red Siip 

Table 5.12. OMJPLP-14 1C Vessel Form #8 Location of Decorative Techniques and 
EIements in Decorative Fields, 

ht 
X 

- -  

~ e à  Paint 
Horiz. Band 

Iridescent Paint 
Vert. Band 

Incision 
Horiz. Line 

Nicking 
Appliqué Nubbin 
Fiager Indentations 
Modeled Vie-crust" 

Vessel Form #9 and 9a 

X 

Vessel Forms #9 and #9a are composite unrestricted vessels composed of the short 

or long interior angle iip mode and the everted rim m i e ,  combined with the concave wa.& 

Ext 
X 

X 

X 
X 
X 

smooth, abrupt basal angle mode (Figure 5.15). Vessel Form #9 possessed the deep version 

X 

X 

X 

of the smooth, abrupt basal angle sub-mode and Vessel Fomi #9a possesses the shallow 

ExtRim 

X 

* Exterior basal angle. 

Lip ~ x t  BA: 



Figure 5.3 1. OMJPLP-I4IC Vesse1 Fonn #8 Rims. 
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version of the snooth, abrupt basal angle submode. The* are a total of six rims assigned 

to Vessel Fonn #9 and a total of four r i e  were assigned to Vessel Fonn #9a 

Al1 the rims assigned to Vessel Foans #9 and #9a are composed of either paste 

Mode B or Mode C. AU the rims composed ofpaste Mode C are h m  Level6/7. Only two 

nMg modes are represented in the rims assigned to Vesse1 Form #9 and #9a, reduced and 

surface oxidized 

As Figure 5.32 shows r i m  diameters for Vessel Fonn #9 range fbm 18 to 34 cm. 

The sample size is very small, but there are three peaks in the graph at 18 cm, 24 to 26 cm 

and 34 cm. It is difEcult to how, with such a small sample ske, ifthese peaks represent 

size modes or not. 

Figure 532 OUJPLP- 141 C Vessel#9 Rim Diamters in cm. 

Only three of the four rims assignecl to Vessel Form #9a are large eaough to 

measme the rim diameter. The rim diameters are 20 cm, 28 cm and 32 cm, aIl within the 

range of the diameters measured for Vesse1 Folm #9 and to a certain exîent mhoring the 

three peaks in the Vessel Form #9 graph. 

Vessel Form #9 and #9a rims displayed the surface nnishing modes of polishing 

and smoothing. The wiping mode was also present on the exterior of Vessel Form #9. It 

appears that more care was taken on finishing the interior t h  the exterior of these vessek. 

The vast majority of Vessel Fonn # and #9a Sms are undecorated and only two 

rims show any decoration, one Vessel Form #9 rim and one Vessel Form #9a rim. The 
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Vessel Form #9a rim fiorn Level4 is smudged on the interior and red slipped on the 

exterior and the Vessel Fonn #9 rim h m  L m 1  617 is red slipped on the exterior. Fi- 

5.33 illustrates the two decorated rims along with an example ofundecorated Vessel Fom 

#9 and #9a rims. 

Summary and Archacologul Co- of Composite Unrestricttd VesseIs 

As mentioned previously 104 of the 452 identifiable rkns were assigned to the 

composite unrestricted fom, making these forms the third most common vessel form 

category after the simple UllfeSfricted and dependent restricted forms (see Table 5.7). In 

Level5, however, composite unrestricted rims are the most common vessel fonn category 

(n=29,33% of total Level5 rims) and in Level4 they are the second most common vessel 

fom (n=30,28.5% of total Level4 rims). In contrast composite unrestncted rims are the 

Ieast numerous category of vessel forms in Level6/7 (n=45, 17.5% of total Level6/7 rims). 

These numbers suggest that composite restncted rims are temporally significant in the 

OMJPLP- M C  collection- 

Not only do the overiiil numbers of composite imrestricted rims suggest that they are 

significant temporally, but the archaeologicai distribution of the individual vessel fomis 

also indicates temporally signincant changes in the f o m  through tirne. The most 

noticeable pattem is the great increase in the number of Vessel Form #5 rims in b e l s  4 

(n=14,13% of total Level4 rims) and 5 (n=17,19% oftotal Level5 rims) in contnist to the 

smaü number of Vessel Forxn #5 rims (n=4, 1.5% of total Level6/7 h) in Level6/7. 

This pattem holds for all  the sub-fonns of Vessel Forms #5 and #6. In contrast Vessel 

Forms #7 and #8 show the reverse pattem, with high numbers in Level6/7 and low 

numbers in Levels 4 and 5. Of the 13 rims assigned to Vessel Fonn #7 al i  but two, nom 

Level5, are found in Level6/7 and aii but one, fiom LNel4, of the 14 Vessel Form #8 

rims are found in Level6/7. 

In addition to the differences in foxm and archaeological distribution, the Vessel 

Form #S and 6 grouping possesses a pattem of decoration that is very distinct fiom Vessel 

Forrns # 7 and #8. The tims assigned to Vessel Fonns $6 and #6, along with their sub- 

forms, Vessel Fonns #Sa, #5b, #6a and #6by are ail decorated quite similarly with sorne 
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Figure 5.33. OMJPLP-141C Vessel Form 9 and 9a Rims. 
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minor variations. The interior is decorated with iridescent paint, often on smudge, with a 

single incised h e  nmning a m d  the rim just klow the lip, and the exterior ofthe vessel 

is red slipped (see Figures 5.18,5.19,5.20,532,5.23, and 5.25). The interior of many of 

these vessels is brown in colour (examples of Minrseil Chaa colour teadiflgs 7.5 W 1 0 ,  

7.5YR3/2,5YR35/19 5YR3B) and it is difficult to detenniae ifthis is the naturai colour of 

the smudged and polished surface, or if a brown slip has ken added. The brown colour of 

the interior of many of these rims led me to nick-name them %rom bowis". Variations 

occur in the pattern of the iridescent paint and in the nimiber and placement of the incised 

line; in some cases there are two lines. As discussed above for the simple unrestricted 

vessels there is a higher fkquency of iridescent paint in Levels 4 and 5 than in Level6/7. 

In Level M only one ofthe rims fbn the Vessel Fonn #5 and 6 grouping is demrated with 

iridescent dots and vertical bands and in fàct this is the only composite unrestricted rim in 

Level M that is decorated wïth iridescent paint- In Level5 17 rims and in Level4 eight 

rims are decorated with iridescent paint and they inclucied a wicier range of decorative 

elements such as a curlicue, a dot, an oval, and horizontai, diagonal and vertical bands. The 

two Vessel Form #6b rims also have appliqué nubbins on their lips. The rims of the Vessel 

Fom #5 and #6 groupbg decorated in this maMer are very distinctive of Levels 4 and 5 of 

OMJPLP-14lC. Vessels similar to those described above, which 1 have nick-named 

"brown bowls", have dso been reported on and iuustrated in other Late Formative Period 

coilections. 

Lippi (1 983 :275-277, Figure 69) proposes a sequence of vessel form development 

in which his Anguiat Bowl Theme of the later Machalilla Phase and early Chorreroid Phase 

derives fiom his earlier MachaliHa Carinated Bowl Tradition. His latest examples in the 

Angular Bowl Theme (Figure 69e) are similat in form to my Vessel Foxms #5 and #6. He 

unfortunately does not describe or illustrate the decorative pattenu of these vesscls. 

Bischof (1982 [1971]:147, Figure 3e and 39 illustrates two vessels that are similar 

in fonn to Vessel Forms #5 and #6. Aithough it is difiicult to see in the illustrations, in the 

description of the Cemtos Puiido type he does mention that it can be decorated with red 

slip and iridescent paint (Bischof 1982 [1971]:145). One of the illustrations (Figure 3e) 
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appears to have an incised horizontai line Raining anwmd the -or just below the rim. 

One of the vesseis bas a wtched iip and the other lip is decotatcd with appliqyé nubbins. 

'This vesse1 form belongs to Bischof s Early Engoroy (1-3). In g e n d  most of the Vessel 

Form #5 rims h m  OMJPLP441C have w d s  that are quite a bit shortet than those 

Uustrated fiom Palmar- 

My Vessel Forms #5 and #6 are simiIar to Simmons' (1970:36) Generai Forxn 5. 

Again, however, the Vessel Fom #5 rims h m  OMJPLP-141C have shorter walls than 

Simmons' general form 5. Simmons'(l970:58) General Form 5 beiongs to his Eatly 

Engoroy when done in his Guangda Sombre type and otherwise is a marker for his late 

Early Engoroy and eariy Middle Engoroy. Simmons (1970:298-300, Figure 79) also 

describes a nwnber of rims of a similar form which he d s  Iacised Fked Rùns. niese 

rims are ais0 similar to my Vesse1 F o m  #5 and ff i  and many of them have embeiiished 

shoulders like my Vessel Forms #5a and #6a They are demibed as having polished 

surfaces, decorated on the exterior with red slip and on the interior with smudge and 

incision (Simmons 1970:298). The incision usuaiIy takes the fom of a horizontal iine 

ninning around the interior of the rim, although there is one case of a more elabmte step 

design similar to rims fkom OMJPLP-141C iiiustrated in Figures 5.22 and 5.25. Simmons 

(1970:300) notes that aU but three of these rims are fiom his Early Engoroy conte-. 

Evans and Meggers (1 982 1197 11 : 13 1, Figure 3f) illustrate a somewhat similar rim 

belonging to their Chorma Iridescent type. The rim is quite similar in form to Vessel Fonn 

#6 and is decorated on the interior with iridescent paint and an incised horizontal Iine 

nmning around the interior of the rim just below the lip. The site h m  which tbis rim is 

fkom is not mentioned and it would be interesthg to loiow whether this rim is h m  a 

coastal site or from the Guayas Basin. Eseada (1958:76, Figure 41 No. 1) illustrates an 

annular based bowl sirnilar to my Vessel Form #6b, with a lobed rim, an embellished 

exterior basal angle and an incised design on the intaior of the rim. This bowl is nom 

Ayangue. 

It may be argwd, then, that the Vessel Form #5 and #6 grouping combination of 

form and decorative pattern at OMJPLP441C is temporally signincant. Both the dahg of 
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the OMJPL9441C excavation, as discussed in dctail beiow in the site summary, and 

cornparisons with other Late Formative Penod ceramic coUections indicate that the Vessel 

Form #5 and #6 gmuping is an Early phenornenon in the Late Formative Period sequence. 

In contrast to the decoration appiied to Vessei Fomis #5 and #6, there are no Vessel 

Form #7 or #7a rims that are decomteci with iridescent paint Iasterd the prhmy f o m  of 

decoration on these vessel forms is incision. The pattern ofdeCoration for Vessel Form #7 

and #7a is the placement of single or multiple incised Lws on the interiot ofthe rim klow 

the lip and above the interior angle of the rim. The interior and exiaior of the vessels are 

dso fiequentiy smudged or red slipped. In one case, h m  Levei 617, appliqué nubbins 

adom the lip and in a second case, also nom Level6/7, the lip is decorated with fhger 

indentations . 
Lippi (1 983:277-279, Figure 70) discusses and iiiustnites a number of vessel forms 

similar to my Vessel Forms #7 and #7a, which he calls the Everted Run Catinateci Bowl 

Theme. The fonns are not identical, however, as my Vessel Fonns #7 and #7a both have 

concave wails, whereas the rims iIlustrated by Lippi possess straight walls. Lippi's 

(1983:277) Everted Rim Carùiated Bowl Theme is a form that he believes developed near 

the end of his Machalilla sequence out of the earlier "... straight-walled beaded lip carinated 

bowls with short upper waii ...". It is possible that E the swceeding Early Late Formative 

Perîod these Everted Füm Carinated bowls developed concave wds, as Lippi (1983:245, 

Figure 54) does suggest that the development ofconcave walls h m  straight walls is 

temporaily sigaiscant. Again Lippi does not illusirate or discuss the decorative patterns of 

these vessels* 

Bischof (1982 [1971]: 147, Figure tf, 3b and 3d) illusmites a number of vessels 

simila to my Vessel Fonns #7 and #7a. The vessels iliustrated by Bischof belong to his 

Chorrera Fino and Cemtos Pulido types. Two are decorated with red slip, one with 

appliqué nubbins on the lip and the third is decorated with red slip on the exterior and 

iridescent paint bands on the interior. This lest one has a decorative pattern more similar to 

the Vessel Fom #5 or #6 rims at OPvWPLP441C than the decorative patterns of Vessel 

Fonn #7. 
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Zedeiio (1994: Figure Sa, 1Sa and 15c) illustrates vesseis sunüar to my Vesse1 

F o m  #7 and #7a fiom the Late Formative Period component of Pdon del Rio. The 

decorative pattcms of these vessek, h o w w ,  are not mentiond Tbe two rims illustrated 

in Figure 15a and 15c appear to have an incised horizontal Lint running arouud the interior 

of the rim just klow the lip. 

AWough the forms and dccorative patterns of the Vessel Form #5 and #6 grouping 

and Vesse1 Fomi #7 are quite distinct they do share a common feahire which suggests a 

strong relationship. This is the incised line on the interior of the vessel below the lip. It is 

possible that the Vessel Form #7 form through time Iost the sharp interior angle and was 

transformed into the Vessel Fonn #5 and #6 group form. Figure 534 illustrates the 

possible transformation. 

This expianation of the development of Vesse1 Form #5 and #6 h m  Vessel Fom 

$7 contrasts quite significantly fiom tbat proposeci by Lippi (1983). In Lippi's (1983:277- 

279, Figure 69 and 70) sequence vessel forms simiiar to the Vessel Fomi #5 and #6 

grouping and those simila. to Vessel Form #7 arise independendy near the end of his 

Machalilla Phase nom separate and earlier carjnated bowl fonns. The evidence h m  the 

OMJPLP-14 1C coflection does not d e  out Lippi's alternative, and the two do not need to 

be m u W y  exclusive. La Ponga and Salango are separated by 50 km and the sequences of 

ceramic development were probably not identical. 

In either sequence of vessel form development Vessel Fonas #5 and #6 grouphgs 

and Vessel Forms #? and #7a do appear to be chronologicaily signifiant The dates 

avdable for the excavation dong with the placement of comparable material at other sites 

suggests an Early placement of these fonns in the Late Formative Paiod ceramic xqunice. 

Mi of the foms fd into both Bischof s (1982 [lW 11) and Simmons (1 970) Early Engoroy 

and into Lippi's (1983) Cho- 1. The archaeo1ogicai distribution of these fonns in the 

OMJPLP-141C collection may allow for the fher chronologid brrakdown of the Early 

portion of the Late Formative Period sequence. In the OMJPLP441C collection Vessel 

Form #7 may be characteristic of the earlier portion of the E d y  Late Formative Period, 
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Figure 5.34. OMJPLP-141C Possibk Trausfodon of Vessel Form #7 into Vessel 

Forms #5 and #6- 
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represented by Lcvel6/7, and Vesse1 Forms #5 a d  #6 may be characteristic o f  the later 

portion of the Early Late Formative Period, reptestnted by Levels 4 and 5. 

The Vessel Form #8 rims, as mentioned above, mcompass quite a diverse group of 

rimç. The most notable feahae of Vessel Form #8 is the number of quite rare iip modes 

that the rims possess. One of the most conmon paüems of d e c ~ ~ c m  of Vesse1 Form #8 is 

the decoration of the lip. The placement of sinde, or muhiple, incised horizontal lines on 

the Lip is very common ( ~ 6 )  end there are tbme cases of appliqué nubbins on the lip. The 

two, however, do not occur together. In one case the lip was decorated with fhger 

indentations and in one case the rim was modeled into a 'bie-mwt". The interior and 

exterior of these rims are frequently smuàged or red slip@ In con- the single Vessel 

Form #8 r i . .  h m  Level4 was decorated on the interior with verticai iridescent bands and 

on the exterior with red slip, a pattern common on other composite u~uestricted vessel form 

rims fiom Level4. 

Individual modes of iip fomi and decoration also appear to have temporal 

significance for the composite rnuestricted rims. Many of the patterns are sinda. to those 

described for the simple unrestricted rims and probably represent general trends that cross- 

cut vessel form. Lip modes mirror the pattems of the simple UllZeSfricted vessels with the 

exterior beaded lip occUmng in Levels 5 (n=2) and 6/7 (n=6) only. The temporal 

significance of the exterior beaded lip mode will be discussed in detail in the dependent 

restricted vessel form category summary in this chapter. Two other lip modes, exterior 

fl ange ( ~ 2 )  and exterior beaded and beveled @=5) are restricted to Lcvcl6/7. 

As is the case for simple uIueStticted rims, decoration of the lip with finger 

indentations and modehg is restncted to the lower levels. Among the composite 

unrestricted rims thete are two rims with finger indentations and one with a modeled "pie- 

crust" rim, al l  fkom Level6/7. There is one notchcd rim fiom Level5. Appliqué nubbins, 

found only on the lip of composite unrestncted vessels, are also more numerous in Level 

6/7 ( ~ 4 ) .  However, there is m e  instance of appliqué nubbins in each of Levels 4 and 5. 

Appliqué nubbins and their chronological placement W - b e  discussed in detail in the 

dependent restricted vessel fom category s t m n a r y  in this chapter. 



Dependent Restricted Vuseis 

There are a total of 126 rims assigned to dependent remicted vesse1 f m  in the 

OMJPLP-14 1C collection. The rims were groupeci into four vesse1 fomis (Vessel Fonn 

#IO, #Il, #12 and #13) and of these three w m  finRber suMivided hto sub-fonns (Vessel 

Fom #10a and # 1 lb). 

Vessel Form #IO and #10a 

Vesse1 Fom #10 is a dependent restricted vessei composed of the invetted or ver- 

inverted rim modes combined with the high, smoothly curved shouider mode (Figure 5.35). 

Vessel Fonn #10a is a similar dependent nstrïcted vessd wmposed of the imrerted rim 

mode combined with the low, smoot€dy cwed  shoulder mode (Figure 5.35). 'ïhere are 22 

rims açsigned to Vessel Fomi #10 and three rims assigaed to Vessel Fomi #10a 

With two exceptions, ail the Vessel Fonn #10 rims have the rounded lip mode. One 

of the exceptions has the square lip mode and the other one has the exterior beaded lip 

mode; both are fiom Leve16/7. With one exception, ail the tims assigned to Vessel Form 

#10a also possess the rounded iip mode. The exception has the exterior beaded lip mode 

and is fiom Level5. 

The rims of Vesse1 Fom #IO are composed of a range of pastes. The rnajority are 

of the finer pastes Mode A ( ~ 6 )  and Mode B (n=ll), although paste Mode C (n=3) and 

Mode D (n=l) are also represented. AU firing modes are present in the Vessel Fonn #10 

rims. The rims of Vessel Form #10a are composed of the fina paste modes, either Mode A 

or Mode B. Vessel Form #10a rims display two firing modes, reduced or oxidizedc 

Rims assigned to Vessel Fonn #10 have a large range of di-, h m  8 to 32 

cm. There appear to be at least two size modes evident in Figure 5.36. The fht  and 

smallest is at 8 cm and the second is between 14 and 20 cm. 'The three rims with larger rim 

diameters, 24,28 and 32 cm, may indicate that there is a third larger size mode. 

The three rims of Vessel Fom #10a have rim diameters of 16,22 and 24 cm. 

The interior and extenor surfaces of Vessel Form #IO are fhïshed with the 

following modes; wiping, smwthmg and pofishllig. The interior surfaces of Vessel Form 

# 10a are finished with the smoothing and polishing modes. AU the exteriors of Vessel 
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Figure 5.35 Generation of Dependent Restric ted Vesse1 Forms. 



Figure 5.36. OMJPLP44lC Vessel #10 Rim Diameters in cm. 

Form #10a are f ished with poiishing, and one rim is hished with the high gloss polishing 

sub-mode. 

Of the 22 rims assigned to Vessel Fom #10 16 of them are decorated in some 

manner. The decorative technique modes found on Vesse1 Form #10 include red slip, 

smudge, red paint and incision. There is a single painted decorative elernent, a horizontal 

band, as well as a single plastic decorative eiement, an incised horizontal Sine. The 

decorative fields of Vessel Fonn #10 are the interior and exterior ofthe vesse1 the iip, and 

the interior and extenor of the rim. Table 5.13 relates the decorative techniques and 

elernents to the decorative fields in which they occur. Figure 5.37 illustates examples of 

decorated and undecorated Vessel Fonn #10 rims. 

Ail three of the rims assigned to Vessel Form #10a are decorated. The Qcorative 

technique modes include red slip, smudge and nd paint. There is a single deCorative 

elernent, a painted horizontal band, which occurs on the interior of the vessel. The interior 

of Vessel Fonn #10a at times is decorated with smudge while the exterior can be decorated 

with smudge or red slip. F i g w  5.38 illustrates Vessel Form Hoa rims. 



1 Int 1 Ext 
Vessel Form #IO # 

Red Slip 
Smudge 
Red Paint 
Horiz. Band 

Incision 
Horiz. h e  

Table 5.13. OMJPLP441C Vessel Fonn #10 Location of Bcorative Techniques and 
Elemeats in Decorative Fields. 

Vessel Form #11 and # I l  b 

Vessel F o m  #11 and #l l b  are dependent d c t e d  vessels composed of the 

inverted rim mode combined with the sharply angied angle mode. Vessel Fom #l l b is 

distingukhed fiom Vessel Form #11 by an embeiIishment of the basal angle. There are a 

X 
X 

total of 23 rims assigned to Vessel Form # I l  and one rim has been assigned to Vessel Form 

#Nb. 

The vast majority of Vessel Fomi #11 rims possess the m d e d  lïp mode. One 

X 
X 

Vessel Form #l I Nn, fiom Level4, has an exterior and interior beaded with centraily 

grooved lip (Mode 3). One Vessel Fom #I l  rim nom Level5 and four Vessel Form #11 

lims fiom Level6/7 have the exterior beaded lïp mode. The one Vessel Form #l lb rim has 

a rounded iip. 

The majority of the rims assigued to Vessel Form #11 are composed of paste Mode 

B (n= 12), although the k e r  paste Mode A (n=5) and the coarser paste Mode C (n=6) are 

also represented. All the firing modes are psent in the Vessel Form #11 rims. The rirn 

assigned to Vessel Fom #Il  b is composed of oxidized paste Mode B. 

The rims assignecl to Vessei Form #11 have a radge of diameters from 12 to 30 cm. 

Although the sarnple size is smali, as iiiusttated m Figure 5.39, there appear to be at least - 

tbree and possibly foia size modes. The d e s t  size mode is at 12 cm, but is only 

represented by two rims. The largest size mode is fiom 26 to 30 cm. The third size mode 

runs fiom 16 to 22 cm, and it is possible that there may actually be two size modes 
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Figure 5.37. OMJPLP-141C Vesse1 Form #10 Rims. 
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Figure 5.38. OMJPLP-141C Vesse1 Fom #10a Rims. 
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represented in this range, one at 16 cm and the other at 22 cm. A large sample size is 

needed to cl@ the Vesse1 Form #11 size modes. 

The one rim assigned to Vessel Fonn #l lb  has a rim diameter of 26 cm. 

Rim DPmaa 

Figure 5 -39. 0MJPL.P- 14 1C Vessel Form # I l  Rim Diameters in cm. 

The interior of Vessel Fom #11 rims are finished with the following modes; 

wiping, smoothing and polishing. One of the polished interiors is finished with the high- 

gloss polishing sub-mode. The exterior surfaces of Vessel Form #11 rims are finished with 

the polishing and smoothing modes. The single rîm of Vessel Fonn #1 l b  has polished 

surfaces on both the interior and exterior- 

Ten of the 23 rims assigned to Vessel Form #11 are decorated. The deCorative 

technique modes for Vessel Fomi #11 include rad slip, smudge, incision and applique 

nubbh.  There is a single decorative element for incision, a horizontal line. The 

decorative fields for Vessel Fonn #11 are the interior and exterior of the vessel, the interior 

of the rim, the exterior of the rim and the exterior basal angle. Table 5.14 places the 

decorative techniques and elements in the deCorative fields in which they occur. Figure 

5.40 illustrates examples of the decorated and undecorated Vesse1 Form #11 rims. 

The single rim assigned to Vessel Fom #l lb  is hi@y decorated, It is shown in 

Figure 5.41. It is smudged on the interior and on the exterior it has an incised horizontal 

line just below the lip and a horizontal red paint band h m  the lip to the exterior basal 

angle which is nicked with multiple short iacised lines. 



Table 5.14. OMJPLJ441C Vessel Fomi #11 Location of Decorative Techniques and 
Elements in Decorative Fields, 

Red Slip 
Smudge 
Red Paint 

Horiz. Band 
Incision 

Horiz- Line 

Vessel Fonn #12 

Vessel Fonn #12 is a dependent restricted vessel and is the most common vessel 

fom in the colleaion; there are 70 rims assigned to Vessel Fonn #12. Vessel Fonn #12 is 

composed of the inverted, or very inverted, rirn mode combined with the exterior- 

thickened, sharply comered basal angle mode (Figure 5.35). Vesse1 Fom #12 rims 

idkequently have their bottoms presemed, but NO base modes that are evident are the 

romded to slightly flattened mode and the annular base mode. 

Vesse1 Form #11 
7 I 

The vast majority of rims assigned to Vesse1 Form #12 possess the round lip mode. 

There are seven Vessel Form #12 rims fkom Level6/7 that have the exterior beaded lip 

Int 
X 
X 

mode and one that has the tapered iip mode. One of the Vessel Fonn #12 tims h m  Level 

4 has the square lip mode. 

The vast majority of the rims assigned to Vessel Fonn #12 are composed of either 

paste Mode B ( ~ 4 1 )  or paste Mode C ( ~ 2 2 ) .  Srnalier numbers of rims composed of the 

fine paste Mode A (n=3) and the coarse paste Mode D ( ~ 3 )  are also present. AU the f h g  

modes are present among the rims assigned to Vessel Form #12. 

The rims diameters of Vessel Fomi #12 have a very large range from 14 to 42 cm. 

The distribution of the diameten between 14 and 36 cm is somewhat rrgular with a peaks 

at 26,30 and 34 cm (Figure 5.42). % is not clear ifthm is a single rim diameter mode here 

Ext 
X 

or more. It is 

' Exterior basal angle. 

~ x t  BA? Int Rim 

X 

Ext Rim 

X 

X 

X 



Figure 5.40. OMJPLP-141 C Vesse1 Fonn #11 Rims. 
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not clear ifthe two rims with a 42 cm diametet repesent an aberration or a larger size 

mode. 

IO- 

9. 

RimDOirrPa 

Figure 5.42. OMJPLP-141C Vessel Fonn #12 Rirn Diameters in cm. 

The intenor surfàces of Vessel Fom #12 rims are finished with wiping, smoothing, 

or polishing. The exterior surfaces display the following finidhg modes; scraping, 

wiping, smoothing and polishing. Frequently the exteriors of Vessel Fom #12 rims are 

polished fiom the Lip to the exterior basal angle and then scrapeâ, wiped or smoothed below 

the corner. The interior surE.ices of Vessel Form #12 are finished with either smoothing or 

polishing. 

With some exceptions Vessel Form #12 rims are decorated quite un8onniy. Of the 

70 rims assigned to Vessel Form #12,49 were decorated in some manner. The decorative 

technique modes used on Vessel Form #12 included red slip, smudge, red paht, black 

paint, iridescent paint, incision, enpving, and appliqué nubbins. The demative element 

modes for the paint are a horizontal band, a vertid band, a cmed band, a dot, a curlicue 

and a half circle. There is one incised decorative element mode, a horizontai line, and four 

engraved decorative element modes, a horizontal ILK, a vertical line, a diagonal üne and a 

curved line. The fields of decoration for Vessel Form #12 included the interior and exterior 

of the vessel, the lip, the interior ofthe rim, the interior bottom, the exterior of the rim, and 

the exterior basai angle. The location of the decorative techniques and elements in the 

decorative fields in which they occur is given in Table 5 -1 5. Figure 5.43 iilustrates an 

exarnple of the decorated Vessel Form #12 rims. By fsr the most typical decoration on 



Figure 5.43. Vesse1 Fom #12 Rims. 
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Figure 5.43 (cont). 
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Vessel Form #12 nmS is the one or two horizontal r d  pliint bands locatcd on the exterior 

rim of the vessels above the basal angle. 

Table 5.1 5. OMJPLP-14lC Vessel Form #12 Location of Decorative Techniques and 
Elements in Decorative Fields. 

Red Slip 
Smudge 
Red Paint 

Horiz. Band 
Hakirde 

Black Paint 
Horiz. Band 

Iridescent Paint 
Vert- Band 
Curved band 
Dot 
Curlicue 

Incision 
Horiz. Line 

Engraving 
Horiz. Line 
Vert. Line 
Diag. Line 
Curved Line 

Vessel Form #13 

Vessel Form #13 is a dependent restricted vesse1 similar to Vessel Fomi #12. There 

are a total of eight rims that have been assigneci to Vessel Form #13. Vessel Form #13 is 

composed of the inverted r i .  mode combined with the concave wall, sharply c o m d  

basai angle mode (Figure 5.35). The base fom is not Crnown, but is assumed that it would 

have the rounded to slightly flattened mode and possibly the annular base mode. 

4 Extenor basal angle. 
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The rims of Vessel Fomi #13 have two lips modes, round (&) and exterior beaded 

(n4). None of the exterior beaded lips are b m  Level4. 

Mi the rims assigned to Vessel Form #13 arr made ofthe finer pastes, paste Mode 

A (n=2) or Mode B (n=6). The firing modes present are duced, oxidized and p t l y  

oxidized. 

The rims assigned to Vessel Form #13 range in diameter h m  16 to 26 cm. There 

appears to be at least one size mode pnsent at 26 cm (Figure 5.44). The smail number of 

s h e d  with diameters larger and d e  than 26 cm may indicate the existence of other 

size modes. 

Figure 5 -44. OMJPLP- 14 1C Vessel Fom #13 R i .  Diameters in cm. 

The interior and exterior surfhces of al i  the rims assigned to Vessel Form #13 are 

nnished with polish. 

AU eight of the Vessel Form #13 rims are decotated in some m e r .  The 

decorative technique modes w d  on Vessel Form #13 rims includt red slip, smudge, red 

paint, engraving, incision, and appliqué nubbins. The engraved decorative elemmts are a 

horizontal liw, a vertical h e ,  a diagonal line and a wavy line. The single paint decorative 

element is a horizontal band and the single incised element is a horizontal line. The 

decorative fields of Vessel Form #13 are the interior and exterior of the vessel, the interior 

of the rim, the exterior of the rim and the exterior basal angle. The relationships of the 
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decodve techniques and elements to the decorative fields is show in Table 5.16. F i g w  

5.45 illustrates an example of the rims assigned to V e s d  Fomi #13. 

1 Vtssel Form #13 

Vert, Line I I 1 I X I 

X 
X 

Red Slip 
Smudge 
Red Paht 

- -  - 

Incision 
Horiz, line 

Engraving 
Horiz. Line 

Diag. Line 1 1 1 X 

X 

- 

Table 5.16. OMJPLP-141C Vesse1 Fonn #13 Location of Decorative Techniques and 
Elements in Decorative Fields. 

Wavy Line 
Appliqué Nubbin 

Summary and Archaeological Context of Dependent Restricted Vesseb 

- 

X 

Dependent restricted rims are the second most common category of vessel forms in 

the OMJPLP-141C collection with 126 of the 452 rims, or just under 28% of the 

X 

X 

X 

identifiable rims, assigned to dependent remicted vessel f o m .  Dependent restncted rims 

X 

were more popular in the iPvel6/7 than in Levels 4 and 5, both in terms of number and 

percentage of the total number of identifiable rims in each Ievel. A total of 83 rims or just 

over 32% of the rims in Level617 were assigned to deqendent resiricted vesse1 foans. ki 

Level4 a total of 24 rims or just under 23%, and in Levei 5 19 rims or just under 22% of 

the identifiable rims were assigned to dependent restricted vessel forms. The popularïty of 

dependent restricted vessels in Level6f7 emphasizes the continuity between it and Level8, 

a clear Macballla context. Two rims h m  Level617 (see Figure 5.43) that could be 

Exterior basal angle. 



L, 5 
smudge int and ext 

Figure 5.45. OMJPLP44IC Vesse1 Fonnff13. 
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considered to be of the Ayangue hcised type (Meggers9 Evans and Estrada 19651 17-1 19) 

also indicate this wntinui~. 

One of the most W c t  ciSixences in tams of depmdent resûicteâ vessels 

between Levels 4 and 5 and Level6/7 is the large number of Vessel Fonn #10 and #11 rims 

in Level6/7 (Vesset Fomi #IO n=18 and Vessel Fonn #11 n=18) compared to Level4 

(Vessel Form #10 n=3 and Vesse1 Fonn #11 n=2) and Level5 (Vessel Fom #1 O n=l and 

Vessel Form #11 n=3). On the other han& aWough the sample ske is very d, Vessel 

Form #10a has the reverse distribution as it is more numemus in Levels 4 and 5, two and 

one rims respectively, and absent in Level6/7. 

Vessel Fom #13 is also more muent in Level6/7 thau it is in the upper levels. 

Vessel Fom #13 is very similar in fomi to many of the rims illustratecl in Lippi (1983:303, 

Figure 83) as Machalilla 7 and Chorremid 1. This vessel form remforces the comection 

between Machaiilla and the E d y  Late Formative Period at OMJPLP441C. My Vessel 

Fom # 1 3 is ako quite similar to a form that Bischof (1 982 Cl97 11 : 147, Figure 3h) 

describes as Early Engoroy fÎom the Palmar site. 

The distn'butions of two specinc modes, the exterior beaded lip mode and the 

appliqué nubbin decorative technique mode, on the rims assigned to dependent restricted 

forms are also noteworthy. Both of these modes are absent h m  Level4 and show a steady 

decrease fiom b e l  6/7 through Level5. In Level4 the lips of all the dependent restricted 

rims are round with one exception that is square. In LeveI5 there are! four rims possessing 

the exterior beaded .lip mode (Vessel Form #1Oa n=1, Vessel Fonn #11 n=l and Vessel 

Fonn #13 n=2), and al l  others are have round lips. In Level6/7 thete are 14 instances of 

the exterior beaded lip mode (Vessel Form #10 n=l, Vessel Form 1 1 n4, Vessel Form #12 

n=7 and Vessel Form #13 n=2) one square lip and aU the rest have round lips. This pattern 

may be the resdt of the decreasing numkr of dependent restricted vessel form rims found 

in Level4, or it may be the decrease in popularity of the exterior beaded lip mode itseIf. 

Similarly appliqué nubbins are absent fiom all dependent restricted rims in Level4. 

In Levels 5 and 6/7 there is a pattern of placing appliqué nubbins on the exterior of the 

basal angle. There are two rim sherds in Level5 (Vessel Form #11 n=l and Vessel Fom 
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#I3 n=l) and sevm rim sheds in k e 1 6  (Vesse1 Fonn #11 n=2, Vesse1 Form #12 n=2 and 

Vessel Form #13 n=3) that foiIow this patiem. The Iack of appliqué nubbms on Level4 

dependent restricted rims foliows a pattem that cmsscuts the four vesse1 form groirp~. 

There is only one rim, an independent d c t e d  vessel, m the entire collection b m  b e l  4 

that possesses an appliqué nubbin on the lip. B would appear that appliqué nubbins at are a 

useful chronological indicator in the OMJPLP-14 1 C collection. 

Lippi (1 983:3 10) states that appliqué nubbins located on tht shoulder of dependent 

restrïcted vessels "soar" in populanty in late Machdilia, &hou& they accu in d e r  

numbers earlier. Appliqué nubbins located on the lip are also a late Machalilla 

characteristic according to Lippi (1 983 :3 1 1-3 12). Appliqué nubbins both on the shoulder 

and on the Iip, especidy in clmters, carry over into Early Chonaoid (Lippi l983:3 16). In 

Bischof s (1982 [1971]) collection from Palmar appliqué nubbins end exterior beaded iips 

appear only in his Early Engoroy. 1t appuus that in the OMJPLP- 14 1 C colledion, as at 

Palmar, exterior beaded lips and appliqué nubbins carry over into the Early Late Formative 

Period fiom Late Machalilla and then later disappear. 

The dependent resûicted Vessel Fomi #12 has 70 rims assigned to it, and is the 

most popuiar fom in the OMJPLP-14 1 C collection. Vessel Fonn #12 rims are quite stable 

through thne in te- of form and decoration. nie most wmmon decoration of Vessel 

Form #12 is either one or two mi paint horizontal bands on the exterior of the Nn above 

the basal angIe and a red horizontai band on the interior of the rim. This combination of 

form and decoration is one of the most typicai pa- throughout Late Formative Period 

ceramics fiom OMJPLP-141C. There appears, however, to be some minor temporal 

variations on this pattern. Only two of the rims assigned to dependent restricted vessels in 

this collection are decorated with iridescent paint. Both of these rims are h m  LeveI4 (see 

Figure 5.43). Both of the rims displaying Ayangue hcised type decotation belong tu 

Vessel Form #12, and it may be that dependent restricted bowis which were highly 

decorated with engcaving during Machaiilla times were king replaced with indescent 

decoration in the Late Fomtive Period. 
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Vessels nmilar to my Vessel Form #12 rims dccoraicd with rd paiat horizontal 

bands on the exterior above the basal angle are reported m almost dl descriptions of Late 

Formative Period ceramics. This paüem of form and decorati011, dong with a few others, 

appears to be one of the most chanicteristic ofthe Late Formative Period of southwestem 

coastal Ecuador. 

Bischof (1982 1197 11: 143, Figure 2g, Figure 31, and Figure 4e) illustrates very 

similar vessels for both his F-aly and Middle Engoroy. In all his iliustrations there is a 

single horizontal band on the exterior rim above the basai angle. A similar vessel is also 

iilustrated for Bischof s (1982 [197 11: 153, Figure 5f)  Lete Engmy. 'Lhis vessel has a 

slightly different simple unrestncted form loshg its sbarp basaI angle, although it meintains 

other characteristics such as the exterior thickened rim and the red paint horizontal band on 

the exterior above the basal angle. 

Zedeiio's (1994: Figure 23) forms 12 and 13 are very similar to my Vessel Fonn 

#12 and are also descrîbed as being decorated in a siaiilar manner. She descn'bes red 

horizontal bands located on the exterior of the rim and the basal angle, both one and two 

bands, that are more highly polished than the areas Chat are not slipped (Zedenio 1994: 1 15). 

There is also one rim in the collection fiom Pefion del Rio that is decorated with a red band 

on white slip and two decorated with incised lines (&dao 1994: 1 15). 

Simiiar vessels are &O reporteci fiom both Bellavista (Aleto 1988:219, Figure 

6. l 1 c) and fiom La Cadina (Simmons 1 97OiMOY Figure 6 1). The vessels k m  La 

Caroli~ belong to Simmons' Engoroy Polished Red Type, Engomy Polished Red Rim 

Variety, that Simmons (1970:233) states is most fiequent in his Early Engoroy, but is also 

present in s d e r  fkequencies into the Guangaîa Phase. Untii the very latest occurrences 

these vessels are decorated on the extenor with a single red paint horizontal band above the 

basal angle (Simmons 1970:232-233). 

At the Beiiavista sites vessels similar to my Vessel Fonn #12 are considered by 

Aleto to be a Bellavista II Marker (Aleto l988:2 18). The decoration of these vessels at 

Bellavista is not stated explicitly so 1 would assume that these are undecorated. Aleto 
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(1 988:419) compares these vessels nom Bellavista to Bischof's (1 982 1197 11) ihm Palmar 

and States; 

These apparentiy do not occur in any other d c  complex. At Bellavista they are 
restticted to the B e i l a .  II perie at Paimar they are restricted to, and sewe as 
markers for, the Middle Engoroy period Hence, t appears tbat Bellavista II and 
Bischof s Middle Engomy are roughiy contcmporary. 

1 do not agree with Aleto that these vessels are restricted to Middle Engoroy at Pa- 1 

believe at least two are illustrated for Edy Engoroy (Bischof 1982 [ 19711: 143, Figure 2gy 

147; Figure 31) and 1 would argue that there is a very sunüar vessel illustrated for Late 

Engoroy (Bischof 1982 Cl97 11: 153, Figure 59. My Vessel Form #12 decorated on the 

exterior above the basal angle with a red p a i ~ t  horizontal band is in fàct, 1 believe, one of 

the few vesse1 fonns shared by ail Late Formative Period ceramic collections. There may 

be minor temporal variations on the pattern (i-e. two horizontal bands on Early examples 

and a loss of the restricted fonn on Later examples), but in generai 1 believe it is an 

excellent market of Late Formative Period ceramics tbn,ughout the period.. 

Independent Restricted Vesseh 

A total of 76 rims were identified as independent restricted vessels in the OMJPLP- 

141 C collection; they make up only slightly less than 17% of the total number of 

identifiable rims. The number of independent restricted W in Levels 4 and 5 is very 

small, eight and fourteen respectively. One raison for this small number is that many 

independent restricted vessels break at, or just above, the neck, leavhg the rim aione with 

no way to identifl the form of the vessel. There arr many smali rims in the collection that 

are more than likely independent d c t e d  vessels, but it is now impossible to determine 

their original form. 

The independent restncted rims were ciassifïed into major five vessel forms (Vessel 

Forms #14,15,16,17 and 18) and five sub-forms (Vesse1 Forms #14a, 14b, 16% 17a and 

18a). 

Vessel Form #14, #14a and #14b 

A total of 20 rims were assigned to Vessel Form #14 and a total of 15 rims were 

assigned to Vessel Form #14a. Vessel Forms #14 and #14a are independent restricted 
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vesseis that are composeci of the everted rim mode cornbined with the shazp mtetior angied 

neck mode and the smoothly curved, high shoulder mode (Figure 5.46). VesseI Fom #14 

is distinguished h m  Vessel Fonn #14a by the heigbt of the neck. Vessel Fonn #14 

possesses the short, sharp interior angied neck sub-mode, while Vesse1 Fomi #14a 

possesses the taIl, sharp interior angleci mdr sub-mode. VesseI Fom #14b is vgy similar to 

Vessel Fonn #14 but is compoKd of the high, sharp1y angled shouider mode in 

combination with the everted rim mode and short, shatp interior angleci neck sub-mode. 

There is a single rim assigned to Vessel Fomi #14b. Thm are no cases in which a rim 

assigned to the Vessel Form #14 group is cornpiete enough to indicate iîs base fom. It is 

assumed that al1 of the vessels in this group would have possessed the ro& to slightly 

flattened base mode. 

With two exceptions, aII rims of Vessel Fomis #14 and #14a possess the round lip 

mode. The two exceptions are both fiom Level5, where two Vessel Fonn #14a rims 

possess the square lip mode. The rim assigned to Vessel Form #14b bas a mmd lip. 

The rims of Vessel Fom #14 h m  Leveis 4 aud 5 are composed ofeither paste 

Mode B or paste Mode C. In Level6/7 Vessel Form #14 rims are composed of a wider 

range of pastes. Almost aii the rims here are composed of paste Mode B (n=8), but paste 

Mode A (n=l), paste Mode C (n=3), and paste Mode D (n=l) are also represented. In 

Level4 aLI Vessel Form #14a rims are composed of paste Mode C and in LeveI5 all Vessel 

Fonn #14a rims are composed of paste Mode B. In Level6/7 the range of pastes for Vessel 

Form #14a i s  again wider with Mns composed of paste Mode B (n=6), paste Mode C (n=3), 

and paste Mode D (n=l). AU firing modes are present in the Vessel F o m  #14 and #14a 

rims. The single rim assigned to Vessel Form #14b is composed of paste Mode B and is 

reduced. 

Rims of Vessel Form #14 have a rim diameter ange h m  8 to 22 cm. As shown in 

Figure 5.47 there may be two size modes. The f k t  size mode for Vessel Form #14 ranges 

fiom 12 to 16 cm with a peak at 14 cm. The two rims with 8 cm rim diameters may 

represent a second smaller size mode. The rim assignedto Vessel Fomi #14b has a rim 

diameter of 6 cm. 
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Rim Dimuer 

Figure 5.47. OhlJPLP441C Vessel Form #14 Rim Diameters in cm. 

Vessel Form #14a rims have diameters that range fiom 12 to 34 cm, which is quite a 

large size span. Similar to Vessel Form #14, rims of Vessel Form # 14a appear to have two 

size modes as illustrated in Figure 5.48. The smaller s i z e  mode, may be rrpnsented by two 

rims at 12 cm. The second size mode ranges h m  16 to 24 cm with a peak at 18 to 20 cm. 

A single rirn has a much Iarger rim diameter at 34 cm. 

IO. 

Rim DUmcta 

Figure 5.48. OMJPLP441C Vessel Fomi #14a Rim Diameters in cm. 

The interior surfaces of the rims assigneci to Vessel Form #14 display tkuee modes 

of nnishing; scraping, smoothmg and polishing. O&n the rims are polished on the interior 

of the rirn and below this are finished with smoothing or scraping as just the rim siirfaces 

would be visible in most independent d c t e d  vessels. The exterior sud'kces of Vessel 
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Fonn $14 rims are finished with the foilowing modes; wiping, smoothing and polishing. 

The interior surfaces of Vessel Fom #14a rims display two finishing modes, smoothing 

and poiishing, and the exterior surfaces are nnished with wiping, smoothhg and poli,rhing. 

For both Vessel Fom #14 and #14a rims the area ofthe exîerior M e d  with polishing is 

fiequently the area drat is also decorated with red paint horizontd bands. This is a pattern 

that is found on many of the independent nstricted f o m  in ail the cdecfions. 

The rims assigned to Vessel Fonn #14 are fkquently and quite consistentiy 

decorated. Of the 20 Vessel Fom #14 rims 12 are decorated DeCorative techniques 

include the following modes; red slip, red paint, black paht, incision and punctate. The 

decorative elements for paint are horizontal band, haif circle, and an area of unknown 

shape. The decorative elements for the plastic decoration include a c w e d  Liw for the 

incision and a horizontal line for the punctate. The fields of decoration are the interior and 

exterior of the vessel, the interior of the rim and the extenor shoulder area. Table 5.17 

Iocates the decorative techniques and elements in the decorative fields in which they occur. 

Figure 5.49 illustrates an example of the decorated and undecorated rim sheds assigned to 

Vessel Form #14. 

Red Paint 1 1 1 1 
Red Siip 

Vesse1 Fom #14 1 

Horiz. Band 
Haif'-circle 

BIack Paint 

Table 5.17. OMJPLP-141C Vessel Fom #14 Location of Decorative Techniques and 
Elements in Decorative Fields. 

X 
X 

Incision 
Curved Band 

Punctate 

ï h e  Nns assigned to Vessel Form #14a are not as kpentiy decorated as those of 

Vessel Form #14 and dthough the decoration of Vessel Fonn #14a is sirnilm to that of 

Tnt 
X 

X 
X 

Int Rim Ext 
X 

Ext Shoulder 



. Figure 5.49. OUIPLP-141C Vesse1 Foim#14 Rims. 
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Vessei Fomi #l4, it is morc limited in range. Decorative technique modes preseet on 

Vessel Form #14a Rms incIude red slip, red paht and indescent paint. There are t h e  

painted decorative elements; a horizontal band, a diagonal band and a &t. The fields of 

decoration are the mterior and exterior ofthe vessel, and the interior ofthe rim. Table 5.18 

relates the decorative techniques and elements to the decorative fields in which they occur. 

Figure 5.50 illustrates the decorami Vessel Form #14a rims and an example of the 

undecorated rims. 

1 Vesse1 Form #14a 1 
1 ht 1 Ext 1 Int Rim 

iridescent Paint 1 1 1 

Red Slip 
Red Paint 

Horiz. Band 

Incision 
Horiz. Line 

X 

Diag. Band 
Dot 

Table 5.18. 0MJPL.P-14 1C Vessel Fom #14a Location of Decorative Techniques and 
Elements in Decorative Fields. 

X 
X 

As can be seen in Figrires 5.49 and 5.50 Ï t  is clear that there is a strong correlation 

between lip fom and decoration in Vessel Fomi #14a. The only two rims, both h m  Level 

5, assigned to Vessel Fom #14a with the square lip mode are also the only rims decorated 

with iridescent paint on the rim interiors and red slip on the exteriors. Rims assigned to 

Vessel F o m  #14 or #14a with round lips are d o d y  decorated with one, two, or three 

red paint horizontal bands on the interior of the rim and on the exterior shodder area with 

red slip, bands of red paint, andlor incision or punctate. 

The one rim sherd assigned to Vessel Form #14b is polished on the interior and 

exterior and is undecorated. It is illustrateci in Figure 5.51. 

X 

X 



Fimm 5.50. OMJPLP441C Vessel Form #14a RimP. . 

Figure 5.51. OMJPLP-141C Vessel Fom #14b Rims. 
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Vessel Fonn #15 

Vesse1 Form #15 is an independent restrîcted vesse1 simüar to Vessel Fonn #14a 

Vessel Form #IS is composeci of the everted rim mode combid with the Ml, sherp 

interior angleci neck mode and the smoothly curved, Iow shodder mode (Figrne 5.46). 

Vessel Form #15 rims are not cornmon at OMJPLP441C; a total of 6 rims were assigned 

to Vessel Fonn #I S. 

AU Vessel Form #15 ruaS possess the round Lip mode and ail but one of the rims are 

composed of paste Mode B. The one exception, eom Level6/7, is composed of paste 

Mode C. AU firing modes are represented in Vesse1 Fonn #15 rims. 

With only six rim diameters available for Vessel Fomi #15 it is ciifficuit to discuss 

size modes with any confidence- The six rims had a range of diawtm h m  24 to 34 cm. 

It is possible that there are two size modes, one at 24 cm and the other at 30 cm, but again 

the sample size is very small. 

Figure 5 Sî OMJPLP-14 1 C Vessel Form #15 Rim Diameters in cm. 

The interior surfàces of Vessel Form #15 are f?nished with two modes; smoothing 

and polishing. OAen the interior ofthe rim is polished and below the rim the interior 

surface is smoothed The extenor s d c e s  of Vessel Form #15 display three modes of 

finish, wiping, smoothing and polishing. Of'ten it is the decorated area of the shoulder that 

is also finished with polishing. 
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Rimr of Vessel Form #15 are &coratcd qui* d o m  and of the six rimp assigned 

to Vessel Fomi #15, five of them are dewrated. Thae is ody one -rative tecbnique 

mode for Vessel Form #15, red paint, and it occurs in two dccorative element modes, a 

horizontal band end a halfcircle. The horizontal red paht band can be locatcd on the 

intenor rim ancilor the exterior shouider and the red paint balfccircle is lourted on the 

interior of the rim. Figure 5-53 flustrates the rims assigned to Vessel Fonn #15. 

Vesse1 Form #16 and #Ida 

Vessel Form # 16 and #16a are quite rare in the OMJPLP-141 C collection; a total of 

three rims were assigned to Vessel Form #16 and two rims were assigned to Vessel Form 

W 16a. Vessel Fomis #16 and # 16a are independent restricted vessels composed of the 

everted or very everted rim modes, the acute, sharp interior angle neck mode combineci 

with the high, smoothly crwed shoulder mode (Figure 5.46). Vessel Fomi #16 possesses 

the short, acute, sharp interior angle neck sub-mode, while Vessel Form #16a possesses the 

tail, acute, sharp interior angle neck &mode. AL1 rims assigned to Vessel Fonns #16 and 

#16a have the round lip mode. 

Vessel Foms #16 and #16a rims, with one exception, are composed of paste Mode 

B. The exception, a Vessel Form #16 rim fiom Level6/7, was composed of paste Mode C. 

Firing modes of the Vessel Forms #16 and #Ma rims included oxidized, partly oxidized, 

and surface oxidized. 

Ody two of the three Vessel Form #16 rims are large enough to take a rim diameter 

measurement; these were 12 cm and 16 cm. The two Vessel Form #16a rïms had diameters 

of 22 and 24 cm. 

The interior and extenor siirfaces of Vessel Fonn #16 display three modes of 

finishing; wiping, smoothing and polishing. Often the interiors are finished below the rim 

with wiping or smoothing M e  the interior siuf8ce of the rims is polished The interior 

surfaces of Vessel Form #Ma are finished with either wipkg or polishmg, while ail the 

extenor surfaces are wiped. 

-Two of the three rMs assigned to Vessel Fom #16 are decorated Decorative 

technique modes include red paint and punctate. Decorative elements include horizontal 



Figure 5.53. OMJPLP-141 C Vesse1 Fonn #15 Rims. - 



paint bands that are located on the interior of the rim d o r  the exterior shoulder area. 

Figure 5.54 illustrates the three VesseI Fomi #16 rÏm~. 

Both of the rims of VesseI Fonn #16a are decomteci. DeCorative techniques hclude 

red slip and incision. The interior and exterior of the vesse1 can k decorated with nd slip 

and a red paint horizontal band may be l o d  on the interior rim. Figure! 5.55 iiiustrates 

îhe Vessel Fonn #16a rims. 

Vesse1 Fonn #17 and 17a 

Vessel Forms #17 and #17a are independent restricted vessek similm to Vessel 

Forms ff14 and #14a Vessel Forms #17 and #17a are composed of the e v d  or very 

everted rim modes combined with the m d e d  interior angie neck mode and the high, 

smoothly curved shouider mode (see Figure 5.46). Vessel Fonn #17 is distinguished by 

possessing the short, romded interior angle neck sub-mode and Vessel Form #17a is 

disthguished by possessing the td, roimdcd interior angle neck sub-mode. A total of 10 

rims were assigned to Vessel Form #17 and a total of 14 rims were assigned to Vessel Form 

ff 17a. 

AU rims assigned to Vessel Form #17, wÏth one exception, possess the round lip 

mode. The exception, fiom Level4, has a square lip. Similarly, aU rims assigned to Vessel 

Form #17a, with one exception, possess the round iip mode. The Vessel Fom #17a 

exception, fiom Lmel6/7, also possesses the square lip mode. 

The majore of Vessel Fom #17 and #17a rims are composed of paste Mode B or 

paste Mode C. Paste Mode A (n=l) and paste Mode D (n=2) were also npresented, but in 

very small numbers. AU firing modes are present in Vessel Fonns #17 and #17a rims. 

As show in Figure 5.56 Vessel Form #17 rims had a range of diameters h m  8 to 

26 cm. It appear that the moa pop* size mode nms k m  8 to 16 cm. A single rirn with 

a 26 cm diameter may represent a second larger size mode. 

Figure 5.57 illustrates the rim diameters of Vessel Fom #17a, .wbicb range fiom 10 

to 22 cm. The numbers a s  very small, but one size mode seems to exist at 18 cm and a 

second may be at 12 to 14 cm. 



Figure 5.55. OMJPLP-141C Vesse1 Fom #Ma Rims. 



Fi- 5.56 OMJPLP-141C Vessel Form #17 Rim Diameters in cm. 

The interior siirfaces of Vessel Form #17 rims are finished with smoothing or 

polishing. Frequently the interior of the vessels wcre smoothed below the rim and polished 

on the rim. The modes of surface finishing for the exterior of Vessel Form #17 rims 

include wiping, smoothing, and polishing. The interior and exterior surfkces of Vessel 

Form #17a rims display three modes of nnishing; wiphg, mo~thing, and poli.ching* 

Rim Diun<ar 

Figure 5.57 OMJPLP- 14 1 C Vessel Form #17a Rim Diameten in cm. 

Only two of the ten Vessel Fonn #17 rims are decorated. The two decorative 

technique modes are smudge and appliqué nubbins. The interior and exterior of the vesse1 

may be decorated wah smudge and the appliqué nubbins are located on the lip. Figure 5.58 

illustrates an example of the Vessel Form #17 rims. h r a t i v e  techniques for Vessel Fomi 



O 5 
5 

cm 

Figure 5.58. OMJPLP-141C Vesse1 Fom #17 Rims. 

O 5 - 
cm Figure 5.59. OUJPLP-141C Vesse1 Fom #17a Rims. 
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#17a include smudge, red slip and rd paint The interior and exterior of the vesse1 may k 

decorated with red slip or snudge and in one case the exterior shoulder is decorated with a 

red paint area of unlcnown shape. Figure 5.59 shows an example of Vesse1 Fonn #17a 

Vessel Fonn #18 and #18a 

Vessel Foms #18 and #18a are independent reSfLicted vessels and are rare in the 

OMïTPLP-141C collection; there are two rims assigned to Vessel Form #18 and thm rims 

assigned to Vessel Form #18A. Vessel Foniis #18 and #18a are composeci of the sîraight 

rim mode, the rounded interior angle neck mode combined with the hi& munded shoulder 

mode (Figure 5.46). Vessel Form #18 is distinguished by possessing the short, iounded 

interior angle neck subrnode, and Vessel Fom #18a possesses the tail, mtmded interior 

angle neck sub-mode. 

All but one of the rims assigned to Vessel Fomis #18 and #l Sa have the rounded lip 

mode. The exception is a Vessel Fom #18 rim fiom Level5 that possesses the square Lip 

mode. 

Given the srnail number of rims assigned to Vessel Fonns #l8 and #18a they 

display a range of pastes. Vessel Form #18 rims are composed of paste Mode A and paste 

Mode C. Vesse1 Form #18a rims are composed of paste Mode B and paste Mode C. Thete 

are Vessel Forms #l8 and #Na rims that represent the following fîring modes, reduced, 

oxidized and partly oxidized. 

The two rims assigned to Vessel Form #18 have rim diameters of 6 and 8 cm, which 

is quite smd in cornparison to the tim diameters of Vessel Form #18a and other 

independent restricted vessels. The three Mns assigned to Vessel Fonn #18a have rim 

diameters of 10 cm, 18 cm and 20 cm. 

The interior surfaces of Vessel Fonn #18 are in one case smoothed and in the 

second case wiped below the rim and highiy polished on the rim. The exterior surfkces of 

Vessel Form #18 are finished in one case with srnoothing and in the second case with the 

high gloss polishiag sub-mode. The interior and exterior surfaces of rims assigned to 

Vessel Form #Na are in all cases nnished with poiishing. 
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Only one of the two rims of Vessel Forxn #18 is decorated. This rim is decurated on 

the interior and exterior with smudge. The exterior shoulder and neck are decorated with 

iridescent paint dots and a low appliqué met. Figure 5.60 illustrates the decorsied Vessel 

Form #18 rim, 

Vessel Form #18a rims are not highly decoraîed, and oniy one of the three is 

decorated at ail. The Vessel Form #18a rim h m  Leve15 is slipped, with smudge on the 

interior and exterior. Figure 5 -6 1 depicts an example of Vessel Fomi #18a rims. 

Summary and Archaeologieil Conte- of Independent Rgtricted Vessels 

As previously stated the number of rims assigned to independent restricted vessel 

forms, especially in Levels 4 and 5, is not grest (Table 5.7). Level4 contains only seven 

(7.5% of the total Level4 rims) independent mstricted rims, and Level5 contaiils 14 (16% 

of the total Level5 rims). In both of these levels independent restricted rims are the Ieast 

fiequent of al l  the vessel form categones. h Level6/7 54 (21% of the total Level6/7 rims) 

rims were assigned to the independent resfiicted vessel foms, making this the third most 

numerous vessel form in Level617. This &op in the kquency of independent restricted 

rims fiom Leve16/7 to Level4 is quite drarnatic and may reflect a change in activities in 

the area around the midden of OMJPLP-14LC. 

In addition to their s m d  numbers, the rims of independent restncted vessels, like 

much of the OMJPLP-141 C collection in general, are quite s m d  and broken. Very few 

independent restricted rim sherds are large enough to give an idea of vessel fomi below the 

neck (e.g. base form) or the size of the vessel in generai. Because of the low numbers of 

rim sherds in the upper two levels and the omall size of the sherds it is  difficult to discuss 

temporal changes in independent restricted vessels in OUJPLP-141C with much 

confidence, although a few comments may be made. 

At times the breakage pattems ofthis vessel form category not only hampered the 

identification of the body and base forms, but the identification of the rim as an 

independent restricted vessel as weU. In many cases the rims were broken above the neck 

meaning that it was impossible to idmtify mmy rims as independent restricted vessels with 

any confidence. In some cases the decorative patterns strongly suggested the rim was 



Figure 5.60. OMJPLf441C Vessel Form #18 Rim. 

L. 5 L. 617 \\ 
smudge int and ext  

cm 
Figure 5-61. OMJPLP441C Vessel Form #18a Rims. 

Figure 5.62 OMJPLP-141C Shoulder Sherds with r d  pht bands. 
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indeed part of an independent restricted vessel, but it wuid not be assigned to any specilic 

form. In cases of tmdecorated sheds even this could not be &ne. As a result the nurnbers 

of independent nstncted rims in Levek 4 and 5 may be misleadingiy Iow. However, the 

same breakage patterns do exist in Leve16/7, so that the decfease in the nuniber of 

independent restricted rims tbrough t h e  may partially k a factor of the brrakage pattems, 

but probably also reflects a real trend. 

Unlike other vessel fomi categorïes such as the composite ullzpstricted and 

dependent restricted vessels, independent restricted vessels appear to be quite stable in 

tenns of fom and decoration through the in the OMlTPLP441C collection. Whether this 

is real or an adf ic t  of the small sample size is dinicuit to detemine. 

One ofthe most common decorative patterns seen on the independent mtncted 

vessels are a number (one, two or the )  of nd paùited horizontal bands on the interior of 

the rim and one or two horizontal red paint bands on the exterior shouider area Although 

there are few rims with the shoulder area of the vessel still attached there are many shoulder 

hgments of independent restncted vessels in the collection with eithn one or two 

horizontai red paht bands on them (Figure 5.62). Sorne of the other decoratve techniques 

used on the exterior of these vessels include black paint, punctate and incision. Figure 5.63 

illustrates an example of these sherds. It is u W y  not evident which specific independent 

restncted vessel form these body sheds befong to, and it is fkqwntly not clear what 

portion of the vesse1 they represent 

There may indeed be some temporai variation in this general decoratve pattern on 

the independent restricted vessels, although again it should be noted tbat the sample size 

fiom Levels 4 and 5 is srnall. The fkst possible temporal variation îs the presence of îiuee 

horizontal red paint bands on the interior of the t h  on sherds fiom Levels 4 and 5 only. 

AU the rims fiom Level6/7 have either one or two red paint horizontal bands, buî not W e ,  

on the interior of the rim. 

In contrast to this it is only on sherds fiom Level6/7 that the exterior of the 

shoulder area is decorated with plastic decoration, in the fomi of incision and punctate, 

dong with the red paint horizontal bands. This pattern is supported by the decorated 



incision and low iksion 
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L. 6/7 
L. 6/7  ex^ punctate and incision 
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Figure 5.6 3. OMJPLP- 14 1 C Body Sherds fiom independent Restricted Vessels. 
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shouider aml body sherds. In Levef 4 there is one instance of phtic deCoration combined 

with red painted b d s  on the exterior of sheds. In L m 1 5  there are onlytwo cases of 

plastic decoration combined with a red painted baud on the exterior and in Level6D there 

are many sheds with a combmation of plastic decorafion and nd pgiated bands (see Figure 

5 -63). 1 have been able to locate only a very few illustrations of sirnilar vessels in the 

iiterature, although these vessels may be similar to those d e s c n i  by Evans and Me- 

(1982 [1971]:124; 133 Figure 4h) as ChomraCuello Inch (ChorrerahcisedNeck). The 

ciifference is that my vesseis are incised on the shouider ana rather than the neck, although 

the two may be closely related. Zeidler and SutW(l994:lI4-115, Figure 72e) illustrate au 

independent restncted vessel, belonging to their Tabuchila 2, decorated on the interior of 

the rim with a red paint horizontal band and on the extexor neck and shoulder with 

incision. Aithough this vesse1 is similar it is mt identical to those fiom the OMJPLP-141C 

collection. The vessel i l l m e d  fkom San Isidro lacks red païnt on the exterior shoulder 

and the incision occurs in a ciiffirent design and on the neck as weU as the shoulder. 

Independent restricted vessels decorated with red paint are a hallmark of h t e  

Formative Period ceramic collections and WNally dI ofthe collections reported on contain 

this pattern of fom and decoration in some guise. It appears that independent teStTicted 

vessels decorated in the interior rim with red paint and on the exterior shoulder with one or 

two red paint horizontal bands are the most common. This pattern probably has its origin 

in the Machalilla independent restricted vessel dacorated with red paiat such as îhose 

illustrated by Lippi (1983~260, Figure 59, bottom two independent nstricted rims; 292, 

Figue 77). 

Bischof (1982 [1971]: 143, Figure 2f; 147, Figure 3j, 151, Figure 4f) illusûates 

independent resûicted vessels decorated with red paint horizontal bands for both his Early 

Engoroy and Middle Engoroy pend. The two early versions appear to be dewmted on 

the interior of the rim with two horizontal red paint bands and on the exterior shoulder with 

one red horizontal band. The Middle Engoroy version is decomtecl on the interior rim with 

one red horizontal band, a d  on the exterior neck and exterior shoulder with one red paint 

horizontal band each. The Eariy Engoroy versions have in one case longer and in both 
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cases more everted rims then does the iIlustmted Middle Engmy vessel. 'Lhc Lete 

Engoroy version illu9traied by Bischof (1982 [1971]: 153, Figure 5g) wiU be discussed 

below with the Loma Alta coilection in Cbapter 6. 

Aleto (1 988) iliustfates a number of independent restricted vessels decorated with 

red paint horizontal ban&. 'Ihe vessel forms range h m  tell mcked vessels (Alao 1988: 

233, Figure 620a), to wide mouth squat vessels (Aleîo 1988: 237, Figure 6.23); to quite 

n m w  necked vessels (Aleto 1988235, Figure 6.22)). The interior of the rims h m  the 

illustrations appear to be decorated with one, two or thne horizontal r d  bands and the 

exterior shoulders are decorated with a single horizontal red band Two of these vessels in 

the Bellavista assemblage have lobed rims (Aleto 1988:336, Figure 6.92a and 232, Figure 

6. lgc), a feature not seen in other collections. Aleto (1988230) states that such vessels 

were of little value to him for seriation purposes. 

Zedefio (1994) also d e s m i s  and illustrates independent restricted vesseis sharing a 

similar pattern of form and decoration. Her independent restncted vessel forms 15a and 

15b (Zedeiio 1994: Figure 25,26 and 27) are decorated on the intenor rim with red 

horizontal bands (the number of bands is not specined) and on the exterior of the body with 

a red horizontal band (ZedeW 1994: 1 1 5-1 16). In addition several rims belonging to her 

forms 15a and 15b are decorated on the interior of the rim with both recl and white slip 

(Zedeiio 1994A16). The use of white slip on such independent restricted Rms has not k n  

reported at other Late Formative P d  sites. 

Simmons (1970) also iliustrates and describes a number of independent restricted 

vessels simila. to those described above belonging to his Engoroy Poiished Red Type (La 

Libertad and Mottled Red Varieties) (Figure 57d) and Engomy Red-on-Brown Type 

(severai varieties) (Figure 64c-e, 65% 66). Simmons (WO:2S 1) notes that these Engoroy 

Red-on-Brown vessels an found thn,ughout his Engoroy sequence. 

The combination of independent restricted vessels with red paint decoration, 

especiaily horizontal bands on the interior ofthe rim and exterior of the shoulder, seems to 

be a hrllmark of the Late Formative P e n d  This pattern of form and decoration se- to 
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occm in ahoa all Late Formative Period ceramic coUections and throughout almost ail of 

the Late Formative P e r i d  

Another point of interest in the OMJPLP441C ceramic collection i s  ths presence of 

iridescent paht on independent restricted nmS. Iridescent paht ir fomd on only tbree 

independent restricted rim sherds in the OMJPLP-141C coktion, ail of which are fiom 

Level5 and ail t h e  of which possess square iips. It would be interesthg to h o w  ifa 

larger sample size of independent nstncted rims fiom Leve14 would have produced any 

rims decorated with iridescent paint 

There are three independent restrîcted rims in Level6/7 which are unique to the 

OMJPLP441C collection and do not M comfortably into any of the defined vessel forms 

(Figure 5.64). The first (Figure 5.64a) combines the exterior beaded Lip mode with the 

everted rùn mode, the tall, smoothly curved mteriot angie neck sub-mode and the hi& 

smoothly cmed shouider mode. It is composed of paste Mode B that is partidy oxidized 

and it has a rim diameter of 16 cm. The interior and exterior SZltfaces are fÏnished with 

polishing and it is decorated on the iip with two incised lines and appliqyé nubbins. 

The second unique rim (Figure 5.64b) combines the square iip mode, the everted 

rim mode with a very tall, sharp interior angle neck mode. It is also composed of paste 

Mode B and is surnice oxidized. The rim diameter is only 8 cm. Both the d c e s  are 

polished and it is decorated on the exterior of the neck with an appliqué fillet and red paint 

to the corner of the neck and on the interior with vertical red paint bands below the interior 

neck angle. Although this rim is unique there are two neck sherds which appeat to derive 

fiom a similar form and are decorated with an appliqué met on the exterior and vertical 

paint bands below the interior neck angle (Figure 5.65). Although one of the sherds may be 

fiom the same vessel as the r i a  the second, decorated with black paint, clearly is not. 

The thkd unique independent restricted rim is fiom Level5. This is a rim of a very 

small vesse1 composed of the round lip mode and the everted rim mode combimd with the 

short, smooth interior angle neck mode and the low, munded shoulder mode (Figure 5 .64~ ) .  

The vessel appears to have a rounded base. The rim is composed of paste Mode B and was 

reduced. The rim bas a diameter of 6 cm and the interior and exterior s d c e s  were 



Figure 5.64. OMJPLP-141C Unique Independent Restricted Rims. 
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Figure 5.65. OM3PLP-141C Neck Sherds. 
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finished with smoothing and polishmg. It is possible thM this v e d  is sirnilar to those 

featurrd in Lathrap, Collier and Chandra (I975:46 and 102, items 436,453 and 459, and 

may have fîmctioned as a Lime pot. 

P d p s  one of the most distinctive, and fàmous, vessel forms in Late Formative 

ceramic collections is the spout and strap handle whistling bonle. Lathrap, Collier and 

Chandra (1975) illustrate many of these vesseis. Aithougb spout and strap whistling bottles 

are weU known fiom museum coiiections there are few examples h m  watmiied 

archaeologically excavateci conte-. In the OMJPLP-141C coiiection spout and strap 

handle whistling bonles are a very smd, but constant and conspicwus part of the 

collection. 

In the coliection there is only one example of the spout tim of a spout and strap 

hande whistling bonle. The rim, iliusftafed in Figrne 5.66, is h m  Level4. It is composed 

of oxidized paste Mode A. The everted rim has a diameter of 3 cm and the sherd had a 

maximum thickness of 0.5 cm and a minimum thickness of 0.3 cm. The interior h c e  is 

polished on the rim and mioothed below this and the exterior surface is finished with the 

high gloss polishing sub-mode. A portion of a spout was also r e c o v d  h m  Levei 4 

(Figure 5.67). The spout M e n t  is composed of sirrface oxidized paste Mode B and 

ranges fiom 0.3 to 0.8 cm thick The interior surnlce is smwthed with figer marks on it 

and the exterior surfâce is smudged and finished with the high gloss polishing sub-mode. 

The bottom portion of the spout is not finished and is the part that fits into the top of the 

vessel where the spout is attached to the body. 

There are a total of nine handles from spout and strap handle whistling bottla in the 

OUTPLP- 14 1C collection; one fiom Level4, tbree nOm b e l  5 and five h m  Level6/7. 

These handles are ihstrated in Figure 5.68. These handles are ail composed of the finer 

pastes, Mode A or B, and al1 modes of firing are present. The interiors of the vessels are 

finished with smoothing and wiping and the exteriors of the vessels were finished with 

polishing, in several cases with the high gioss polishing submode. Two ofthe handles are 

still attached to the top of the vesse1 (Figure 5.68). These vessels are smuàged on the 

exterior and are decorated on the body with engraving. Frequentiy the eagraving occurs 
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Figure 5.68. OMJPLP- 1 4 1 C Spout-and-strap Whistling Bottles, Haoclie Fragments. 
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in zones of closely spaced p@eI h e s  outlined, or zona& with otha engravai hes. 

These sherds are probably deriveci nom vessek very similsr to the ones iiiustrated in 

Lathrap, Collier and Chancira (1975:34, Figure 35, item 28 1 and item 280). 

The bases of the handies are hquetltly emkiIished in one of two ways. The fint is 

a modeled raised triangle king upwards on the exterior base of the handle (Figure 5.68). 

Within the triangie are the two, and in one case one. exit holes for the M e .  The second 

form of embeuishment is fomd on only one hancile h m  Level6/7 and involves the 

attachment of a lump of clay to form a large protnidiag nub at the base of the hande wheie 

the whistiing holes are (Figure 5.68). 

Severai of these handles were x-rayed at the Clinica S a ~ a  Ana in Cuenca, Ecuador 

to help determine the method of whistie constmction. AU the handles x-rayed appear to 

have been constmcted in a similar fanhion with some minor variations. A smaU hoUow bal1 

of clay with a hole in it is placed in the base ofthe tiandle* One or two holes Nnnmg fiom 

the extenor of the handle to the intmor of the vessel are made that nm right by the hole in 

the srnail hoiiow bal1 of clay. When liquid is poured into or out of the vessel air is forced 

in or out of the one or two smali holes past the opening in the srna11 holiow bali of clay 

creating a whistling sound 

It is quite likely that many of the body sherds in Levels 4 5 and 6/7 were derived 

from spout and strap handle whistiing bottles. A number of them are illustnited in Figure 

5.69. All of these sherds are composed of the finer pastes, Mode A and By and aii firing 

modes are represented The majority of the sherds are 0 2  to 0.5 cm thick. The interior 

surfaces of them are smoothed or wiped and the exterior siirfaces are polished. In many 

cases the high gloss polishing submde is pmsent. The exterior sinfàces are kquently 

smudged and many are decorated with engraving, iridescent paint bands and dots'or a 

combination of the above. Thm are severai instances of zoned iridescent paht whm the 

area of iridescent paint, usually a band, is outlined with engraved iines. The majority of 

these body sherds are very small and it is impossible to discuss the fidi design layouts on 

these botties. It is also cüfficult to say what the specific vessel forms were that these sberds 

aie fkom or what part of the vessel they derive fiom, but it is iikely that they are k m  
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vesse& similar to the ones iiiustrated in h î h p s  Collier and Chandra (197534 Figue 35, 

item 28 1,54 Figure 76, item 322 aad 87 items 279 and 280). 

Figure 5.70 flustrates a sherd fkom Ltvel4 that is probably the top part of a bottie, 

but the specifïc form is not known. This piece is intriguing for two reasons. The first is 

that the sherd is composed of a paste quite different h n  the paste modes of the rest of the 

collection. The paste has a texture simiIar to that of paste Mode B, but the inclusions 

include a large amornt of micaceous maîerial not seen in o t k  sherds. 1t is also quite a bit 

grittier than the other pastes h m  the site. 'Ihe piece is pertially oxidized and has a 

maximum thickness of 0.6 cm and a minimum thickness of 0.4 cm. The shed appears to 

be fiom the top part of a bottie representing the neck and top of the vessel. The ne& is 

quite tail, and the top overhangs the neck and is scalioped around the edge. Thensecond 

factor that makes this sherd intriguing is that it is decorated on the top area with red paint, 

on the neck area with thick cream paint (1 OYRW4 on the Munseii chart) and has more red 

paint below this. This is the ody sherd fiom the OMJPLP-141C coiiection that possesses 

this thick cream slip. Based on both the paste and the crearn siip 1 believe this sherd is not 

locaiiy produced, but I have no suggestion as to its origin point 1 could find no similar 

piece in the Late Formative Period literature. 

Decorated Body Sherds 

In the OMJPLP-141C collection there are a few decorative technique and element 

modes which are found on body sheds, but not on aay rim sherds. The vessel forms h m  

which these sherds are derived is not known. 

The most common decorative technique on the body sherds is red paint. As 

discussed above it is quite lilcely that meny of the sherds with mi paint bands on the 

extenor were derived 60m the shoulders of independent restticted vessels. There are a 

number of body sherds decorated on the exterior with thin red paint h à s ,  some ofwhich 

form cross-hatch, chevron and other patterns Figure 5.71). These sherds are only found in 

Levels 5 and 617. Similar sherds are d e s c r i i  but not illustrated, by Simmons (1970:296- 

298). He beiieves that they are Wrely related to similarly decorated WhaElla sheds 

(Simmons 1 SVO:297). 



Figure 5.71. OMJPLP-141C Body S h e d  withThbRedPaint Bands. 

Figure 5.72. OMPLP441C Body Sherd with R d  and Black Painteci Zones. 
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There is one body shed in the coileaion, h m  M 5 ,  that is âecorafcd in d atnd 

black painted zones that are sqmated with incision (Figure 5.72). Bischof (1982 

[1971]: 145-149; 143, Figure 2d) reports on a single shed of zoned black on red, which he 

places in his Early Engoroy. Evans and Meggers (1957:237-238, Figure 2i) also austrate a 

single sherd of mned black and red, a decorative technique which they state is limiteci to 

the Ch0~efa period h a later report Evans and Me- (1982 119711: 122-123) desmi 

Choneni Zoned Red and Black as one of the Chorma period types that is characteristic of 

ai l  three of the sites used in their study: R-B-1, La Chorrera; G-D-8, Raupe; and 0-48, 

Ayangue. Sherds decorated with zoned black and red paint do occasionally appear on many 

Late Formative Period sites. Their numbers, however, are usuaiiy so low that linle can be 

said of their position in the Late Fonnative Period sepence, or oftheir regional 

importance. 

Line bumishing is a decorative technique that is found ody on body sherds in the 

OMJPLP- 14 1 C coilection. The form of the vesseis that this decorative technique occurs on 

is not known, although with three exceptions it always occurs on the interior of the sherds. 

Figure 5.73 illustrates an example of sherds decorated with line biimishmg. This 

decorative technique occurs in all the levels, Level4,5 and 6/7. Evans and Meggers 

(1957237; 238, Figure 2m) illustrate and des* h e  bumishing as a decorative technique 

fomd fkequently in Chorrera and also in the Tejar period Later Evans and Meggers (1982 

[l97 11: 123, Figure 3k, 31 and 3m) describe Chomra Bumished on Smooth and Cboneta 

Bumished on Polish as two types characteristic of aii three sites included in their study with 

Late Formative Period components. Sirnmons (1970: 184-188) describes and illustrates 

what he calls Engoroy Pattern Bumish. Simmons (1970: 186) found this type in Machaidia 

levels through to the beginning of Middle Engoroy and States that it is a good Early 

Engoroy marker. 

There are h e  body sherds which are decorateà on the exterior with red pahî aud 

very wide, deep, curved incised lines (Figure 5.76). There is one of tbese sherds in Level4 

and two in Level S. AU three of the sherds are composed of paste Mode B and are 0.6 cm 



Figure 5.7 3. OMJPLP-14 1C Body Sheds with Line Burnisbulg. 

Figure 5.75. OMJPLP441C Body Sherd 
with Negative Black Paint 

Figure 5.74. OMJPLP441C Body Sherds 
with Red Paint and Incision. 
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tbick The interior of the sherds are w i i  or smoothed and the exterior srirf8ces are 

smoothed. 1 bave not seen any similar &et& iiiastrated in tbe litenmne. 

There is a single sherd, fiom Level5, decorated on the intexior with negative black 

paint (Figure 5.75). The shed is very iikely h m  an ULVeSfTicted vessel and has an amuîar 

base attachment area on the exterior. The sherd is composed of reduced paste Mode B, has 

polished &es (the exterior of the vesse1 that is inside the annuiar base is f?nished with 

wiping) and is between 0.6 and 0.3 cm thick. The exterior surfàce outside of the annuiar 

base is decorated with red slip. 

Negative paint is a characteristic mentioned by Evans and Meggers (1957:240) as 

beginning in the Chorna period, but becoming most popuiar in the Tejar period. Sirnmons 

(1 970) desmis one type, Engoroy Negative, that is decorated with black negative 

painting. One of the varieties, Engoroy, appears early in his sequence at the same time as 

iridescent paint and continws mtil the end ofhis Middle Engoroy (Simmons 1970: 178). 

The second varietyy T h e  Colour, dthough very small in number is restricted to the middle 

of Simmom' Middle Engoroy (Simmom 1970: 182). In the Bellavista ceramic coilection 

described by Aleto (1988) there is quite a large amount of negative painted material. 

Negative painting on its own is not chronologidy signifiant and appears in both his 

BeUavista 1 and II sub-phases (Aleto 1988). He does, however, List a number of negative 

pauited decorative elements which are chronologically siguifïcant (Le. BeUavista 1 and II 

markers) and a number that are chroaologidy insignifiant or arnbiguous (Aleto 

1988:3 84-386). Unfortunately, the piece h m  OMJPLP-141 C is not large enough to have 

enough of the design statement to aliow me to compare it to Aleto's se~uence. 

Thtee sherds fiom Level6/7 are unique to the site, but similar to each other. The 

two sherds iliustrated in Figure 5 -76 are composed of oxidized paste Mode B, are 0.5 cm 

thick and smoothed on the imenor sinface and polished on the exterior d e .  The sherds 

are decorated on the extenor with red and black paint in very distinctive desim. 

Geometric areas of red paint were oirtlined with very thin lims of black paint and in one 

case the lines of black created a cross. The shed illustrateci in Figure 5.77 was composed 

of oxidized paste Mode A, is 0.6 cm thick and is smwthed on the interior surface and 



Figure 5.76. OMJPLP441C Body Sberds with Red a d  Biack Paint 

O 

Figure 5.77. OMJPLP-141C Body Shed with Red, White and Biack Paint. 
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polished on the exterior* The decoration on the e-rior of the shed coosists of geometric 

zones of red, whae and blacL paint scparated h m  each 0th- with Liaes of  en^^ 
These sherds are imüke any others at the site and it is quitt possibIe that they were not 

produced locally, although again their point of origin is not known. 1 have not been able to 

Iocate any similar sherds in the fiterature. 

A modeled head of an animal, possibly a bird, is fomd in Level4 (Figure 5.78). 

The piece has broken off fiom a larger object. nie head is composed of sdkce oxidized 

paste Mode A and the exterior is hished with the high gloss polishùig sub-mode and is 

decorated with red slip. The mouth of the mature is executed in incision and there are four 

areas that appear to be attachment areas, possibly for appiiqui nubbins. Two of the 

attachent areas are positioned where the eyes shodd be and the other two may be where 

the ears were. A similar anmial figurine, k m  La Ponga, is illustrateci by Estrada (1958:72, 

Figure No. 37,2). BushneIl(195 1 53, Figure 19 a and j) also illustrates similar figurines, 

fiom La Libertad and GuangaIa, which he believes are derived fiorn whistles and flutes. 

Bases 

Annular base fkgments were quite numerous in the OlWPLP441C coliection. A 

total of 60 annuiar base sherds were identifid and another 15 body sherds had iileas where 

annular bases had k e n  attached Of these 37 of the bases and 3 of the body sherds with 

attachments are fiom Level4. Level5 has 18 annular bases and 11 base attachent sherds. 

Level6/7 has only 5 bases and 1 base attachment. It is clear h m  these figures that 

annular bases become more numerous thtough time. Figure 5.79 illustrates an exampIe of 

the annular bases fiom all three proveniences. The annular bases b m  Level4 appear to be 

more variable in terms of height, aWough whether this is a real trend or a hc t ion  of the 

larger sample sue nom this level is not clear. 

Figure 5.80 illustrates the diameters of the afltldar bases h m  the OMJPLP-141C 

collection. The vast majority of the bases have diameters between 12 and 20 cm, with a 

peak at 18 cm, probably indicating the existence of a single sïze mode in this range. 

The vast majority of the m d a r  bases are composed of paste Mode B (n=50), 

although there are some instances of paste Mode A (n=5)and paste Mode C ( ~ 5 ) .  Of the 
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Figure 5.78. OMJPLP441C MDdclld H d  of an Animai. 
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Figure 5.79. OMJPLP441C Annular Bases. 
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Figure 5.80. OMJPLP441C h u i a r  Base Diameters in cm. 

15 body sheds with base attachments 1 1 are composed of paste Mode B, one of paste 

Mode A and four of paste Mode C. AU firing modes are represented The interior of the 

vessels and the exterior of the vessels and annular bases are finished with smwthing and 

polishihg, in three cases they are nnished with the high @ o s  poliskg sub-mode. The 

interior surfaces of the annular bases are f?aished with smoothing, wiping or scraping. k 

many cases it is clear that the interiors of the bases wexe finished in a cimilar motion as the 

wiphg and scraping marks attest. 

The most fiequent form ofdecoration of both the mnular bases and the sheds with 

base attachments, is red slip applied to the exterior of the vessel and the annuiar base 

( ~ 3 9 ) .  The *or of the base is never decorated. The interiors of the vesseis are 

decorated with smudge (n=14), red slip ( ~ 3 )  and iridescent paint ( ~ 5 ) .  The two sheràs in 

which it is possible to make out the design of the iridescent paint are ïilustrated in Figure 

5.79, a and b. There are also two annular bases with incised horizontal lines d g  

around the exterior of the base. 

The fkagmentary nithire of the OMJPLP-141C collection has meant that it is 

difficult to Say with certainty which vessel fomis possesseci annular bases, as no vessels 

were recovered with a rim attached to an atltlular base. However, based on paste and 

decorative techniques it is possible to make sorne suggestions. It is most Wely tbat some 

vessels fiom the groups of Vesse1 Fomis #1, #2, #5 and #6 possessed aunulm bases, as 

these are the vessel forms that are most hquently composed of the fïner pastes (Modes A 
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and B) and with ted siip on the extcrior and srnuâge and iridescent cm the 

interior. These vessel forms, particuiarly h m  the group of Vesse1 Forms #5 and #6, like 

the mular bases, also becorne more numaous in the upper Levels 4 and 5. This does not, 

however, exclude other vessel f o m  h m  the possibility of having annular bases. 

Anndar bases are known fiam ail Late Formative Period ceramic collections and 

are nequently cited as one of the general fegtures of the @cd Evans and Meggm 

(1 957:24O) very early in their msearch realized that amuiar bowis were very common m 

theïr Late Formative Period materiai h m  the Guayas Basin. Bischof (1982 [1971]) 

illustrates various forms of simple and composite mmtricttcd vesseis with annuiar bases 

for both his Eady and Middle Engoroy. 

In the Bellavista collection Aieto (1988:384) concluded that vessels with interiorly 

thickened rims and anniiiar bases were a Bellavista II: market. Mer vessels with annuiar 

bases, those with romded or beveled rims or stepped interior siirfaces, were 

chronologically insignificant or ambiguous (Aieto 1988:385). Simmons (1 970) does not 

discuss annular bases as a separate characteristic, but seveal of his types (most commonly 

Guangala Sombre and La Libertad Soit Red Smudged) do have severai annular base 

hgments Uustrated (Figures 73 and 78). It would appear that in the La Carolina collection 

annuiar bases occur throughout the sequence. ZedeÏio (1994) ülustrates four differmt 

simple and composite urnestricteci and one dependent restticted vessel form h m  the Paon 

del Rio collection that have annular bases. 1 believe that annuiar bases alone are not good 

chronologicai markers for temporal divisions within the Late Formative Period sequence. 

There are eight flat base hgments idensed in the coilectiot~ The smail number of 

flat base fragments most likely indicates that the vast majonty ofvessels in this collection 

possessed the roimded ta slightly flattened base mode and that the fragments of these bases 

(with the absence of wear) would have been very niff;cult to distinguish fiom other body 

sheds. A sample of the flat base sheds are Uusaated in Figure 5-81. It is ciifficuit to 

suggest fiom what vessel form these bases are deriwé It is likeiy that at least two of the 

bases are fkom the spout and stmp handle whistliog bottles described above. Both of these 

bases are composed of paste Mode A, are f?nished on the exterior 
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with the high gloss polishiag sub-mode and are decorated on the exterior with hohntal 

engraved h e s .  

Summary of the OM;JPLP-l41C Ceramic Coiiectîon 

The ceramics h m  OMJPLP-141C Levek 4,s and 617 can best be describeci as an 

example of an Early Late Formative Period collection.. It is possible that some ofthe 

ceramic material h m  Level4 of the OMJPLP-141C collection may klong to the Middle 

portion of  the Late Formative Period. The Early placement of this collection in the Late 

Formative Period is supported by both the tadiocatbon dates available for the excavations 

and by cornparisons of the ceramics with other collections, most notably Bischof s sturiy of 

the Palma. coiiectkm. Figure 5.82 illustrates the most common (those represented by five 

or more rims) vesse1 forms which occur in the OMJPLP-141C ceramic collection. 

According to Bischof (1982 [197 11 : 163, Figure 8) Early Engoroy dates 

approximately to between 900 and 600 B.C.. The five dates available h m  Levels 4,s and 

6/7 aii fit into this the  period (the dates of the OUIPLP-141C excavation are given in 

Chapter 2 and Chapter 3). The later date nom Level4,640 +/- 170 BC, supports the idea 

that this Ievel is at the border between Bischof s Early and Middle Engoroy. As will be 

discussed below in Chapter 6, this level may be contemporary with some ofthe Late 

Formative Period contexts at Loma Alta. It would certaidy appear that much of the 

material fiom Levels 4,5 and 617 are more or less contemporary with Bischof's Eariy 

Engoroy material fkom Palmar. 

The best temporal indicators among the ceramics fiom the OMJPLP- 14 1C 

collection are found in the unrestncted vesseis. Most notable are the grouping of Vessel 

Fom $5 and #6 rims decorated with iridescent paint, which 1 have nick-named '%wn 

bowls", and the grouping of Vessel Form #1 and #2 rims with square lips and iridescent 

paint on the interior, which 1 have nick-named ''mirror bowls". Also distinctive of the 

assemblage are the Vessel Fonn #12 rims decorated with red horizontal bands on the 

exterior above the basai angle and independent restricted rims decorated on the interior 

nms and exterior shoulder with red paint horizontal bauds. 
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Figure 5.82. OMJPLP-141C Common Vessd Forms. 
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Tt may be possible to sub-divide the OM3PLP-141C collection mt0 two tirne 

periods. The eariy, part represented by the Level6/7 m a l ,  which is somewhat ciiffietent 

than the later materiai in Levels 4 and 5. The materiai k m  LeveL 617 contains mote 

feaîures denved b m  late MachalilIa snch as exterior beaded lips, appliqu6 nubbins, 

dependent restncted vessels and a low number of sheds decorated with iridescent paht. 

Vesse1 Form #7 is comparatively more popular in LeML 617 that it is in Leveis 4 and 5. On 

the other hand, Levels 4 and 5 contain more of the typical E d y  Engomy fom, such as the 

"brown bowls" and "mllror bowls", and much higher numkr of sheds decomtecl with 

iridescent paint which occiirs on a much wider variety of vessel fonns and in a much wider 

variety of decorative elements. 

The argumat that the OMJPLP441C collection is contemporaxy, for the most part, 

with Early Engoroy is also supported by negative evidence, or the features that do not occur 

in the collection. These feahies will be discussed in more detail in the following chapters, 

but an example of such feanins are straight, hollow vessel supports, notched flanges on the 

exterior of unrestricted vessels and the step lip modes. 

One of the strange aspects of the OMJPLP-I4IC coliection is the lack of Later Late 

Formative Period ceramic material in the excavation. Level4, an Early to Middle Late 

Formative Penod level, is superimposed by a level containing a char Gusngala occupation, 

but there is no intervening material. There rnay be several explanations for this. The 

explanation 1 fàvour is that this particular midden area was not in use d h g  the Lata Late 

Formative Period. It would be int-g to know, then, where the Later Late Formative 

Period material is if not in the area of OMJPLP-141C and what this materiai would look 

like from this area of the coast. 
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CHAPTER SIX 

TEE LATE FORMATIVE PERIOD CERAMICS F'ROM LOMA GLTA 

(OGS--182). 

Introduction 

The ceramic collection fiom Loma Alta used in this study is composecl of a total of 

5 1 13 sherds and of these there are approximately 2430 rims identifiable to vessel fom. 

Although the collection is not the Iargest in terms of absolute number of sherds (OMJPLP- 

14 1 C has a total of 6324 sherds), Loma Alta does have more rim sherds than any of the 

other sites by a very large margin. The much larger sample size of the Loma Alta rims 

should be kept in mind when cornparisons are made. As was explainecl above in Chapter 3, 

not all of the Late Formative Period ceramies excavated at Loma Alta were retumed to 

Canada. Many of the plain body sherds remained in Ecuador, and this is why the ratio of 

rim sherds to total number of sherds is so high for this collection. 

The archaeological context of the Loma Alta ceramics is describecl in Chapter 3. 

The majority of the sherds inciuded in thu shidy were recovered h m  t h .  large 

excavations, NI74 E142, N146 El 39 and Unit D. The three excavations may not be 

completely contemporary. The archaeological contexts and the ceramic material indicate 

that the lower levels of NI 74 E 142 (see Figure 3.10) probably predate most of the N146 

E 139 excavation and al1 of the Unit D excavation. The temporal relationship between the 

lower levels of the NI46 El39 excavation and the lower N174 El42 contexts is diffIcdt to 

determine, as is the temporal relationship between the upper levels of NI74 El42 and the 

N 146 E 139 excavations. The upper levels of the N146 E 139 excavation and Unit D do 

appear to be at lest partially contemporaneous. The ceramic evidence of these 

chronologicd arguments is detailed in the vessel form category summaries and the L m  

Alta site summary below. 

The Loma Alta ceramic collection provides a very large sample of Late Formative 

Penod ceramics fiom secure archaeological contexts. The Loma Alta ceramic collection 
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also provides an example of an inland Late F o d v e  Period site. As we& the colleaion 

provides an opportunity to discuss the chmnologicai changes whkh occumd during the 

Late Formative Period. 

Simple Uorestricted VesseIs 

There are 1009 rims in the LOIM Alta coiiection that were assigned to the simple 

unrestricted vessel fiomis. The simple unrestrïcted rims at Loma Aita include; Vessel 

Foms #1,#1a,#lb9#2,82a,#3,#4,X19,and#I9b. 

Vessel Form #1. $1 a and #l b 

There are more rims assigned to Vessel Fonn #1 in the Loma Alta collection tban 

any other vessel form. There are a total of 447 Vessd Form #1 iims (Figure 5.1), and 

another 70 rims were assigned to Vessel Form #la (Figpre 5.1) ' . Vessel Fonn #I b has 1 3 

rims assigned to it and will be desmibed below. 

h the Loma AIta collection there are four Vessel Form #1 rims with intact bases. 

Three of these are annuiar bases and the fourth is a straight, hollow leg. The majority of the 

Vessel Form ff 1 vessels, though, probably had flattened to sIightly rounded base form. 

Vessels with straight, holiow legs more than likely would have had tripod supports. Such 

vessels have been iilustrated for Late Formative Penod coilections (Bischof 1982 

[ 1 97 1 ] : 1 5 1, Figure 4c; Marcos and Norton 198 1 : 150). One rim assigned to Vessel Form 

# 1 a has an intact a ~ u l a r  base. Similar to Vessel Form #1, the majority of Vessel Fom #la 

vessels also probably had the flattened to slightly rounded base form. It is also probable 

that some Vessel Fom #la vessels would have had straight, hollow tripod supports. 

Vessel F o m  # 1 and #la have a wide range of lip forms. Vessel Fonn #1 rims 

possess 1 1 different modes, although the vast majority of the lips ak rounded ( ~ 2 4 0 ) .  The 

second most popular lip mode for Vessel Form #1 is a square lip (nqi), foilowed by the 

long step lip (~63). ûther lip modes present in fewer numbers are interior thickened 

(n=i 5),  short step Lip (n=12), extenor beaded lip (n=8), interior beveled lip (n=7), long 

- 

Most of the vessel forms in the Loma Aita collection have been descrï'bed above. Vessel F o m  # 1, #la, 
#2, #2a, #3, #4. #5, #5a, #Sb, #6, #6a, #6b, #7, #7, #7a, #8, #9, #9a, #IO, #10a, #Il, #l lb, #12, #I3, #14, 
#14& #15,#16, #l6a, #l7, #17a, #18 and#18a are descriibedinchapter 5 on the OMJPLP-141C coUection. 
Vessel Forms # 1 b, # 1 Sb, # 1 Sa, # 1 Sb and # 16c will be descri'bed in the appropriate vesse1 form category 
section of this chapter. 
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angie lip (n=4), exterior beveled iip (n=3), square expanded lip(n=2) and double sep Iip 

( ~ 2 ) .  Vessel Form #la rims possess nine Merent lip modes, but again romded lips 

dominate ( ~ 3 6 ) .  Interior thickened lips are the second most numerou (11=12)~ followed 

by short step Iip ( ~ 8 )  and long step lip (n=7). ûther lips modes occiirred as ody single 

examples; square expanded lip (n=3), square lip (n=l), exterior beadcd lip (n=l), interior 

beveled lip (rH), and exterior kveled lip ( ~ 1 ) .  

Vesse1 Form #l b is a vessel fom unique to the Loma Alta collection in this d y Y  

Vessel Forrn #I b has a form identical to that of Vessel Form #1, but has an elaborated 

extenor rim. The eiaboration takes the fonn of an exterior thickened rim with protnding 

basal corner that can be smooth or angied (Figure 5.1). In some respects Vessel Form #l b 

is simifar to Vesse1 Fom #3, but the basal angle is not always shaiply angied Vessel Fom 

gl b is dso s i d a r  to Vesse1 Forms fC12 and #13, but it is an unrestricted fonn. The base 

form of Vessel Form #I b is unlcnown. AU but one of the rims assigned to Vessel Fomi # I b 

possess the rounded lip form, the one exception has the e h o r  beaded lip mode. 

Most of the rims assigned to Vessel Fonns #1, #la and #Ib are composed of the 

ber pastes (Modes A, B and E). The rnajority of Vessel Fom #1 rims were composed of 

paste Mode A ( ~ 2 8 9 )  and many are composed of paste Mode B (n--92). Some Vessel 

Form # 1 rims, however, are composed of the coarser paste Mode C (n=57) and paste Mode 

D ( ~ 8 ) .  Vessel Form #Ia rims are composed of paste Mode A (n=42), Mode B (n=13), 

Mode C (n=13), Mode D (n=l) and Mode E (n=l). The majority of Vesse1 Form #lb rims 

are composed of paste Mode B (n=9), although paste Modes A ( ~ 3 )  and C (n=l) are also 

represented. In al1 three cases, Vessel Form # 1, #la and #l b, al l  the firing modes are 

present. 

Table 6.1 lists the thiclmess ofthe vessel forms at Lama Aita. The table gives the 

number of rims assigned to each vessel form, the minimum and maximum thickness 

recorded for each vessel form, the average of the maximum thîckness recorded and the 

average of the minimum thiclmess recorded As Table 6.1 illustzates there is liale 

meaningful variation in the average maximum and minimum thickness of the various vessel 

forms- 



Table 6.1. Loma Alta Vessel Form Thickness in cm. 
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range and it appears to be a singie size mode. Thae may be a second iarger, but less 

fiequent, mode at 34 cm and the singie rim at 44 cm may represent an even larger mode. 

R L a D i a r m  

Figure 6.1 Loma Alta Vessel Form #1 R i .  Diameters in cm. 

The rim diameters for Vessel Fonn #la are iilustrated in Figure 6 2 .  The range of 

diameters ME from 12 to 40 cm with the majority of the rims falling in the 22 to 28 cm 

range. The single rim at 40 cm may represent a larger size mode. 

RMDiPnmcr 

Figure 62 .  Loma Alta Vessel Form #la Rim Diameters in cm. 

Rims assigned to Vessel Form #lb have a range in diameter fiom 12 to 30 cm 

(Figure 6.3). The rims cluster between 16 and 24 cm, with a peak at 18 cm, and this range 

appears to be one size mode. 

The interior surfiaces of Vessel Fonn #1 are finished with scraping, wiping, 

smoothing and poiishing. h 22 cases the polishing on the interior of Vessel Form #1 is the 
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Figure 6.4. Loma Alta V e d  Fom #1 Rims. 
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Figure 6.3. Loma Alta Vessel Form #lb Rim Diameters in cm. 

hi& gloss sub-mode. The extenor sUTfàces of Vessel Fonn #1 are finished with scraping, 

wiping, smoothing and polishulg, which in one case is the high gloss polishing submode. 

The interior surfaces of rims assigned to Vesse1 Form #1 a are nnished with wiping, 

smoothing and polishing. There are three cases of the high gloss polishing submode. The 

exterior surfaces of Vessel Fom t 1 a are finished with scraping, wiping, smoothing and 

poiïshing. In ail cases the interior surfaces of rims assigned to Vessel Fom #l b are 

finished with poiishing and the exterior surfaces are Gnished with smoothing and polishing. 

Of the 447 rims assigned to Vessel Form #1399 of them are decorated in some 

mamer. The decorative techniques applied to Vessel Fom #1 rims are red slip, smudge, 

red paint, iridescent paint, cream paint, incision, engraving, appliqué mets, appliqué 

nubbins, appliqué lugs, nicking, notching, bossing, modeied lobing, figer indentations, and 

c h g .  The painted decorative elements are a band, a horizontal band, a vertical band, a 

diagonal band, a curved band, an oval, a dot, a trapezoid and an area of unknown shape. 

The incised elements are a horizontal line and a wavy line and the engraved elements 

include a horizontal he, a vertical lùie and a diagonal he. The decoration is appiied to 

the following fields; the interior and exterior of the vessel, the interior rim, the exterior rim, 

the interior bottom, the tip and the appliqué fillet. Table 6.2 illustrates the relationship of 

the decorative techniques and elements to the fields they occur in. An example of Vessel 

Fonn $1 rims are shown in Figure 6.4. 



Table 6.2. Loma Aita Vesse1 Form #1 Location of Decorative Techniques and Elements in 
Decorative Fields. 
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Only seven of the 70 rims assïgned to Vessel Fom #la are undecoraîed. ihe 

decorative techniques used on Vessel Form #la include red siip, smudge, red paint, 

iridescent pain& incision, appliqué fillets, appliqué nubbuis, nickhg, notching and figer 

indentations. The paimed decorative elements are a horizontal band, a vertical band, a 

diagonal band, a curved band, a haifccUcle, an oval, a dot and an area ofuthown shape. 

The single incised element is a horizontal band. The fields of decoration on Vessel Form 

#la are the interior and exterior of the vessei, the interior of the rim, the lip and the 

appliqué fillet. The placement of the decorative techniques and elements in the fields of 

decoration in which they occur is shown in Table 6.3. Figure 6.5 illustrates an example of 

the Vesse1 Form $1 a Rims. 
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in Decorative Fields 
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Figure 6.5. Loma Alta Vesscl Fonn # 1 a Rims.. 
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AU of the 13 rims assigneci to Vessel Form #lb are decorated in some marmer. The 

decorative techniques used on Vessel Fom #Ib rirr red slip, nd pain& iridescent pain& 

black paint, cream paint, incision, appliqué Mets, nicking and notchbg. The two painted 

decorative elements are a horizontal band and a curved band The incised decorative 

elements are a horizontal line, a vertical Iuie and a diagonal Eue. The fields in which the 

decoration is applied are the interior and exterior of the vessel, the exterior rim, the exterior 

basal angle, the exterior below the basal angle, the üp and the appliqué fiilet. Table 6.4 

shows the fields of decoration in which the decorative techniques and elements are located. 

Figure 6.6 illustrates an example of the Vessel Fomr #I b rims. 

Table 6.4. Loma Alta Vessel Form #l b Location of Decorative Techniques and Elements 
in the Decorative Fields. 
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Figure 6.6. Loma Aita Vesse1 Form #I b Rims. 
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Vessel Form #2 and g2a 

h the Loma Alta collection 185 rims were assigned to Vessel Form #2 and 133 Nns 

were assigned to Vessel Fonn #2a (Figure 5.1). 

In the Lama Aita coilection thete are 18 Vesse1 Fonn #2 rims with intact annuiar 

bases or annular base attachent areas, There is also one Vessel Form #2a rim with an 

intact aanular base, dong with one rim with an intact soiid ieg and two rims with intact 

maight, hoilow legs. It is iikely that both Vessel Form #2 and #2a possessed annuLu bases, 

straight, hoilow tripod supports, straight, solid tripod supports, dong with the ubiquitous 

flattened to slightiy rounded b&e. 

Both Vessel Form #2 and #2a have a great deal of iip variation; Vessel Form #2 has 

10 lip modes and Vessel Form #2a has 12 Lip modes. Although there is a great deai of iip 

variation in Vessel Form #2 the majority of the rims possess the round iip mode (11448). 

Also present in smaller numbers were the following lip modes; short step (n=12), long step 

(n=9), double sep (n=5), square (II*), exterior beaded (n=2), interior thickened (n=2), 

triple step ( ~ 2 )  and square expanded ( ~ 1 ) .  There are a large number of Vessel Form #2a 

rims with rounded üps (n=35), but there are also a large number possessing the short step 

iip mode (n=41) and the double step lip mode (n=3 1). Also present on Vessel Fonn #2a 

r ims in srnalier numbers are the foilowing Iip modes; long step (n=6), triple step (n=6), 

square (n=4), interior thickened (n=4), quadruple step (n=3), exterior beaded (n= 1 ), square 

expanded (n= 1 ), quintuple step (n= 1). 

Almost ail of the Vessel Fonn #2 and #2a rims are composed of the fker paste 

modes. Of the 185 Vessel Form #2 rims 152 are composed o f  paste Mode A, 19 are 

composed of paste Mode B and two are composed of paste Mode E. There are 12 Vessel 

Form #2 r ims made of the coarser pgste Mode C. Vessel Form #ta rims follow a similar 

pattern with the majority of the Rms composed of the finer paste modes (Mode A ~ 1 0 7 ,  

Mode B n=7, Mode E ~ 7 ) .  Only 12 of the Vessel Form #2a rims were composed of the 

coarser paste Mode C. In both cases, Vessel Form #2 and #2a, all firing modes are present. 

Figure 6.7 gives the rim diameters of Vessel Fomi #2 at Loma Alta. The rims have 

a range of diameter fiom 10 to 32 cm. There appears to be one size mode at 22 to 30 cm. 
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A second s W e t  sïze mode m a .  be qresented by the two rïms with 10 cm -Aiarneters and 

the three rims with 14 cm diameters. 

Figure 6.7. Loma Alta Vessel Form #2 Rim Diameters in cm. 

The Vessel Form N a  rim diameters are shown in Figure 6.8. Rims assigwd to 

Vessel Form #2a range in diameter fiom 16 to 34 cm. There appears to be only one size 

mode of Vesse1 Fom %2a with the majonty of  rims clustering between 20 and 30 cm. 

Figure 6.8. Loma Alta 
RimDiunaa 

Vessel Form #2a Rirn Diameters in cm. 

The intenor surfaces of Vessel Form #2 are finished with mioothing and polishing. 

Of those vessels finished with poiishing six are finished with the high-gioss polishing sub- 

mode. The exterior surfaces of Vessel Form #2a are finished with wiping, smoothing and 



Figure 6.9. Loma Alîa Vesse1 Fonn #2 lüms. 
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Figure 6.9. (cont) Loma Alta Vesse1 Fonn #2 Rims. 
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Figure 6.10. (corn) Loma Alta Vesse1 Fom #ta Rims 
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polishing. Vessel Form #2a interiors are finished wiping, smoothing and polishing; one is 

finished with the high gloss polishing submode. The exîerior surfkces of Vessel Form #2a 

are finished with scraping, wiping, smootbing and poIishing. 

Of the 185 rims assigned to Vessel Form #2 only 7 are not decorated in some 

manner. The decorative techniques applied to Vessel Fomi #2 r h s  include red slip, 

smudge, red paint, iridescent paint, black paint, cream paht, incision, engraving, appliqué 

mets, appliqué nubbins, &king, notching, bosshg, modeleci lobing and cutting. The 

painted decorative elemenîs include a band, a horizontal band, a verticai band, a diagonal 

band, a curved band, a halfeircle, a trapezoid and a dot The engraved decorative elements 

are a horizontal line, a vertical line and a diagonal luie. The single incwd element is a 

horizontal line. The decorative fields to which these are appfied are the interior and 

exterior of the vessel, the interior rim, the exterior rbns, the intaior bottom, the lip and the 

appliqué fillet. Table 6.5 relates the location of the decorative techniques and elements to 

the fields in which they occur. An example of the Rms assigned to Vessel Form #2 is 

illustrated in Figure 6.9. 

Of the 133 rims assigned to Vessel Form #2a 120 of them possess decoration of 

some kind The decorative techniques which are fomd on Vessel Form #2a rims are red 

slip, smudge, red paint, iridescent paint, appliqué mets, nicking, notching and cutting. The 

painted decorative elements are a horizontal band, a vertical band, a cwed band, a ha& 

circle, a dot and an area of unlaiown shape. The decorative fields of Vessel Fom #2a are 

the interior and exterior of the vessel, the lip, the appliqué met and the interior rim angle 

on those vessels possessing the short intenor angle lip mode. The rdationsbip of the 

decorative techniques and elements to the decorative fields is given in Table 6.6. A 

selection of Vessel Form #2a rims fkgm the Loma Alta collection are iuustrated in Figure 

6.1 O. 

Vessel Fonn #3 

There are a total of 53 rim sherds assigned to Vessel Fonn #3 in the Loma Alta 

collection (Figure 5.1). There is no Xnformation on the base fom of Vessel Form #3 in this 

collection. 



Table 6.5. Loma Alta Vessel Form #2 Location of Decorative Techniques and Elements in 
Decorative Fields- 

Red Slip 
Smudge 
Red Paint 

Horiz. Band 
Vert, Band 

Iridescent Paint 
Horiz. Band 
Vert. Band 
Diag. Band 
C w e d  Band 
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-- - 
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Engraving 
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Vert, Line 
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Nicking 
Notching 
Appliqué Nubbin 
Bossing 
Lo bing 
Cut-out Scaiiops 

The majority of the Loma Alta Vessel Form #3 rims possess rounded lips (1146). 

Four other lip modes are present, however, in smaller numbers. These are square (n=4), 
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exterior beaded (n=l), interior beveled (n=l) and efierior beveled (n=l). 
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Most of the Vessel Fomi + 3 rims are composed ofthe fberpaste modes Mode A 

(n=21), Mode B ( ~ 1 6 )  and Mode E ( ~ 2 ) .  ûniy 14 ofthe Vessel Form #3 rims are 

composed of coarser paste (Mode C). W of the firing modes are represented in the Vessel 

Form #3 nms. 

Vesse1 ~ o i m  #2a I 
Int 1 Ext 1 IntRim 1 Lip 1 AppIiquéFillet 

Red Slip 
Smudge 

Dot l l 

X 
- - -- 

Red ~ ~ n t  
Horiz. Band 

Iridescent Paint 
Horiz. Band 
Vert- Band 
Diag. Band 
Curved Band 
Half-circie 

Table 6.6. Loma Alta Vessel Form #2a Location of Decorative Techniques and Elements 
in Decorative Fields. 
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Figure 6.1 1 illustrates the rim diameters of Vessel Form #3, which range in 

X 1 X 
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diameter firom 14 to 34 cm. The rnajority of the rims f d  between 20 and 32 cm. Within 

Angie 

X 

this range there are four peaks at 20,24,28 and 32 cm which may reprisent distinct size 

modes. The two r ims  at 14 and 16 cm may represent a smaller size mode. 

X X 
X 
X 

X 
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Figure 6.1 1. Loma Alta Vessel Form #3 Rim Diameters in cm. 

The interior surfaces of Vessel Form #3 rims are finished with wiping, smoothing 

and polishing; one is finished with the hi& gioss polishing sub-mode. The extenor 

s h c e s  are nnished with scraping, wiping? smootbing and polishing. 

Of the 53 rims assigned to Vessel Fom #3 47 are decorated in some fishion. The 

decorative techniques found on Vessel Fom #3 rims include red slip, smudge, red paint, 

iridescent paint, crearn paint, incision, engraving and notchuig. The painted decorative 

elements are a horizontal band, a vertical band, a diagonal band, a curved band and a dot. 

The engraved elements include a horizontal line, a vertical he, a diagonal line and a dot. 

The two incised decorative elements are a horizontal iine and a wavy line. 'Ihe Vessel 

Form #3 fields of decoratioa are the interior and exterior of the vessels, the interior rim, the 

exterior rim, the extenor basal angle, the extenor below the basal angle and the lip. Table 

6.7 shows the decorative techniques and elements in the decorative fields they occur in. An 

example of Vessel Form #3 rims is illustrated in Figure 6-12 

Vesse1 Form #4 

There are 21 rims in the Loma Alta collection which were assigned to Vessel Form 

#4 (Figure 5.1). There is no evidence of the base form of Vesse1 Fom #4 in the Loma Alta 

collection. Al1 the rims possess the short angle lip mode which is characteristic of this 
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The rims assigned to Vessel Fonn #4 are composed ofa viuïety of pastes. The finer 

paste are weil represented (Mode A n=7, Mode B n=4 and Mode E FI), as is the coarser 

paste Mode C (n=9). Ali firing modes are present in the Vessel Fonn #4 rims. 

The rim diameters of Vessel Fomi #4 are given in Figure 6.13. The rims have a 

range in diameter fiom 14 to 30 cm. Aithough the number are quite low thae are two 

clusters of rims, one between 14 and 22 cm and the second between 26 and 30 cm. These 

may represent two distinct size modes. 

The Vessel Form #4 rims are finished on both the interior and extenor with wiping, 

smoothing and polishing. 

Only two of the 2 1 rims assigned to Vessel Form #4 in the Loma Aha collection are 

undecorated The following decorative techniques are found on Vessel Form #4 rims; red 

slip, smudge, red paint, iridescent paint, engraving, punctate, appliqué fillets and notching. 

The painted decorative elements are a horizontal banci, a vertical band and a dot. The two 

engraved elements are a vertical and horizontal line. The decoration of Vessel Form #4 

occurs in the foilowing fields; the interior and exterior of the vessel, the intenor rim, the Lip 

and the appliqué nubbin. The location of the decorative techniques and elements in the 

decorative fields is given in Table 6.8. An example of the Vessel Form #4 rims h m  Loma 

Mta is illustrated in Figure 6.14. 

Vessel Form #19 and #19b 

There are 74 rims in the Loma Aita coiiection assigned to Vessel Fonn #19 and 13 

assigned to Vessel Form #19b. Both of these vessel fonn are unique to the Loma Alta 

collection in this study. Vessel Fonns #19 and #19b are mstncted vessels that are often 

shallow and always possess very short wds .  Both of the vessel f o m  are composed of the 

straight rim mode combined with the very short waiied, sbazp basal angular basai angle 

mode (Figure 5.1). At times the basal angie is thickened on the exterior and in several 

cases there is a small, raised horizontal ndge nmning below the basai agie. Vessel Form 

fC 1 9b is disthguished h m  Vessel Fonn #19 by an elaboration of the basai angle. This 

elaboration takes the fom of a pronomced thickening of the basal angle, which fkquently 

is almost a small shelf-like protrusion. In many cases the elaborated basal angle of Vessel 
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Table 6.7. Loma Alta Vessel Form #3 Location of Decorative Techniques and Elements in 
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Figure 6.13. Loma Alta Vessel Fom #4 Rim Diameters in cm. 

rounded base form. 1 assume that Vessel Form #19b wouid have had a similar range of 

base forms as Vessel Form ff19. 

The vast majority of the Vessel Fonn #19 rims possess the rounded lip mode 

(n=70). There are single cases of the foiIowing üp modes; square, exterior beaded and 
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Table 6.8. Loma Alta Vessel Form #4 Location of Decorative Techniques and Elements in 
Decorative Fields. 
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square expanded AU but one of the Vessel Fomi #19b rims possess the rounded lip mode. 

The single exception has a square lip. 

Vessel Fomi #19 rims are composed of a variety of pastes, although Rms of the 

finer pastes are the most numerous (Mode A n=2, Mode B 1142). Paste Mode C is also 

weil represented (n=20). AU the nring modes are present in these rims. AU but one of the 

Vessel Form #19b tims are composed of paste Mode B, and the exception is composed of 

paste Mode C. AU the nring modes are represented in the Vessel Fonn #19b rims with the 

exception of reduction. 

Figure 6.15 gives the rims diameters for the Vessel Form #19 rim. The range of 

diameters nms fiom 22 to 34 cm. The cluster of rims between 24 and 32 cm, with a peak at 

30 cm, probably represents a singie size mode. 

The rim diameters for Vessel Form #19b are given in Figure 6.16. The diameters 

range in size fiom 25 to 32 cm. The number of rims is quite s W ,  but the four rims at 26 

cm and the two at 32 cm may represent distinct size modes. 

The interior surfaces of Vessel Form #19 are nnished *th wiping, smoothing and 

polishing and the extenor surfaces are finished with scraping, smoothing and polishing. 

RimDiavra  

Figure 6.15. b m a  Alta Vessel Fomi #19 Rim Diameters in cm. 

The interior and exterior sufaces of Vessei Form #19b are finished with smoothing and 

polishing. 

All but one of the Vessel Fonn #19 rims are decorated The decorative techniques 

used include red slip, smudge, red paint, iridescent paint, notching aud nicking. The 
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painted decorative elements are a horizontal band, a vertical band and a diagonal bomd The 

Vessel Fonn #19 fields of decoration are the interior and exterior of the vessel, the exterior 

Figure 6.1 6. Loma Aita Vessel Form #19b Rim Diameters in cm. 

rim, the exterior basal angle, the exterior beiow the basal angle and the lip. Table 6.9 

places the decorative techniques and elements in the decorative fields in which they occur. 

Examples of Vessel Form #19 rims are Uustrated in Figure 6.17. 
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Figure 6.17. Loma Alta Vesse1 Fonn #19 Rims. 
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Ali of the Vessel Form # W b  rUas are decorated in some mariner. The decorative 

techniques include red slip, iridescent paht, notching, nichg and appIiqué nubbins. The 

painted decocative elements are a horizontal band, a diagonal band and a dot. The Vessel 

Form H 9 b  decorative fields are the interior and exterior of the vessel, the exterior basal 

angle and the Iip. Table 6.10 gives the location in the fields ofdecoration of the various 

decorative techniques and elements. Figure 6.1 8 illustrates an example of the Vessel Fom 

#19b rirns. 

Sumrnary and Archaeologicd Context of Simple Unrestncted VesseIs 

Simple unrestricted vessels make up a large proportion of the Loma Aiîa collection 

and in fact they are the most numerous category of vessel fomis (n=1009) accounting for 

11.5% of the identifiable rirns. They are found in all the archaeological contexts at the site 

and not ail  of these vessel f o m  appear to be chronologically sensitive, although, as will be 

discussed below, it is possible that Vesse1 Form #l b, Vessel Forms # 2 and #2a and Vessel 

F o m  $19 and #19b may be usefiil in chronology building. The lip forms, base forms and 

decorative patterns fouud on the simple unnstricted rims, however, are temporally 

signiscant. 
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1 ht Ext 1 ExtBA. 1 Lip 

Red Slip 1 - 1 X 1 1 
Iridescent Paint 1 1 1 1 

Table 6.10. Loma Alta Vessel Form #19b Location of Decorative Techniques and 
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found in horizontai and verticai bands accompanied by dots. Iri some cases the indescent 

paint is zoned, or outlùied with incïsed or aigraved lines. Many of these vessels have 

nicked or notched lips. 

Vessel Fom #1 and #la r b s  have a wide range of lip fomis, the most common of 

which are the round, square and stepped modes (i.e. short step, long step, double step, triple 

step, quadruple step and quintuple step). It appears tbat the lip fonn of Vesse1 Fomis #1 

and #la is chronologicaiiy sensitive. There do not seem ta be any large differences in lip 

forms between the levels within each of the excavations, but there are Merences between 

the excavations. Square lips are more common in the N174 El42 excavation, which I 

propose has earlier components, and the stepped lip forms are more numerous in the N146 

E 139 and Unit D excavations, which 1 propose are later in date. Table 6.1 1 illustates the 

distribution of the square and the stepped lip modes on Vessel Fom #1 and #la rims. 

As discussed above in the OMJPLP-141C chapter many Vessel Fom #1 and #la 

rims with square lips are dso decorated in a distinctive pattem, which I have niclmamed 

"minor bowls". These rims always have square lips, and are polished and red stipped on 

the exterior. On the interior of "mirror bowlsy7 are decorated wÏth smudge and iridescent 

Table 6.1 1. Number and Percentage of Vessel Form #1 and #la Rims with Square and 
Stepped Lip Modes h m  Loma Alta. 

paint, ofien zoned with engraved lines, and are fmished with the hi&-gloss polishing sub- 

mode to a brilliant shine. These vessels, as discussed above, occur Early in the Late 

Formative Period sequence and are included in Bischof s (1982 [1971]: 147, Figure 3a) 

Eariy Engoroy. At Loma Alta they have a limited distribution and 1 beiieve they serve to 

mark the earlier Late Formative Period contexts at the site. The earliest Late Formative 
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Period contexts at Loma Alta most WEely beiong to the Middle Lste Formative Pcxiod 

There are, however, m e  Early Late Formative Period characteristics present which 

suggest that some of the earliest contexts at Loma Alta may be transitionai between the 

Early and Middle Late Formative Penod 

All but one ofthe 16 rims with the 'knùror bowi" pattern of fonn and decoration in 

the Loma Alta collection are found in the NI74 El42 excavatioa These rims are also 

concentrated in the levels associated with Floar Feature #IO; two rims are k m  the grey ash 

midden level above the floor, seven are fiom the Floor Feature #IO Ievels and five are from 

the grey ash midden levels below Floor Feature #IO. A single " m h r  bowf" rim was 

recovered fiom the plough zone level of the N174 El42 excavation and anotber rim was 

recovered fiom the upper level of the grey a& midden (Zone B) in the N146 El39 

excavation. I believe that the distriiution of the "mirror bowl" rims, dong with other 

patterns discussed below, serves to indicate that the lower levels (i.e. Flwr Feature #10 and 

the grey ash midden above and below it) of the 174 El42 excavation predate most of the 

N 146 E 139 excavation and all of the Unit D excavation, 

Many of Vessel Form #1 and #la tims have lips that are nicked or notched; Vessel 

Form #1 has 58 nicked or notched lips and Vessel Fom #la has 14. There are also five 

Vessel Form f 1 rims with cut out scalloped lips. It is very characteristic of this collection 

to have a Vessel Form #1 or #la rim with smudge and iridescent paint on the interior with a 

notched or nicked Iip. As was discussed in Chapter 5, lip notching and nicking seems to 

occur throughout the Late Formative Period sequence, as noted by Bischof (1982 [1971]). 1 

camot fïnd any patterning of lip nicking and notching in the Loma Aita coiiection which 

indicates othenvise. Lip nicking and notching on simple imrestricted vesseis decorated 

with iridescent paht on the interior is characteristic of the Late Formative Period ceramic 

collection fiom Loma Aita, but cannot serve as a marker for more fine-grajned 

chronological assessments. 

Very few Vessel Fom #1 or #la rims have appliqué mets. There are two notched 

fiIlets and four nicked appliqué mets  on Vessel Form #1 rims, four Vessel Form # 1 a rims 

with notched appliqué fillets and five with nicked appliqué fiUets. Nicked and notched 
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appliqué flets appear to be chronologicaNy simm and are discussed beiow with 

Vessel Fonn #2a 

Other decorative patterns on Vessel Form #1 and #la are red slip, smudge and red 

paint, usuaily in horizontal bands on the riin, on both the interior and exterior ofthe 

vessels. Although this decoration is not ovedy distinctive it is charactcristic of the 

collection. 

One other decorative pattern found on Vessel Foxm #1 that is noteworthy is the use 

of bossing to create skeuomorph bowls shaped Like gourds. There is one such Vesse1 Form 

#L rim, one Vesse1 Fom #2 rim and one Vessel Form #2a rim that are bossed h m  the 

exterior. Another Vessel Fom #1 rim is oval in horizontal cross section. The oval shape 

of these rims may be unintentional, but their presence on other sites makes this possibility 

unlikely. Lippi (1 983:334, Figure 94) describes an oval rim h m  La Ponga, h m  a 

dependent restncted vesse1 shdar  to my Vessel Form Hl, with an exterior beaded lip. It 

is possible that this rim fiom La Ponga is also derived h m  a skeuomorph bowl of some 

kind. Two of the three Loma Aita rims are fiom conte- that appear to be early in nature; 

N 1 73 E 142 FIoor Feature H O ,  NI74 El42 below Floor Feature #IO. The third is h m  the 

N 146 E 139 excavation in the lower level of the grey ash midden, Zone C. As discussed in 

Chapter 5 these vessels also occur in the OhKJPtP-14 1C collection which is also thought to 

belong to the Early part of the Late Formative Pend sequence. It is possible that these 

skeuomorph vessels are an Early to Middle occurrence in the Late Formative Period. 

Vessel Form # 1 b r ims  are not very numerous in the Loma Alta collection, but they 

do have an interesting archaeologicd distribution. There are only 13 rims assigned to 

Vessel Form #I b and all but one of these rims is found in the N174 El42 excavation. The 

single exception is fiom Unit D. There are no rims of Vessel Fom #l b foimd in the 

uppermost level, the plough zone, of NI74 E42, but there are t h .  in the grey ash level 

above Floor Feature #IO, four associated wïth Floor Feature #IO and five h m  under Floor 

Feature C 1 0. This distribution suggests that Vessel Fonn # 1 b is associated with the early 

Late Formative Period occupation at Loma Aita, which 1 believe corresponds to the Middle 
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part of the Late Formative Penod As will be discussed below the deCorative pamm found 

on Vessei Form #lb, dong with other fonns, remforces thk suggestion- 

Vessel Fom #l  b rims have three g e n d  pattcms of decoration. There is a smaii 

number of Vessel Fom #l b iims with iridescent paînt on the mt-. These rims at t hes  

aiso possess notched exterior basal angles or nicked appliqué nIlets on the exterior. A 

number of Vessel Form #l b rims are decorated with red slip and red paint. The nd paht 

usuaiiy occurs in horizontal bands on both the &&or of the vessel and on the exterior 

above the basal angle. 

Vessel Form H b  is relatively rare in the Loma Aita collection, and there are few 

similar vessels illustrated in the literature on Late Formative Period ceramics. Bischof 

( 1 982 [ 197 11) illustrates no similar rims fiom Palmsr and ne* does Aleto (1988) for the 

Bellavista assemblage. Zedefio (1 994: Figure Sc and 14a) illustrates two vessels that are 

somewhat similar to my Vessel Form #Ib, her vessel form le and 6. At P e Î b  del Rio 

these vessel forms are decorated with red slip, red paht bands, sometimes on white slip and 

incised h e s  on the interior and exterior of the rim (Zedeiio 1994: 1 1 1-1 13). 

The thùd pattern of decoration found on four Vessel Form #l b rims is more 

distinctive and one that appears to cross-cut several vessel forms. The interiors of these 

vessels are fiequently decorated with red slip or red horizontal bands, although some are 

lefi plain. On the extenor of the vessel there is incision on a smwthed surface above the 

basai angle, and the sudace below the basal angle is polished and decorated with a red 

horizontal band. I have nicknamed this pattern of decoration the cuspidor pattern; similar 

pattern of decoration have ken described for cusipdor-shaped vessels, as is discussed 

below. nie four rims decorated with this pattern are all h m  the NI74 El42 excavation, 

two fiom the Floor Feature H O  level and hvo fiom the grey ash midden level below Floor 

Feature # 1 0. This pattern of decoration is also found on Vessel Form #3, Hl, #12 and # 1 3, 

and its possible temporal and regional significance wiii be discussed in detaii in the 

dependent restricted vessel form category summary below. 

Rims assigned to Vessel Form #2 have quite a uniforni pattem of decoration. It is 

extremely common for Vessel Fom #2 rims to be decorated on the interior with smudge 
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and iridescent paint and on the exterior with red slip. lhae is one rim m which the M o r  

iridescent paint is executed on red slip. 'The rnajority ofVesse1 Form #2 rims have round 

lips, aithough square and stepped lip fomis &O occur. The numbers of Vessel Fom #2 

rims with square or stepped lips are very Iow and it is not possible to detemiine if these lip 

f o m  follow a temporal pattern similar to that of Vessel Fonn #1 and #la nim are two 

Vessel Form #2 rims with cutsut scaîioped iips and six rims with nicked or notched lips. 

Seventeen of the rims assigneci to Vessel Form #2 have intact annular bases or 

annular base attachment areas. Ail of these rims are h m  the NI74 El42 excavation; t h e  

are fiom the plough zone level, four are h m  the gmy ash midden above Floor Feature HO, 

five are fiom Roor Feature #10 and six are fiom the grey ash midden level below Fioor 

Feature HO. niese contexts are thought to be h m  the Middle portion of the Late 

Formative Period sequence, and this may indicate that antlular based Vessel Fonn #2 rims 

are aiso a Middle. The temporal signi.fïcance of annular and other base forms is discussed 

in more detail beiow. 

Bischof (l982 [1971]: 15 1, Figure 4 4  illustrates an everted rim bowl on an annuiar 

base very similar to my Vessel Form #2 in bis Middle Engoroy. Simmons also illustrates 

similar vessels on annuiar bases for severai of his types including Engoroy Polished Type, 

Red La Libertad Variety (l97OZil, Figure 5%); Engoroy Red and White Type (1970: 248, 

Figure 63d); and La Li'bertad Soft Red Srnudged Type (1970:293-295, Figures 76a and 78). 

S immons ' (1 WO:36, Figure 7) general form 15 is Nte similar to many of the Loma Alta 

Vessel Form #2 rims with annuiar bases. The vessels of the La Libertad Soft Red Smudged 

seem to be most similar, in both fonn and decorative pattern, to my annular base Vessel 

Form ff2 rims fkom the Loma Alta collection. Whiie Simmons (1970:224,246) never 

discusses the form itself in detail, the Engoroy Polished Red La Libertad Variety is a 

Middle Engoroy type, while the Engoroy Red and White type is present thtoughout the 

phase. Simmons (1 970:292-296) notes that the La Libertad Soft Red Smudge Type appears 

shortly after the beginning of the Engoroy Phase, inmases in hquency imtü the end of his 

Middle Engoroy and is present in through the Guangaia Phase. 
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Zedefïo (1994: Figure 8) also illustates a numkr of evFned rim simple Unrestricted 

vessels on annular bases. She demi the deCoration of these vessels as including red 

slip, smudge and combinations of d and white slip and red paÏnt on white slip on the 

intenor and exterior of the vessels (2odgio 1994: 1 12). She dso desmibes two bases 

belonging to this form that are decorated on the interior with iridescent paht bands (Zedefio 

1 994: 1 12- 1 1 3). In the Bellavista coliection Aleto's (1 988: 13 O, Figure 5.8) vessel f m  14 

is similar to my Vessel Form #2 on an annular base, but perhaps with a somewhat higher 

annular base. The decorative patterns on Aleto's vessel fomi 14, however, are quite 

distinct and include many decorated with black negative painting (i.e. Aleto 1988:225-226, 

Fi=wes 6.1 5 and 6.16), although he does mention that many are polisbed and r d  slipped on 

the exterior (1988:229). Aleto (1988229) notes the only annular base vessels which are 

chronologically signifiant Bellavista Iï markers are those having an interiorly thickmed lip 

(my stepped lip) decorated on the interior of the rim with a single red paht horizontal band. 

It is clear fkom the preceding discussion that vessels similar to my Vessel Form #2 

on an annular base occur in maay Late Formative Period collections. Although the place of 

these vessels in the Late Formative Period sequence is not secure by any means, it wodd 

appear that the vessels most similar to those in the Loma Alta collection can be associated 

with the Middle portion of the sequence. IIhis position in the sequence is not contradicted 

by the data fiom Loma Alta Vessel Form #2 rims with anndar bases, however, do occur 

in the same contexts as "mirror bowis" which are klieved to belong to the Early Late 

Formative Period. The overlap of these two vessel forms is not surprising and may indicate 

that the contexts with both vessel forms at Loma Nta belong to the end of the Early and the 

beginning of the Middle of the Late Formative P e n d  

There are a number of Vessel Form #2 rims with appliqué fillets on the exterior; of 

these 1 2 fillets are notched and one is nicked. The signifïcance of these rims will be 

discussed below in the Vessel Form #2a section. 

Vessel Fom #2a rims have quite a distinctive distribution at Loma Alta. There is 

quite a difference between the thm excavation areas in the nimiber of Vessel Form #2a 

rims, both in terms of absolute numbm and in the proportion of the total rims in each 
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excavation that they make up. In the NI74 El42 excavation thm axe only 17 Vessel Form 

#2a r w  which make up 1.3% ofthe total number ofidentinabie rims h m  th& 

excavation- The distribution of Vessel Form #2a rims within this excavation does not 

appear to be of temporal interest as they occur in small nmbers in most levels. In the 

N 146 E 139 exavation the= are a total of 30 Vessel Form #2 rims, which make up 6.5% of 

the total identifiable tims in tbis conte= Withui the NI46 El 39 excavation there are 16 

Vessel Form #2a rims in the uppamost level, Zbne A, seven Vessel Form #2a rims in each 

of the Zone B and C levels, and none in the lowest level, Zone V. In Unit D there are 59 

Vessel Fonn #2a rims which make up 15% of aU identifiable rims in this excavation. It 

would appear then that Vessel Fonn #2a becomes more popular through t h e .  As is 

discussed below its decorative patte!rns are also quite distinct and temporaliy sipnincant. 

Vessel Fonn #2a rims are decorated in quite a UlUform manner. They are fkquently 

decorated with smudge and iridescent paint on the interior and appliqué fillets which can be 

notched or nicked on the exterior. It is not uncornmon for there to be two appliqué 6Iiets 

on the exterior, one or both of which are notched. Some are also decorated on the exterior 

with red slip or smudge- Less hquently Vessel Form #2a is decorated with red slip andlor 

red horizontal bands on the interior and/or exterior. 

Vessel Fonn #2a rims possess a number of iip forms, including the range of stepped 

f o m  (i.e. short step, long step, double step, triple step, quadruple step and quintuple step). 

The stepped lip forms appear to have a distinct distribution which is chronologicaily 

significant. In the NI74 El42 excavation there are only four Vessel Fomi #2a rims wÏth 

stepped lips and three (20% of the Vessel Form #2a rims h m  this level) of these are h m  

the uppemost level (the plough zone). Id the N146 El39 excavations there are nine or 

56% of the Vessel Fonn #2a rims with stepped lips fiom the uppemost Zone A, five, or 

7 1 % of Vessel Form #2a rims fiom Zone B, two or 28% of the Vessel Form #2a rims fiom 

Zone C and none fiom the lowest level, Zone V. In Unit D there are a total of 34, or 57%, 

of Vessel Form #2a rims with stepped lips. 1t appears that stepped iips on Vessel Fonn #2a 

rims are associated with the upper levels and the later Late Formative Period conte- at 

Loma Alta. 
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Nicked or notched appliqué filiets on Vesse1 Fom Ra, and on Vesse1 Fomis #l, 

#la and #2, also appear to have a distriiiiution which is chrono1ogidy significant. The 

appliqué filIets, often found on rims with stepped lips, appear associated with the ppper 

leveb and Iater Late Formative Period contexts at b m a  Alta. In the N 1 74 E 142 

excavation there are only five appliqué fillets on Vessel Fomi #l, #la, #2 and #2a rims. 

Three of these are found in the uppermost level, the plough zone, w h m  they compose 5% 

of the Vessel Fom #1, #la, #2 and #2a rims. The other two are found in the grey ash 

midden levels, one above Floor Feature #10 and one below it. In the NI46 El39 

excavation there are 19, or 28% of the Vessel Form #1, #la, #2 and #2a rims in the 

uppermost level, Zone A, with nicked and notched appliqué filets. In Zone B there are six, 

or 16.6% of the Vessel Form #1, #la, #2 and #2a rims, in Zone C there are eight or 10% of 

the Vessel Form #1, #la, #2 and #2a rims and the* are no appliqué fillets m the lowest 

level, Zone V. In Unit D 55, or 40%, of the 137 Vessel Form #1, #la, #2 and #2a rims are 

decorated on the exterior with nicked or notched appliqué fille&. 

There are many referaces in the literature on Late Formative Period ceramics to 

vessels sirniiar to my Vessel Fonn #2a with stepped üps, iridescent paint on the interior, 

notched appliqué fillets on the exterior and straight, holIow legs. It appears tbat the 

combination of these characteristics is temporally significant. Bischof (1982 [197 11 : 153, 

Figure Sb) illustrates a s i d a r  vesse1 which he assigus to his Laîe Engoroy p e n d  

Simmons (1 97O:36, Figure 7) also illustrates a number of sunilar vessels and his general 

form 9 is very simiiar to my Vesse1 Fonn #2a. Simmons notes that his general f* 9 is 

absent fiom his Early Engoroy and that the inception of his Middle Engoroy is rnarked by 

the appearance of general form 9. The majority of these vessels belong to his Guaugala 

Sombre Type, Iridescent Variety (Simmons 1970:267-8,272 Figure 69). niese vessels, 

however, have many more square Lips than are fomd on similar vessels in the Loma Alta 

collection. The Guangala Sombre Type Iridescent Variety is present in Simmons' 

(1 WO:279) seriation nom Machalilla times, but is most &quent during his Middle 

Engoroy. Simmons (1970:221, Figure 55b, 222 Figure 56% b and c, 224) illustrates a 

number of similar vessels belonging to his Engoroy Polished Red Type, La Libertad 



Variety d e c o d  on the exterior with applique fillets, ail of which he beiieves are his 

Middle to Late Engoroy contexts. Iiiterestingiy Evans and Meggers (1982 [1971]:133, 

Figure 40 also illustrate and descni vessels with stepped rims fiom the Guayas Basin. 

The form and decorative pattern on these vessels, however, appears to be distinct h m  

those at Lama Alta. 

Stothert (1995:s 1, Figure 43) illustrates si* vessels fhm h a  early Guang& 

excavations at the Valdivia site (OGSEMa-172). These vessels, Stothert (1995:s 1) notes, 

are fiom the earliest contexts of the excavations at the V a M a  site, and have a paste which 

is not as fine as that of the Engoroy style. I believe that the combination of form and 

decorative pattern displayed on my Vessel Fom #2a rims can k quite securely placed in 

the Later part of the Late Formative Period. The evidence h m  both the pubiîshed 

accounts of other Late Formative Period ceramic collections and the archaeological 

distribution of the fonn and decorative pattern in the Loma Alta excavations support this 

conclusion. 

There are also a number of @es of Late Formative Period ceramic coUections 

fiom which vessels as described above are missing. In Zedeiio's (1994) description and 

illustrations of the Late Formative Period ceramic material fiom Pefion del Rio there are no 

instances of stepped lips, appliqué mets or straight, hollow legs. In the ceramic collection 

fiom Beliavista Neto (1988) malces no mention of straight, holiow legs. Appliqué fillets 

are rare in the Bellavista assemblage, and the vesse1 forms on which thcy occur is not 

known (Aleto 1 988:M 1). There are both notched and unnotched appliqué fillets nom 

Bellavista, and they appear not to be chronologically signifïcant according to Aleto 

(1988:341). 

The combination of the Vessel Forrn #2a form, stepped lips, exterior notched 

appliqué mets and straight, hoilow legs can be argued to belong to the Later portion of the 

Late Formative P e n d  ceramic sequence. The presence of these charactenstics in the upper 

levels of the N174 E 142 and NI46 El 39 excavations and in Unit D in larger nimiben 

serves to support the idea that these conte- belong to the Later part of the Late Formative 

Period. The absence of whially aii these chatacterktics fiom the OMJPLP-14IC 
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Eariy part of the Late Formative P e n d  This CO- WU be discussed in more detaii 

in the Loma Alta site summary. 

Vessel Fomis #3 and #4 are not numerous in the Loma Alta coiiection, nor are they 

generaily decorated in distinctive ways. There are, however, a few characterktics of these 

vessel fonns that should be noted 

The most common pattern of decoration of Vessel Fom #3 is a red slipped interior 

with a red horizontal band on the exterior rim between the lip and the basal angle. 'This 

pattem of decoration is very similar to that found on Vessel Form #12 and indeed the two 

vessel forms are quite similar, the distinction being that Vessei Form #3 is a simple 

unrestncted fom and Vessel Fomi #12 is a dependent restricted fonn. The two forms, 

however, are not always so distinct or easily separatd There are also severai Vessei Fonn 

$3 rims that are decorated on the interior with snudge and iridescent paint and on the 

exterior with smudge or red slip and one decorated on the intenor and exterior rim with 

smudge and iridescent paint 

The most distinctive pattem of decoration on Vessel Form #3 Nns, altbough not the 

most numerous, is similar to a pattem descrîbed for Vessel Form #l b, nicknamed the 

cuspidor pattern. The interior of these rims are undecorated or decorated with red slip or a 

red horizontal band. The exterior of the rim above the basai angle is decorated with an 

incised design on a smoothed sudiace and below the basal angle the surface is polished and 

decorated with a horizontal red paint band. The temporal sipnincance of this decorative 

pattem will be discussed in the dependent restricted vessel form category summary below. 

Vessel Fom #4 rims are most commody decorated wiîh red slip or red paint 

horizontal bands on the intenor and/or the exterior. There are two decorated with iridescent 

paint on the interior, one on smudge and one on md slip. There are three Vessel Form #4 

rims with notched appliqué fillets on the exterior. Two of these am h m  Zone B of the 

N146 E 139 excavation and one is fiom Unit D. 

Vessel Forms #19 and #19b are distinctive vessel forms and are quite d o d y  

decorated. At Loma Aita there were 87 rims assigned to these fonns. Of the 87 Vessel 
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Form #19 and #19b rims 70 are found in the NI74 El42 excavation (5.5% of the tocal rims 

in this excavation ma), ten, or 2% of the total number of rims in the NI46 El 39 

excavation and only three in Unit D, or 0.7% of the total rims in this excavation. Within 

the N 1 74 E 142 excavation Vessel Fonn # 19 and #19b rims are rare in the upper plough 

zone (n=7) and in the Floor Feature #82-7 (n=l), but appear mon commonly in the grey 

ash midden above Flwr Feature #10 (n=30), witbin the Floor Feature #10 itseIf(n=lO),and 

in the grey ash rnidden below Floor Feature #IO (n=22). The concentration of Vessel Form 

Jt19 and 319b rims in these levels may hdicate that they &te to the Middie pm of the Late 

Formative Period, or siightly eariier. 

The most common decorative pattern fomd on rhm assigned to both Vessel Form 

$1 9 and #19b is a smudged interior painted with iridescent bands, the exterior basal angle 

notched or nicked and the exterior surface below the basal angle painted red The exterior 

rim between the üp and the basal angle is fiequently left imdecorated and is finished with 

smoothing. The interior of the vessels may also be decorated with smudge alone, red slip 

or horizontal red paint bands. The exterior area above the basai angle is also at times 

decorated with a red paint horizontal band. 

There are few vessels illustrated in the Iiterature fiom other Late Formative Period 

ceramic collections that are even closely similar in fonn to Vessel Form #19 or #19b. 

Neither Bischof (1982 [197 11) nor Zedeiio (1994) iUustrate a similar form and the same 

applies to Aleto (1988). Perhaps the closest forms ta my Vessel Form #19 is S h o n s '  

( 1  97O:tt2, Figure 56d) illustration of some rims belonging to his Engoroy Polished Red 

Type, La Libertad Varîety, although these appear to have somewhat taller wds .  The type 

to which these rims belong is '>redominantly Middle Engoroy" (Simmons 1970:224)- 

S h o n s  (1970) does not describe the decoration of these tims, although it appears they do 

lack the extenor ridge that fiequently appears on my Vessel Fonn #19 and #19b. 

Stothert (199555, Figure 47a-c) illustrates a number ofrims somewhat similar to 

my Vessel Fonn #19 and #19b fiom her early G-gala excavations at the Valdivia site 

(OGSEMa-172- 1 72). These rims belong to her Comptera B category and she notes that 

while they are rare, they are fiom early intact conte- (Stothert 1995 5 5 ) .  These early 
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Figure 6.19. Loma Alti DeCoratcd Body Shctds h m  Simple U d c t c d  Vasels. 
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Guangda vesseis wem to be larger and t h i c k  than the rimr k m  Loma Aita and the 

exterior ridges are W-fiedged fillets with notching. Thm is no mention of iridescent paint 

on the interior or red slip on the exterior. Stoth- (1995%) suggests that these vessels 

may have thek origins in the Engoroy Period and it is possible that my Vessel Fomi #19 

and ft 1 9b have some telatiomhip to h a  Compota B. 

ïhere are two decorated body sheds probably deriving fiom simple unrestricted 

vessels that are very large and show a latge portion of the design on the interior surface. 

The first is fiom the grey ash midden level above Floor Feature #10 in the NI 74 E 142 

excavation. The sherd is composed of suface oxidized paste Mode B and is 0.4 cm thick. 

The extenor is polished and red slipped and the iuterior is srnudged and decorated with 

iridescent paint and engraved Lues which outline some of the iridescent areas (Figure 6.19 

a). The second sherd was recovered fiom the NI74 El42 excavation in the grey ash 

midden level below Floor Feature #IO. The sherd is composed of partially oxidized paste 

Mode B and is 0.4 cm thick. The exterior of the shml is polished and the interior is 

decorated with polished smudge, iridescent paint and engraved h e s  which outhe some of 

the iridescent painted areas (Figure 6.19 b). 

Composite and Cornplex Urnestricteci Vasels 

In the Loma Alta collection 72 rims were assigned to the composite unrestricted 

vesse1 forms. The composite unrestricted rims at Loma Alta occur in five forms (Vessel 

Forms #5, #6, #7, #8, and #9) and four sub-forms (Vessel Forms #a, Ma, #7a and Wa). 

Vessel Form #5 and #5a 

There are six rims assigned to Vessel Fonn #5 (Figure 5.15) in the Loma Aita 

collection and three assigned to Vessel Fom #Sa (Figure 5.15). There is no evidence for 

the base fonn of either Vessel Form #5 or #Sa at Loma Alta. 

All but one of the six Vessel Form #5 rims possess a round lip; the exception has a 

square lip. Ail of the rims assigned to Vessel Form #5a have mmd lips. 

AU of the Vessel Form # 5 and #Sa rims in the Loma Alta collection are composed 

of the fher pastes. Three Vessel Form #S rims are made of paste Mode A and thme are 

made of paste Mode B. There are two firing modes present in the Vessel Form #5 rims 
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surface oxidized and partially oxidized. AU three of the Vessel Form #Sa iims are 

composed of paste Mode A and there are two firing modes, reduced and s i i r f a ~  ooxidized. 

The rim diameters of Vessel Fomi #5 are shom in Fi- 620. The Vessel Form 

35 diameters range 6rom 20 to 28 cm. The sample size is very small and Little can k said 

of the size modes. 

Figure 6.20. Loma Alta Vessel Form #5 R i .  Diameters in cm. 

Two of the three rims assigned to Vessel Form #5a were large enough to measure 

the rim diameter. One rim had a diameter of 16 cm and the other a diameter of 22 cm. 

The interior surfaces of the Vessel Form #5 rims are all  polished and the exteriors 

are finished with smoothing and polishing. The rims assigned to Vessel Form #5a are also 

ai1 finished with polishing and the extmois are finished with smoothuig and polishing. 

AU of the rims assigned to Vessel Form #5 are d e c o d  Decoratïve techniques 

used include red slip, smudge, iridescent paint, incision and notching* The painted 

decorative techniques are a horizontal baud and a vertical band. The single incised element 

is a horizontal be. The decotative fields of Vessel Form #5 axe the interior and exterior of 

the vessel, the interior rim, the exterior basal angle, the exterior below the basal angle and 

the lip. Table 6.12 shows the occurrence of the decorative t ech ips  and elements in the 

decorative fields. An example of Vessel Form #5 rims is iüustrated in Figure 6.21. 

Al1 of the rims assigned to Vessel Form #5a are also decorated. Decorative 

techniques applied to this vessel form include smudge, iridescent paint, appliqué fiUets, 

notching and cutting. The decorative fields are the interior and exterior of the vessel, the 
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lip and the appliqué fillet. Two of these rims are decorated on the interior with smudge and 

iridescent paint horizontal and vertical bands and have notched lips, one is smudged on the 

Table 6.12. Loma Alta Vessel Form #5 Location of Decorative Techniques and Elements 
in Decorative Fields. 

Red Slip 
Srnudge 
Red Paint 
Iridescent Paint 

Horiz. Band 

exterior. The third r i .  is smudged on the interior and has a notched appliqué fiilet on the 

exterior. An example of Vessel Fom #5a rims is iliustrated in Figure 6.22. 

Vessel Fonn #6 and Ma 

In the Loma Alta collection there is one rim assigned to Vessel Form #6 and four 

rims assigned to Vessel Form #6a (Figure 5.15). There is no evidence of the base form of 

the Vessel Fonn #6 rims. However, two of the Vessel Form #da rims have a ~ u k  base 

atîachment areas. It is probable that both Vessel Fomi #6 and #6a had some vessels with 

m d a r  bases and some with the flattened to sliglnly rounded base fom. In the Loma Alta 

Vcsstl Form #5 1 

collection ail the rùns assigned to both Vessel Form #6 and #6a possess the round lip mode. 

Ali the rims assigned to Vessel Fonn #6 and #6a are composed of paste Mode B. 

The single Vessel Fonn #6 rim is fiml with the s d c e  oxidized. One of the Vessel Form 

#6a rims is fïred with the surface oxidized and the other is partially oxidized 
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Figure 6.23. Lama Alta Vesse1 Fonn #6 Rim 
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'The rim diameter of the Vesse1 Fomi #6 rim is 22 cm. Only two ofthe foin rims 

assigned to Vessel Form #6 are large enough to give rim digrneters. One of the rims has a 

diameter of 22 cm and the other has a diameter of 28 cm. 

The interior surfâtes of Vessel Fomi #6 and M a  rims are finished with polishing. 

The exterior ofthe Vessel Fonn 166 rim is finished with polishiag and the extenot of the 

Vesse1 Fonn #6a rims are finished with polishing and wïping. 

AU of the rims assigned to both Vessel Fomi #6 and #6a are decorated in some 

marner. The single Vessel Forrn #6 rim was decorated on the interior with red slip and an 

incised horizontal line just below the lip. There are traces of indescent paint on the 

interior, but the design cannot be made out The exterior is decorated with red slip. Figure 

6-23 illustrates the Vessel Fonn #6 rim. Three of the four Vessel Form #6a rims are 

decorated on the interior and exterior widi red slip a d o r  smudge. The fourth Vessel Form 

#6a rim is decorated on the intenor with an incised horizontal line befow the Lip and a 

horizontal iridescent band on sm-e. The exterior ofthe rim is red süpped. Figure 6.24 

illustrates an exampie of the Vessel Form %a rims. 

Vesse1 Fonn #7 and #7a 

In the Loma Alta collection 35 rims were assigned to Vessel Form #7 (Figure 5-15) 

and 12 rims assigned to Vessel Form Wa (Figure 5-15). There is little evidence of the base 

fonn of Vessel Form #7 at Loma Alta, but it is assumed that the vessels would have had 

both the rounded to slightly flattened base fom and straight hoilow tripod supports, and 

possibly also the annular base mode. There are no instances of Vessel Form #7a with intact 

bases, but they are assumed to have had a similar base form to Vessel Fomi #7. AU the 

Vesse1 Fomi #7 rims in the collection have the short angle lip mode, and alI the Vessel 

Form #7a rims possess the long angle lip mode. 

AU the rims assigned to Vessel Form #7 are composed of the Fier paste modes 

(Mode A n=19, Mode B n=12 and Mode E n=4), The majority of the Vessel Fonn #7a rims 

are composed of the finer pastes (Mode A n=6, Mode B n=3), although the coarser pastes 

are present in s m d  quantities (Mode C ~ 3 ) .  The firing modes prisent among both the 

Vessel Form #7 and #7a rims include reduction, partial oxidation and siirface oxidation. 
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Figure 625 gives the rim diameters for Loma Alta Vesse1 Fonn #7 r ius .  They 

range in diameter fiom 16 to 34 cm. Them appear to k two sizt modes ment one at 18 

cm and the other between 22 and 28 cm. 

Figure 6.25 Loma Alta Vessel Form #7 Rim Diameters in cm. 

Figure 6.26 gives the rim diameters of Vessel Form #7a rims. 'Ihey range in 

diameter fkom 18 to 32 cm. The cluster of rims between 18 and 24 cm, with a peak at 22 

cm, may represent one size mode and the two at 30 and 32 cm may indicate the existence of 

a larger size mode. The number of sherds, however, is very srnaLi. 

Figure 6.26. Loma Alta Vessel Forrn #7a Rim Diameters in cm. 



The interior sufhces of all the Vessel Fomi #7 rims are fiilished with p W g .  

The exteriors are tinished with Ming, smoothiag and polishing. 'The interior and extaïor 

surfaces of Vessel Form #7a are finished with smoothmg and polisbing. 

Mi but two of the 35 rims assigaed to Vesxl Fom #7 in the Loma Aita coiiection 

are decorated in some fasiion. The decoxative techniques found on Vessel Form #7 include 

red slip, smudge, red paint, iridescent paint, incision, nicking, notching, appliqué fïiiets, 

appliqué nubbins, modeied lobing and cuthg. The painted deCorative elements hclude a 

horizontal band and a vertical band. The two incised elements are a horizontal line and a 

vertical line. The Vessel Fom #7 fields of decoration anz the interior and exterior of the 

vessel, the interior rim, the lip and appliqué fïliets. Table 6.13 relates the placement of the 

decorative techniques and elements in the decorative fields. An example of Vessel Form 

%7 rims is i11ustfated in Figure 6.27. 

Table 6.13. Loma Alta Vessel Fonn #7 Location of Decorative Techniques and Elements 
in Decorative Fields. 
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Tm of the 12 Nns assigneci to Vessel Fomi #7a are decorated The decodve 

techniques found on Vessel Fom #7a are red siip, smudge, iridescent paünt, red paint, 

cream paint, incision, modeled lobing and cuîiing. The painted deCorative elements include 

a horizontal band, a vertical band, a curved b d  and mgative designs. The single incised 

element is a diagonai Line. The fields of decotation on Vessel Form #7a are the interior and 

extenor of the vessel, the intenor r i .  the exterior rim, the exterior klow the basal angle 

and the lip. The occurrence of the decorative techniques and elements in the decorative 

fields is outlined in Table 6.14. Figrne 6.28 illustrates an example of the Vessel Fom #7a 

rims fiom Loma Alta, 

Vessel Fonn #8 

There were only four rims in the Loma Alta coUection assigned to Vessel Form #8 

(Figure 5.15). One Vessei Form #8 rim in the Loma Alta coilection has an intact straight, 

hollow leg. It is probable that some of these vessels would have also had the flatîened to 

slightly rounded base form. 

The four Vessel Form #8 rims possess three different lip modes. There is one with 

a rounded lip, one with the exterior beaded Iip mode and two with squan lips. AU of the 

rims are composed of the finet paste modes (Mode A n=2, Mode B ~ 2 ) .  There are two 

£king modes represented in the Vessel Form #8 rims reduction and partial oxidation. 

Only two of the four Vessel Form #8 rims are large enough to give r i ,  diameter 

measurements. One rim has a diameter of 16 cm and the second has a rim diameter of 26 

cm. 

The intenor surfaces of all the Vessel Form #8 rims are finished with polishing and 

the extenor surfaces are finished with smoothing and polisbing. AU four of die rims are 

decorated in some m e r .  The interiors of the vessels are finished with red slip or 

smudging. The exîerior rim of the vesse1 is decorated with a red paint horizontal band and 

in one case with engraved horizontal and vertical hes. Figure 6.29 illustrates an example 

of Vessel Form #8 rims. 
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Table 6.14. Loma Alta Vessel Form #7a Location of Decorative Techniques and Elements 
in Decorative Fields- 
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Cut-out Scallop 

Vessel Form #9 and #9a 

There are only three rims in the Loma Alta collection assigned to Vessel Fomi #9 

and oniy four assigned to Vessel Form #9a (Figure 5.15). There is no instance in the Lama 

Alta collection of a Vessel Fonn #9 or #9a rim with an intact base. It is assumed that these 

vessels would have possessed the rounded to slightly flatîened base form. All of the Vessel 

F o m  #9 and #9a rims possess either the long angle lip mode or the short angle lip mode. 

Both the Vessel Form #9 and #9a rims are composed of a variety of pastes. The 

three Vessel Form #9 rims are each composed of a cliffiirent paste mode, one Mode A, one 

Mode B and one Mode C. AU thtee ofthese rims are paaially oxidized. One of the Vessel 

Form #9a xims is composed of paste Mode A, one of paste Mode B and two of paste Mode 

C .  There are three firing modes present ui the Vessel Form #9a rims reduction, surfkce 

oxidation and partial oxidation. 
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The interior and exterior surfâces of the Vessei Fonn #9 and M a  rims are finished 

with smoothing and polishing. 

Al1 three of the Vessel Form #9 tims are decorated M some Gishion. nie deCorative 

techniques used are red slip, cream slip, red paint and notching. The single decorative 

element is a horizontal painted band. The red and nd slips occur on the interior and 

exterior of the vessels, the red painted bands occur on the interior and exterior of the rim 

and the notching occurs on the lip. Figrue 6.30 illustnnes Vesse1 FOHU #9 rims. 

Aii but one of the four Vesse1 Fonn #9a rims are decorated, The decorative 

techniques used are red siip, smudge, red paint and iridescent pamt The single decorative 

element is a painted horizontal band The interior and exterior of the vessels are decorated 

with red slip or smudge and one rim has traces of iridescent paint on the interior. The 

exterior rims of the vessels are decorated wirh red paint horizontal bands. Figure 6.3 1 

illustrates an example of the Vessel Fonn #9a rims. 

Summary and Archaeological Context of Composite Vessels 

Composite unrestncted vessels are comparatively rare in the Lorna Alta collection. 

There are only 72 rims in total assigned to the composite mestricted vessel forms, 

comprising only 3% of the total number of identifiable rim sheds. For the most part the 

number of rims of these vessel forrns is so low that it is almost impossible to discuss their 

temporal significance, aithough their absence may also have temporal sigaincance. Vesse1 

Form g7 may have a distribution which is chronologically si@cant as will be discussed 

below. 

There are ody 13 rims assigned to Vessel Form #5, #5a, #6 or Ma. These vessels 

occur in al1 of the excavation uni& and the numbers are not large enough to determine if 

they have chronological signifïcance. The 13 rims, however, share a decorative pattern. 

The interiors ofthese rims are decorated with iridescent paint on smudge or red siip and the 

exterion are decorated with smudge or red slip. ïhree of the tims aiso have an incised 

horizontal line ninning cucumferentially around the interior just below the lip. W e  of the 

rims have notched lips; one has a notched corner, and one has a notched appliqué nIlet on 

its exterior. 
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The 13 rims belonging to Vessei F o m  #5, #6 and their subfonns meke up ody 

0.53% of the number of identifiable Oms in the Loma Alta coilection. h cornparison there 

are 62 rhm assigned to these vessel forms in the OMJPLP44IC collection making up 

13 -7% of the identifiable rims in that coilection. This dmnatic difference 1 befitve is due 

to temporal differences between the two collectiom. As discussed in Chapter 5 Vessel 

Fonns #5, #6 and their sub-fomis appear to be characteristic of the Earlier part of the Late 

Formative Period ceramic sequence and 1 have argued h t  their pre~mce in the OMJPLP- 

14 1 C collection is evidence that this coiledon is Early in the Late Formetive Pdod 

sequence. 1 believe that their low numbers in the Loma Alta coiiection argues that this 

collection is for the most part &om the Middle and Later part of the Late Formative Period 

sequence. As is discussed in the Loma Alta site summary below s e v d  other lines of 

evidence also support this conc1usion. 

Vessel Form #7 is the most nmerous composite unrestricted fom in the Loma Alta 

collection. The decorative pattern on the Vessel Form #7 rims in the Loma Alta colIection 

makes them quite distinct fiom the Vessel Form #7 rims in the OMJPLP-141C wilection- 

Vessel Form #7 in the Loma Alta collection appears to have chmnological sigdicance, 

being much more common in the plough zones of both the N174 El42 excavation and the 

N 146 E 139 excavation, than in the lower levels of these excavations. In the N174 E 142 

excavation there are a total of23 Vessel Form #7 rims, ofwhich 13 (7.2% ofthe total 

number of rims in this level) are found in the uppermost plough zone. In the NI46 El39 

excavation there are a total of 16 Vessel Form #7 rims; ten (6.2% of the total ninnber of 

r ims  in this level) are fiom the upper level Zone A, and five (5.8% ofthe total number of 

rims in this level) are îrom the next level, Zone B. h Unit D there la nine Vessel Fom #7 

rims, or 2.3% of the total number of rims in Unit DI 

The decoration of the Vessel Form #7 rims in the Loma Alta coilection is quite 

consistent and quite similar to the pattem fotmd on Vesse1 Fonn #2a d e s a i d  above. The 

two vessel fonns, Vessel Form #2a and Vessel Fo~m #7, are in fect quite similar to each 

other in the Loma Aita collection. The interior sudiaces of the Vessel Fom #7 rims are 

decorated most ofken with smudge and iridescent pain& although iridescent paint, red slip 
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and smudge ail occur aione as weU. The exterior sucfàces are fkquently decorated with a 

red paint horizontal band Two of the nmS have nicked i ips, thme have notched lips and 

one has a cut-out scalloped lip. There are notched appliqué fillets on the exterior of 17 of 

the Vessel Fom #7 rims and two of the exterior basai mgles are notched. AU ofthese 19 

rims with notched appliqué fillets or notched basai angles are found in either the N146 

E 1 39 excavation or Unit DI None are h m  the NI 74 El42 excavation* 

Several published descriptions of Late Formative Pmod c e d c  coilections have 

i11ustrations ofvessels similar in form and decorative pattern to the Vessel Form #7 rims at 

Loma Alta. Bischof (1 982 [197 11 : 153, Figure 5c) iIIUStfates a simiIar vessel with a notched 

iip and two notched appliqui fïlIets on the exterior, which is pfaced in his Late Engoroy 

period. Simmons ' (1 97036, Figure 7) g e n d  form 12 is also very similar to my Vessel 

Fonn #7 rims from Loma Aita. Several of these rims are Uustraied (Simrnons 1970:273, 

Figure 70b-d) and belong to his Guangala Sombre Type, Iridescent Variety* Simmons 

(1 9îO:58,6 1) notes that his generai fom 12 is missing k m  his Early Engoroy subphase 

and that a sharp increase in the fiequency of general form 12 marks the end of his Engoroy 

Phase. Both of these studies place vessels sirnilar to my Vessel Form #7 rùns at Loma Alta 

Late in the Late Formative Period c e d c  sequence and their archaeological distribution in 

the Loma Alta excavations agrees with this interpretation. 

It is also interesthg that several studies of Late Formative Period and early 

Guangala ceramic collections appear not to contain similar vessels to my Vessel Fomi #7 

Nns at Loma Alta. Neithet Zedeiio (1994) nor Aleto (1988) illustrate mything similar 

fiom either Peiion del Rio or Bellavista respectively. Stothert (1995) also illustrates no 

similar vessels h m  her eady Guangda excavations at the Valdivia site (OGSEW-172). 

Vessel Forms #7a, #8, #9 and #9a are represented by very srnaIl numbers in the 

Loma Alta collection and none of these vessel forms appear to have a distinctive or 

characteristic decorative pattem at Loma Alta. 
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Dependent Restricted Vesseis 

In the Loma Alta coLiection452 nmS were assigneci to the dependent restricted 

vesse1 forms. These rims occur in the foilowing fomis; Vesse1 Fomis #IO, #IO& H l ,  

$1 ib, #12, #12b and #13. 

Vessel Form # 10 and #10a 

nim are 99 rims in the Loma Alta coiiection assigned to Vessel Form #10 and 11 

rims assigned to Vessel Fom #lOa (Figure 5 35). There is no instance of a Vesse1 Fonn 

# 10 or #lOa rim with an intact base in the Loma Alta coilection, but it assumed that most of 

these vessels would have had the flattened to slightiy rounded base mode. 

The vast majority of the Vessel Form #10 rims possess the rounded Lip mode 

(n=95), although there are also instances ofthe sq, lip mode (n=2), the exterior beaded 

lip mode ( ~ 1 )  and the interior beveled lip mode (n=l). AU of the Vesse1 Fonn #10a r h  

in this collection have rounded lips. 

The Vessel Form #10 rims an composed of a varïety of pastes. About half the rims 

are composed of the h e r  pastes, Mode A ( ~ 2 0 )  and Mode B (n=29) and about halfthe 

rims are composed of the coarser paste Mode C ( ~ 5 0 ) .  AU the firing modes are present in 

the Vessel Form H O  rims. Most of the Vessel Form #10a rims are composed of the Gner 

pastes (Mode A n=2, Mode B ne), but the coarser pastes are also represented (Mode C 

~ 3 ) .  Again ail the firing modes are represented in the Vessel Fonn #10a rims. 

The Vessel Form #10 rims have a very large range of diameters, h m  6 to 44 cm 

(Figure 6.32). The majority ofthe rims appear to have diameters in the 10 to 32 cm range, 

but peaks at 12 cm, 18 to 22 cm and 30 cm may represent individual sUe modes. 

Figure 6.33 illustrates the rim diameters of the Vessel Form #10a rims fiom the 

Loma Alta coLlection. Although the sample sUe is small clusters of rims between 10 to 14 

cm and 18 to 22 cm may represent distinct size modes. 

Both the interior aad exterior surfsices of Vessel Form #10 rims are finished with 

scraping, wiping, smoothing and polishing. The interior surfaces of Vessel Form #10a are 

finished with wiping, smoothing and polishuig. The exterior surfaces of ail the Vessel 

Form #10a rims are finished with polishing- 



Figure 6.32. Loma Alta Vessel Fom #10 Rim Diameters in cm. 

Figure 6.33. Loma Alta Vesse1 Fom #10a Rim Diameters in cm. 

Of the 99 rims assigned to Vessel Fom #10 in the Loma Alta coliection 84 of them 

are decorated in some m e r .  The decorative techniques applied to Vessel Form #10 

include red slip, smudge red paint, iridescent pamt, cream paint, engiaving, nicking and 

appliqué lugs. The painted Qcorative elements are a horizontal band, a vertical band, a 

half-circle, an ovai and a dot. The two engraveci decorative elements are a horizontal line 

and a vertical h e .  The decorative fields of Vessel Form #10 are the interior and exterior of  

the vessel, the exterior rim and the lip. Table 6.15 places the decorative techniques and 

elements in the decorative fields in which they occur. An example of the Vessel Form #10 

rims is found in Figure 6.34. 
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Nine of the 1 1 Vessel Form #10a rims fkom the Lam A b  collection are decorated 

Red slip, red paint horizontal bands and incised horizontal Lùia occur on the interior of the 

vessels and red slip, red paint horizontal and c w e d  bands, nidescent paint and diagonal 

incised h e s  occur on the exterior of the vesseIs. Figure 6.35 illustrates an example of the 

Vessel Form #10a rirn h m  Loma Aita. 

Vessel Fonn $1 1 and #I lb 

There are 95 rims in the Loma Alta coilection assigned to Vessel Fomi #11 and 2 

rims assigned to Vessel Fonn #l lb (Figure 5.35). 
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Table 6.1 5. Loma Alîa Vessel Form #10 Location of Decorative Techniques and Elements 
in Decorative Fields. 
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square lip and one widi the interior beveled lip mode. Both of the Vessel Fonn #l l b rims 

have roundcd iips. 

The majority of the Veuel Fonn #11 rims are composed of the fina pastes Mode 

A ~ 1 6 ,  Mode B n=58 and Mode E ~ 2 ) .  but the coarser paste Mode C (n=19) is also 

represented Ali the firing modes are ment in the Vessel Fomi #11 rims. One of the 

Vessel Fom #l lb rims is composed of surfàce oxidized paste Mode A end the other is 

composed of partially oxidized paste Mode C. 

The rim diameters of the Vessel Fonn #11 rims are given in Figure 6.36. The rims 

range in diameter fkom 12 cm to 36 cm. Many of the r h s  fâlI into the 20 to 28 cm range 

and this range appeaxs to be a singie sïze mode. Another sue mode may exkt at 14 cm. 

Rim DirmcPa 

Figure 6.36- Loma Alta Vessel Fonn #11 Rim Diameters in cm. 

The Vesse1 Fonn #l l b  Mns give rim diameter measurements of 10 and 16 cm. 

The interior surfaces of the rims nssigned to Vessel Form #11 are finished with 

wiping, smoothing and polishing. The exterior siirfaces are finished with scraping. wiping, 

smoothing and polishing. The interior and exterior surfaces of one Vessel Form # I l  b Nn 

are finished with polishing and the interior and exterior surfkces of the second rim are 

finished with smoothing. 

There are 82 rims assigneci to Vessel Form #11 which are decorated in some 

fashion. The decorative techniques used on Vessel Form #11 are red slip, smdge, red 

paint, iridescent paint, cream painî, incision, engraving, notching and appliqué nubbins. 

The painted decorative elements include a horizontal band, a vertical band and a curved 
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band. The incised elements are a horizontal he, a vertical line, a c w e d  h e  and a waq- 

iine. The engraved elements consist of a horizontal line and a diagond iine. The Vessel 

Form #11 decorative fields are the interior and exterior of the vessei, the exterior rim, the 

interior bottom, the exterior basal angel and the exterior below the basal angle. Table 6.16 

illustrates the placement of the decorative techniques and elements in the decorative fields 

in which they occur. An example of the Vessel Fom #11 rims nom Loma Alta is show in 

Figure 6.37. 

Both of the rims assigneci to Vessel Fom #1 lb in the Loma Alta coiiection are 

decorated. One is smudged on the interior and exterior of the vessel and the second is 

decorated with a red paint horizontal band on the exterior of the rim and a cream horizontal 

band on the exterior below the basal angle. The Vessel Fonn #I l  b rims are illustrated in 

Figure 6.38. 

Vessel Fonn #12 and #12b 

There are 171 rims assigned to Vessel Form #12 in the Lama Alta coilection (Figure 

5.35). Vessel Form %12b is a new form to Loma Alta and has the identical form to Vessel 

Form if 12, but it has an elaborated extenor basal angie. The elaboration occun as a 

thickening of the vessel wall, often it f o m  an anguiar protmsion, and very fkquently the 

elaborated angle is decorated with nicking or notching. This form is somewhat suailar to 

Vessei Form #19b, but Vessel Form #12b has a taller rim, an exteriorally thickened wall at 

the basal angle and is a dependent restrîcted fom. There k no indication of the base form 

of Vessel Fonn #12b, or Vessel Fonn #12 for that matter, in the Loma Alta collection, but 

it is assumed that most of the vessels would have possessed the flattened to slightly 

rounded base form and some may have had annular bases. 

The great majority of Vessel Fom #12 rims possess the roimded lip mode (n=163), 

but there are also a number of rims with square lips (n=8) and one example with the 

exterior beaded lip mode. Both of the Vessel Form #12b rùns have rounded lips. 

Most of the Vessel Form #12 rims are composed of the coarser paste modes (Mode 

C n=19 and Mode D n=l). There is also a number of sheds composed of the finet paste 

modes (Mode A n=8, Mode B n545). AU the firing modes are present in the Vessel Form 
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#12 rims. Both of the Vesse1 Fom #12b rims are composed of paste Mode B. One is 

oxidized and the other is partiaily oxidized 

Figure 639 @es the Loma Alta Vessel Fomi #12 rim dinmeters. The diameters 

have quite a large range fimm 14 to 42 cm. The rnajorîty of the rims have a diameter in the 

24 to 34 cm range and this range appears to be one size made. 

Only one ofthe two Vessel Fonn #12b Ems was large enough to take a rim 

diameter measurement h m  and it has a diameter of 24 cm, 

The intenor sudaces of Vessel Form #12 are f?nished with scraping, wiping, 

smoothing and polishing; one rim is polished on the interior with the hi&-gloss poiishmg 

sub-mode. The exteriors of the vesseis are finished with scraping, wiping, smootbing and 

polishuig. Frequently the exterior rims of the Vessel Form #12 rims are smoathed or 

polished fiom the lip to the exterior basal angle and then scraped or wiped beiow the basal 

angle. The interior surfaces of the Vessel Form #12b rims are finished with polishing and 

the exteriors are hished with smwthing and polishing. 

Of the 173 rims assigned to Vessel Form #12 159 of thern are decorated in some 

rnanner. The decorative techniques used on Vessel Form #12 are red siip, smudge, red 

paint, iridescent paint, incision, engraving, notcbg and appliqué nubbins. The painted 

decorative elements are a horizontal band, a diagonal band and a c w e d  band. The incised 

elements are a horizontal ihe? a vertical line, a wavy h e  and a hooked iine. The engraved 

elements are a horizontal line, a vertical line, a diagonal line and a curved line. The Vessel 

Form # 12 fieIds of decoration are the interior and exterior of the vessel, the exterior rim, 

the exterior basal angle, the extenor below the basal angle and the iip. Table 6.17 shows 

the relationship between the decorative techniques and elements anci the deCorative fields in 

which they occur. Figrne 6.40 illustrates an exampie of the Vessel Form #12 rims fiom 

Loma Alta. 

Both ofthe rims assigned to Vessel Fom #12b are decorated. One is smudged on 

the interior with traces of iridescent paint and is red slipped on the exterior with notching 

on the exterior basal angie. The second rim is decorated on the extenor rim with a red 
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Figure 6.40. (cont) Loma Alta Vesse1 Form #12 Rims. 
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horizontal band and also ha9 a notchtd exterior basal angle. These rims arc illustmted 
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Figure 6.3 9. Loma Aha Vessel Form #12 Rim Diameters in cm. 

Vessel Form #13 

There are 70 Vessel -Form #13 rims in the Loma Alta w11ection (Figure 5.3 5). 

The majority of the rims assigned to Vessel Fom #13 poswss the munded lip mode 

(n=42), although a large nrrmkr have the exterior beaded mode (1~26). There are two rims 

that have a square Kp. 

The Vessel Fonn #13 rims are composed of a vaiety of pastes. There is a large 

number of rims composed ofthe %es peste modes (Mode A n=4, Mode B n=39, Mode E 

n=l) and there are also many composed of the corner paste Mode C (1~26). AU the firing 

modes are present in the Vessel Form 813 rims. 

The rim diameters of the Loma Aita Vessel Form #13 rims are iilustrated in Figure 

6.42. A large number of the rims have diameters in the 18 to 30 - range and withh this 

range there may be two size modes one at 22 cm and another at 28 cm. Thm appears to be 

another size mode at 10 to 14 cm. 

The interior and exterior suthces of the Vessel Form #13 rims are finished with 

wiping, smoothing and polishing. 



Table 6.17. Loma Alta Vessel Form #12 Location of Decoratiw Techniques and Elements 
in Decorative Fields- 
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Figure 6.42. Loma Alta Vessel Fonn #13 Rim Diameters in cm. 
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Figure 6.43. Loma Alta Vtssel Foim #13 Rmis 
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Ofthe 70 rims assigned to Vessel Fomi #13 at Loma Alta, ail but two are 

decorated in some mannet. The àecorative techniques applied to Vessel Fonn #13 are quite 

numerous and include red slip, smudge, mi paint, indescent pain& cream painf incision, 

engraving, prmctate, nicking, notching, bossing, tinger indentationsy applicpé nubbins and 

appliqué fillets. The painted decoraîive elements are a horizontal band, a vertical band, a 

wavy band, an oval and an area ofunknown shape. The two incised elements are a 

horizontal Iine and a wavy line. The engmved elements are a horizontal he, a diagonal 

line and a dot- The decorative fields of Vessel Fonn #13 are the interior and exterior of the 

vessel, the extaor of the rim, the extenor basal angle, the exterior below the basai angle, 

the lip and the appliqué fiüet, The location of the decorative techniques and elements in the 

decorative fields in which they occur is outheci in Table 6.18. An example of Vessel Form 

# 1 3 rims is Uustrated in Figure 4-43. 

Summary and Archaeoiogid Context of Dependent Restricted Vcuds 

In the Loma Alta collection, as previously mentioned, there is a total of 452 rims 

assigned to the dependent restnaed vessel forms. These rims make up 18.6% ofthe total 

number of identifiable rims in the collection, 

Vessel Form #IO and #10a rims are found throughout the excevations and these 

fomis do not appear to be temporally signîfïcant. DeCoration on Vessel Fomi #IO rims is 

quite variable, although a couple of patterns are repeated fkquently. The most common 

pattern of decoration is for the interior and/or eMMor of the vessels to be decorated with 

red slip or red paint, usually in the fom of horizontal bands. Of ta  the Lip will be decorated 

with a thin red paint band. 

A second pattern of decoration foiwi on Vessel Fonn #10 is for the interior and+or 

extenor to be decorated with smudge and iridescent paint, usually in the fom of vertical 

bands. Vessel Form #10 and #10a rims decorated with this pattern are fomd in small 

numbers throughout the excavations; one in Unit D, one in the h e  B level of NI46 E139, 
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one in the grey ash midden level above Flwr Feature #10 in N174 El42 and three fiom the 

Bey ash midden level below Floor Feature #10 in NI74 E 142. Bischof (1982 [W 1 : 153, 

Figure Sa) illustrates a similar vesse1 foxm decorated with iridescent paint which he assigns 

to his Late Engoroy Period The archaeological distribution of these vessels at Loma Alta 
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does not fUy support this assessment The dhgreement of the data h m  Loma Aita 

may be due to inter-site differences or may be the d t  ofstratigraphic mariiig. However, 

there are few other indications that the lower levels ofN174 El42 are badly mixed with the 

upper, and probably later, occupations. 

Vessel Foxm #11 rims are aiso fomd tbroughout the excavations and the vessel 

form does not appear to be temporally sienificant There is, however, a large number 

(n=16) of these rims in Feaîure #82-2, which is associateci with Floor Featwe #IO. 

Decorative pattems on these vessels do appear to have chronologicai siguifïcance. 

One ofthe most common patterns ofdecoration on Vessel Form #11 rims is for the 

interior and/or extenor to be decorated with red slip or red painf uJually in horizontal bands 

located above the exterior basai angle. This pattern is common to many of the dependent 

restncted vessel forms. As discussed in Chapter 5 this pattem is particulatly common on 

Vessel Fonn #12 r h s .  A number of Vesse1 Form #l I rims are decorated on the interior 

andor exterior with smudge and iridescent pain& a pattern of decoration which is also 

fomd on several ofthe dependent restricted vesse1 fomis. 

There are two Vessel Fom #11 rims with complex engtaved designs on the exterior 

of the vessel above the basal angle, usually on smudged or red slipped swfkces. These rims 

are quite reminiscent of the Machalilla style. Rims with this pattem of decoration are found 

in the N 174 El42 excavation m the grey ash midden both above and below Floor Feature 

$10, as weil as in Feature #82-2 associated with Floor Feature #IO. A single Vesse1 Fonn 

#11 rim with this kind of decoration was recovered fkom the NI46 El39 excavation in the 

lower grey ash midden Zone C level. The presence of Machalilla influenced decorative 

patterns in the lower levels of the N174 El42 excavation and their virtuai absence h m  

other Late Formative Period contexts supports the argument that the lower levels of N174 

E 142 predate the N 146 E 139 and Unit D excavations. 

There are nine Vessel Fom #11 rims which are decorated with appliqué nubbins 

attached to the exterior basal angle. AN but one of these rims are fiom Floor Feature #IO 

and the associated Feature #82-2 levels of the NI74 E 142 excavation, as weU as in the grey 

ash midden level below these featutes. The other rim was h m  the plough zone, Zone A, 

of the N146 El39 excavation. 
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Appliqué nubbins appear to k teqxmdy sîpifïcaut in the Loma Aha 

co11ection. In the Loma AI@ c011ection thae were 18 rims with appIiqué nubbins on rims 

assigned to Vesse1 Form #1, #2, #7, #IO, #LI, #12 and #Nb. AU but thne of these h 

were fiom the NI74 E 142 excavation in levels below the plough urne, in the grey ash 

rnidden level above Flmr Feature #1 O, in the Floor Feature #10 level and in the giey ash 

midden level below the floor. Two are h m  the N146 El39 excavation, one ficorn the Zone 

A (plough zone) level and one fiom the Zone B level. The third is h m  Unit D. As 

discussed in Chapter 5 appliqué nubbins, occuaing on both lips and exterior basal angies, 

are a late Machaiilia feature that uury over kit0 the Early Late Formative Perïod (Lippi 

1983 :3 10-3 12). The archaeological distn'buîîon of rims decorated with appliqué nubbins in 

the Loma ALta excavations supports the interpretation that the Iowa levels of the N174 

E 142 are representative of an earlïer part of the Late Formative Peziod sequence than are the 

N 146 E 139 and Unit D excavations. 

There is a number of Vessel Form #11 rims (n=ll) decorated in the vey  distinctive 

cusipdor pattem that has also been found on other vesse1 f o m  (Le. Vessel Fonns #lb, #3, 

if12 and $13) in the Loma Alta collection. These rims are decoratexi on the interior with 

either red slip or red paint, usually in horizontal bands, on the exterior above the basal angle 

with incised designs on a smoothed surface? and below the bitsel angle they are decorated 

with a polished red horizontal band. Nine Vesse1 Fonn #11 rims decorated in this manner 

are fiom the NI74 E 142 excavation, in the grey a& rnidden level above Floor Feature #IO, 

in Floor Feature #10 and in the grey ash rnidden level below Floor Feature #IO. Then are 

two of these rims in the NI46 El39 excavation, one h m  the gny ash level Zone B and one 

fiom the lower gcey a& Ievel Zone C. This decorative pattern will k discussed in more 

detail klow. 

Vessel Form #12 rims are the most numemus of the dependent restricted f o m  at 

Loma Alta. They are fomd in al1 excavations and ail  but one of the leveis in the N174 

E 142, N146 El 39 and Unit D excavations. There are some d i f f i c e s  between tbe 

excavation uni& ia the fiequency of Vessel Fomi #12 rims, but these diff'tces are not 

great. In the N174 El42 excavation Vessel Fonn #12 rims made up over 8.1% of the total 

number of ide~tineble Nns in ail levels. In contrast Vessel Fonn #12 in the N146 El 39 
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excavation made up O to 5.8% of the total number ofrims m each level, and in Unit D 

Vessel Form #12 rims accouated for only 4.6% of the total rim sherds m the excavation. 

Vessel Fonn #12 is quite a distinctive form and, as discussed in Chapter 5, is found in meny 

Late Formative Period ceramic collections h m  south-western -or. The fiincticm of 

this vessel fom is not Irnown, but diffkences in hpenicy  of Vesse1 Fomi #12 betwan the 

excavations at Loma Alta may very weil relate to functiional Merences of the areas of the 

excavations. 

The most common paüem of decoration of the Vessel Form #12 rims in aii the 

contexts comisted of a red siipped or plain interior a d  an exterior above the basai angle 

decorated with a polished rad horizontal band This pattern of decoration on Vessel Form 

ff 1 2 is common to all of the sites in this study. There is a number of Vessel Form #12 rims 

decorated on the interior with smud& and iridescent paint, with one instance of the 

iridescent paint executed on red slip. There is also a number of Vesse1 Form #12 rims with 

notched and nicked exterior basal angles. 'Ihese Vessel Form #12 rims decorated with 

iridescent paint on the interior and notched and nicked exterior basai angles are quite 

similar in both form and decorative pattern to Vessel Fonn #19 and #19b r h s .  The Vessel 

Fonn XI2 rims, however, have much taller walls, but thexe does appear to be a gradient of 

forms between the two. 

Two Vessel Form #12 rims are decorated in the distinctive cuspidor pattern that has 

been described for Vessel Forms #l b, #3 and #11 above. One of these rims is decorated on 

the interior with a red horizontal band H e  the other is plain and they are both decorated 

on the exterior above the basal angie with incised designs on a smoothed smtiice and below 

the basal angle with a polished r d  paint horizontal band Both of these rims are k m  the 

N 174 E 142 excavation, one h m  the grey miciden level above Floor Feahire #IO and one 

fiom the grey midden level below Floor Feahne HO. Again this decorative pattern will be 

discussed in more detail below. 

Vessel Form #13 rims are decorated in quite a variety of ways, but there are some 

patterns evident. The first is common to dependent restricted vessels in general. The 

interior a d o r  exterior of the vessel is decorated with red slip or red paint, usuaily 

horizontal bands. On the exterior the bands an almost invariabiy located on the rim above 
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the basal angle. Fewer Vessel Fonn #13 rims am decolated on the -or with smudge 

and iridescent paint and with red slip on the exterior. 

A nulnber of the Vessel Fonn #13 nmJ possess extaior beaded lips and all but two 

of the 12 rims with exterior beaded üps are found in the N174 El42 excavation imit. ûfthe 

two exceptions one is found in the plou& levei, Zone A, of the N146 El39 excavation and 

one is found in Unit D. Within the NI74 El42 excavation seven Vessel Fonn #13 rims 

with exterior beaded lips are fomd in Floor Feature H O  and essociated Feature #82-2 

levels, one is found in the grey ash miMa level below the flwr and two are fomd in the 

uppermost plough zone level. As discussed in Chapter 5 exterior beaded lips are ais0 found 

very commonly in the Machalilla Phase and arr carried over into the Late Foxmative Period. 

Exterior beaded lips, particularly on dependent restricted vessels, appear to be most 

characteristic of the Early part of the Late Formative Pend ceramic ~equence. The data 

fiom the Loma Alta coilection agrees with this inference and the vast majonty of rims with 

exterior beaded lips are h m  the archaeologicai contexts (Le. the lower levels of NI74 

E142) which 1 believe are fiom the Early to Middle part of the Late Formative Perîod 

sequence. 

There are two Vessel Form #13 rims that are decorated in the now fâmüiar cuspidor 

pattern. The interiors are decorated with red horizontal bands in one case and a r d  paint 

area in the second, the exteriors above the basal angie are decomteci with inciseci des@ on 

smoothed surfâces and the exterior s d c e s  klow the basai angle are decorated with 

polished red horizontal bands. These & sherds are bo?h fomd in the N174 El42 

excavation, one in the grey ash midden level above Floor Feature #10 and one in the grey 

ash midden below Floor Feature #IO. 

A unique restncted rim sherd h m  the N174 El42 grey ash midden level above 

Floor Feature #10 is also decorated in a similar pattern. The sherd, iUustrated in Figure 

6.44, is composed of partially oxidized paste Mode C and is 0.6 to 0.3 cm thick. The vesse1 

has a rim diameter of 10 cm. The interior is smoothed and decorated with a nd paint 

horizontal band at the lip that extends a short way dom the intaiot and exterior rim. The 

exterior of the rim fiom the iip to basal angle is smootheiand decorated with a wavy 
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incised he. The exterior d c e  below the basai angle is polished and decaratcd with 

red slip. 

In the Loma Aita collection t h e  is a totai of 18 rÜns decorated in the cuspidor 

pattem described above. This decorative patîem occurs on Vesse1 Fonas #lb, #3, #Il, #12 

and #l3 and a restricted rim shexd ofa unique foomi. û f îhe  18 ri= 13 occiirin the NI74 

El42 excavation. Within this excavation none of the rims are found in the uppmnost 

plough zone level, but they are pmmt in the upper grey ash miciden above Floor Feature 

+ 1 O, in the Floor Fea- #IO level and in the gmy ash midden leveis below Floor Fcatrirr 

#i 0. The other two occur in the upper and lower p y  ash midden levels, Zone B and C, of 

the N146 E 139 excavation. This distribution suggests that this decorative pattern is an 

early occurrence at Loma Alta, most probably dating to the Middle of the Late Formative 

Period. 

A survey of the Merature ofother Late Formative Period ceramic wUecti011~ 

revealed few descriptions or illustrations of vessels decorated in a pattern simila. to the one 

described above. The pattern of decoration is most sïmiIar ta that illustrated by Evans and 

Meggea (1966:249, Figure 4c-f) on what they des* as ''cuspidor shaped vessels". 

However, the fom of these vessels is not clear îrom the photographs and it is difficult to 

determine how similar the form is to the rims h m  Loma Alta. Zeidler and S M  

(1 994:114, Figure 7-20 illustrate a similar vessd h m  the site of San Isidro in the Jama 

Valiey of northexn Manabi. The form of the vessel h m  San Isidn, is somewhat different 

than those fiom Lom Aita, but the paftern of decoration is quite similar to both the Lama 

Alta examples and those illustrated by Evans and Meggers (1966:249, Figure 4c-f). Zeidler 

and Sutliff(lW4: 1 15) note that the fomi of the vessel is " diagnostic of Chorrera culture 

throughout the westem Ecuadorian lowlands". The fomi of the vesse1 they illustrate is most 

similar in form to my Vesse1 Form #8. niey assign this vessel to Tabuchila 2, and it may 

be tenuously speculated that Tabuchila 2 and the Middle Late Fomtive Period of South- 

westem Ecuador are contemporq. 

Evans and Meggers (1982 [1971]: 124; 133, Figure 4h) describe and illustrate 

vessels belonging to their Chomra Cueilo Inciso (Chorrera Incised Nd) Type which 

soimd similar to the pattem of  decoration 1 have described at Loma Alta (I am not suie if 
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this type iacludes thtir cusipdor vesseis wationed above). Again, howcm, it is 

difficult to determine the form ofthe vessel hm the illustraiion, and the description 

mentions only eveNd tim vessels. In addition, Evan and Me- (1982 [1971]) sta!e thai 

this type is only found in their Guayas Basin materhi and is absent from the coartal 

collections. 

Independent Restricted Vessels 

There are 895 rims in the Loma Aita coilection that have becn assigned to 

independent restncted vessel forms. These rims are assigned to five fomis (Vesse1 Fonns 

#14, #15, #16, #17 and #18) and eight sub-forms (Vessel F o m  #14a, #14b9 #16a, #16c9 

ff17a and #18a). 

Vesse1 Form #14, #14a and #14b 

There are 442 Vessel Form #14 rims in the Lama Aha coiiection, maLing this vessel 

fonn the second most numemus (Figure 5.46). There are 138 rims assigned to Vessel Fonn 

81 4a and two assigned to Vessel Form #14b Figure 5.46). 

Of the 442 rims assigned to Vessel Form #14 440 ofthem possess the round Lip 

mode. The other two have the exterior beaded lip mode. Ali but one of the 138 rims 

assigned to Vessel Fom #14a have the rounded lip mode and the exception also has the 

exterior beaded lip mode. The two rims assigned to Vessel Form #14b both have rounded 

lips. 

The great majority of the Vessel Fom #I4 rims in the Loma Alta collection are 

composed of the coarser paste modes (Mode C n=371, Made D n=2). The nnet paste 

modes, however are also represented (Mode A n=16, Mode B ~ 5 2 ,  Mode E n=l). 

Similarly, most of the Vesse1 Fonn #14a rims are composed of the coarser pastes (Mode C 

n=107, Mode D n=3), although there are some rims composed of the fiim piistes ( M d e  A 

n=8, Mode B n=20). AU the firing modes are represented in both the Vessel Form #14 rims 

and the Vessel Form #14a rims. One of the Vessel Fonn #14b rims is composed of surfâce 

oxidized paste Mode B and the other of nduced paste Mode C. 

The rim diameters of Vessel Fonn #14 are given in Figure 6.45. The diameters have 

quite a large range from 4 to 30 cm. The majority of the rims, however, have diameters that 

fa11 in the 14 to 24 cm range and this appears to be a single size mode. 
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Figure 6-45. Loma Alta Vessel Form #14 Rim Diameters in cm. 

Rim diameters for Vessel Form #14a rims are Uustrated in Figure 6.46. These rims 

also have quite a large range h m  6 to 32 cm. The majority of the rims have diameters in 

range fiom 18 to 28 cm and this range appears to be a single size mode. A second size 

mode may be represented by the six sherds with a 14 cm diameter aithough the number of 

rims is smaller. 

The intenor and exterior sudaces of Vessel Form #14 rims are finished with 

scraping, wiping, smoothing and polishing. Frequently more care was taken when W h g  

the interior sdaces  of the rims than the interior s d c e  below the h. As a result the 

interior rims are ofien smoothed or poiished with scraping or wiping below. On the exterior 

of the vessels the shoulder area is more ~ q u a t l y  smoothed or polished, especially in the 

area where decoration is applied, then are the exterior of the neck or the exterior below the 

shoulder. These areas are fkquently finished with wiping or scraping. This pattern of 

surface finishuig is found often for di the independent restricted forms as mentioned above. 

The interior and exterior surfaces of Vessel Form #I4a are finished with scraping, wiping, 



Figure 6.46. Loma Alta Vessel Fonn #14a Rim Diameters in cm, 

smoothing and poiishing. The two Vessel Fomi #14b rims are finished on the interior and 

exterior with smoothing and polishing. 

Of the 442 rims in the Loma Alta collection assigned to Vessel Form #14 407 are 

decorated in some mamer. The decorative techniques found on Vessel Fom #14 Nns are 

red slip, smudge, red paint, iridescent paint, black paint, incision, and punctate. The 

painted decorative elements are a horizontal band, a verticai band, a curved band, a haif- 

circle, an oval, a dot and an area of unknown shape. The incised elements are a horizontal 

iine, a vertical line and a diagonal he. 'Ihe fields of decoration for Vessel Fonn #14 aie 

the intenor and exterior of the vessel, the intexïor rim, the exterior neck, the exterior 

shoulder and the lip. Table 6.19 relates the dewrative techniques aud elements to the 

decorative fields in which they occur. An example of the Vessel Fonn #14 rims is 

illustrated in Figure 6.47. 

In Unit D there is one independent restricted rim that although similar to the Vessel 

Form # 14 rims is unique to the Loma Alta collection. The rim is ilîwtrated in Figure 6.48. 

This vessel has an exterior beaded lip and an everted rim which has a raised horizontal fiilet 

on the extenor of the neck with a shallow horizontai depression between the lip and the 

fillet. The rim is composed of s d c e  oxidized paste Mode C and is between 0.8 and 0.4 

cm thick. The rim has a diameter of 8 cm. The surfaces are d e d  and it is impossible to 

discern the original surface finish or decoration. The fom of the rim is very similar to one 

iiiustrated in Masucci (1992509, Figure 27a) and the rim diameter is identicai. The type in 



Table 6.1 9 Loma Alta Vessel Form # 14 Location of Decorative Techniques and Elernents 
in Decorative Fields. 
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which this form occurs Masucci (1992:249) States is a diagnostic d e r  of her Guaugaia 

Complex 1 from her El Anicar study- 

There are 130 decorated rims out of the 138 rims assigned to Vessel Form #14a 

The decorative techniques which appear on Vessel Form #14a are red slip, red paint, 

iridescent paint, black paint, incision, grooved incision, pmctate, and appliqué 1 ~ .  The 

painted decorative elements are a horizontal band, a vertical band, a curved band, a wavy 

band, a halfœcircle, an ovai and a dot. There are two incised elements a diagond iine and a 

curved iine. The single element of grwved incision is the horizontal line. The Vessel 
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Figure 6.47 Loma Aita Vesse1 Fonn #14 R h .  
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Figure 6.48. Loma Alta Unique Indepcndent Restrictcd Rim Sherd. 



Table 6.20. Loma Alta Vessei Form #14a Location of Decorative Techniques and Elements 
in Decorative Fields. 

Red Slip 
Red Paint 

Horiz. Band 
Wavy Band 
=Circle 

- 

Oval 
Dot 

Iridescent Paint 
Horiz. Band 
Vert. Band 
Dot 

Black Paint 
Horiz. Band 

Grooved incision 
Horiz. Line 

Incision 
Diag. Line 
Curved Line 

Appliqué Lug 
Punctate I 

Form #14a decorative fields are the exterior of the vessel, the interior of the rim, the 

extenor neck, the exterior shoulder and the tip. The relationship of the decorative 

Vesse1 Fonn #14a 1 

techniques and elements to the decorative fields is shown in Table 620. Figure 6.49 

illustrates an example of the Vessel Fonn #14a rims h m  Loma Alta. 
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X 

There is one independent restricted rim fiom Unit D that is similar in fonn to Vessel 
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Form # 14% but has a much taller neck and tim than the other rims assigneci to this vessel 
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interior. The rim, iliustrated in Figure 6.50, is composed of surface oxidized paste Mode C. 
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Figrne 6.50. Loma Aita Unique Itidepcnaeat Restrictad Rim Shcrd. 
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Figure 6.5 1. Loma Alta Vesse1 Form #14b Rims. 
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Both ofthe rims assigneci to Vessel Fonn #14b are dccoratcd One ofthe rims is 

smudged on the interior and the exterior of the vessci, M e  the second is smudged ody on 

the exterior. Both rims are decorated on the exterior shoulder with hidescent pSmt. For 

one of the vessels it is impossible to discem the design, but on the second there are vertical 

bands and dots in iridescent paint These Vessei Form #14b nmS are illustrated in Figure 

6.5 1. 

There is one independent reStncted rim h m  the Zone B level of the NI46 E 13 9 

excavation that is unique in the Loma Alta coiiection, but somewhat similar to the Vessel 

Fom # l4b rims. The rim is illustrated in Figure 6.52. The r i .  ofthis vesse1 is everted and 

very tail somewhat similar to the Vesse1 Fonn #14a rims, but the shoulder is modeled and 

stepped. The rim is composed of reduced paste Mode A and is between 0.4 and 0.7 cm 

thick- The rim has a diameter of 20 cm. The mterior ofthe rim and the exterior of the 

shoulder are fished with polishing and the exterior of the ne& and the interior below the 

rim are Gnished with smoothing. The rim is undecorated 

Vessel Form #15. #15a and ff 1% 

There are 13 rims in the Loma Alta coiiection that are assigned to Vessel Fom #15 

(Figure 5.46). There are 1 8 rims assigned to Vessel Form #15a and eight rims assiped to 

Vessel Fom Wb. Vessel Form #15a is composed of the everted rim mode combined with 

the short neck, interior angled neck mode and the iow, rounded shoulder mode (Figrire 

5.46). Vessel Form #1 Sb is distinguished from Vessel Fom #1 Sa by possessing the low, 

sharply angled shoulder mode (Figure 5.46). The base fom for both of these vesse1 forms 

is not known, but I assume that most of Vessel Form #1Sa and #1Sb vessels would have had 

the flattened to slightiy rounded base form. 

All of the rims assigned to Vessel Fom #15, #15a and #lSb, with one exception 

possess the rounded lip form. The one exception was a Vessel Fom #1Sb rim that has an 

exterior beaded lip. 

The rims assigned to Vessel Form #15 are composed of two paste modes, Mode B 

( ~ 5 )  and Mode C ( ~ 8 ) .  AU the firing modes are pnsent in these rims. The majonty of 

the Vessel Form #1 Sa rims are composed of the fine pastes (Mode A ~ 8 ,  Mode B n=3), 

but the coarser Mode C is also represented (n=7). AU the firing modes an represented in 



Figure 6.52. Loma Alta Unique Independent Restricted Rim Sherd. 
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the Vessel Form #15a rims. AU but one of the Vessel Form #1Sb rims is composeci of 

paste Mode A, and the exception is composeci of paste Mode B. ûnce again all the firing 

modes are present in the eight Vesse1 Form #15b rims. 

Figure 6.53 illustrates the rim diameters of the Vessel Form #lS rims ficm Loma 

Aita. The rims range in diameter h m  18 to 30 cm. Although the sample size is quite 

small, there may be two size modes one at 22 to 24 cm and the other at 30 cm. 

RblDirmrca 

Figure 6.53. Loma Alta Vessel Fomi #15 Rim Diameters in cm. 

The Vessel Form #15a rim diameters are shown in Figrne 6.54. The rims range in 

diameter fiom 8 cm to 28 cm. There may k two size modes apparent, one at 16 to 20 cm 

and the other at 24 cm. Again the sample size of Vessel Form #15a rims is quite smaii. 

The two rims with diameten of 8 and 10 cm may indicate the existence of a s d e r  size 

mode. 

Figure 6.55 illustrates the rim diameters of Vessel Fomi #15b. The rims range in 

diameter fiom 18 to 32 cm. Given the s m d  sample size and the large range of the 

diameters little can be said of the size modes of Vessel Form #15b. 



Figure 6.54. Loma Alta Vessel Form #15a Rim Diameters in cm. 

Figure 6.55. Loma Alta Vessel Form #lm Rim Diameters in cm. 

The interior surfaces of Vessel Form #15 are finished with wiping, smoothing and 

polishing. nie exterior surfaces are finished with scrapingy smoothing and polishing. 

Vessel Form #1 Sa interior sutf'aces are finished with scraping, wiping, smoothing and 

polishing, while the exteriot surfaces are finished with wiping, smoothing and polishing. 

Both the interior and extenor surfâces of Vessel Fom #15b are finished with smwthing 

and scraping. 

Ail but one of the rims assigneci to Vessel Fonn #15 are decorated on some manner. 

There are only two decorative techniques that occur on Vessel Form #15 nd slip and red 

paint. The painted decorative elements are a horizontal band and a haIfsinle. The 
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Figure 6.57 Loma Alta Vesse1 Fomi #1 Sa R h .  
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decorative fields are the interior of the vesse4 the interior rim, the exterior ncck and the 

exterior shouider. Tabie 621 outlines the placement ofthe demmtive techniques ard 

elements in the decorative fields. A sample of Vessel Fomi #15 rims io illustratecl C Figure 

6.56. 

Vesse1 Form #15 1 
ht 1 ht R h  1 Ext Neck Ext Shoukla 

Table 6.2 1. Loma Aita Vessel Form #15 Location of -rative Techniques and Elements 
in Decorative Fields. 

Red Slip 
Red Paint 

Horiz. Band 
Ha-Circle 

Of the 18 rims assigned to Vesse1 Fonn #15a ten of them are borated. The 

decorative techniques found on Vessel Form #15a are red slip, smudge, red paint, and 

X 

iridescent paint, The paiated decorative elements are a horizontal band, a vertical band and 

a half-circle, The Vessel Form #1 Sa decorative fields are the interior and exterior of the 

X 
X 

vessel, the interior ofthe tim, the exterior shouider and the lip. Table 6.22 piaces the 

decorative techniques and elements in the fields in which they occur. A sample of the 

Vessel Fonn #15a rims h m  Loma Alîa is iliu~ftated in Figure 6.57. 

Six of the eight rims assigned to Vessel Fomi #15b are decorated. The decomtive 

X 

techniques used include red slip, smudge, iridescent paint, and mgraving. 'The single 

X 

painted decorative element is a vertical band. 'Ihe engraved elements are a horizontal he, 

a vertical iine and a diagonal line. The Vessel Fomi #15b decorative fields are the interior 

and exterior of the vessel, the interior of the r i .  and the exterior shoulder. Table 623 

shows the relationslip between the decorative techniques and elements and the decorative 

fields. Figure 6.58 illustrates an example of the Vessel Form #1Sb rims h m  Loma Aita. 

Vessel Fonn #16. #16a and #16c 

In the Lama Alta coilection there are 13 1 rims assigned to Vessel Form #16 and 34 

assigned to Vessel Fomi #16a (Figure 5.46). Thae are three rims in the Loma Aha 
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Table 6.22. Loma Aita Vessel Fonn #15a Location of Decorative Techniques and Elements 
in DeCorative Fields. 

Horiz- Band 
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Iridescent Paint 
Vert, Band 
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X 
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Red Slip 
Smudge 
Iridescent Paint 

Vert, Band 

~ i a g .  Line I I I x I 

Engraving 
Horiz. Line 
Vert. Line 

Table 6.23. Loma Alta Vesse1 Fonn #15b Location of Decorative Techniques and 
~lements in Dewnitive Fields. 
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X 

Vesse1 Form #15b 1 

collection that are assignecl to Vessel Fomi #16c. Vesse1 Fonn #16c is simüar to Vessel 

Form #16, but with a modification of the interior Rm. Vessel Form #Mc is composed of 

the concave, very everted rim mode combined with the &or&, acute, sharply angled neck 

mode and the hi& smoothly rounded shouiQr (see Figure 5.46). Other researchers have 

referred to what 1 term a concave rim as a phched throat angle (Masucci 1992:179). The 

form of the base of Vessel Form #16c is not known, but 1 asme that they wouid have 

possessed the flattened to slightly roimded base mode- 
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Al1 of the rims assigned to Vesse1 Fomi #16, #16a and #16c, with one acception, 

possess rounded lips. The one exception is a Vessel Fonn #16 rim that has an exterior 

beaded lip. 

The vast majority of the Vesse1 Fonn #16 rims are composed of the coarse paste 

modes, Mode C (n=112) and Mode D (n=l). There arr some Vessel Form #16 rïms, 

however, that are composed ofthe finer pastes (Mode A n-2, Mode B ~ 1 6 ) .  AU the firing 

modes are represented in these rims. AU but thme of the rims assigned ta Vessel Form 

g16a are composed of pgste Mode C, the three exceptions are composed of paste Mode B. 

Ml the firing modes are present in the Vessel Fonn #16a rims. The tbree Vessel Form #16c 

rYns are composed of partially oxidized paste Mode C. 

Figure 6.59 gives the rim diameters for the Vessel Fonn #16 rim. The diameters 

range fiom 8 to 26 cm. Most of the rims, however, are found betwee~l12 and 22 cm and it 

appears that this range represents a single she  mode of Vessel Form #16. 

Rim Diraera 

Figure 6.59. Loma Aha Vessel Fonn #16 Rim Diameters in cm. 

The rim diameters for Vessel Form #16a are given in Figure 6.60. The diameters 

range in sue from 12 to 32 cm and have quite an musual distniution. There appean to be 

one size mode present at 16 to 18 cm and possibly another at 22 to 24 cm. The two sherds 

with a diameter of 30 cm may represent a larger size mode, but the numbers are 4. 
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Figure 6.60. Loma Alta Vessel Fonn #16a Rim Diameters in cm. 

Two of the three rims assigned to Vesse1 Form #16c are large enough to obtain a 

rim diameter measurement, these have diameters of 16 anci 20 cm, 

The interior and exterior d a c e s  of Vessel Fonn #16 rims are finished with 

scraping, wiping, smoothing and polishing. The interior and exterior surnices of Vessel 

Form #16a are also finished witb scrapmg, wiping, smoothing and poli-ching. Vessel Fomi 

# 16 and #16a both show a pattern of fbishing the same as that describeci for Vessel Form 

# 14 with the interior rim surfaces receiving more care that than the surfâces klow the rim. 

The Vessel Form #16c rims are finished on the interior and exterior with wiping and 

smoothing. 

Of the 13 1 rims assigned to Vessel Form #16 12 1 of them are decorated in some 

rnanner. There are two decorative techniques found on Vessel Form #16 red slip and red 

paint. The painted decoraiive elements include a horizontal band, a vertical band, a haif- 

circle, an oval and a dot The Vessel Form #16 decorative fields are the exterior of the 

vessel, the interior rim, the exterior neck, the exterior shoulder and the lip. Table 624 

relates the decorative techniques and elements to the dexorative fields in which they occur. 

An example of the Vessel Form #16 rims is iilusüated in Figure 6.61. 

Ail but one of the rims assigned to Vessel Fonn #16a are decorated There are only 

two decorative techniques applied to the Vessel Fom #Ma rims rd slip and red paint, The 

painted decorative elements are a horizontal band and an oval. The decorative fields are the 

intenor and exterior of the vessel, the intenor rim and the exterior neck. Red slip occm on 



Figure 6.61 Loma ALta Vesse1 Forxn #16 Rirns. 
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Figure 6.63. Loma Aita Vesse1 Form #16c Rims. 
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Table 624. Loma Alta Vessel Form #16 Location of Decoraiive Techniques and Elements 
in DeCorative Fields. 

Lip 

X 

Horiz. Band 
Vert, Band 
Half-circle 
Dot 
&al 

the interior and extenor of the vessel, the red paint horizontal band occurs on the intenor 

rim and extenor shoulder and the red paint oval occm on the exterior shoulder. An 

example of the Vessel Form #16a rims is given in Figure 6.62. 

Al1 of the Vessel Fonn #16c rims in the Loma Alta collection are decorated, The 

Ext 

interior and exterior of the vessels are decorated with red slip and the interior of the rim is 

decorated with horizontal bands of red paint Figure 6.63 illustrates the Vessel Foun #16c 

rims. 

Vessel Form #17 and #17a 

There are 5 1 rims in the Loma Alta collection assigned to Vessel Form #17 and 46 

rims assigned to Vessel Form #17a (Figure 5 -46). 

The vast majority of the rims of both Vessel Forms #17 and #17a possess the 

rounded lip mode; Vessel Form #17 n=50 and Vessel Form #17a n=42. There is a single 

Vessel Form #17 rim that has the exterior beaded lip mode and four Vessel Fom #17a rims 
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X 

have the extenor beaded lip mode. 

The rnajority ofboth Vessel Form #17 and #17a rims are composed of the CO- 

paste modes. There are 36 Vessel Fom #17 tims composed of paste Mode C and one 

Ext 
Shoulder 

composed of paste Mode D. There are, however, some Vessel Fom #17 rims composed of 

the h e r  paste modes (Mode A n=l and Mode B n=13). Of the Vessel Fomi #17a rims 24 

are composed of paste Mode C and one of paste Mode D. There is also a number of Vessel 

X X 
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Fom #17a rùns composecl of the k e r  pastes (Mode A n=4 and Mode B ~ 1 7 ) .  AU the 

nring modes are present in both the Vesse1 Foun #17 and the Vesse1 Form #17a rims. 

Figure 6.64 gives the rim diameters ofthe Vessei Form #17 rims k m  Loma Alta 

They have a range of diameter h m  8 to 30 aa The majority of the rims clusta between 

12 and 24 cm. Withm this range peaks at 16 cm and 22 cm may reprr~cnt distinct size 

modes. 

Figure 6.64. Loma Alta Vessel Fom #17 Rim Diameters in cm. 

The rim diameters of the rims assigned to Vessel Form #17a in the Loma Alta 

collection are s h o w  in Figure 6.65. The rims have a range of diameter f?om 6 cm to 28 

cm. The major@ of the rim diameters fall hto the 10 to 18 cm range. This may reprisent 

one size mode, or it may be broken bto two modes one at 12 c m  and the second at 18 cm. 

Another size mode appear to exist in the 24 to 28 cm range and the two s h d  with a 

diameter of 6 cm may indicate the existence of a smaller s k e  mode. 

The interior surfaces of Vessei Fom #17 rims are nnished with scraping, wiping, 

smoothing and polishing. The extenor surf5tces are finished wiîh wiping, smoothing and 

polishing. Both Vessel Form #17 and #17a foilow the independent resfncted pattern of 

having the interior of the rims finished with poiishing or smooaimg while below the rim the 

interior surfhces are more roughiy finished with scraping and wiping. The interior surfâces 
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Figure 6.66. Inma Aîîa V-1 Fonn #17 Rima 
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Figure 6.65. Loma Alta Vessel Form #17a Rim Diameters in cm. 

of Vessel Fomi #17a are fiaished with scraping, wiping? smoothhg and polishing and the 

exterior surfaces are finished with wiping, smoothing and polisbing. 

Of the 5 1 rims assigned to Vessel Fonn #17 39 are decorated in some ma..net. The 

decorative techniques applied to these vessels include red slip, red paim iridescent paint, 

and incision. The painted decorative elements are a horizontal band, a vertical band, a 

wavy band, an oval and a dot. The two inciseci decorative elements are a horizontal and a 

vertical iine. The decorative fields of Vessel Form #17 are the interior and exterior of the 

vessel, the interior of the rim, the exterior neck, the exterior shoulder and the lip. The 

placement of the decorative techniques and elements in the decorative fields they occur in is 

@en in Table 6.25. Figure 6.66 iliustrates an example of the Vessel Form # 17 rims in the 

Loma Alta collection. 

There are 33 Vessel Form #17a rims in the Loma Alta collection that are decorated 

in some fashion. There are only two decorative techniques applied to Vessel Form #17a red 

slip and red paint. 'The painted decorative elements are a horizontal band, a vertical band, a 

half-circle and a dot. The Vessel Form #17a decorative fields are the interior and exterior 

of the vessel, the interior of the rim, the exterior neck and the exterior shouider. Table 6.26 

places the decorative techniques and elements in the decorative fields in which they occur. 

An example of Vessel Form #17a rims is shown in Figure 6.67. 
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Table 6.25. Loma Alta Vessel Fomi #17 Location of Decorative Techniques and Elements 
in Decorative Fields. 
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Table 6.26. Loma Alta Vessel Form #17a Location of Decorative Techniques and Elements 
in Decorative Fields. 
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Vessel Form #18 and #18a 

There are only five rims assignecl to Vessel Fom #18 h the Loma Alta coliedion 

and only four assigned to Vessel Fom #18a (Figure 5.40). 

AU of the Vessel Fom #18 rims in this collection possess the rounded lip mode and 

al1 but one of the Vessel Form #18a rims also have rounded lips. The single Vessel Fonn 

# I8a exception has a square lip. 

Three of the Vessel Fom fil8 rims are composed ofthe coarse paste Mode C, while 

one is composed of paste Mode A and one of paste Mode B. Them an two firing modes 
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Figure 6.68. Loma Alta Vesscl Form #18 Rims. 

Figure 6.69. Loma Aita Vesse1 Form #18a Rims. 
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represented in the Vessel Fonn #18 rims; partial oxidaticm and surfPce oxidation. Two 

of the Vessel Fonn #l& rims are composed ofthe coarse pastc Mode C and two are 

composed of the finer paste Mode B. Three of these rims are partially oxidized and the 

other is M y  oxidized 

ûniy four of the Vessel Fonn #18 rims were large enough to obtain rim diameter 

measurements hm; these four have diameters of 4,18,20 and 22 cm. ûniy two of the 

Vessel Form #1 Sa rims were large enough to measure, and these had rim diameten of 12 

and 18 cm- 

The interior sinfaces of Vessel Form #18 are finished with wiping, smoothing and 

polishing, while the extexiors are nnished with scraping, smoothing and polishing. Both the 

intenor and exterior siirfaces of the Vessel Form #18a rims are finished with smoothing and 

polishing. 

Four of the five Vessel Form #18 rims are decorated. The exterior is àecorated with 

red slip, while both the interior of the rim and the exterior shoulder area are decarated with 

red horizontal bands. Figure 6.68 illustrates the Lama Alta Vessel Fonn #18 rims. 

Three of the four Vessel Fonn #18a rims are decomteci. The interior and exterior of 

. the vessel are decorated with red slip. The intenor rim and the exterior neck are decorated 

with red paint horizontal bands. The extenor shouider area is decoated with red paint dots. 

An example of the Vesrel Form #Ma rims is given in Figure 6.69. 

Summary and Arehaeologicai Context of Independent Restricted Vesseis 

Independent restncted vessel forms are the second most common group of vessel 

forms in the Loma Aita coiiection. There were a total of895 rims assigneci to the 

independent vessel fomis, accounting for 36.9% of the identifiable rims in the collection. 

There does not seem to be any pattemhg in the archeological distribution of the various 

independent restncted vessels fomis which wouid indicate that they are usefid as 

chronological markers. There are, however, two deCorative patterns that cross-cut s e v d  

of the independent restricted vessel f o m  that do appear m be usefbl as temporal markets. 

Vesse1 Form #14 and #14a rims are very cornmon in the Loma Alta collection. 

Many of the independent nstricted rims of aU the fonns are decotateci on the interior and 

extenor with red slip. Although this decorative pattem is not very distinctive it is 
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characteristic ofthe coiiection. Vesse1 Form #14 and #14a rims, dong wah most of the 

other independent restricted fomis, are most hquentiy decomtecl with rd paiut in quite 

consistent paaems that are quite cbaracteristic. Vesse1 F o m  #14 and #14a are very 

fiequently decorated on the intexior of  the rim with either one, two or thrrt polished rd 

paint horizontal bands. Another cornmon paüem found on the interior of the rim is 

polished red paint haifkircles, or red paint dots, at the lip and a red paint horizontal band at 

the interior angle. The exterior of the neck of Vessel Fonns #14 and #14a is fkquently 

decorated with a red horizontal band and the exterior shouider is decorated with one or two 

polished red paint horizontal bands. There appears to be no pattem in the combination of 

interior rim and exterior shoulder decoration. AU possible combinations occur throughout 

the excavations. As discussed above in Chapter 5 independent nstncted vessels decorated 

with red paint bands on the exterior neck and shouider and with red paint horizontal bands, 

lobes and half circles on the interior of the rim im common in many Late Formative Period 

ceramic coliectioos. Independent rrshicted rims decorated in this way seem to appear 

throughouî the Late Formative Period sequence, and 1 have not been able to identify any 

chronological patternhg in these rims h m  Loma Alta 

The extenor shoulders of Vessel Fornu #14 and #14a are also decorated witb 

vertical rows of red paint dots. This decorative pattern appears to be temporally significant 

and wiU be discussed in detail below. 

Vessel Fom #14 and #14a are aiso found to be decorated on the exterior shouider 

with punctate and incision. ï he  interior rim of these vesseis is decomteci with one or two 

polished red paint horizontal bands and the exterior of the neck is also frequently decorated 

with a red paint horizontal band, The exterior shodder is decorated with a pattern of 

punctate and incision and in some cases with a polished red horizontal band klow this. 

There are only 14 rims decorated in this pattern, but theii distribution appcars to k 

chronologically signifïcant. Of the 14 only two are found in N146 E139, both in the plough 

level, Zone A. The other 12 rims are aU formd in the NI74 El42 excavation, one in the 

upper most plough level, four in the grey ash midden above Floor Feature #IO and s i x  in the 

grey ash midden klow Floor Feature #IO. 
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There are a nmber of body sheds decorated with Hicision, puadote and mi 

paint bands that are kely derivecl h m  independent restncted vesseis lïke those descr ï i  

above (Figure 6.70). The archaeoiogicai distri'biition ofthese sherds is similar to that of the 

rims. They are found in the N174 El42 excavation in the plough zone level, the grey ash 

miciden levels above and below noor Feature #IO-, es weîi as the Floot Feature #IO IeveL 

In the NI46 El39 excavation body sherds with incision and/or punctate and red paînt bands 

were fomd in the upper plough Ievel, Zone A, and the grey a& midden levels of Zone B 

and Zone C. No body s h e d  with thiç pattern of decoretion were recovered h m  Unit D. 

Vessel Form #14 and #14a rims decorated on the exterior of the shoulck with both 

plastic decoration, in the form of incision and/ot puncîate, and with red paint h h n t a I  

bands appear to be chronologically sipificant in both the Loma Alta and OMJPLP441C 

(as discussed in Chapter 5) coileaions. At Lama Alta the majority of these rims are nom 

the lower Ievels of N174 El42 and in the OMJPLP-14 1C coilection k m  Levels 5 and 6/7, 

although there is also one sherd in Level4. At OMJPLP-141C these Mis are fiom what are 

thought to be conte- representing the Early part of the Late Founative Perîod sequence. 

ï h e  presence of this decoratve pattem in the lower levels of the NI74 El42 excavation 

provides support for the idea that there may be some transitionai Eariy to Middle Late 

Forxnative Period material in these contexts. 

There are a small number of Vessel Form #14 ( ~ 8 )  and Vessel Fomi #14a (n=7) 

rims fiom the Loma Alta coiiection that are decorated with smudge and iridescent paint on 

the interior of the rim and the exterior &ouider area. This pattern of decoration occurs 

throughout the excavation. 

The Vessel Fom # 15 and #15a rims at Loma Alta are decorated in patterns si& 

to those found on Vessel Forms #14 and #14a. The interiors of the rims are decorated with 

one, two or three polished red paint horizontal bands or with red paint hai6circles at the lip 

and a red paint horizontal band at the interior angle. The exterior of the ncck is decorated 

with a red horizontal band and the shoulder with one or two polished red paint horizontal 

bands. 

Decorative pattems on Vessel Forms #16 and #16a are a h  similar to those 

described for Vessel Forms #14 and #14a Red painted decoration is by far the most 
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Figure 6.70. Loma Alta Body S h d  with incisioa, p\m-, 

pnd rsd pint bands. 
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common on Vessel Forms #16 and #16& The intcrior rlms of Vesse1 Form #16 are 

fkquentiy decorated with one or two polished red horitontal bands and some Vessel Fonn 

# 16a rims also have three bands on the interior rim. Another very wmmon pattcm on the 

interior rim ofvesse1 Fomis #16 and #16a are red paiut halfcircles or dots at the iip on the 

interior rim and red paint horizontai bands on the hterior an*. The exterior neck is o h  

decorated with a red horizontal band and the exterior shodder with one or two polished red 

paint horizontal bands. Many Vessel Fomi #16 vessels are decorated on the exterior 

shoulder with vertical rows of red paint dots. 

As mentioned above Vesse1 Fonn #14,14a, #16, #17 and #17a rims decorated on 

the extenor shoulder with vertical rows of red piiint dots have an atrchaeologicai distribution 

which indicates that this decorative pattern is temporally signifïcant Rims of independent 

rehcted vessels with vertical rows ofred dots on the shoulder an found everywhere, 

except in the lower levels of the NI74 E 142 excavation. Th- are a total of 3 8 rims with 

this decorative patteming and ody two of those are found in the NI74 El42 excavation, 

one (1.4% the of independent restricted Mns) in the uppemiost plough zone and one (1% of 

the independent restricted rims) in the grey as& midden above Floor Feeture #IO. In the 

NI46 E 1 39 excavation there are five rims (5.5% of the independent restricted ri-) with 

this decorative patteming in the lower Zone C level, eight (33% of the independent 

reçtncted rims) in the Zone B level and ten (17.5% of the independent restricted h) in the 

uppermost Zone A plough level. There are 12 (8.8% of the independent restricted rims) 

such rims in Unit D. This distribution is dso found among the shoulder ihgments and 

body sherds decorated with vertical rows of red paint dots. These are found in the NI74 

E 142 excavation in the uppermost plough level, in the NI46 E 142 excavation in the upper 

Zone A and B levels, and in Unit D. 

The archaeological distribinion of independent restncted vessels decorated on the 

exterior with vertical rows of red paint dots suggests that this pattern occurs Late in the Late 

Formative Period ceramic sequence. 'Ihis is supported in the literature on 0 t h  Late 

Formative Penod ceramic coIiections. Bischof (1 982 [1971]: 153, Figure 5g) illustrates an 

iodependent restricted vesse1 aimost identical to those h m  Loma Alta which he assigns to 

his Late Engoroy period. Simmons (1970:254-257; 260 Figrire 64c) slso describes a similar 
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pattern of decoration on independent restrïctod vessels klonging to his Engotoy Red on 

Brown Type, Dribble P e t  Variety- The vesseis are decorated on the interior of the rim 

with horizontal red paint bands at the angle and fïngcr spots et the lip, on the exterior neck 

with a horizontal band of red paint and on the exterior body with iaegdarly oiitlined 

vertical bands composed of strings of "connected blobs" of red paint (Simmons 1970256). 

Simmons (1 970256) notes that tbis type is present in his Middle and Late Engoroy, but 

enjoys its greatest fkquency in his eady Guangala period. Lnterestingly there are no 

similarly decorated vessels d e s m i  or illustrated k m  the Beliavista collection (Aieto 

1988) or nom the Late Formative Period Pefïon del Rio coliection (Zedeiio 1994). Zedeno 

(1 994: 1 16) does mention that two of her independent renstncted forms, Fonn 15a and lm, 
are decorated on the exterior of the body with large red paint circles below a red paint 

horizontal band. 1 believe, however, that this is a quite different decorative pattem, as 

Zedeiio makes w mention of vertical rows of the large red dots. 

It seems likely that the later Guangala Phase finger painted independent restricted 

vessels have their origin in the Laîe Formative Period independent restricted vesseb 

decorated with red paint. It appears tht  through tirne the painted decorative elements 

found on the exterior of the shouider of independent restricted vessels increase in number 

fÎom only horizontal bands in the Early and Middle parts of the Late Formative Period with 

the addition of vertical rows of dots in the Later Late Formative Period. Masucci 

(1 992: 183) notes that horizontal bands on the exterior shoulders of figer paùited vessels 

are found only in her Guangala Complex 1 and that her studies support the association of 

this decorative element with the Late Lake Formative Period and Early Guangala. 

Vessel Form #17 and #17a rims are decorated in pattems of red paint that are typical 

of many of the independent restricted vesse1 forms described above. The interior rims of 

Vessel Fonn #17 and #17a are ofken decorated with one O; two polished red paint bands, or 

red paint haiGcUCles or dots at the lip and red paint horizontal bands on the interior angle. 

The exterior of the neck fiequently is decorated with a red paint horizontai band, and the 

extenor shoulder with one or two red paint horizontal bands. Thece are a few insainces in 

which the exterior shoulder is decorated with vertical nmvs of n d  paint dots. The 

significance of these rims has been discussed above. 
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There is one rim each of Vessei Foim #17 and #17a that is decorated on the 

exterior shouider with incision or punctate in the same pattcm as Vessel Fomi #14 

descnid above. The interior rim of these vessels is decorated with a poiished red piaint 

horizontai band, as is the exterior ofthe ne& The Vessel Form #17 rim is decorauxi on the 

exterior shoulder with an hcised design and the exterior shouider of the Vessel Form #17a 

rim is decorated with punctate. Both of these rims are foutzd in the NI74 El42 excavation, 

one in the Floor Featrire #IO level and one in the level of grey ash midden klow Floot 

Feature #IO. The archaeologicai context of these rims a p e s  with the d is tn ion of 

similarly decorated Vessel Form # 14 and #Ma rims supporting the a r p e n t  that this 

decorative pattern is temporaily sigdicant. 

In the Loma Alta collection the= are a number of p u t ,  handle and body sherds 

fiom spout and strap handle whisthg bottles. These sherds maice up a very d but 

signifïcant portion of the collection. There are five spout rims in the collection, including 

one complete spout and handle, and three spout fragments (Figure 6.71). AU of the spouts 

have round lips with one exception, which has an exterior beveled lip. AU but one of the 

spouts are composed of paste Mode A; the exception is composed of paste Mode B. Two 

of them are reduced, one is oxidized, two are partidy oxidized ami three are d c e  

oxidized. The interior s d c e s  are poiished on the rim and smoothed below the rim. The 

exterior sudaces are finished with polishing, in two cases with the hi&-gioss poiishing sub- 

mode. Three of the spouts are decorated with smudge on the exteEor s d c e .  

There are 1 1 handle fhgments in the Loma Aita collection that are most likely 

derived fiom spout and strap handle whistling botties. AU but one ofthe handle fiagments 

is composed of paste Mode A; the exception is composed of paste Mode C. AU the m g  

modes are present among the handle hgments, but the majority (n4) are nduced. Where 

interior surfaces are preserved they are finished with smootbuig, and the exterior Surfaces in 

aii cases are finished with polishing; four hande fhgments are finished with the high-gloss 

polishing sub-mode. Two are decorated on the exterior with red slip and seven are 

decorated with smudge. 

Five of the hancile hgments have some portion of the whistle in the base of the 

hmdle intact. The construction of the whisties is the same as that described above in the 
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Figure 6-71. Loma Alta Spout Fragments from Spout-and-strap-handle 
Whistling Bottles. 
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OMJPLP-14 1 C section of this chapter. AU the whisties in this coilection have two 

whistle holes on the exterior sadiace of the base ofthe handle and none ofthe bandle areas 

where the whistle exit holes are locatcd are elaborated. 

There are many body and base sheds in the Loma Alta collection that b l y  are 

derived fiom spout and strap whistling bottles. Body sheds decotateci on the extmor with 

smudge and iridescent p h t ,  usually in bands and dots, and fînïshcd with polish, o h  hi& 

gioss polish, with smoothed interior d c e s  are the most numemus (Figure 6.72). Many 

body sherds decorated as desxïbed above also have engraved h e s  outlining and zoning 

some of the Kidescent paint bands (Figure 6.73). One very complete boale was recovered 

fiom the NI 74 E 13 9 excavation in the grey ash midden level below the Floor Fe- #10 

level. This bottie is very similar to the one iiiustrated in Lathrap, Collier aml Chandra 

(1 97554, Figure 76, item 322) that is  reportedy fiom Manabi province. 

Body sherds decorated on the exterior wîth smudge and engraving alone (Figure 

6.74) and with smudge, iridescent paint and grooved incision (Figure 6.75) are &O WEeIy 

derived fiom spout and strap whistling botties. There is ody one body shed in the Loma 

Alta collection decorated with zones outiined with engraved lines and filled in with closeiy 

spaced parallel Lines of engraving. nim are a small number of body sherds in the Loma 

Alta collection decorated on the exterior with cream and red paint or with cream, red and 

black paint (Figure 6-76), that rnay ais0 k h m  bottles. A nmber of body oherds appear to 

be derived fiom the top of botties that are modeled into steps (Figure 6.77). These sherds 

rnay be derived fiom bottles simiiar to some iliustrated in Leihrap, Collier and Chandra 

(1 975:87-88, items 283 and 298), or may be fiam independent restricted vesseis as 

described above. F W y ,  there are several flat base hgments in the collecfim that likely 

belong to strap and mut whistüng bottles (Figure 6.78). Several of these are decomteci on 

the body with smudge, iridescent paint and at tùnes engraving. 

Sherds derived h m  spout and strap hande whistling bottles are found throughout 

the excavations at Loma Alta. It does not appear that within this site p u t  and strap handle 

whistling bottles have aay temporal sisaifiaince. The numbers of hanâies and spouts, 

however, are quite srnail and a larger sample rnay be needed to determine if there is 

temporal patternhg in their distribution at Loma Alta. 
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Figure 6.72. L o n  Aita Body S W  h m  Spout-and-straphandle Whistling Bottlcs, 

exterior smudge and iridescent paint. * 



Figure 6.73. Loma Alta Body Shcrds h m  Spout-and-strap-hade Whistling Bottlcs, 

exterior smudge, indescent et, end agavhg. 

Figure 6.74. Loma Alta Body Sheds âom Spout-aad-straphandle Whistliag Bottles, 

exterior srnuâge and cngraving. 
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Figure 6.75. Loma Aha Body Sheds h m  Spout-and-straphandle Whistling Bottles, 

exterior smudge, iridescent paint, and grooved incision. 
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Figure 6.76. Loma Alta Body Sherds h m  Spout-and-strap-handle Whistling B d e s ,  

exterior red, c m  and b k k  paînt. 0 
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Figure 6.77. Loma Alta Body Sherûs h m  Spout-andkstraphandle Whistling Boales, 

with modelied stcps. 
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Figure 6.78. Loma Alta Flat Base Fragments fiom Spout-and-strap-handle 
Whistling Boales. 
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There are some diffetc~lces between the spout and strap handie whistlkg Mes 

fiom the OMJPL9-141C collection and those in the Loma Aha coliection. These 

Merences are found in the nuaiber ofexterior whistliag hoies and the elabotation ofthe 

exterior base of the handie where the whisrling "exit" holes are found. As discusscd above 

in Chapter 5, there are examples ofbandies in the OMJPLP441C collecticm that have both 

one and two whistiïng holes. There are also several instances in the OMJPLP-141C 

collection in which the w W e  hole exit area at the exterior base of tûe hande is elaborated 

with modeling. In the Loma Alta collection ali the handies possess two whistIe exit holes 

and ail the exit hole anas at the exterior bases of the han& are unclaboraîed. .khether 

these differences are due to regional or temporal variation carmot k statcd with any sort of 

sec*. I will suggest below, however, that the OMJPLP441C collection for the most 

part pre-dates the collection h m  Loma Alta; dthough there znay be quite a bit of temporal 

overlap between portions of the sequences h m  the two sites. Ifmy assessrnent of the 

dating of the two sites is accurate, the numôer of holes and the presence or absence of an 

elaborated whistle hole exit area on the exterior base of the handle may prove to k usefûl 

in chronology building. 

1 know of no attempt in the Literature to senate the spout and strap b d l e  w b t h g  

bonles of the Late Formative P e r i d  A seriation of somewhat similar stimip spout bottles 

fiorn the Early Intermediate Petiod Moche culîure of the noah Coast of Peru has proven 

quite successfid (Donnan 1978). A seriation of the p u t  and strap handle whktiing bottles 

would be a great contribution to our understanding of the Late Formative Period in the 

Ecuadorian lowlands and beyond. 

Decorated Body Sherds 

There are a number ofdecorative techniques and elements found on body sherds in 

the Loma Alta collection that are not found on any of the rim sherds, so that the vesse1 

fonns on which they occur is not known. The Loma Aita coliection, however, contains 

much larger sherds than the OMJPLP-141C collection and therefore many of the decorative 

patterns on the r im sherds arr more complete. 

The most common decorative pattern foimd on body s h d  and not on rim &a& is 

thin bands of red paint found on the exterior surfàce of the sherds. The thin red paint bands 
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are often found closely spaced nmning paralie1 to each other, dthough 0th- designs 

such as chevrons and cross hatching also occiii. (Figure 6-79). At least same ofthese body 

sherds are derived h m  hdependent resüicted vessels, as s e v d  shoulder and neck 

hgments are decorated on the exterior with the thin red paint bands (Figure 6.79)- The 

exact independent restricted f o m  are not known, end it is not clear ifthese are the only 

forms on which this deCorative pattem occurs. This deCorative pattern is found in ali but 

the lowest levels tbughout  the N174 El42 and N146 El39 excavations. There an no 

instances of it in the Unit D excavation. This decorative pattem is discussed in detaii above 

in Chapter 5. As previously stated it is possîble that this deCorative pattem occiirs Eaily in 

the Late Formative Perïod ceramic seqgence. 

There is one sherd in the coUection which is decorated on the exterior with grooved 

incision, parallel thin red peint bands and iridescent bands over the red paint nmning 

perpendicular to them (Figure 6.80). This sherd h m  the N174 El42 excavation in the grey 

ash level below Flwr Featme #10 is similar to a sherd h m  the OGSE-45 collection. 

A s d  number of body sheds are decorated with altemating thin black paint bands 

on a red slipped background (Figure 6.8 1). The thin black ban& are usuaiiy placed close 

together creating a pattem of altemating red and black paralie1 thin bands, dthough other 

patterns also occur (Figure 6.8 1). The majority of these sherds are found in the NI 74 E 142 

excavation in the grey ash rnidden Levels both above and below Floor Feature H O .  

hterestingly, Stothert (1995:44, Figure 33) illustates a similar decorative pattem on 

independent restricted vessels fiom her early Guangala excavations at the Valdivia site 

(OGSEMa-172). She notes that aiese sherds are fomd in the early Ieveis of the excavations 

(Stothert 199545). 

There are a small number of sherâs that are decorated with red and black paint, 

separated nom each other with incisecl or engraveci lines (Figure 6.82). These sheds are 

quite small. The full design of the paint cannot be seen and the vesse1 form(s) on which - 

this decorative pattern occurs in unknhn. Almost aii of the sheds decorated in this 

manner are h m  the N174 El42 excavation, k m  the grey ash midden levels above and 

below Floor Feature #IO, as weil as the Flmr Featuxe #10 level. 'Ibis deCorative pattern is 

discussed in more detsil in Chapter 5 above. As mentioned previously the number of 
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Loma Alta Body Slicrds wich Thin Red Paint Bands. 
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Figure 6.80. Loma Alta Body Shed witli Grooved incision, 

Thin Red Paint Bands, and Iridescent Paint. 
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Figrire 6.8 1. Loma Alta Body Sheds with 'Ihin Biack Paint Ban& on Red Slip. 
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Figure 6.82. Loma Alta Body Sherds with Black and Red Paht, Jncision, andlor 
Engraving. 
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sherds with this decorative pattena is so low in the publishd Late Formative P&od 

ceramic coilections thaî iittie cm k said of its temporal or regional siguificance, although 

îhere are suggestions that the deCorative paüem o c c d  Early in the Late Formative Penod 

sequeoce. 

A few body sherds in the Loma Aita collection an decorated on the exterior with 

red paint areas outIined with incision or engraving and areas of incision d o t  punctate at 

times ouuined with incision or engraving (Figure 6.83). It is probable that tbese sheds are 

derived fkom independent nstricted vesse1 fonas. Body sheds displayhg this deCorative 

pattem are found only in the NI74 El42 excavation in the gcey a& midden Ievels both 

above and beiow the Floor Feature #IO levei. 

The decorative pattem of mned punctate outhed with incision is discussed by 

Evans and Meggers (1957242) as a decorative pattem fint occurring in the Chomra 

perd,  but reaching its maximum kqyency in the foilowing Tejar p e n d  Estrada 

(1 962:32-33) also lists a Chonera Punctate in anes  (Chorrera Punteado en Zonas) Type 

which be describes as occurring in both Chorrera and Bahia Aleto (1988: 180; 18 1, Figure 

5.25) describes and iIlustrates two similarly decorated sherds which he considers intrusive 

to the Bellavista assemblage. He notes that the most similar decorative pattern that he 

knows of is fiom the Pechiche ceramic style fiom northern masta1 Peru (Aleto 1988:182). 

Stothert (1995:4446, Figure 34) illustrates and describes a similar decorative pattern 

occurring on independent nstricted vesseis fhm her early Guangala excavations at the 

Valdivia site (OGSEMa-172). The sherd h m  the Valdivia site, however, is a h  decorated 

with appliqué buttons which are not found on the examples h m  the Lama Aita coliection. 

She notes that this decorative pattem is most likely an early manifestation in the Guangaia 

ceramic style (Stothert 1995:46). The idea of the m e  pimaste and red paint decorative 

pattem as a Late Late Formative Period andlor d y  Guangala occurrence does not agne 

very well with their archaeologicai distribution at Loma Alta. The number of these sherds 

fiom the Loma Alta collection, however, is quite srnall. 

There is a single body shed in the Loma Alta collection that is decorated with 

negative paint. The sherd is decaratcd on the interior with red slip and a black negative 

paint area wah small cîrcles of the paint left open for the red slip to show throm (Figure 
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Figure 6.83. Loma Alta Body Shcrds with Red Paiat, incision, 

E n g r a .  d o r  Punctate. 
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Figure 6.84. LA)= Alta Body Shed with Ncgativt Paht- - 
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6.84). 1t is probable tbat this shed is dcrived fhm an mmstricted vessel fomi and the 

ody rim decorated with negative pount is assigned to Vesse1 Form #7. The s h e d  was 

recovered h m  the NI74 El42 excavation in the gmy ash midden level above Floot Fe- 

#IO. The possible temporal signincance of mgasive painhg is discussed in detail in 

Chapter 5, although with only a sjngie shed of the deCorative paüem in the hm8 Alta 

collection littie can be said of its temporai meaning. 

There are two musual sheds in the Loma Alta collection, bath h m  the N174 El42 

excavation in the grey ash midden level above the FIoor Feature #IO. The first is a body 

sherd, probably fiorn a bottle. The sherd is composed of oxidized paste Mode A and is 0.3 

to 0.7 cm thick The interior is rowy smoodrad and the -or is poiished The exterior 

is rnodeIed into the fonn of a mouth, and in the mouth incision has been used to amte 

teeth. The exterior surfices are decorated in red and iridescent paint and the raiseci modeied 

areas are decorated with crearn paint (Figure 6.85). It appears that the vessel is squrm in 

horizontai cross-section. This piece may be one of the very few in ail three of the 

collections used in this study that is derived h m  a zoomorphic vesse1 for &ch the Late 

Formative Period is so famous and weli known, 

The second piece is composed of  d a c e  oxidiwd paste Mode C and is 0.5 to 0.9 

cm thick. The interior is finished wÏth smmthing and scraping. 'The exterior is decorated 

in zones of polished red paht and zones of punctate on smwth, and these zones are 

outlined and separated fiom each other by Iines of incision. There is a large bossed area 

(2.4 cm in diameter) on the exterior which has a modeled wse attacheci to it and incised 

eyes and mouth fo-g a head (Figure 6.86). The head is in the area of polished red slip 

and is red slipped itself. The form of the vessel which this is deriveci h m  is not known. 

There are somewhat similar vesseis illustrated in Lathrap, Chancira and CoUiet (197593 

item 353,97 items 392 and 394), and it is probable that this sherd is derived h m  a b d e  

or jar similar to these. 

The 1 s t  body shed I would like to àiscuss was recovered in Level E of Unit D. T'he 

sherd is composed of parîiaily oxidized paste Mode A and although slightly eroded appears 

to have been finished on the interior and exterior with smoothing. The exterior of the shed 

is decorated with modeling, appiiqué and incision to foxm a birâ's head (Figure 6.87). The 
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Figure 6.85. Loma Aita Body Shad 
modeled in the form ofa Moutfi- 
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cm 
Figure 6.87. Loma Aita Body Shad 
modeled in the fom of a Bird's Head 

Figure 6.86. Loma Alta Body Shad modeled in the form ofa Hd. 
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eye of the bird is fhned with a circular appli@ fillet and the beak is f-ed with a 

short piece ofappliqué fillet nie upper and lower halves ofthe beak are marked with 

incision. There are traces of mi slip and incised lines on the exterior- This piece is similar 

to ones in the OGSE-45 and OU3PLP441C c~ilecfior~~. 

Bases 

The majority of the vesseis in the Loma Alta coUection v c y  likely had flatteneci to 

slightly rounded bases. However, ifthese bases were not well wom it is vay difEcult to 

distinguish these fiom other body sherds. As a d t  very few sherds of this base mode 

were identified as such. Other base modes occuuing at the site are annulat bases, straight, 

hoilow legs and flat bases. The flat bases are not overly numcrous (n=28,5.2% of the 

bases) and have been diScusseci above toge* with the p u t  and sirap handle whistüng 

boales, as this fom. is the only one which they are cleariy associated with (aithough this 

does not d e  out the possibility of flat bases o c c d g  on other vessei forms). The 

discussion here will focus on the annuiar bases md straight, hoUow legs. 

Annula bases are the most cornmon base form in terms of the number of sherds in 

the Loma Alta coilection. There are 293 annular base sheds and another 114 body sherds 

with annula base attachent areas; together they make up 75.2% ofthe identifled bases in 

the collection. 

The mular base sherds are mosi-commonly composed of the finer paste Modes A 

and B, although the coarser paste Mode C also occurs and all the fixing modes are 

represented in these bases, The anndar bases range in base diameter h m  4 to 28 cm 

(Figure 6.88). The majority of them, however, appar to cluster in the 10 to 26 cm range, 

with peaks at 14 cm and 18 cm, possibly indicating distinct size modes. The bases range in 

height quite a bit fiom the tailest at 7.5 cm to the Lowest at 0.5 cm. The heights of the bases 

do not appear to be temporaliy signifiant, as in s e v d  archaeological contuas both very 

high and very low bases occur together. 



Figure. 6.88. Loma Aita AMuiar Base Diameters in cm. 

The decoration ofthe annular bases in most cases follows a Worm pattern The 

interior ofthe vessel is most ofien finished with polishing and is decorafed with smudge 

and iridescent paint In a few cases the interior $ red sIîpped and in one case the indescent 

paint is on red slip. 'Ihe exterior portion of the vessel on the interior of the anndar base is 

finished with smoothing, wiping or scraping. OAen there are distinct wiping or scraping 

marks indicating that the nniBing was complcted with circumferentid movements. nie 

exterior of the vessel and the extenor of the base is most o h  polished, although at times it 

is nnished with smoothing. Most commoniy the exterior is decorated with rod slip and 

ofien with smudge. There are some cases of the exterior king decorated with iridescent 

paint bands, mostly on smudge, but in one case on red slip. There are also two cases of the 

exterior king decorated with wide groove incision and t h  widi engraving. 

It would appear that annular bases dewrated on the exterior with iridescent paint, 

usually on smudge and usuaIiy in the form ofvertical or diagonal bands, are cbno1ogicaliy 

signifïcant. This idea is supported both by the archaeological distribution of îhis decorative 

pattern in the Loma Alta excavations, and cornparison with other Late Formative Period 

ceramic sequences. ïhere are ten afltlular base hgments in the Loma Alta coilection 

decorated with iridescent paint on the exterior; four are from the Unit D excavation, two aze 

fiom the upper grey ash midden level, Zone B of the N146 El39 excavation, one is fiom 

the plough zone level of the NI74 and El42 excavation and two are fkorn the grey ash 

midden level above Floor Feature # 10 in the NI74 El42 excavation. Most importantly no 
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annular bases wàh this deCorative pattern were fouud in the Floor Fe~hnc #IO teveis or 

levels beiow this in the N174 EI42 excaeo11, 

Bischof (1982 [1971]:153, Figure Se) i11ustmtes an base decoratcd on the 

exterior with vertical iridescent bands. The base is quite taii end is very similar in form to a 

few of the bases h m  Unit D at Loma Alta (see Figure 6.89). This base is assigneci to 

Bischof s (1982 119711) Late Engoroy perid Neto (l988:3 19-320, Figme 3.79a and b) 

illustrates a number of annular bases decorated on the exterior with iridescent  pain^ 

Stothert (199556, Figure 48a) also Uushstes an annuiar base decoraîed on the extenor with 

iridescent paint vertical bands nom her early Gumgala excavations at the ValdiMa site 

(OGSEMa-172). Annuiar bases decorated on the exterior with iridescent paint appear to be 

a Late occurrence in the Late Formative Period ceramic sequence. 

Figure 6.89 illustrates an example of the m d a r  bases in the bma Alta collection. 

There are a nurnber of very large sherds which piovide @te complete pietmes of the design 

layouts on the interior of the vessels. 1t is most Wely that the majonty ofthe annuiar bases 

are derived fiom simple unrestricted vessels. There iae instances ofvesse1 Fom #1, #la, 

$2, #la, %a and #19 rims with intact annuiar bases. 

The archaeological distribution of the annuIar bases shows an interesthg pattern. 

h u l a r  base hgments are much more nurnerous in the N174 El42 excavation than 

elsewhere. In this excavation there is a total of 325 mular base *en@, making up 

between 8.3 % and 13.3% of the total number of sherds in each of the levels. In the NI46 

E 139 excavation there are 37 mdar base hgments, malrùig up between 3.5% and 7.6% 

of the total sherds in each level. There are 30 annular base hgments in the Unit D 

excavation, composing 6% of all  the sheds in this excavation. 

As discussed in Chapter 5 annulai bases seem to be a characteristic of f y  all 

Late Formative P e n d  c e d c  collections and this is certainly true of the Loma Alta 

collection. With the exception of one particular decoretive pattem, as discussed above, 

annular bases do not seem to be usenil cbronologicd maiken for suwividing the Late 

Formative P e n d  In the Loma Alta collection annular bases do seem to decrease in 

number through time and it is possible that they are @ally @ a d  in the Late Late 

Formative Pend by hollow, straight legged tripad supports, as discussed below. Anndar 
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Figure 6.89. Loma Aita AMulrr Bases. 



Figure 6.89 (cont) Loma Alta Annular Bases. 
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bases, however, do not seem to be totdfy rrplaçed at eny point m the Late Formative 

P e n d  and occur throughout the period. 

Straight, hoilow legs and body sherds with hoilow leg attachent areas are the 

second most common fonn of identifiable bases in the Loma Alta coilection. There are 85 

legs and 2 1 body sheds with leg attachent areas making up 19.6% of the identifiabIe 

bases. This base form does appear to have temporal sigdicance in the Late Formative 

Penod ceramic sequence. 

The vast major@ of the straight, holiow kgs are cornposed ofthe h e r  pastes, 

Mode A and B, although rarely they are composed of the coarser paste Mode C. Ali the 

firing modes are represented in the Iegs. The interior of the vessels are most often finished 

with polishing, although some are W e d  with smoothing. The exterior ofthe legs are 

most often finished with smoothing and in rare cases finger prints are still visible. The 

diameter of the legs ranges h m  a maximum of 3.8 cm to a minimum of 1 cm. Most ofthe 

legs have a diameter between 2 and 2.6 cm. The shortest leg is 2.2 to 2 5  cm ta11 and the 

tdes t  is between 7 2  and 9 cm. The majority fàll in the 3 to 5 cm range in height. The 

height of straight, hollow legs does not seem to be temporally sigdicant at Loma Alta. 

Very short and very taIl legs are fond in the same archaeological contexts and there is no 

evident change in the kg  height throughout the Loma Aita sbatigraphic sequence. 

The straight, hoilow legs also have quite a d o m  pattern of decoration. The 

exteriors of the legs are rare1y d e c o d  There are a few cases in which the exterior is red 

slipped, one case of smudge and one case in which the exterior is decorated with a red paint 

horizontal band The interiors of the vessels are decorated with smudge and red slip. In 

many cases there is iridescent paint on the smudge and in two cases there is iridescent paint 

on the red slip. 

Figure 6.90 illustrates an example of the straight, hollow legs in the h m a  Alta 

collection. SMilar to the aundar bases, rnany of the sherds are quite large gMng a good 

idea of the layout of the iridescent paint &sigris on the interior of these vessels. 

The majority of the straight, holIow leg fhgments most likely belong for the most 

part to simple and composite unrestricîed vessels. Vesse1 Fomis #1, #2a and #8 aii have 

rims with intact straight, holiow tubuiar legs. 
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Figure 6.90. Loma Alta Straight Holîow Leon 
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The archeologicai distriion of the -ght, holiow legs is aImost exactiy the 

opposite of the annuiar bases. The legs are most numerous m the U .  D e x c a ~ * o a  Hcre 

40 of the 1 O6 legs are foud (37.7% of the total number of legs). making up 8% of the total 

number of s h d  in tbïs excavation. Ia the NI46 El39 excavation tbere is a total of 36 

legs, making up between 3% and 4% of the total nimiber of sherds in each of the Zone A, B 

and C levels. There were no legs recovered fiom the Zone V level. In the NI74 E142 

excavation there are 26 leg fhgments that make up between 0% and 2.3% of the total 

number of sheds in each of the levels. There are four straight, hoUow leg fragments in 

each of the plough zone levels and the grey ash miciden level above Floor Featuré #IO, and 

1 3 £km Flmr Fea- #IO. There were only two legs foimd in the leveis below Floor 

Feature #IO. 

Straight, hollow tubuiar legs are ptesent in several Late Formative P e n d  ceramic 

coiiections and their distriiution, as in the Loma Aita coliection, appears to have temporal 

signincance. Bischof (1982 [1971];151, Figure 4c; 153, Figure Sb) illustnries vesseis with 

tripod straight hoilow legs belonging to both bis Middle and Late Engomy periods. Marcos 

and Norton (1 99 1 : 1 50) also illustrate three deep simple u~uestxicted bowls, smiilar to 

Bischof s and my Vesse1 Form #2, with tripod straighî, hollow legs, h m  their La Plata 

excavations. Simmons' (1970:36, Figure 7) general form 9 is illustrateci with straight, 

hoilow tubular legs, and tfüs is the only general fomi he illustrates possessing this base 

fom. Simmons (1970:58) notes that his general forrn 9 is eitha absent or virhially absent 

fiom his Early Engomy phase, and 1 assume that this means that straight, hollow legs are 

aiso absent or vimially absent fiom his Early Engoroy phase. There are two of his types for 

which he iilustrates straight, hollow tubular legs, Engoroy Fine Red Type (Simmons 

l97O:l7O, Figure 35b; 171, Figure 36c; 172, Figure 37a) and Guangala Sombre Type, 

Edescent Variety (272, Figure 69a). Simmons (1 970: 169,179) States that both of these 

types occur tbroughouî the Engoroy Penod, but occur in the highest frequencies in his 

Middle Engoroy @cd Unfortuaately it is impossible to lmow which part of the sequence 

the iilustrated rims with straight, hoilow legs are b m  in the La Carolina collcction. 

Straight, hollow legs are absent k m  severai L ,  Fonnative Peziod ceramic 

coilections. Neither Aleto (1988) nor Zededo (1994) mention or illustrate this base form in 
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the Late Formative PCpd Bellavista and or Paon del Rio ceramic coiiections. Thae 

are also no straight, hollow legs in the OMJPLP441C coliectioa 1 believe the absence of 

straight, hollow legs in the OMJPLP441C coilection supports the argument that this 

coIIection is limited in tirne to the Early part of the Late Foxmative P e r i d  It is unclear to 

me whether the absence of straight, hoUow legs in the Bellavista and P a  del Rio 

coilections is indicative of the temporal placement of these coUections, or ifthe absnice is 

due to regional variations in the ceamic collections ofthe Late Formative Paiod. For the 

three ceramic coilectîons used in this strady 1 believe that shaight, hoUow legs are absent 

fiom the Early part of the Late Formative Penod ceramic sequence and can serve as 

indicators of the Middle and Late paxts of the Late Formative Period ceramic sequence. 1 

ais0 believe that, with some exceptions, straight hoiiow legs are generaily indicative of the 

Middle and Latter part of the Late Formative Period ceramic secpence in South-western 

Ecuador. 

Sumrnary of the Loma Alta Late Formative Penod Ceramic Collection 

Even though the ceramics nom Loma Alta used in this study do not represent the 

complete excavated collection, it is Ml one of the largest coilections of Late Formative 

Period ceramics available fiom a well documented, stratigraphically excavated site. Figure 

6.9 1 illustrates the moa common (those represented by five or more rims) vesse1 f om 

which occur in the Loma AIta coUection. 

It is my belief, as discussed above, that the ceramics fiom the NI74 E139, NI46 

E 139 and Unit D excavations at Loma Alta represent-the Middle and Late parts of the Late 

Formative Period. This argument is supported by both the radiocarbon date avaiiable for 

the Late Formative Period context and by the ceramics themselves. 

The lower level contexts in the NI74 El42 excavation, including Floor Feature #10 

and levels below this, can be argued to represent the Middle part of the Late Formative 

Penod, although some Earlier material may also be present. The upper ievels of the N174 

E 142 excavation, most of the N146 E139 excavation and ail of the Unit D excavation 

appear to be representative of the Later Late Formative Period, although agah some Earlier 

material seems to be mixed in. For several reasom it is, dortunately, impossible at this 

time to break these temporal divisions into fher grained unïts. The most important of these 
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reasons is the mixed nature of many of the Loma Alta deposits and the difEidty d h g  

excavation of identifjhg and foliowïng the oaarral stratigraphy at the site (J.S. Raymond 

1996; personal communication). 

Lisa Vallcanier (1 983:36-37) in her stdy of the Late Fonaative Period ceramics 

fiom the NI82 E 142 and NI86 El42 excavation mi& at Loma Alta also noticed a 

merence between these ceramics and samples h m  the N146 El39 excavation. Ow of 

the suggestions she offèrs to explain the diaerences is temporal variation. 1 would agree 

with this suggestion. Within the NI82 E 142 and NI 86 El42 excavation VdkarÛer 

(1983:39) also noticed a ciiffierence between the lower levels that contained what she 

considered to be Machalilla Mua iced  ceramics and the uppa levels which contained 

tiered (my stepped lips) vessels with notched fillets and hollow, stem legs. 1 have &O 

identified this shift throughout the Loma Alta collection. 

The Middle part of the Late Formative Period is, 1 believe, well represented in the 

Loma Alta ceramic collection and has several defining and characteristic features. 

Characteristics of the Middle Late Formative Period which uccur at Loma Alta include the 

stepped lip modes on unrestricted vessels, Vessel Form #2 vessels with annulat bases, 

Vessel F o m  #19 and #19b rims, the "cuspidor" decorative pattern on simple and 

composite inirestricted and dependent resaiaed vessels and straight, hoiiow tubular legs. 

Many of these characteristics are concentmted in the lower levels @elow the plough zone) 

of the NI74 E 142 excavation, although they h occur in other contexts. Vesse1 Fomis #5, 

#6 and their sub-forms, which 1 believe to be characteristic of the Early Late Formative 

Period, are rare in the Loma Alta Late Formative Perïod collection, suppotting the idea that 

this collection begins in the Middle Late Formative Period. The single Late Formative 

Period radiocarbon date available h m  Loma Alta, 590 +/- 80 B.C. (Stahl1984:119), is 

associated with Floor Feature H O ,  and just fits into Bischof s (1982 [1971]: 163, Figure 8) 

estimated date of his Middle Engoroy, between 300 and 600 B.C. Bischof (1 982 1197 11) 

bases this date on the Bahia 1 dates fiom Estrada's excavations in Manabi. 

There are also a number of Early Late Formative Pdod characteristics in the lower 

levels of the NI74 E 142 excavation described above as klonging to the Middle Late 

Formative Period. These Early Late Formative Period f m s  include simple imrestticted 
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vessels wiîh square lips and îhe ''mirrot bowl" decoraiive pimcm, applicpé nubbins on 

lips and basal angles, the exterior beaded lip mode and plastic deCoration on the exterior 

shodder area of independent restrîcted vessels. The presence of these earlier cham&&îics 

and the radiocarbon dates suggests ta me that these contexts qresent the end of the Early 

Late Fonnative Period and the be-g ofthe Middle part of the Late Formative PCnod, 

possibly a period of transition h e m  the two. Changes in the d c  style can be 

gradual and tmeven throughout the coUectiun, explaining the persistace of earlier modes 

into later times. 

In comparing the eadiest Late Formative Penod materiais in the Lama Alta 

coUection to the latest Late Formative Period materials in the OMJPLP-14lC coiiection, 

there are some overlaps. Common features include 'hiirror bowis", lip notching and 

oicking, independent restricted vessels decorated red with paint only in horizontal bauds, 

hi& numbers of annulas bases and skeuomorph bowls. Both of these conte* are also 

lacking, or have low numbers of, several features that are thought to be Late in the Late 

Formative Period ceramic sequence such as notched appliqué mets on the exterior of 

Vesse1 Forms #2a and #7 rims, and vertid rows of red paint dots on the exterior of 

independent restncted vessek. 

These similarities lead me to believe that the eariiest Late Fonnative Penod 

occupation at Loma Alta (the beginning of the Middle Late Formative Period) and the latest 

Late Formative Period occupation in the OMJPLP- 141 C excavation (the end of the Early 

Late Formative Period) are tempody quite close to each other. The radiocarbn dates 

fiom the two sites also support this argument- I propose, however, that although there may 

be some overlap, the lower levels of the N174 E 142 excavation at Lama Alta are slightly 

iater than Level4 of the OMJPLP-14 1C excavation. The lower levels of the N174 El42 

excavation contain many features cbaractenstic ofthe Miidle Late Formative Pend that 

are lacking altogether in the OMJPLP441C excavation (e.g. the stepped lip modes and 

stlaight, hollow legs). 

1 believe the Later part of the Late Formative Pdod is npresented at Loma Alta by 

the upper level of the NI74 E 142 excavation, moa of the NI46 El 39 excavation and al l  of 

the Unit D excavation. The ceramics fiom these contexts contain many features that are 
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distinct h m  the ceramics of the earlier contexts and which, as discussed above, are 

s i d a r  to other Late Late Formative Periad coilectio~~~. 

There ;ire perhaps two patîems of fonn and decoration that are most distinctive of 

this Late Late Formative Period occupation at Loma Aita. The k t  is the combmetion of 

Vessel Fonns #2 and #7, of€- with the stepped Lip modes, decorated with smudge and 

iridescent paint on the interior, and notched appiïqué fillets on the exterior, and o h  with 

straight, hollow legs. The second pattern is the presence on the exterior of independent 

restricted vessels of vertical rows of red paint on the exterior shodder, red paint horizontal 

bands on the exterior neck, red paint horizontal bands on the interior rim at the angle and 

red paint dots or half circles on the interior of the rim at the lip. Both of these patterns are 

ais0 seen Late in the Late Formative Period ceramic sequence at other sites. 

There are also a number of more g e n d  changes in the Late Late Formative P d  

ceranUcs f?om Loma Alta. In the contexts believed to be later there is a lower number of 

annular bases and a larger nuniber of straight, hoflow legs. The annuiar bases in these later 

contexts are more bquently decorated on the exterior with aidescent paint, a pattern not 

frequently found in earlier contexts at Loma Aita and absent h m  the OMJPLS- 14 1 C 

collection altogether. There are also a number of features believed to be characteristic of 

the Early Late Formative Period that occur in the later conte- at Loma Alta in vay low 

numbers, or not at ali. These hclude simple unrestricted vessels with spuare iips decorated 

with the icmllror bowl" decorative patfem, composite unrestricted vessels (especiaily Vessel 

Forms #5, #6 and their sub-forms), appii@ nubbins, the exterior beaded lip mode, and 

independent restricted vessels with plastic decoration on the exterior ofthe shoulder. 

Unfortunately, there are no radiocarbon dates currently available on the Late Late 

Formative Period contexts at Loma Alta. Bischof(1982 [1971]: 163, Figure 8) dates his 

Late Engoroy period to between 300 and 100 B.C. As discussed in Chapter 3, early 

Guangala is quite securely dated at about 100 BC, providing a clear temiml date for the 

Late Formative Period- The date of the transition fiom îhe Middle to the Late Late 

Formative Period is not as clearly defhed 



CLASSIFICATION OF THE LATE FORMATIVE PERIOD CERAMICS FROM 

ALBARRADA DE ACHAUAN (OGSE-45). 

Introduction 

The OGSE-45 ceramic collection is the smailest one included in this study. niere 

are a total of 173 7 sherds in the colledion and approximately 240 of these are rims sherds 

that are identifiable to vessel form. 

The archaeological context of the ûGSE45 collection is descn'bed above in 

Chapter 3. As is explainecl above the OGSE4S wuection wili be treated in this study as a 

surface coilectiom It should also be kept in mind that the ceramics I analyzcd in this 

collection do not necessarily represeat the camplete collection originaily excavated at 

0GSE-45. I believe, however, that even with these shortcomings, the OGSE-45 collection, 

as an example of Late Formative Period ceramics on the Santa Elena Peninsula, is useful 

for comparative purposes. 

Simple Unrestricted Vessels 

There are 93 rims in the OGSE-QS collection assigned to the simple unrestricted 

vessel forms. The majority of the rims belong to Vessel Forms #1, #2 and #2a, but there 

are also some assigned to Vessel Fomis #la, #3 and #4. 

Vessel Form # 1 and #la 

In the ûGSE45 collection there are a total of 45 rims assigned to Vessel Form #1 

and a total of three rims assigned to Vessel Fomi #la (Figure 5.1).' 

The base forms of Vessel Forms #1 and #la in the OGSE-45 collection are for the 

most part unhown, but it is assumed that a large proportion of them would have possesoed 

the rounded to slightly flaîtened base mode. One Vessel Form #1 rim has an intact straight, 

hoiiow, leg. It is probable that some vessels ofboth Vessel Form #1 and #la, wouid have 



Vesse1 [ Number 1 M.ximum 1 Average 1 Miniium 1 Avery  

Table 7.1. 0GSE-45 Vessel Fomi Thickness in cm. 

had straight, hoilow legged, tripod bases simila. to those illu~ftated by Bischof 

(1 982 [197 11 : 15 1, Figure 4c). Annular bases may also have o c c d  on Vessel Form #1 

and #la rims. 

Vessel Form #1 rims have four differeat iip modes, but by far the most common is 

the rounded Lip mode ( 1 ~ 3 8 ) .  There are five rims with a square lip and a single rim each 

with a tapered lip and a double stepped iip. AU three of the Vessel Form if la sherds bas a 

différent Lip mode. These are a round lip, a square lip and a short stepped Lip. 



Rim Dtiawra 

Figure 7.1. OGSE-45 Vessel Fomi #1 Rim Diameters in cm. 

The Vessel Form #1 rims are all composeci of fine pastes, either paste Mode B 

(1145) or paste Mode E ( ~ 2 0 ) .  AU the firing modes are represented in the Vessel Fom #1 

rims. Similarly, two of the Vessel Fom #la rims are composed of paste Mode B and one 

is composed of paste Mode E. Ali three of the rims were partially oxidized. 

Table 7.1 gives the maximum and minimum thickness in cm of alI the vessel forms. 

As well the table provides the number of rims assigned to each vessei form and gives the 

average maximum thickness and average minimum thickness for each vessel f o m ~  

Vessel Form #1 rims have a large range of diameters nmning fiom 6 to 40 cm 

(Figure 7.1). The majority of the rims, however, have dismeters that fall in the 14 to 24 cm 

range and this appears to be a single size mode. Five rims clustered at 26-28 cm may 

represent a second size mode. The single rims at 6 and 40 cm may be unique vessels or 

they may indicate the existence of a very large and a very srnall size mode. 

AU three of the Vessel Form #la rims had a diameter of 18 cm. 

The interior surfàces of Vessel Form #1 are finished with wiping, smoothing and 

polishing; in two cases with the hi&-gloss polishing sub-mode. The exterior surfiaces are 

finished with wiping, scraping, smoothing and polishing in one case with the high-gioss 

polishing submde. The interior surfhces of Vessel Form #la are finished with smoothing 

and polishing and the exterior surfaces are finished with scraping, smoothing and polishing. 



Figure 7.2. OGSE-45 Vesse1 Form #1 Rims 



Figure 7.2. OGSE-45 Vessel Fonn #1 Rims. 

Figure 7.3. -45 Vessel Form #la Rims. 
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Of the 45 r h s  assigned to Vesse1 Fom #127 are decotated in some marmer. 

Decorative techniques applied to Vesse1 Fomi #1 are red slip, smudge, red paint, biack 

paint, indescent paint and appliqué Iug. Painted decorasive elements are a horizontal band, 

a vertical band and a diagonal baad The fields of decodon are the interior and exterÏot of 

the vessel. Table 7 2  shows the nlationships between the deCorative fields and the 

decorative techniques and elements. Figure 7 2  illustrates an example of Vesse1 Form #1 

Only one of the three Vesse1 Forzn #la rims is decorated. The single decorated rim 

is red slipped on the *or and exterior of the vessel. Figure 7.3 i1lusfTates Vesse1 Fonn 

Red Slip 
Smudge 
Red Paint 

Horiz. Band 
Black Paint 

Vesse1 Fonn #la 1 

X 

Horiz.. Band 
Iridescent Paint 

Table 7.2. OGSE-45 Vessel Fonn #1 and #la Location of Decodve Techniques and 
Elements in Decorative Fields. 

hterior 
X 

Vesse1 Form #1 

X 

Vert. Band 
Diag. Band 

Appliqué h g  

Vessel Form #2 and #2a 

In the OGSE-45 collection there are a total of 19-rims assigned to Vessel Form #2 

and 22 rims assigned to Vessel Form #2a (Figure 5.1). 

Similar to Vessel Fom #1 and #la oniy one of the rims assigned to Vessel Form #2 

or #2a has an intact base. One Vessel Fom #2 rim bas an attached straight, hollow leg. 

Like Vessel F o m  #1 and #la, some Vessel Fonn #2 and #2a vessels probably were 

supported by three straight, hollow, legs. Bischof (1 982[IWl] : 153, Figrne 5b) has 

Exterior 
X 

Interior 
X 
X 

Extenor 
X 
X 

X 
X 

X 

X 1 
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illwated a very simiiar vesse1 h m  Paimar. It is assume4 however, that the majority of 

Vessel Fom #2 and #2a vessels would have bnd a munded to siightly flattened b, 

although annular bases may also have occumd on Vessel F o m  #2 and #2a Mns. 

Rims assignexi to Vessel Form #2 possess four different iip modes. By fm the most 

common is the round lip ( ~ 1 4 ) .  Thm rue three rims with a triple stepped lip and one rim 

each with a interior thickened lip and a s q w i n  expanded üp. Vessel For- #2a rims have 

six different lip modes, but again the rounded iip mode is the most common ( ~ 1 4 ) .  There 

are four rims with the shoa stepped lip mode, two Nns with the double step mode, one rim 

with the interior thickened lip mode, and one rim with the long step lip mode. 

AU rims assigned to Vessel Form #2 are composed of fine pastes, paste Mode B 

(n=13) and paste Mode E (n=6). Ail the firing modes are present. AU but one of the Vesse1 

Form #2a rims are also composed of fine pastes, peste Mode B (n=16) and paste Mode E 

(~5). The single exception is composed of the coarser paste Mode C. Agah al l  firing 

modes are present. 

Rim diameters of Vessel Form #2 rims range fiom 16 to 40 cm (Figure 7.4). There 

appean to be one size mode between 24 and 32 cm, ahhough with a larger sample sue this 

may break d o m  into two modes with one peak at 24 cm and the second at 32 cm. Single 

examples of rims with 16, 18 and 32 cm diameters may indicate the existence of two other 

size modes- 

Rim Diunnia 

Figure 7.4. OGSE-45 Vessel Form #2 R h  Diameters in cm. 
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Rims assigneci to Vessel Fcnm #2a have diameters ranghg h m  16 to 40 cm (Figure 

7.5). There is a concentration of rims between 24 and 32 cm, and it ir not clcar ifthis 

represents a singie size mode, or ifthere are two size modes, one at 24 cm and the otha at 

28 cm. The three rims with diameters between 16 and 20 cm may reprcsent the existence 

of a srnalier size mode, and the single rim et 40 cm may indicaie a larger size mode. 

Rim Dizmaa 

Figure 7.5. OGSE-45 Vessel Form #2a Rim Diameters in cm. 

The interior surfaces of Vesse1 Form #2 Nns are finished with smoothing and 

polishing and the exterior surfaces are finished with scraping, wiping, sm00thhg and 

polishing. In two cases the extenor siirfaces are very rough and appear to be unhished. 

The interior sufaces of Vessel Form #2a are finished with wiping, smoothing and polishing 

and the extenor surfaces are finished witb scraping, wiping, smootbiag and polishing. ûae 

rim of Vessel Form #2a is very rough on the exterior and appears not to have been nnished. 

Only eight of the 19 rims assigned to Vessel Fom #2 were decorated. The 

decorative techniques applied to Vessel Fomi #2 include r d  slip, smudge, indescent pauif 

incision, notching and appliqué filiets. The single painted design elemait is a diagonal 

band, and the two incised elements are a horizontal line and a diagonal line. The decorative 

fields of Vessel Form #2 are the interior and exterior of the vesse1 and the applique fiilet. 

Table 7.3 illusaates the design field placement of the decorative techniques and eiements. 

An example of Vessel Form #2 rims is iUustrated in Figure 7.6. 



incision 

Figure 7.6. OGSE45 Vesse1 Fonn #2 Rims. 



Figure 7.6. (cont) 0-E-45 Vesse1 Fotm #2 Rims. 
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Figure 7.7. OGSE-45 Vesse1 Fonn #2a h. 



Table 7.3. OGSE-45 Vessel Forms #2 and #2a Location of Decorative Techniques and 
Elements in Decorative Fields. 

Of the 22 rims assigned to Vessel Form #2a 15 are decorated in some manner. The 

Red Süp 
Smudge 
Iridescent Paint 

Vert. Band 
Diag. Band 

Incision 
Horiz. Line 
Vert. Line 
Diag. Line 

Appliqué Fillet 
Notching 
Nicking 

decorative techniques used on Vessel Form #2a are smudge, red slip, iridescent paiat, 

Vessel Fonn #2a 1 

incision, nicking, notching and appliqué fillets. The single painted decotative element is a 

Vcsstl Form #2 

vertical band and the incised elements are a horizontal line, a vertical line and a diagonal 
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Fiiiet 

X 
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X 
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X 

X 
X 
X 

Int 

X 
X 

X 

- X 

X 

line. The decorative fields are the interior and exterior of the vessel, the lip and the 

appliqué met. Table 7.3 illustrates the relationships between the decorative fields and the 

1 

T i u E x t L I p  

X 
X 

X 

Ext 

X 

X 

decorative techniques and elements. An exampie of Vessel Form #2 rims is iiiustrated in 

X 

App. 
Fiet 

X 

Figure 7.7. 

Vessel Form #3 

In the OGSE-45 collection a single rim was assigned to Vessel Form #3 (Figure 

The Vessel Form #3 rim has a round iip and is composed of duceci paste Mode E. 

The interior of the vessel is polished and smuciged. The exterior of the vessel is polished to 

the basal angle and wiped below. There is a notched appliqué fillet attached to the exterior 

of the vessel below the basal angle. Figure 7.8 illustrates the rim. 



smudge int 
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Vessel Form #4 

M y  thm rims in the OGSE-45 coiiection were 8SSigned to Vessel Form #4 

(Figure 5.1). 

AU three rims had the short angle Lip mode c-c ofthe form. The rims 

assigned to Vessel Fom #4 are c o m p d  of fine pastes, paste Mode B (FI) and paste 

Mode E (n=2). Each of the thme rims has a Mirent  firing mode. One is oxidized; one is 

reduced; and one is p d a l l y  oxidized. 

The interior and exterior surntces of Vessel Form #4 are finished with smoothing 

and polishing. Two of the thtee rims are decorated. One has red slip on the interior and 

exterior of the vessel and the other has smudge on the hterior and exterior of the vessel. 

Figure 7.9 illustrates Vessel Form #4 rims. 

Summary of Simple Unrestricted VesseIs 

Simple unrestricted vessels are the second most common vessel form category at 

OGSE-45. Ofthe 240 identifiable rims in the collection 93 or, 38.75%, were derived fiom 

simple unrestricted vessels. Within the simple unrestricted rims those assigned to Vessel 

Forms #1, #2 and #2a were much more numerous than those assigned to Vessel Fomis #la, 

$3 and #4 (see Table 7.1). 

There appear to be two general patterns of decoration that are characteristic of 

Vesse1 Form #1 in the OGSE-45 coiiection. The first is not very distinctive and entails the 

use of red slip andor smudge on the interior, exterior andlor both stirfaces of the vessels. 

Vessel Fonn #la is decorated in a similar mamer. The second pattern of decoration of 

Vessel Fonn #1 is the use of iridescent paint in vertical or diagomi lines on the interior of 

the vessel. In many cases the iridescent paint is on a smudged sinnice. In one case the 

vessel is decorated with vertical iridescent bands on the interior and exterior of the vessel 

and has an appliqué lug on the exterior. At least some of the Vessel Form #1 vessels have 

straight, hoiiow tnpod legs and it is Iürely that some &O have annular bases. 

Vessel Form #2 rims are more variable in their decoration. As with Vessel Form #1 

rims, those assigned to Vessel Fomi #2 are also fbquentiy decorated on the interior andlor 

exterior with srnudge a d o r  red slip. A second common form of decoration is vertical or 
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diagond iridescent bands on the interior of the vesse1, again smilar to Vessti Fonn #l. 

Vesse1 Form #2 is aIso supportecl at times wîth stmight, hoIlow tri@ legs, and again it is 

likely there are some cases with annuiar bases. 

The simple unrestrîcted rims fkm the OGSE-45 site assigned to Vesse1 Form #1, 

$1 a, #2 and #2a, have severai features and are Iaclrùig several features which indicate to me 

that they date to the Middle, or more probabfy, the Later part of the Late Formative Penod. 

The tkst feature is the lip modes. There are ody six of these simple umestricted vesseis 

that possess the square lip mode. As discussed above the squarr lip mode on simple 

unrestricted vessels is associateci with the Eariy part ofthe Late Formative Perid Also 

rnissing fiom the OGSE-45 co11ectïon are any simple UIVeSfTicted vessels possessing the 

square lip mode and the "mÏHor bowl" decorative pattem. Again this combination of form 

and decorative pattern is thought to be characteristic of the Early Late Formative P e r i d  

'Ihere are, however, ten simple unres6ncted vesse1 rims with stepped lip modes. The 

stepped Iip modes as mentioned in Chapter 6 are believed to date to the Middle and Late 

Late Formative Period, 

Among aLI of the simple lmrrstricted vessels in the OGSE-45 coflection none of 

them has nicked or notched Iips. This is in con- to the OMJPLP441C and Loma Alta 

collections where lip nicking and notchuig is fomd almost through out the sequence. The 

only other contexts in which lip niclciag and notching are absent are the Iowa levels, 

Levels 5 and 617, of the 0MTPL.P-141C excavation which are thought to belong to the very 

Eariy Late Formative Period. As 1 have stated above 1 have fouad iip nicking and notching 

of little value in subdividing Late Formative Period ceramics into fuis temporal units. 

hterestingly there are very few nicked or notched lips in the Bellavista collection (Alao 

1988) or in the Late Formative Pend component of the Pean del Rio site (ZedeBo 1994). 

The absence of lip nicking. and notching in the OGSE-45 collection may indicate that this 

feature is also missing in the very Latest part of the Late Formative Period. It can be 

suggested, however, that lip nicking and notching could turn out to be of regionai 

significance. 
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One Vessel Form #2 rim is decorafed with two natched appliqué mets an the 

exterior. This decorative technique, notched nIlets on the &or of the vesse& is aiso 

found commonly on Vessel Fonns #2a and #7. Many of the Vessel Form #2a Nns are 

decorated with such appliqué filiets on the exterior and red slip or smudge and indescent 

paint on the interior. The vessels decorated in this manner fîequently possess the engled or 

the stepped iip modes. It is probable that some ofthe Vessel Form #2a rims had sbaight, 

hoiiow tubular tripod supports, and some may have had aanular bases. The combination of 

vessel form (Vessel Forms #2, #2a and #7), lip fomi (angled or stepped) and decoration 

(red slip or smudge and iridescent paint on the interior and one or two notchd appliqué 

fillets on the exterior) is quite distinctive and characteristic of the OGSE-45 collection. 

This combination of vessel form and decorative pattern, as discussed in Chapter 6, is 

characteristic of the Later part of the Late Formative Period. 

Several Vessel Form #2a rims were decorated in a manner similar to Vessel Form 

# 1, # 1 a and #2 with red slip andlor smudge on the interior, exterior or both. 

There is one Vessel Form #2a rim tbat is unique and is decorated on the interior 

with a complex incised design (see Figure 7.7). This rim is signiscant because it is 

pro bably derived fkom what are known as "graters" in the Guangala Phase. Simila. rims 

are illustrated in Masucci (1992522, Figure 40a), Bischof(1982 [lW 11: 159, Figure 7b) 

and Stothert (199550, Figure 42d). It is thought that vessels with rectangular fields of 

incision date to Early Guangaia (Masucci l992:4O7; Stothert 199549). 

There were few rims assigned to Vessel Fomis #3 or #4 and little can be said of 

them. With the exception of the single Vessel Fom #3, with a notched appiiqué fillet on 

the exterior, the decoration of these forms is not distinctive. 

Composite Unrcstncted Vcssels 

There are oniy nine rims in the OGSE-45 collection assigneci to the composite 

unrestricted vessel fonns. These rims represent Vessel Fonns #5, #Sb, and #7. 

Vesse1 Fonn #5 and #Sb 

In the OGSE-45 collection only one rim is assigned to Vessel Fom #5 and one 

assigned to Vessel Form #Sb (Figure 5.15). 
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The Vessel Form #5 rim has a short, ptcpped lip and is composed of duced  paste 

Mode E. It has a rim dirimeter of28 cm. The interior ofthe vessel is polishcd and the 

exterior is smoothed The rim is undecorated. F i p  7 .  ;O illustrates the Vessel Fom #5 

The single Vessel Form #5b rim has a round lip and is composed of partiy oxidïzed 

paste Mode E. It has a rim diameter of 20 cm. The interior ofthe vessel is polished and 

smudged and the exterior is smoothed. The exterior basai mgle is notched. Figure 7.1 1 

illustrates the Vessel Form #Sb rim. 

Vesse1 Fonn #7 

A total of 7 rims in the 0GSE-45 coiiection were assigned to Vessel Form #7 

(Figure 5.15). 

The fonn of the base of Vessel Form #7 is not known. However, given it's 

similarities to Vessel Form #2a (as discussed below) it is likely that some of these vessels 

wouid have been supported by three straight, holiow legs. It is a h  likely that some of the 

vessels wouid have possessed the rounded to slightly flattened base mode and possibly also 

annular bases. AU of the Vessel Form #7 rims have the short angle lip mode which is a 

definhg feature of this vessel form. 

The seven Vessel Form #7 rims are composed of the fker pastes, paste Mode B 

(n=2) and paste Mode E (n=5). The nring modes represented arr oxidized, reduced and 

partiaily oxidùed. 

Figure 7.12. 0GSE-45 Vessel Fonn #7 Rim Diameters in cm. 
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ïhe rims assigned to Vessel Form #7 have a range of diameters h m  10 to 30 cm. 

Although the range of diameten is quite large and the number quite srnaii, the 

concentration of rims between 20 and 26 cm may npnscnt one size made. 

The interior d c e s  of Vessel Fomi #7 rims are fini,ched with wiping, smoothing 

and poiishing and the exterior surfaces are nnished with wiphg and smoothing. ûfthe 

seven Vessel Fonn #7 rims six are âecorated in sow m e r .  The deCorative techniques 

applied to Vessel Fonn #7 include smudge, indescent paint, notching and appiiqyé mets. 

The single painted decorative element is a horizontal banb The decorative fields are the 

interior and exterior of the vessel, and the appliqué nIlet. Table 7.4 relates the decorative 

techniques and elements to their placement in the decorative fields. Figure 7.13 ïhstrates 

an example of the Vessel Fom #7 rims. 

Smudge 
Iridescent Paint 

Horiz.. Band 

Table 7.4. OGSE-45 Vessel Form #7 Location of Decorative Techniques and Elements in 
Decorative Fields . 

Appliqué Fiïiet 
No tching 

Summary of Composite Unrestricted Vessels 

Vessel Fotm #7 1 

The nurnber of composite unrestncted rims in the OGSE-45 collection is very small. 

Interior 
X 

X 
X 

They make up only nine, or 3.75%, of the 240 identifiable rims in the collection. Not only 

X 

is the number of composite mestricted rims very smd,  but they only represent three 

vessel forms: Vessel Forms #5, #5b and #7. 

Little can be said of the two rims of Vessel Form #5 and #5b. It is interesthg to 

Extetior 
X 

note, however, that neither of the rims is as highly decorated as Vessel Forms #5 and #5b 

Appliqué Fiilet 

are in other collections (Le. OMJPLP-14 1 C). Vessel Forms #5, #6 and their subforms, as 

described in detail in Chapter 5, are considered to be indicative of the Early part of the Late 



Figure 7.13. ûGSE45 Vesd Form #7 Rim. 
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Formative Period The low number of these f w  in the OGSE-45 c011ection supports the 

assertion that the collection belongs to the Laîe Late Formative Period. 

The seven rims assigned to Vessel Form #7 are very similar in terms of decorasion 

to some rims assigned to Vessel Form #2a The generd pattern of decoration is for the 

interior of the vessel to be smudged and decorated with iridescent paint Six of the seven 

Vesse1 Fom #7 rims have at least one, and in four cases two, appliqyé fillets attachecl to the 

exterior of the vessel, usually at and below the basal angle. At least one ofthe appiiqui 

mets is notched in all cases. The Vessel Fonn #7 rims are distinguished h m  the Vessel 

Fonns #2a rims by the lip fonn. Vessel Form #7 rims have interior angied Lips, concave 

wds, and they are genedy deeper. It is likely that some of the Vessel Fomi #7 vessels 

wodd have had strajght, hollow tnpod legs. As d i s c d  above it is clear that the Vesse1 

Fonn #7 rims, together with the Vessel Form #2 and #2a rims, -sent a general pattern, 

formed by the combination of vessel form and decoration, which is characteristic of the 

OGSE-45 collection. 

The temporal sipnincance of Vessel Forms #2a and #7 decorated with the pattem 

described above has been discussed above and in Chapter 6. This combination of fonn and 

decoration belongs to the Later part of the Late Formative Period. The presence of these 

Vessel Form #2a rims, and particularly the Vessel Fonn #7 rims which may continue iato 

the Guazlgala Phase, indicates to me that the OGSE-45 collection dates to the Late Late 

Formative Period 

Dependent Restricted Vessels 

There are 29 rims in the OGSE-45 collection assigneci to the dependent restricted 

vessel forms. The dependent resincted vessel f o m  present in the coliection are Vessel 

F o m  #IO, M O a ,  # I l ,  #12 and#13. 

Vessel Fonn #10 and #10a 

There are nine rims in the OGSE-45 collection assigned to Vessel Form #10 and 

three assigned to Vessel Form #10a (Figure 5.35). 
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AU nhe of the Vessel Form #IO rims have the round iip mode. Ail thne ofthe 

Vessel Fom #10a rims have a Metent lip mode. One hes a roundcd lip; one has a tapmd 

Lip; and one has an exterior beveiied Iip. 

The rims assigned to Vessel Fonn #10 are composed of fine pastes, paste Mode B 

( ~ 2 )  and paste Mode E (n=7). Thete are thes modes 0f-g present, oxidized, d u c e d  

and siirface oxidized, 'The Vessel Form #10a nmS are also composed of the finer paste, 

paste Mode B (n4) and paste Mode E (ne)). There are also thrrt firing modes represented 

in the Vessel Form #10a rims: one is oxidized; one is reduced; and the thid is surface 

oxidized. 

Vessel Fom #10 rims have a range o f  diameter h m  2 to 30 cm (Figure 7.14). 

With the srnail number of rims and the large range of size it is alrnost impossible to discuss 

size modes. The concentraton of rims with diameters between 14 and 22 cm may indicate 

that a sue mode exists in this range. 

RùnDirmaa 

Figure 7.14. OGSE-45 Vessel Form #10 Rim Diameters in cm. 

One of the rims assigned to Vessel Form #lOa has a rim diameter of 18 cm and two 

have rim diameters of 24 cm. 

The intenor surfaces of Vessel Form #10 are finished with wipbg, smoothing and 

poiishing and the exterior sinfaces are all finished with polishmg, with one exception that is 

smoothed. The interior surfaces of Vessel Fonn #1Oa are fkkûed with wiping and 

smoothing and the exterior smfhces are finished with smoothing and polishing. 
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ûfthe nine rims assigneci to Vesscl Form #IO six of tbem are dccorated in some 

marner. The dewrative techniques applied to Vesse1 Fomi #IO include red slip, smudge, 

red paint and mdescent pabt  The two pamtcd dccorative elements are a horizontai band 

and a vertical band- The decorative fields of Vessel Fonn #10 are the interior and exterior 

of the vessel and the exterior ofthe rim. Table 7.5 iliwtrates the placement ofthe 

decorative techniques and elements in the decorative fields. An example of Vesse1 Form 

#10 rims is iliustnited in Figure 7.15. 

I Vesse1 Form #IO 

- - - - - - 

Red Paint 
Horiz.. Band 
Vert. Band 

Iridescent Paint 
Horiz.. Band 
Vert. Band 

Red Siip 
Smudge 

Vesse1 Form #lOa 1 

Grooved Incision 
Horiz-. Line 
Curved Line 

Line Bumishing 

Table 7.5. OGSE45 Vessel Forms #10 and #10a Location of Decorative Techniques and 
Elements in Decorative Fields 

Int 

X 

X 
X 

Diag. Line 
Appliqué Buttoa 

Two ofthe three Vessel Form #1Oa rims are decotateci, one of them very highly 

Int 
X 
X 

decorated. The decorative techniques found on Vessel Forrn #1Oa mclude red pahf 

Ext 

X 

X 
X - 

X 

iridescent paint, grooved incision (gadrooning), iine bumishing and appliqué buttons. The 

Ext 
X 
X 

Ext Rim 

X 

painted decorative elements are a vdca l  band, a horizontal band and an bgularly shaped 

Lip 

X 

area. The grooved incision elements are a horizontal Lme and a curved line. Line 

bumishing occurs in diagonal h e s  that are crossed to produce a cross-hatched design. The 

fields of decoration include the interior and exterior of the vessel and the exterior of the 

X 

X 





int. line bwaish 

Figure 7.16. OûSE45 V d  Fom #lOa Rimr 
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rim. Table 7.5 places the deCorative techniques and elemcnts in the dccodve fields m 

which they occia. Figure 7.16 illutrates the Vesse1 Fonn #10a Nns. 

Vessel Form #II  

There are nine rims assigned to Vessel Fom #11 in the ûGSE-45 coiîecticm (Figure 

5-35). 

There are two lip modes pesait on the rims assigned to Vessel Fomi #Il ,  munded 

(n=7) and mterior bevelled (n=2). The rims ofvesse1 Foim #11 are composeü of the h e r  

pastes, paste Mode B (n=4) and paste Mode E (n=5). AU the niing modes are repmented 

in the rims. 

The rims assigned to Vessel Fom #11 have a range of diameters fkom 18 to 38 cm. 

Given the mal1 number of rims and the large range of diameters it is difficult to discuss 

size modes. The distribution in Figure 7.17, however, may indicate two size modes* one 

between 18 and 22 cm and a larger one between 32 and 38 cm. 

Figure 7.17. OGSE-45 Vessel Fona #11 Rim Diameters in cm. 

The interior surfàces of Vessel Fomi #L 1 rims are finished with wiping, smoothing 

and polishing. The exterior surfaces are £hished with scrapingy wipingy omoothing and 

polishing. 

Of the nine rims assigned to Vessel Form #11 seven an decorated in Jome manner. 

Decorative techniques applied to Vessel Form #11 are nd slip, m&e9 red paint, and 

iridescent paint. The painted decorative elements are a horizontal baud and a vertical band. 



Figure 7.20. OGSE-45 Vesse! Form #12 Rims. 
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The decorative fields of Vessel Form # I l  are the interior and exterior of the vesse1 aud the 

exterior of the rim. Table 7.6 shows the relationship between the decoraîke techniques and 

elements and the decorative fields. An example ofthe Vessel Form #11 rims is iilusûated 

in Figure 7.18. 

Table 7.6. OGSE-45 Vessei Fomis #11 and #12 Location of Decorative Techniques and 
Elements in Decorative Fields 

Red Slip 
Smudge 
Red Paint 

Horiz.. Band 
Iridescent Paint 

Vert. Band 

Vessel Form # 12 

There are five rims assigned to Vessel Fom #12 in the OGSE-45 collection (Figure 

5.35). 

Ali of the Vessel Form #12 rims in the OGSE-45 collection have round lips, and are 

al1 composed of paste Mode B. AU the firing modes are represented in these rims. 

The Vessel Form #12 rims have a range of diameters k m  20 to 30 cm (Figure 

7.1 9). Although the numbers are smail the ciuster of four rims between 26 and 30 cm may 

vesse1 F O ~  #II 

indicate the presence of one size mode. 

The intenor sdaces of Vessel Form #12 are finished with wiping, smoothing aad 

ht 
X 
X 

  es sel ~ o r m  itî2 I 

polishing. The exterior surnices were finished with scraping, wiping, smoothing and 

polishing. As was the case with Vessei Form #12 rims in the OMJPLP-141C and Loma 

Int 
X 

Alta collections, the exterior d c e s  are polished or smoothed above the basel angle and 

Ext 
X 
X 

wiped or scraped below i t  

Ext 
X - 

i 

ExtRim 

X 

X 

Four of the five Vessel Fom #12 rims nom ûGSE45 are decorated in some way. 
There are only two decorative techniques on Vessel Fom #12, red slip and red paint. The 

single painted decotative element was a horizontal band, The interior, exterior, or both 

Ext Rim 

X 



R i m D O l w a  

Figure 7.1 9. OGSE-45 Vessel Fomi #12 Rim Diameters in cm. 

may be decorated with red slip. The mi païnt horizontal band is only placed on the exterior 

of the vessets above the basal angles where more care has been taken in nnishing the 

surface. Figme 720 ilfustrates an example of the Vessel Form #12 rims. 

Vessel Fonn #13 

Three rims in the OGSE-45 collection are assigned to Vessel Form #13 Figure 

AU three Vessel Form #13 rims have the m d  lip mode. Two of the rims assigned 

to Vessel Form #13 are composed of surfàce oxidized paste Mode B. and the third is 

composed of reduced paste Mode E. Two of the Vessel Form #13 rhs gave a rim diameter 

measurement of 16 cm, and the third was too small to obtain a reading. 

AU the s h c e s  of rims assigned to Vessel Form #13 were polished. ûnly one of 

the three rims was decorated with red slip on the interior and exterior surfàces of the vessel. 

An exampie of Vessel Form #13 rims is illustfated in Figure 7.2 1. 

S ummary of Dependent Restricted Vessels 

Dependent restricted rim fomis are the second lest popular vessel form in the 

OGSE-45 collection. Ofthe 240 identifiable rims only 29, or 12%, were assigned to 

dependent restrïcted vessel forms. In the OMJPLP441C collection, klonging to the Early 

Late Foxmative Period, 28% ofthe rims were assigned to the dependent restncted fomis. 

The OGSE-45 collection, I believe, dates to the Late Late Formative Period It is possible 
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that through t h e  the number of dependent d c t e d  vessels goes down. This is a tenuous 

suggestion as it shouid be nmembered tbt the mtire ûGSE45 colIection was not 

examined and thetefore the dependent restricted vesseis may just be under-tepresented in 

the sample of the collection that 1 d y z e d -  The mder-represeatation of dependent 

restricted vessels could also be related to fiaictionai ciiikences at the sites rather than 

temporal differences. 

Dependent restricted vessel fonns are &corated fkquently in one of two manuers. - 

The first is when the interior, exterior or both surnlces of the vessel are red slipped andlor 

smudged. This pattern of decoration is found on rims of Vessel Fonn #IO, #Il ,  #12 and 

H 3 .  Although this decorative pattern on these vessel foxms is not tem'bly distinctive it is 

characteristic of the co~ection. 

There is a second more distinctive pattem of decoration where the exterior surface 

is decorated with smudge and vertical iridescent bands. This pattern is encountered on 

Vesse1 Form #10 rims. Rims assigned to Vessel Form # 1 1 are &O fomd with this 

combination of decoration, but in the case of Vessel Fomi #11 the smudge and iridescent 

bands only extend fiom the lip to the basal angle on the exterior rim of the vessel. 

Rims assigned to Vessel Fonns ë11 and #i2 are also decorated on the exterior rirn 

between the lip and exterior basal angle with a horizontal red band. This same pattern 

is found at both OMJPLP-141C and Loma Alta and as previously mentioned is very 

distinctive of Late Formative Period ceramic coliections in general. 

There are two features that are absent h m  dependent restricted vessels in the 

OGSE-45 collection which support the argument that the collection dates to the Later part 

of the Late Formative Period. These features are the exterior beaded lip mode and the 

presence of applique nubbins on the Lip andlor exterior basal angle of these vessels. Both 

of these features were discussed in Chapter 5 as having their origins in the Machalilla Phase 

and continuhg into the Early Late Formative P d .  Their presence in the OMJPLP441C 

collection is evidence of the Early nature of this collection. Their absence in the OGSE-45 

collection supports the contention that this collection dates to at least the Middle, and 

probably the Late, Late Formative Period. 
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A special case of deCoration is found ai one spectacular Vessel Fomi #10a rim (see 

Figure 7.16). This rim, with its comb'mtion of smudge, Uidesccnt paint, p v e d  incision 

and appliqué buttons on the exterior naface is unique in all tbm colIections. Examples of 

similar vesseis could not be located in the literanae. 

Another unique rïm assigned to Vessel Fonn H o a  has diagonal lines of h e  

bumishing on the interior which form a cross-hatched design. Line bumishing is known 

fkom the Late Formative Pen* but cross-batched designs on the interior of dependent 

restricted vessels is &O characteristic of the Gmgala P b  (see Masucci 1992:s 19, 

Figure 37f, G and I). Manicci (1992:231-232) suggests that pattem bumishing is 

characteristic of her Guangala Cornplex 1, but she  marks (1 Wî:4 12) that pattern 

bumishing is also found in the Engoroy Phase. 

Independent Restrictd Vessels 

There are more independent restricted rims in the ûGSE45 collection than any 

other category of vessel fomis. There are 109 rims assignai to independent restricted 

forms. The foiiowing vessel fomis occur in the OGSE-45 collection; Vessel Fomi #14, 

#14a, #15, #Ma, #15b #16, #16a, #16c, #17, # V a  and #l8. 

Vessel Form #14 and #14a 

In the OGSE-45 collection thm were a total of 32 rims assigned to Vessel Fomi 

# 14 and a total of 12 assigned to Vessel Form #14a (Fi- 5.46). 

The rims assigned to Vessel Form #14 all possess the roimd Lip mode with two 

exceptions. One exception has a square lip and the other has an exterior beaded lip. Ail of 

the 12 rims wigned to Vessel Form #14a have romded lips. 

The Vessel Form #14 rims are composed of a variety of pastes, but paste Mode B is 

by far the most cornmon (n=25). There are four rims made of paste Mode E, two ofpaste 

Mode C and a singie rim composed ofpaste Mode A. AU the firing modes are represented 

in the Vessel Fomi #14 rims. lhe rnajority of the Vessel Fonn #14a rims are also 

composed of paste Mode B (n=8), although paste Mode C (n=2) and Mode E (n=2) are a h  

represented. Again ail firing modes are represented in the Vessel Form #14a rims. 
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The rims assigned to Vessel Fonn #14 range in rb'ameter k m  8 to 32 cm (Figure 

7.22). There appears to be one size mode at 16 cm and dme may k another at 8 cm. ïhe 

two rims at 28 and 32 cm may indicate t5e existence of a larger size mode. 

Rim Diu#ra 

Figure 7.22. OGSE-45 Vessel Fonn #14 R h  Diameters in cm. 

Rims assigned to Vessel Form #14a have a range of rim diameters between 6 and 28 

cm (Figure 7.23). Given the large size range and small number of rims it is diff?cult to 

discuss size modes for Vessel Form #14a The concentration of six rims between 6 and 12 

cm may represent a smaii size mode and another cluster ofthree rims between 20 and 24 

cm may represent a larger she mode. 

Rim Dirmaa 

Figure 7.23. ûûSE-45 Vessel Form #14a Rirn Diame- in cm. 



Figure 7.24. 00SE45 V W  Form #14 Rims. 
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The interior and exterior surfaas ofvesse1 Form #14 are finished wah scrapbg, 

wiping, smootbiag and polishing. It is usuai fot the intaior nirfaces of the rim to be 

polished or smwthed and for the interior nirfaces klow the rim to k finished with 

scraping or wiping. This pattern is the same as is found at both OMJPLP-141C and Loma 

Alta. The Ïnterior surfiaces of Vessel Form #14a rims an finished with wiping, smoothïng 

and polishing, and the exterior siIrfaces are fmished with scraping, wiping, smoothing and 

polishing. The pattem explained above for Vessel Form #14 aiso hol& for Vessel Form 

ffl4a. 

Of the 32 rims assigned to Vessel Form #14 2 1 are decorated in some msvurer- The 

decorative techniques used on Vessel Fomi #14 include red siip, red paint and h w n  paint. 

The painted decorative elements are a horizontal baud, a vemcal band, a half-circle and a 

dot. The decorative fields of Vessel Form #14 are the interior and exterior of the vessel, the 

interior of the rim, the exterior neck, the exterior shoulder and the lip. Table 7.7 shows the 

occurrence of the decorative techniques and elements in the decorative fields. Figure 7-24 

illustrates an example of Vessel Form #14 rims. 

Vessel Form #14 1 
Ext - 1 Ext Shoulder 

Red SIip 
Red Paint 

Table 7.7. OGSE-45 Vessel Fonn #14 Location of Decorative Techniques and Elements in 
Decorative Fiel& 

Horiz.. Band 
Vert. Band 
Dot 
W-Circle 

Brown Paint 
Horiz. Band 
Vert, Band 

X X 

Haif-Circle 1 1 1 1 x 1  1 

X X 

X 
X 

X 

X 

X 

X 
X 
X 

X 
X 
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Eight of the 12 rims assignod to Vesse1 Fomi #14a an decorated. Thar are two 

decorative techniques applied to Vessel Form #14a, red slip and d @nt. The pamted 

decorative elements include a horizontaf band, a half-&le and a dot  Vessel Form #14a 

decorative fields are the interior and exterior ofthe vesse& thc interior ofthe Mi, the 

exterior of the neck and the exterior shoufder. The relationships between the decorative 

techniques and elements and the decorative fields is iilusûated in Table 7.8. An example o f  

Vessel Fomi #14a rims is shown in Figure 725.  

1 Vesse1 Form #14a 1 

Table 7.8. OGSE-45 Vessel Form #14a Location of Decorative Techniques and Elements 
in Decorative Fields. 

Red Slip 
Red Paint 

Horiz.. Band 
Dot 
Haif-Circle 

Vessel Form ff15,#15a and #15b 

In the OGSE-45 coifection two rims are assigned to Vessel Form #15, four rims to 

Vessel Form #1 Sa, and one rim to Vessel Fom #1Sb (Figure 5-46). 

Both of the rims assigned to Vessel Form #15 are composed of oxidized paste Mode 

ht 

X 

B. One of the Nns has a square iip and a rim diameter of 16 cm. The second Vessel Form 

#15 rim has a round lip and a diameter of 28 cm. The interior and exterior surfaces of both 

the rims are nnished with smoothing. One of the rims is decorated with a red horizontal 

Ext 

X 

band on the exterior of the shouider. Figure 7.26 illustrates the Vessel Form #15 rims. 

The four rims assigneci to Vessel Form #15a d possess the round lip mode. Three 

of the rims are composed of paste Mode B and one is composed of paste Mode E. AU the 

ht Rim 

X 

X 

firing modes are represented in the Vessel Fom #15a rims. The rim diameters for Vessel 

Form #15a are 6,14,18 and 24 cm. M y  one of the rimsls decorated with smudge on its 

intenor and exterior sucfaces. Figure 7.27 illustrates Vesse1 Fomi #15a rims. 

1 

Ext 
W e c k  

Ext 
Shotdder 

1 

X X 
X 



Figure 7.26. ûGSE45 V d  Fonn 115 iüms. - 
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The singie Vesse1 Form #1 Sb rim is composed of oxidized paste Mode B. It ha9 a 

round lip and a rim diameter of 14 cm. The interior is nnished with polishing and the 

extenor is finished with scraping. The vesse1 is not decorated and is illustrated in Figure 

7.28. 

Vessel Form # 16. #16a and #16c 

lhere are a total of 11 rims assigneci to Vessel Fonn #16 (Figure 5.46) in the 
b 

OGSE-45 collection and a total of 21 assigned to Vessel Fonn #16a (Fi- 5.46). Vessel 

Form #16c will be discussed separately below. 

AU the Vessel Form #16 rims possess rounded lips, with one exception that has a 

tapered lip. Of the 20 Vessel Fonn #16a rims 17 possess the round lip mode and four bave 

square lips. 

With no exceptions al1 the Vessel Form #16 rims are composed of paste Mode B. 

AU the firing modes are represented in the Vessel Form #16 rims. The majority of the 

Vessel Form #16a rims are also composed ofpaste Mode B (n=14), althou@ paste Mode E 

(n4) and paste Mode C (n=3) are present as weli. Again all the firing modes are present 

among the Vessel Fonn #16a rims. 

Vessel Form #16 rims have quite a naww range of diameters runnhg fhm 10 to 1 8 

cm (Figure 7.29). It is possible that this range represents one size mode, although with a 

Iarger sampie other size modes may become apparent. 

Figure 7.29. OGSE-45 Vesse1 Forrn #16 R h  Diameters in cm. 
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The rims assigned to Vessel Fonn #16a have a much larger diameter range h m  16 

to 30 cm (Figure 7.30). Thm appear to be at Ieast two sïze modes present one between 6 

and 14 cm peaking at 8 cm and a sesad between 18 and 26 cmpeaLiDg at 1û-20 cm. 

Rrm DitmaCr 

Figue 7.30. OGSE-45 Vessel Fonn #16a Rim Diameters in cm. 

The interior surfaces of Vessel Form #16 rims are a e d  with scraping, wiping, 

smoothing and polishing and the exterior surfàces are nnished with scraping, wiping and 

smoothing. Vesse1 Fom #16a rims are finished on the interior with wipingt srnoothing and 

polishing. On the exterior they are finished wiai wiping, smoothing and polishing, which 

in one case is the high-gloss polishing sub-mode. In a similar pattem to that descnked for 

Vessel Forms #14 and #14a above the interior rim sufiaces of Vessel Form #f 6 and #Ida 

are more carefdly finished, with smwtbing or polishing, than are the interior surfaces 

below the rim. 

Of the 1 1 rims assigned to Vessel Form #16 nine of them are decorated. The 

decorative techniques applied to Vessel Fom #16 include red slip, nd paint and black 

paint. The painted decorative elernents are a horizontal band, a diagonal band, a hdfkircle 

and a dot. The decorative fields of Vessel Form #16 are the interior and exterior of the 

vessel, the interior of the rim, the exterior of the neck and the exterior shouider. Table 7.9 

illustrates the placement of the decorative techniques and elements in Vessed Fonn #16's 

decorative fields. Figure 7.3 1 shows an exampie of Vessel Fom #16 rims. 



Figure 7.3 1. OGSE45 V d  Form #16 Rims. 



Figure 7.32. OGSE-45 Vesse1 Fom #l6a Rims. 





1 Vesse1 Form #16 1 
1 ht 1 Ext 1 IntRim 1 Ext 1 Ext Shouider 

Red Slip 
Red Paint 

Horiz- Band 
Diag. Band 
Dot 

Table 7.9. OGSE-45 Vessel Forrn #16 Location of Decorative Techniques and Elements in 
Decorative Fields 

Half-circle 
Black Paint 

Horiz. Band 
Dot 

Fifteen of the 2 1 rims assigned to Vessel Fonn #16a are decorated in some m e r .  

Vessel Form #16a has a wide range of decoration and the decorative techniques include red 

slip, red paint, black paint, brown paint, iridescent paint, incision, grooved incision 

(gadrooning), punctate and appliqué buttons. The painted decorative elements are a 

X 

X 

X 
X 

horizontal band, a vertical band, a curved band, a half-circle and a dot. The single incised 

element is a horizontal he .  The gcooved incision (gadrooning) elements are a horizontal 

lhe and a curved line. The decodon on Vessel Form #16a is applied to the following 

fields the interior and extenor of the vessel, the interior rim, the exterior ne& the exterior 

shoulder and the lip. Table 7.10 relates the decorative techniques and elements to the 

decorative fields in which they occur. Figure 7.32 illustnites an example of the Vessel 

Form #16a rims. 

There are t h e  rims assigned to Vessel Fonn #16c in the OGSE-45 collection 

(Figure 5.46). AU three of the rirns have rounded lips. Two of the rims are composed of 

paste Mode C; one is siirnice oxidized and one reduced; and one of the rims is wmposed of 

oxidized paste Mode B. Two of the Nns have a diameter of 18 cm, and the third has a 

X 

diameter of 26 cm. 

X 
X 

Rim/Neck 

X 

X 



Table 7.10. OGSE-45 Vessel Form #16a Location of Decorative Techniques and Elements 
in Decorative Fields 

Red Slip 
Smudge 
Red Paint 

Horiz., Band 
Vert- Band 
Dot 

- -  

Half-cùcle 
Brown Paint 

Horiz. Band 
Half-circle 

Black Paint 
Horiz.. Band 
HaEcircle 

Iridescent Paint 
Horiz.. Band 
Vert, Band 
Curved Bar@ 

Incision 
Horiz-- Line 

Grooved Incision 
Horiz.. Line 
Diag- Line 
Curved Line 

P unctate 
Appliqué Button 

The interior surfaces of ail three rims are wiped, and the exterior surfàces are 

fmished with wiping or smoothhg. Ali AU of the Vessel Form #16c Nns are decorated. 

There are two decorative techniques, red slip and red paint The two painted decorative 
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elements are a M-circle and a vertical band, The decorative fields are the exterior of the 

L 

Int 
X 

vessel, where the red slip occurs, the interior of the rim, w h  red paint halfi:ircles occur 

Vusel Form #Ma 1 
Lip 

X 

Ext 
X 

and the extenor shodder, where the red paint vertical bands are fouad. Figure 7.33 

X 

illustrates rims fiom Vesse1 Form #Mc. 

Int Rim 

X 

X 
X 

- -  

X 

- -  X 
X 

X 

Ext RimNeck 

X 

~. - 

Ext Shouider 

X 

- - -  - - 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 
X 
X 

X 

X 
X 
X 
X 
X 



red slip ab 
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5 

cm 
Figure 7.36. OGSE-45 Vesse1 Form #17 Rims. 



Vessel FORUS #17 and #17a 

In the OGSE-45 coiledon 10 rims werc assignai ta Vessel Form If17 (Figure 5.46) 

and 12 rims were assiped to Vessel Form #17a (Figure 5.46). 

AU but one of the Vessel Form #17 rims have mmded iips. The one exception has 

a squared Lip. Of the- 12 Vessel Fom #17a rims 10 have rounded lips, one has a square lip 

and one has a tapered Lip. 

The majority of Vessel Form #17a rims are composed ofpaste Mode E (n=8), but 

paste Mode B is also represented ( ~ 2 ) .  Vessel Form #17a rims are most c4mmody 

composed of paste Mode B (n=8), but paste Mode E aiso occurs (n=4). In both vesse1 

forms aii  the firing modes are representd 

Vessel Form #17 rims have a range of diameter h m  4 to 18 cm (Figure 734). The 

nrnnber of rims is quite small and the range of diameters quite large, but there may be two 

size modes of Vessel Fonn #17, one at 4-8 cm and the second at 18 cm. 

Rial DUmaa 

Figure 7.34. OGSE-45 Vessel Form #17 Rim Diameters in cm. 

Rims assigned to Vessel Form #17a range in diameter h m  8 to 24 cm (Figure 

7.35). Tbere clearly is one size mode at 8 to 12 cm. Single r i  at 16 to 18 cm and 22 to 

24 cm may represent two additional size modes. 



Figure 7.35. OGSE-45 Vessel Form #17a Rim Diameter in cm. 

The intenor swfkces of Vessel Form #17 rims are nnished for the most part with 

polishing, but t h e  are finished with wiping. The exterior surfkces arr fjnished with 

wiping, smoothing and one is polished on the exterior. The interior d c e s  ofvesse1 

Form #17a are finished wÏth scrapingy wiping* smoothing and poiishing. The exterior 

sudaces are finished with wiping, smoothing and one is polished. 

Half of the 1 0 rims assigned to Vessel Form #17 are decorated in some fashion. 

The decorative techniques applied to Vessel Fonn #17 are red slip and smudge. The 

decorative fields are the interior and exterior of the vessel. An example of Vessel Form 

# 1 7 rims is iilustrated in Figure 7.36. 

Seven of the 12 Vessel Form #17a rims are decorated. The decorative techniques 

appiied to these rims are red slip, smudge and black paint. The painted elements are a half- 

circle and an ara  of unknown shape. Vessel.Fonn #17a decorative fields are the interior 

and exterior of the vessel, the extenor shoulder and the interior ofthe rim. n i e  interior, 

extenor or both cm be decorated with d slip andior smudge. The black paint hakircles 

occur on the interior of the rim and the exterior shoulderù decorated with black paint areas 

of unknown shape. Figure 7.37 shows an example of the Vessel F o m  #17a rims. 



\ 
r d  slip ext red slip int. and ad 

diam.= 8 cm diam,= 24 cm 

cm smudge ext 
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Vessel Form #18 

There is a single rim assiped to Vessel Fomi #18 in the OGSE-45 coliection 

The single Vessel F m  #18 rim has a round lip and is composed of-y 

oxidized paste Mode E. 1t haJ a rim diameter of3 an. The iim is finished with smoothing 

on the interior and polishing on the exterior. The exterior ofthe vessel is decomteci with 

srnudging and there are traces of iridescent paht on the exterior sboulder. Figure 7.38 

iliustrates the Vessel Form #18 rim. 

Summa y of Independent Restncted Vessds 

hdependent restricted vessels are the most common vessel for- in number of rims, 

in the OGSE-45 collection. Independent restricted rims make up 109, or 45.5%, of the 240 

identifiable rims in the coilection. 

The most common decorative techniques found on independent restricted vessels 

are red slip and red paint. Red slip on the interior, exterior or both is fomd on many 

independent restricted forms including Vessel Fom #14, #14a, #16, #16a, #17 and #17a. 

AIthough red slipped independent restricted rims are not very distinctive, they are quite 

characteristic of the collection. The same may be said of rims decomteci with smudge on 

the interior, exterior or both. Independent reshicted rims decoraîed in this manner include 

those assigned to Vessel Forms #1 Sa, #17 and #18. 

A common b d  of decoration on independent d c t e d  rims in the OGSE-45 

collection is the use ofred, brown and black paint. Red paint decoraîion is found on Vessel 

Fonns #14 #14a, #15, #16, #16a and #16b rims. The g e n d  paüem is for the interior of 

the rim to be decorated with horizontal bands, balf-circles and dots; the combination of 

either dots or a half-circie with a horizontal band is very cornmon. The extetior of the 

rim/neck is ofien decorated with a horizontal red baud and the exterior shoulder fbquently 

display; one or two horizontal bands, or vertical n>ws ofdots. 

Brown paht deCorations are quite similar to those executed in red, but appear on a 

more Limited range of vessel f o m ;  only Vessel Fomis #14 and #16a The brown paint 

does not occin in dots, so the interiors of the rims are fkquently decorated with haIf-circles 
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and horizontal bands, M e  the exterior shoulders are decorated witb horizontal and 

vertical bands. 

The rims decorated in black paint also &are a sîmüar pattern with those decoratad 

in brown or red paint, Vessel Forms decorated with black pamt mclude #16, #16a and #17. 

Decorative elements of black paht are very similar to those executed in red, but there are 

no black dots on the exterior shouider anas, only horiu,ntal bands. 

There is no apparent d e  g o v d g  the reIationship between interior r i .  decoraiion 

and the decodon on the vesse1 exterior- Almost every possible combination is known to 

occur in aU the paht colours. 

The tempoal sigdicance of the nd paint decorative pattems has ken discussed in 

Chapter 6. Independent restricted vessels decorated on the exterior shoulder area with 

vertical rows of red paint dots are conside& to be very chara*cristc of the Late part of the 

Late Formative P d .  The presence of this pattern of decoration on many of the 

independent tesfricted vesseis in the OGSE-45 provides fiirther support for the idea tbat the 

collection is Late in date. 

Two Vessel Form # 16a rims are decorated in an musuai and quite impressive way. 

They are both decorated on the exterior shouider with iridescent paint on smudge. One is 

also decorated with incision and punctate on the exterior shoulder, while the other has 

grooved incision and appliqué nubbins on the exterior shouider (see Figure 7-32). There 

are quite a few body sherds in the coileaion which are like1y derived h m  s M i l a r  vessels 

and these are discussed below. The combination in the OGSE-45 collection of independent 

resaicted fomis with this decorative pattem is quite unusual in the Laie Formative Period. 

There are ody very low numbers ofsomewhat similar rims and body sherds in the Loma 

Aita collection and none in the OMJPLP-141 C collection. 

Similm matmal, however, is de& by both Padsen (1970) and Simmons 

(1970). Both ofthese researchm were w o r b g  with coliectiom h m  sites on the Santa 

Elena Peninsuia quite close to OGSE45. Paulsen (1970:65) notes that one of the 

antecedents of the Guangala Phase that can be found in Engomy ceramics are fine polished 

sombre ware jars that are decorated on the exterior with incision, punctate, appliqué and 
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iridescent paint These jars =und very similar to those fimm OGSE45 descrîkd above. 

Paulsen goes on to d e s a i i  two km& of jars, one wah dap incision and one with wide- 

line mcision, whidi serve as Guanw 1 markers. Simmons (1970937-342; 347, Figure 

87) des&s and Uustrsas his Guaugaia Grey Iiicised Type (both the Broad Lim Incised 

and Punctate, and the Fine Line hcised and Punctate Varieties) which appear to be very 

similar to the vessels fmm =SE-45 described above. Simmons (1970:340,341-342) &O 

assigns this type to his early Guang& and mentions that the fbquency of both the varieties 

drops rapidly after the early subphase. 

The presence of independent restricted vessels dewrated with insision, p v e d  

incision, punctate, appliqué buttons and iridescent paint in the OGSE-45 coiîection can be 

interpreted in two ways. The fbst is that there is an early Guangaia component mixed into 

the collection. As is discussed above there are hdeed several s h e d  that do appear to date 

to early Guangda. A second intepetation is that the combination of independent restncted 

vessels with this decorative pattern began prior to the Guangala Phase, as Paulsen 

(1 WO:65) has suggested, in the very latest part ofthe Late Formative Period I tend to 

favour the second interpretation, mainly on the jpunds ofthe small nimibers of Guangala 

Phase sherds in the collection. 

One ioteresting point of negative evidence in the OGSE-45 collection is the lack of 

spout and strap handle whistling bottles. There are no haadle, spout, whisüe or bottie top 

hgments in the coliection. This is curious as spout and strap haadle whistling bottles are 

&nos synonymous with the Late Formative P e n d  It is possible that the lack of spout and 

strap handle whistling botties relates to the finiaion of the site of OGSE-45. The 0 t h  

alternative is that the lack of bottles is tempody signifiant. Ifthe OGSE-45 coiiection is 

indeed an example of the Late part of the Late Formative Period it is possible that spout and 

strap fiandle whistüng botties were no longer made at the very end of the Late F o d v e  

Period. The latest radiocarbon-dated archaeologicai coiicction that 1 h o w  of containhg 

spout and handle hgments appears to be the Fase Guayaquii site of San Pedro de 

Guayaquil which has dates of 225 BC, 235 BC, and 340 BC uncomaed (Parducci and 

Parducci 1975:252). 1 know of no early Guangala collection which contains evidcnce of 
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spout and strap handle whistling bottles, fiirther supporthg the idea that these boales were 

no longer made at the very end of the Late Fomative Pmod. This idea, however, is bascd 

on very tenwus evidence, and although intriguing, needs kthcr imnstigati011. 

Deconted Body Sherds 

The ûGSE-45 coIIection, like the OMJPLP-141C and Loma A b  coliectiom 

discussed above, contains maay body sheds decorated with decorative techniques and 

elements diat do not occur on the rim sheds and which m o t  be assigrmi securely to any 

particular vessel form. These will be discussed beiow in gtoups based on dccorative 

technique. 

There are many body sherds which are decorated with iridescent paint combined 

with other decorative techniques including incision, gmved incision (gadrooning), 

appliqué nubbins, pmctate and engraving. In some cases two or three decorative 

techniques occur on one vessel. In some instances the iridescent bands are bordemi on one 

side by incision, or grooved incision (gadrooning), but in no case was it zoned and bomded 

on both sides by engraving as was seen at the other sites. When iridescent paint is 

combined with other plastic decorative techniques the decoration is always found on the 

exterior of the vessel. An example of these body sherds is Uustrated in Figure 7.39. 

There are tbree shoulder hgments of what appear to k independent nstricted 

vessels in which the iridescent paint, and in one case the punctate and incision, is located 

on the exterior shoulder ana Rims assigneci to Vessel Fomi #Ma also foiiow this pattern 

(see Figure 7.32). It is possible that many of the sherds displayhg indescent pain& with or 

without other plastic decoration, are derived h m  independent restricted vessels Like Vessel 

Form #16a. It should be noted, however, that Vesse1 Form #10a is aiso known to be 

decorated on the exterior with hidescent paht, grooved incision and appliqué buttons. 

Incision, wide grooved incision (gadrooning), punctate and appliqué nubbins, found 

on sherds in combination with iridescent paint, ais0 occur on the exterior ofvessels without 

the iridescent paint. One ofthe most cornmon combinations of plastic deCoration is 

engraving and small pmctate, with or without the addition of appliqué nubb'i. Figure 

7.40 shows an example of these body sherds. Lüre the sheds with iridescent paint these 





Figure 7.40. OGSE-45 Body Sherds with incision, gadmoning, pmctate andlor 
applique nubbins. 

~i&e  7.41. 00SE45 Body Sheds witû Thin Red PPnt Bands. 
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sherds are most fhqmtly composed of the 6aer paste modes and commody are polished 

and smudged on the exterior Siirtire. 

The body sherds discusscd in the previous three paragraphs have decorative pattems 

very sïmiiar to those desc r i i  in the independent Ttstficted vessel form category s~mmary 

above. It is iikely that the rnajority of these body Sb& are dcrived hm independent 

res~cted vessels. As pmriously discussed, this decorzitive paüem in combination with the 

independent restncted vessel forms is Iüuly characteristic of the Late part of the Late 

Formative Perïod and also the early part of the Guangaia Phase. The presence of these 

sherds in the OGSE-45 coliection supports the argument thaî this coîiection dates h m  the 

end of the Late Formative Period 

Several body sherds are decorated with a aumber of thin nd paint bands. These 

bands are almost always found on the exterior of the s h e d  Figure 7.41 illustrates an 

example. It is not clear, however, what vessel fomi the sherds with multiple thimier red 

bands are denved fiom- It is probable that these represent some fom of independent 

restricted vessels. Similarly decorated sherds are found in both the OMJPLP-I41C and 

Loma Alta collections. As discussed in Chapter 5 and 6 this decorative pattem may be 

characteristic of the Early part of the Late Formative Penod. This deCorative pattern 

together with the one desCnbed in the following paragraph provides some of the ody 

evidence of the Eariy Late Formative Period in the OGSE-45 collection. 

Red paint can also be combined with other decorative techniques. The most 

common combination is red paint and plastic decodon  such as incision or punctate. Two 

of these sherds are iiiustrated in Figure 7.42. These sheds are most liLely derived k m  the 

exterior shoulder a m  of independent resfiicted vessels. The combination of red paint 

horizontal bands and plastic decoration on the exterior shoulder of independent restricted 

vessels, as discussed in Chaptm 5 and 6, seems to occur Early in the Late Formative 

Period sequence. Tbese sherds are part of the limited eviàence of the Early Late Formative 

Penod in the OGSE-45 ceramic collection, 

In a sherd unique at OGSE-45, multiple thin red bands are combined with curved 

iridescent paint bands (Figure 7.43). This is a very musuai combination and in fhct it was 



Figure 7.42. Body Sherds with r d  piaïnt bands and plastic decoration. 

O 

cm 

Figure 7.43. OGSE-45 Body Sherd with thin rd paint 
iridescent paint bands. 

and 
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discovered ody when I accidentaiiy dropped the sherd mto water. U p  discovery ofthe 

combination ail other sberds decorated with red paint wen immersed in -ter9 but no other 

examples of the combination werr fomd ne red bands and iridescent bands are Nnning 

diagonal to each other creating a mss-hatched dcsig~. The fom of the vessei that the 

sherd came fkom is unknown. A simiIar sherd was recovered h m  what is believed to be 

an Early Late Formative Period context a? Loma Aita. The OGSE-45 sherd, however? is 

slightly different and lacks the grooved incision. 

There are a number of body sheds h m  the OGSE45 coUection decorated on their 

exterior surfaces with black paint. The most common decorative element executed in black 

paint are multiple thin bands, although wider bands and irregular shaped areas also exkt 

Figure 7.44 iilustrates an example of the black paiated desip. The vessel forms fiom . 

which these sherds are denved are not known. 

Red and black pint are dso found in combination on the exîerior of vessels (Figure 

7.45). The most common decorative elements are thin black paint bands on red slip that 

produce a pattern of altemating thin red and black paht hes.  As discussed ni Chapter 6 

Stothert (1995:44, Figure 33) illustrates a similar decorative pattem on independent 

restncted vesseis fiom the early Guangaia conte- of the Valdivia site (OGSEMa-172). 

The presence of similarly Cforated &et& in the OGSE45 collection adds credence to the 

interpretation that the collection is h m  the Late Late Formative Period. The presence of 

similarly decorated sherds in Early levels of Loma Alta, as discussed above, remains an 

anomaly. 

Mer  designs combining nd and black occw, usually in irreguiar shaped areas. 

Figure 7.46 gives an example of red and black painted body sherds. Once again the vessel 

fom fÎom which these derive is not known, but there are rims fiom Vesse1 Forms # 1, #16 

and t 17a which combine red and black paint on the exterior. 

There are three sherds in the OGSE-45 coliection, two neck fkpents and one body 

sherd, that share a distinctive pattern of decoration. These sheds are decorated on the 

exterior with areas of zoned pmctate and areas of zoned black or mi paint separatecl fiom 

each other and surromded by incision. Figure 7.47 illustrates the three sheds. It is clear 



Figure 7.44. ûGSE45 Body S M s  wÏth Blrdr PPmr. 

Figure 7.45. OGSE45 Body S h d s  with Thin BJack Paht Bands on Red Slip 



Figure 7.46. OGSE-45 Body Sherds with r d  paint and smudge in irregular 
areas. 

Figure 7.47. OGSE4S Body Sherds with Zones of Punctate, Bhck Paint, 
andfor Red Paint separated by Incision. 
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that these sheds an derived h m  independent restricted vtsstis. 'Ibis deCorative partcm 

was discussed in Chapter 6, as a small number of similady decomîed sheds aiso occm in 

the Loma Aita collectiox~ As was oialbied in Cbripta 6, the decorative pilttem appears 

fbm the literah~e to be a Later Late Formative P d  charactcristic, whkh may continue 

into the Guangala Phase. 'Lhis dating would agree with the assessrnent of the OGSE-45 

coilection as belonghg to the Late Late Formative Period. The o c c ~ m c e  of sherds 

decorated with this pattern in only what are thought to k Eady Late F o d v e  Period 

contexts at Loma Alta remains another anomaiy. 

A srnail number of body sherds 6wn OGSE45 are decorated with h e  burnishhg. 

This decorative tecbnique occm on both the interior and exterior of the vessel. Straight 

Lines are the most cornmon Qcorative element, aithough ciwed lines and ineguiariy 

shaped areas also occur. An examp1e ofthese sherds is illustrated in Figure 7.48. The form 

of the vessel fiom which these sherds are derived is unlorown. The single rim decorated on 

the interior with cross-hatched line bumishing is assigned to Vossel Fom #10a As 

rnentioned above the occurrence of tbis decorative pattern on dependent restricted forms 

similar to Vesse1 Form #10a is known h m  the early Guangaia Phase. 

The final decorated body sherd to be discussed fiom OGSE45 is a small modeiied 

bird head illustrated in Figure 7.49. The bird head is modeiled h m  paaially oxidized 

paste Mode B. The eyes are formed of smail apptiqué rings and the beak is fonned with 

incised lines. There is no evidence of paint left and the form of the vessel from which this 

piece is denved is unknown. The OMJPLP-141C and Loma Alta coiiections also contain 

similar pieces. 

Bases 

In the OGSE-45 collection there are 58 base hgments and 3 -en& of base 

attachments. Base fonns include anndar bases, straight, hoiîow legs, solid legs and flat 

bases. 

There are hgments of 13 mular bases, making up 21% of all identifieci bases. AU 

of the annuiar bases are composed of the finer paste modes @dode A n=l, Mode B n=4 and 

Mode E n=9) and ali firing modes ate represented. There are only two base fkagments that 
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are large enough to give an accunite base diameter and they both have a base diamdcr of 20 

cm. The interior sdaces of the vessel and the exterior siafiice ofthe vesse1 and base are 

finished with smoothing or poiishing. The interior siaface of the base is finished with 

scraping or wiping, ofim executed in a circdar W o n  around the base interior. Six of the 

13 annular base fbgments are decorated in m e  manner* The interior of the vesse1 and the 

exterior of the vessei and base are in some cases decorated with smudge or red slip. There 

is also one case in which the exterior of the base is decoIlised with multipIe incisecl 

horizontal lines. hterestingiy, there are no a ~ u î a r  bases in the OGSE-45 collection that 

are decorated on the exterior wÏth iridescent paint. As discussed in Chapter 6 the 

combination of annular bases and indescent paint on their exteriors is thought to be 

characteristic of the Later part of the Late Formative Perhd. The bases Vary somewhat in 

height with the shortest king 0.7 cm and the tailest being 3 cm (measucement ïs i s e n  on 

the interior of the base fiom the exterior siirface ofthe vessel at the base to the resting 

surface). One of the annular base fragments shows Wear on the lip of the base. 'The vessei 

fonns possessing annular bases are not hown, but it is likely some of the simple 

unrestricted vessels would have had anndar bases. Figure 7.50 illustrates an example of 

the anndar bases fiom OGSE-45. 

As is discussed in both Chapters 5 and 6, d a r  bases are found throughout the 

Late Formative Period ceramic sequence and are characteristic of the Lase Formative Perïod 

in general. The number of a ~ u l a t  bases a d  the portion of the total numkr of bases that 

they make up, however, does seem to aiter through the .  h the OMJPLP441C collection, 

belonging ta the Eariy part of the Late Formative Period, annuiar bases compose almost aii 

identifed bases (75 of 83 ôases). In the Loma Aita coliection anndar bases accomt for 

75% of the identined bases, although this figure ap- to drop in the later conte- at the 

site. In the OGSE-45 collection annular bases account for only 21% of the total number of 

identified bases. 1 wodd concluâe that aWough annular bases are found throughout the 

Late Fomtive Period ceramic sequence their numbers decline thmugh time as other base 

forms are introduced. 



Figure 7.5 1. OGSE-45 Hat Bases. 



bases are composed of the ber paste modes Mode B ( ~ 3 )  and Mode E (n=9), and ali the 

firing modes are represented in these sherds. Thm appear to be flaî bases âom both 

unrestricted and rrstricted vessels, but the exact vessei fonns are not Lnown. The interior 

and exterior suhces  ofthe flat bases are finished with wiping, smootbiag snd polishing. 

Of the 12 flat bases nine of them are decorated in some manner. Decoratim o c c e g  on 

the interior of the vessels includes smudge and vertical indescent bands. Decoration on the 

exterior of the fiat bases includes red slip, smudge and iridescent paint An example of the 

flat bases fiom OGSE-45 is iüustnited in Figure 7.51. 

By far the most common base form, in numkr of -en@, are hollow and solid 

legs. There are a totai of 33 legs and 3 leg attacbments in the ûûSE-45 coilection, It is 

probable that some of the vessels had tri@ leg supports. 

There are 13 fragments of solid legs in the OGSE-45 collection, makhg up 2 1% of 

al1 identified bases. AU but one ofthe solid legs are composed ofpaste Mode B, the 

exception king paste Mode E. The nring modes present include nduced, surface oxidized 

and partialiy oxidized. The d a c e s  of the legs are finished with scraping, wiping and 

smoothing and two of the legs are red slipped on the exterior. The legs range in diameter 

nom a minimum of 0.9 cm to a maximum of 3.9 cm. The shortest leg is 4.5 cm tail and the 

tailest leg is 6.5 cm tall. The vesse1 forms possessing solid legs are not known. Figure 7.52 

illustrates an example of the soiid legs. 

The ûGSE-45 coilection is the only colIection of the thtee included in tbis study 

which contains many solid legs; there is a single Vesse1 Fonn #2a rim in the Loma Alta 

collection with a solid leg. In general solid legs are not considered to k characteristic of 

the Late Formative Period. There are aimost no mentions of solid legs in the descriptions 

of other Late Formative Period ccramic collections. In Neto's (1988: 148) study of the 

BeUavista ceramic collection he rnakes mention of s d ,  discontinuous solid feet, but these 

are very dinerent in fom (i.e. very much shorter) than the solid legs h m  OGSE-45. 

Simmons (1970:211) mentions that for his Engoroy Red Polished Type, Engoroy Variety 

there is one solid leg. AWough he does not suggest where this leg fàlls in his sequence he 
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Figure 7.52. OGSE-45 Solid Legs- 

Figure 7.53. O G S E 4 S  Straight Hoiiow Legs. 
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does mention that the type and variety is most muent in hi9 Eatly Engoroy, but continues 

throughout the sequence hto the Guangala Phase (Simmons l97O:3 12). 

Solid legs an, however, known h m  almost ail the Guangala collections descn'bed 

in the literature. Paulsen (1970:70) states that plain solid polypods are a madm of  hm 

Guangala 1. Simmons (19703 12; 3 13, Figrne 80) descrik and ïlIustnires solid.legs 

belonging to his Gwngala Barcelona Butnished Type. Again while he does not discuss the 

base form specincally, he notes that the type fbt appears in early Ouangala and continues 

in smaii fiequemies throughout the phase (Simmons l!VO:3 14). Stothert (199553, Figure 

45) ais0 descrïks and illustrates solid legs h m  her early Ouangala excavations at the 

Valdivia site. She notes that very taIl (ca IS cm) legs are found in the lowest levels, while 

shorter legs (ca. 5 cm) are found tbroughout the excavations (Stothert 199553). The tallest 

leg from OGSE-45 is 6.5 cm, much closer in height to her short category. Masucci 

(1992:412-413) notes that solid legs do occur in her Guangala Complex 1 h m  El Anicar, 

but they occur in her Iater Complexes II and IU as weU 

What does the above mean for the inteqretation of the solid legs in the ûGSE-45 

collection? It is clear h m  other pieces that there are elemmts of the early Guaugala 

subphase in the OGSE-45 coliection. As 1 have stated above tbis presence may be 

interpreted in one of two ways; as a later intnisive element, or as an indication that the 

coif ection contains very Late Late Formative Period material and dates to a period of 

transition between the two periods. 

In the OGSE-45 coliection there are 20 straight, hoiiow legs and three body sherds 

with hoilow leg attachment areas, composing 38% of aii identified bases. These legs are 

also composed of the f ier paste modes Mode B (n=5) and Mode E (n48). The firing 

modes represented are reduced, surface oxidized and pertjally oxidized. The exterior 

surfaces of the legs are f?nished with wiping and sxnoothing. In cases where a portion of 

the vessel is still intact the interior surface ofthe vessel is finished with polisbing. Of the 

20 straight, hoilow legs, eight are decomted in some W o n .  Decoration on the extenor is 

iimited to one case of smudging. The interior of the vesseis are decorated with red slip, 

smudging and in one case multiple iridescent bands. The diameter ofthe legs range &om a 
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minimum of 2 cm to a maximum of 2.9 cm. The height of the legs ( m e d  firom the 

exîenor surfàce of the vessel at the leg on the interior and exterior ofthe Ieg) ranges âom 

the shortest leg rneasiiring 3 2  to 5.8 cm tail, to the tallest Ieg which measmes 6.8 to 9 cm. 

As discussed above, Vesse1 Fonn #1 and #2 are bath known to have sûaighî, hollow legs in 

some cases, but it is not known ifthis base fonn is riestrictexi to these vessel fomis. It is 

iikely that other vessel forms, such as Vesse1 Fonns #la, #2a and #7 would have ako 

possesscd these legs. Figure 7.53 illustrates an exampk of the Wg&t hollow legs h m  the 

OGSE-45 collectionl 

SIraighf hoilow legs are quite good indicators of the Middle and Later parts of the 

Late Formative Period ceramic sequence, as was previously mentioned in Chapter 6. In the 

OGSE45 coiiection st~Üght, hoiiow legs are the most wmmon form of base in terms of the 

number of fragments present (n=23). As discussed in Chapter 5, the OMJPLP441C 

collection contains no straight, holtow legs supporthg the contention that this collection 

belongs to the Early Late Formative Period. In the Loma Alta collection 19.6% ofthe 

identifiable bases are straight, hollow legs which appear to cluster in the Middle and Laie 

Late Formative Period contexts at the site. The presence of such a large number of straight, 

holiow legs in the OGSE-45 collection impiies to me that the w u d o n  dates fiom at least 

the Middle Late Formative P e n d  and Wrely contains a large cornponent of Late Late 

Formative Penod material. 

Summary of the OGSE-45 Late Formative Period Ceramic Collection 

As mentioned abve the OGSE-45 ceramic collection is the s d e s t  of the tbree 

included in this study. The collection is also without intni-site provenience and is king 

discussed as a sudace collection. Figure 7.55 illustrates the most cornmon (those 

represented by five or more Rms) vessel fomis which accur in the OGSE-45 ceramic 

collection. 1 believe that the majority of the collection dates to the Lafer part of the Late 

Formative Period There are no radiocarbon dates available that ate associated with this 

material, although as discussed in Chapter 3, there is one radiocarbon date available for the 

site; 770 +/- 70 BC, unconected (Stothert 1995:146). 1 believe, however, that the OGSE- 
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Figure 7.54. OGSE-45 Common Vesse1 Forms. 
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45 coiiection used in this study pst-dates the contexts assonatcd with that date. 1t is &O 

possible that the OGSE-45 coilectim contains matcrial that postdates both of the other two 

col~ections used in this sîuciy. 

There are many hes of evidma, both positive and negative, which support the 

argument that the ûGSE4S coiidon belcmgs to the Later part ofthe Late Formative 

Period. Io the OGSE45 collection there are meny Vesse1 Fonn #2a amd #7 rims, and both 

of these forms and the pattems in which these vessefs are decorated are characteristic of the 

Late Late Formative P e d d  These vessels in the case of Vessel Fom #2a often possess 

one of the stepped lip modes, and are decorated on the interior with iridescent paint o h  

on smudge and on the exterior with notched appliqué filIets. These vessels are o h  

supported by straight, hoilow legged tripods, amthet characteristic of the Middle and Late 

Late Formative Period. Many other simple uurestricted vesseis also possess the stepped 

lips modes, modes that do not seem to occur in the EarIy part of the Late Formative Period. 

Another combination of form and decoration characteristic of the Later part of the 

Late Formative Period is the presence of vertical rows of red paint dots on the exterior 

shoulder areas of independent restricted vessels. Many such vessels are found in the 

OGSE-45 collection. There are also a number of independent restricted vesseis decorated 

on the exterior with incision, gtooved incision, punctate, appliqué buîtons andor iridescent 

paint. This combination of form and decoration appears to occur Late m the Late 

Formative Pend and a h  seems to continue into the Guangaia Phase. 

The absence of several Early features and pattems in the ûGSE-45 coUection also 

argues that the collection is Late. There an no rims with the exterior beaded lip mode, nor 

are there any appliqué nubbins. Both of these are quite common in parts of the OMJPLP- 

14 1 C collection, and are characteristic of the Early part of the Late Formative P e n d  

These features have theu ongin in the Machalilla Phase, continue into the Eady Late 

Formative Period and through tirne disappear in the Middle and Late Late Formative 

Period. Aiso missing h m  the OGSE-45 collection are simpie imrestricted vessels with the 

square 1ip mode and decorated with the ''minor bowi" pattern, and Vessel Fonn #5 and #6 

composite unrestncted vessels decorated in the c%rown bowl" pattern. Both of these are 
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thought to be chanictaistic of the Early Late Formative P a i d  T'ha  are aiso no rims 

decorated in the "cuspidor" pattem m the OGSE-45 coilecti011 

Present in the OGSE-45 collection w m  a number of shed  that appear to be 

characteristic of the early Guangaia Phase. niese inc1ude an d y  Guengala gcater, and a 

Vesse1 Fomi #10a rim decorated on the *or with cross hatched h e  bumidhg, and 

solid legs. As has been mentioned previously, the presence ofthese early Guangala sherds 

may be interpreted in two ways. The nrot is that the OGSE-45 collection contains a small 

amount of early Guangala ceramics mixeci into a rnajnly Late Late Formative Pmod 

collection. The second interpretation is that the OGSE45 collection represents a very Late 

Late Formative Period coliection in which many charaderistics that began during the very 

end of the Late Formative Period and continued kt0 the Guangda Phase are repsented. I 

tend to favour the second inteqmtation, mainly on the groimds of the mnall numbers of 

Guangala Phase sherds in the'coilection. It would seem that the OGSE-45 collection 

contains at least some very Late Late Formative P d  material and in such a situation 

small amounts of more "Guangda" looking mafenial would be vay appropriate. In 

comparing the OGSE-45 collection to the OMJPLP- 14 1 C and Loma Alta collections, the 

OGSE-45 collection appears to be much later than the OMJPLP-141C collection and 

appears at least partiaily contemporaneous with the later parts of the Loma Alta collection. 

However, 1 believe that there are parts of the OGSE-45 collection that are later than the 

latest material at Loma Alta. 



CHAPTER EIGHT 

CONCLUSION 

This chapter will present the conchisions that have ken reached in this shdy. The 

nrst part of this cbapter wiii concentrate cm the similarities and dÎf&rences that have bem 

found to exist between the three ceramic wiiectiom used in the stud. OMJPLP441C, 

Loma Alta (OGSEMa482) and the Albarrada de Achallan (OGSE-45). The second section 

of this chapter wiil concentrate on the cornparison of these three collections with other Late 

Formative Period ceramic collections h m  southwesteni Ecuador for which pubIished 

descriptions are avaiiable. Comments will be made about the significance of this W y  for 

the interpretation of the nature of the Late Formative Perioà in southwestern Ecuador. 

F W y ,  suggestions wiii be made about the possible directions for future research. 

Simüarities and Dinerences in the OMJPLP-141C (Sdango), Loma Alta (OGSEMa- 

182) and Albarrada de AchaUin (OGSE-45) Late Formative Period Ceramic 

Collections 

The ceramic coLiections h m  the three sites included in this shdy show 

considerable similarities, but there are dso substantid diffemces among. After the initial 

recording of the ceramic data of the tbree coilections there appeared to be a great deal of 

variation among the coliecti011~, especially between OM3PLP-141 C and OGSE-45. Upon 

detailed analysis of the stratigraphie wntexts of the coiIections and c o ~ n s  of the 

three collections with other published reports of Late Formative Period ceramics h m  the 

region, particuiarly Bischof s (1 982 [ 197 11) report on the Palmar materiai, I am convinced 

that rnuch of this variation is a resuit of temporal differences rather than regional 

differences between the collections. 

The Late Foimative Perhd, at least in the coestal region of southwestern Ecusdor 

where these tbree sites are locatcd, was a t h e  of grest styiistic change. 1 beiieve that 

archaeologists have underestimated the changes in ceramic style that occinrrd thiaughout 

the Late Formative Period in coastai southwestern ~cuador. Withouî £ïrst controhg for 
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these tempod diffierences it is difficult to isolate what variation may be of regionai 

importance- 

As argued in Chaptm 5 and 7, it appears that the OMJPLP-141C and OGSE-45 

coilections do not, for the most part, overlap in thne. 'Lhe OMJPLP-141C collection is 

nom the Early Late Formative P d  aad is probably contemporary with Bischof s (1982 

[1971]) Early Engoroy. The ûGSE-45 collection, on the other han& appears to be h m  the 

Late part ofthe Late Formative Penod ceramic sequace and is probably contemporary with 

Bischof s (1 982 1197 11) Late Engoroy. These two coUections are very diffe~e~t and 

without considering the temporal variation between the two it would have ken  easy to see 

them as represenative of distinct regional styles. lhis is not to imply in any way that the 

two sites were not occupied at certain times, buî rather that the coiiections which 1 was 

working with represent limited time @ads h m  these sites. 

One of the most disappointing aspects of the stuày for me has been the diBculty 1 

have had in identifjing regional variation among the three collections. 1t is very 

unfortmate that the OMJPLP-141C and OGSE-45 collections did not represent longet Late 

Formative Period sequences as it is possible that regional variation may indecd be present 

between these two areas of the Coast. Fortunateiy the Loma Alta coiidon spans a great 

deal of the Late Formative Period sequence; fkom the Middle, and possibly Early, part to the 

Later Late Formative Penod 1 have argued in Chaptes 5 and 6 that the earliest Late 

Formative Period ceramics h m  Loma Alta, are approximately contemporary with parts of  

the 0MJPL.P-14 1 C collection and date to the end of the Early and beginning of the Middle 

parts of the Late Fonnative Pend sequence. 1 have mgued in Chapters 6 ad 7 that the later 

parts of the Loma Alta coUection are approximately contemporary with most ofthe OGSE- 

45 collection and date to the Late Late F o d v e  Period. Cornparisons between parts of 

the Loma Aita collection and parts of the OhrWPLP-141C and OGSE-45 coilections were, 

therefore, possible. Some variation between the coilections was identifiai as discussed in 

Chaptea 5,6  and 7. 

The most apparent differences were the existence of some vesse1 fomis (Le. Vesse1 

Form #19 and #19b) and some decorative patterns (Le. the cpspidot pattern) in the Lorna 

A h  collection that were lacking in the other two coiiections. It is tempting to suggest that 
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these dinerences are ofregional importance and show that styüstïc variation o c c d  

through space in the region ofthe tbrce sites during the Late F o d v e  Period. The fbct 

that the Loma Alta collection is so much lsrga than either the OMJPLP-141C or ûGSE4S 

collection, however, mwt be taken into account The existence of vesse1 foans and 

decorative patterns in the Loma Aita coIIection and not in the OM;TPLPLP141C and OGSE- 

45 collections may be a f'unction ofthe sample skes of the coliectiom rather than reflecting 

a tme pattern of regional variatioa 

There are a number of very basic patterns of vesse1 fom and decoration shrued by 

alI three of the collections included in the shidy. A number of variations on these h i c  

patterns occur through tirne. These temporal variations on the basic paaems and the 

sequence of dhese variations aiso seem to be shared by the t h  coiiectiom. 

The most basic paaem of form and decoration are umestricted vessels, both simple 

and composite, decorated on the exterior wÏth reà slip and on the interior with iridescent 

paint, often on a smudged surfàce. There are a number of variants ofthis gaierai theme, 

some of which are chronologicaiiy signifÏcant. In the Early Late Formative Penod this 

pattem of decoration fiequently appean on composite d c t e d  vessels (Vessel Fomis 

#5, #6 and their sub-fomis) with an incised horizontal h e  just be10w the iip on the interior 

(brown bowls). The simple unrestncted rims with square Lips that 1 refer to as "mirmr 

bowls" are decorated with this pattem and are also Early in the Late Formative P d  

sequence. These Early vessels fiequently have annular bases. 

In the Middle and Later Late Formative Perid the pattern of decordon described 

above aiso occurs on simple unrestricted vessels, but composite inucstricted vessels aknost 

disappear. In the Middle Late Formative P e r d  deeper vessels with everted rims (such as 

Vessel Fom #2) and annuIar bases become very common. The stepped lip modes are 

common on vessels decorated on the interior with iridescent paht and on the exterior with 

red slip ui the Middle of the Late Formative Period. Straight, hoilow legs also maLe their 

appearance on simple unrestricted vessels decorated in this pattern during the Middle of the 

Late Formative Period. 

The pattern is transformed in the Later part of the Late Formative Period and is 

found commody on shailower vessels such as Vessel Form #2a These vessels ofien have 
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the multiple stepped iïp modes, and the red slip cm the exterior is fiqumtly replaced (or 

in some cases added to) with one or two notched .ppIiqué fille&. Straighî, holIow legs are 

quite common on these vessels and 511111ular bases seern to deciine in number. 

The combination of independent resûicted vessels with nd paint deCoration is 

another common pattern throughout the thcc coUecticms and tbroughout the Late l or mat ive 
Penod sequence. 'ihese independent mtncted vesseis are most commonly decorated on the 

interior of the rim and the extenor ofthe neck and shoulder with red paint Early in the 

sequence the interior of rims display a number (one, two or three) of horizontal bands 

andior haif circles, while the exterior of the shoulder is always decorated with one or two 

horizontal bands. At times these Early examples are &O decorated with plastic decoration, 

incision, andlor punctate. on the exterior shoulders. 

The Late Late Formative Period versions of these independent restricted vessels 

have quite distinct decorative elements on the exterior shoulder. The interior of the rim is 

still decorated witb horizontal bands andor haif circles. The exterior of the shoulder, 

however, can be decorated widi verticai rows of red paht dots and the exterior of the w c k  

is decorated with a horizontal red paint band. The use of horizontal red pakt bands 

continues through the Late part of the sequence, although the addition of plastic decoration 

appears to &op out of use. 

A 1st basic pattern of form and decoration that is shared by aii three of the 

collections is the combination of dependent restricted vessels, hquently with extenoriy 

thickened basal angles. and red paim decoration. The red paht in horizontal bands is 

located on the exterior of the rim between the lip and the basal angle. In the Early Late 

Formative Period OMJPLP441C coiiection the paint at times appears as two horizontal 

bands. There appears to be iittie variation thughout the sequeace on this pattem. It is 

possible that through t h e  the vessels becorne less restricted and the basal angle kcomes 

less sharp and distinct. 

In summary the three ceramic collections used in this study &are a number of basic 

patterns of fomi and decoration. The changes that occur on these basic patterns through 

tirne occur in a similar sequence in the three coilections. There are some variations among 

the three collections. However, due to the incomplete sequences at two ofthe sites and the 
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sample size dismepancies of the thce coUections, it was not possi%le to identify with 

seçinity the signiscance of these diffkm~ces. 

Cornparisons with Late Formative P e n d  Ceramic Coilectiolls in Soothwestern 

Ecuador 

The thne ceramic wilections used in thk study were cornparrd to other ccremic 

coliections h m  southwestern Ecuador in an attempt to detcmiine the amomit of simüanty 

and variation that occumd in this region diaing the Late Formative P e n d  ' Ihis task was 

more successfid with some coiiections tban with others because of the dinerences in 

descriptions and illustrations of Late Formative Period ceramic coilections available in the 

iiterature. 

The coiiections fiom OMJPLP-141C, Loma Alta and OGSE-45 used in this stuày 

were, not suqrisingly, most sidas to other Late Formative Period w11ections fram sites 

located geographicaily close to them. In particular there were many similarities between the 

collections used in this study, the Paimar coUection descriid by Bischof (1 982 [197 11) and 

the La C a r o h  collection described by Simmons (1970). These five collections (OMJPLP- 

14 1 C, Lama Alta, OGSE-45, Palmar and La CaroIina) seem to &are many vessel fomis and 

pattems of decoration. As weil the collections seem genedy to follow the same sequence 

of stylistic changes through tirne. These similarities were discussed in Chapters 5 ,6  and 7. 

There are, however, also a number of merences between the five coliectiom. For example 

the La Carolina collection contains several decorative techniques, such as negative painting, 

tricolour painting and red-and/on-white painting, that are not pnsent, or present in very low 

numbers, in the other collections. The Loma Alta coUection is the only one of the five that 

has vessels decorated in the cuspidor pattern despite the fàct h t  this pattern is thought to 

be typicai of the Late Formative Period throughout southwestern Ecuador. In generai, 

however, these five collections share a great wealth of ves'sel fomis and decorative patterns 

and are more similar in my opinion than they are diffetent- 

In cornparhg the thne collections used in this study to other more distant 

collections in southwestern Ecuador more variation in both vessel form and decorative 

pattems are foimd. This includes sites h m  the Guayas Basin such as La Chorrera and 

Peiion del Rio. It is difficuit to determine if this variation is due more to the temporal or 
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regional diffiere~lces, as neither the temporal variation m the ceramics nor absolute dates 

are available for La Cho- or Paon del Rio. 

As has been mentioned before, cornparhg the c e d c s  fi0r.n the thme sites used in 

this stuây to the material fmm the type site of La Chonera is difncult Descriptions of this 

collection are bnef and the number of illustraiions of the ceramics is d (Evans and 

Meggers 1957; Meggers and Evans 1982 [1971]). 

Many of the decorative techniques used to define the Chorrem ceramic styie are 

missing from the three collections used in this study, or are prwcnt in such low numbers as 

to be vimially insignificant Ther decorative techniques inciude negative paintingy red- 

andon-white, rocker-stampingy line b d g ,  zoned black and red, and zoned punctate. 1 

wouid dennitely not choose these characteristics as defining feahaes of the thme ceramic 

collections that have been analyzed in this study. 

There are a number of characteristics that are shared m g  the three collections in 

this study and the La Chorma collection. These include stepped iips, engraving on polish, 

the cuspidor decorative pattern (but this is fotmd oniy in the coilectioa h m  Loma Alta), 

red rim polish, nicked and notched ribs (these may be quivalent to my flanges but they 

occur only in the Late part of the sequence in the tbree coilections used in this study) and 

iridescent paint. Two of the distinguishing features of the Late part of the sequence h m  

the OMIPLP-14 1 C, Lama Ait .  and OGSE-45 collections are missing fkom the descriptions 

of the La Cho- collection. These are straight, hollow legs and independent restricted 

vessels decorated on the exterior shouider with vertical rows of dots. Whether these are not 

present in the La Chorrera collections or just not described or illustrated in the brief reports 

of üiis collection is hard to say. 

In the end detailed cornparisons cannot k made between the La Chomra 

collections and the three collections used in this study. While there are a number of shared 

patterns (Le. bowls with stepped lips and bowls decorated on the interior wiîh iridescent 

paint) there appear to be significant di&rences between the coliections used h this rtudy 

and the limited illustrations and descriptions ofthe La Cho- materid It is intereshg to 

note that several researchers who have snidied Late Fonnative Period coliections h m  the 

Coast of southwestern Ecuador, including Simmons (1 WO:428), Bischof (1 982 Cl97 11: M), 
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Basin material fint hand. Whether the differences an due to the dinmnt agcs of the sites 

or whether they an regional différences is diBcuh to know without ablute  dates for the 

basin material. It is likely that both temporal and regional variations exist betwecn the two 

regions. Relations between the Coast and the Guayas Basin were undoubtediy more 

cornplex and vaned throughout the Late Formative Period than is currentiy understood. 

Simiiar problems are also h e d  when comparing the Peiion del Rio coiiection to the 

three coiledons used in this study. As mentioned before, there are no absolute dates 

available fkom the Late Formative Period contexts of the PeÎion del Rio site, Whether the 

variation between the Peiion del Rio material and the three collections used in this study 

can be explained as a result of temporal differences or as a resuit ofregional differences is 

ciifficuit to determine. 

There appear to be several vessel fomis and decorative pattems that are found in the 

OMJPLP- M C ,  Loma Alta and OGSE-45 coiiections as weIi as in the Peiion del Rio 

collection. These have ken discussed in Chapters 5,6 and 7. These include simple 

unresîricted veuels, similar to my Vessel Form #2, with annular bases decorated on the 

interior with iridescent paint, independent restricted vessels decorated on the interior of the 

rim and the exterior shouider with red horizontal bands, and dependent restricted vessels, 

similar to my Vessel Form #12, decorated on the exterior rim with d paint horizontal 

bands. There are also a number of vessei fomis and decorative techniques that are unique 

to the Pefion del Rio collection. There are a number of independent restncted vessels mer 

vessel forms 9 and 14) illustrated by Zedeiio (1994 [1985):Fiigurrs 16,17,18, 19 and 24) 

with very ta11 necks that are not found in the t h e  collections used in this study. In addition 

the use of red and white slips togethex seems to be much more common in the Peiion del 

Rio material than in any of the collections used in this study. 

Attempts to place the Late Formative Period Paon de Rio material in any of the 

three generai sub-phases (Early, Middle and Late) described here for tht t h e  collections 

included in this study have not been very successnil. Many of the characteristics of the 

Early sub-phase, such as minor bowls, h w n  bowls and late Machalilla derived modes (Le. 
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appliqué nubbins and the exterior beaded lip mode) are not present in the Peiion del Rio 

collection. The Paon del Rio collection is also misshg many of the characteristics argucd 

to be fiom the Later part of the Late Formative P e r i d  These include simple imrestricted 

vessels with stepped lips, iridescent paint on the interior, notched appliqut fiiiets on the 

exterior and straight, holIow legs, and independent d c t e d  vesseis decotateci on the 

exterior shoulder with vertical rows of red paint dots. The Peiion del Rio coUectîon is 

perhaps most siniilar, but not identical, to the Middle sub-phase descricbed for the three 

collections used in this study* One of the strongest points of similarity is fomd in the 

simple unrestricted vessels, my Vesse1 Form #2, with annulin bases. Perhaps the most 

important conclusion that can be reached is that not only may the LMe Formative Perïod 

ceramic materiai fiom the Guayas Basin be quite Mirent k m  that of the region of the 

coast where 0MJPLPLP141C, Loma Alta and OGSE-45 are fotmd, but that it may ako 

follow a distinct sequence of stylistic change. 

As was discussed in the introduction of this study 1 have tned to avoid using either 

the terni Chorrera or Engoroy to describe the ceramic collections from OUJP19-141C, 

Loma Alta and OGSE-45. It is my preference to refer to them only as Late Formative 

Period ceramic assemblages. However, the ceramïcs from souaiwestern Ecuador during the 

Late Formative Period are often referred to in the literature as belonging to the Chorrera or 

Engoroy style and much debate has centred aromd the relationship between the two. As 1 

have stated earlïer it is my belief that the term Chorrera should k reserved for those 

ceramics fiom the type site of La Chonera and any other collections very similar to those 

fiom the type site once a more detailed understanding of the vesse1 fomis and decorative 

patterns in La Chorrera materiai is available. If1 had to assign one of these names to the 

three collections used in this study 1 would be more cornfortable using the term Engoroy 

than Chorrera. 1 believe that the three wilections are more similar to other Late Formative 

Period collections that have been called Engoroy, especially the Palmar and La Carolina 

material, than they are to what is bown of the Guayas Basin material nom La C h c m  or 

Pefion del Rio. 

There ate several other Late Formative Period c e r a k  collections that have been 

referred to as Chorretoid, or belonging to the Chorrera style, h m  areas outside the Guayas 
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Basin and coast where the three sites used in this ohdy are locatsd Examples of these 

coilections are Fase Guayaquii materiai f h n  the Bellavista site on Plllla (Aleto 1988) and 

the Tabuchila complex mafend h n  the site of San Isidm (ZeidIer and Sutliff 1994). 

Cornparisons of these colIections to the three used in this shdy have ken discussed in 

Chapter 5 ,6  and 7. These comparisons have not reveaied widespread simüarities between 

such geographically separated Late Formative Perïod sites on the Ecuadorian coast 

The Fase Guayapuii assemblage h m  the Beiiavista site on the island of Pima 

(Aleto 1 988) has some vessel forms and decorative patterns similar to those found in the 

three collections w d  in this study, and a large number of Merences. Similarities included 

independent restnaed vessels with reà paht horizontal bands on the interior of the rims and 

on the exterior of the shoulâer, and dependent restricted vesseis similar to my Vessel Fom 

ff12. Great differences between the Bellavista material and the three collections in this 

study are found in the composite unrestricted vessel foms and decorative techniques 

cornmon in the Bellavista assemblage. Negative painting is very fiequent in the Bellavista 

material, as are 'Yluted" composite unrestricted vessels (Aleto 1988, his vessel forms 10 

and 1 1). Neither negative pahting nor these forms of composite unrrstricted vessels are 

present in any number in any of the three coiiections used in this study. The Bellavista 

collection is lacking a great number of characteristics fiom al l  sub-phases of the three 

collections used in this study, Eicluding minor bowls, bmwn bowls, Vessel Fonn #2 vessels 

with annulm bases decotateci on the interior witfi iridescent paht and on the exterior with 

red slip, stepped Lip modes, and straight, holiow legs. In general there is not a great 

amount of similarity ktween the Beiiavista material and any of the thne coiiections used in 

this study. 

The Tabuchila materiai fiom the Jama Valley is not weil known, but Zeidler and 

SutliE (1994) have provided a few illustrations of the material h m  their San Isidro 

excavations. Thete a few vessel fomis h m  San Isidro that are similar to those in the three 

collections in this study and these have been discussed above in Chapters 5,6 and 7. The 

Loma AIta and San Isidro materid dso shan the cuspidor decorative pattem, although the 

vesse1 fomis on which it appears are different for the two sites. As mentioned above it is 

interesthg that no mention is made of iridescent paint in the descriptions of the San Isidto 
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collection, a decorative technique that is cornmon in aII three of the coliections wd in 

this study. Although there are some sirnilarities between the San I s i b  coilection and the 

three used in this study the differences seem to outnumber the quite general similarites 

between them. Based on what is now known of the Tabuchila cornplex, 1 would not 

consider it to be very similm to the ceramics h m  OMJPLP-141C, Loma Alta or OGSE-45. 

It is possible, however, that these collections are not contemporary and the temporal 

variation that may exist between the Tabuchila assemblage and the three coiiections used in 

this study should be kept in mind 

The equation of spout-and-straphandle whistling botties with the Chomra ceramic 

style and the Late Formative P e n d  in generd was discussed at the beginairig of this 

dissertation. Two of the three ceiamic coiiections included in this study, OMJPLP441C 

and Loma Alta, contained bgrnents of these botties. The examples fiom these two 

collections v e n t  a very Limited range of vessel forrns and decorative techniques when 

compared with those illustrateci in Lathrap, Coliier and Chandra (1 975). The majonty of 

the bottle hgments in the two collections are highly polished and decorated with smudge, 

iridescent paint andfor engraving on the exterior. One fiagrnent in the OMSPLP441C 

collection is decorated with red and cream païnt and one fbgment h m  the Loma Alta 

collection appears to be derived fiom some sort of modeiied mmorphic vessel. 

The bottle fhgments in the OMJPLP441C and Loma Alta coliections show Liale of 

the variation in decorative patterns and vessel forms ill~~ffated by Lathrap, Collier and 

Chandra (1975). 1 know of no excavated collection which iacludes such a large amount of 

variation in bottle f o m  and decorative patterns. 1 would suggest that the bottles Uustrated 

in this volume should not be considered as representative of a single cultural mit and that 

the material illustnited by Lathap, Collier and Chandra (1975) pmbabiy includes vessels 

fiom a large geographicai region and fiom a large temporal span. To include such a large 

range of variation withm a single cultural unif Chorrera, especiaiiy whm there is linle to no 

geographical or temporal control of that variation, is to render the terni M y  

meaningless. This does not d e  out the possibility that in the nitare excavations wili reveal 

sites that contain a wide range of spout-and-straphandle whistüng bottles, perhaps in areas 

such as Rio Chico. Based on the evidence h m  the three coiiections used in this study it 
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would s e a n  that Late Formative Period sites dong the coast ofsouthwestem Ecuador 

do not contain the variety ofthese boalcs thas is fond in Lathrap, Coiiier and Chandra 

( 1975). 

The p-ce of spout-and-straphandIe whistling bottie hgments iu the OMJPLP- 

14 1 C and Lama Aita collections also sllows some cornmcnts to be made on theù cuitural 

context. The majority of what is known ofthis vesse1 fonn cornes h m  vessels in museum 

collections that are lacking archaeological pmvenience. It is often asamied that the spout- 

and-strap-handle whistiing botties derive fiom biinals. Excavations at the Late Formative 

Period cemetery at the site of Los Cerritos (Zevallos 1965166) did recover spout-and-strap- 

handle whistling bttles h m  burïals. At Loma Aita none of the Late Formative Period 

buriais included these bottles. IB botb the Loma AIta and OMJPLP-141 C excavations the 

bottle ftagments were recovered fiom conte- that appeared to be domestic middens. It is 

very interesting that no boale fragments were recovered h m  the recent excavation of the 

San Isidro site (Zeidler and Su- l994: 1 15). Before archaeologists can begin to comment 

on the meaning of these beautifiii and elaborate vessels much more must be known of the 

regional and temporal variation that exists among them as well as their archaeological and 

cultural contexts. 

Comments on the Nature of the Late Formative Period 

The Late Formative Period in Ecuador has ofh been d e s c n i i  as a horizon and the 

Chorrera ceramic styie as a horizon art style. The implications of the term horizon, 

particularly in South American archaeology, were discussed in the introductory chapter and 

include the idea of a spread fiom an origin point. In theory the introduction of a horizon 

style into an ana shodd be rqresented by a distinct break fiom the previous local 

sequence. The nature of the spread hquentiy becornes a focus of investigation for studies 

of horizon styles, as explmations for the cause ofthe spread of the style are sought 

In the original assessrnent of Chorrera as a horizon style, Meggers (196655) 

understood that a shift in subsistence strategies was responsible for the spread of the 

Chorrera ceramic style. In this mode1 the Late Formative Period was the k t  tirne during 

which agriculture was practiced in Ecuador. Meggers (196655) proposed that maize was 

introduced during the Late Formative Period b m  Mesoamerica, which dowed the 
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population previously tied ta the caast and its marine resourixs to cpickiy spreaà idand, 

taking with them Chorrera pottery which was a result of the muMg of  MkhaiiIla styie 

ceramics with Mesoamerican Muences, 

1t is now lmown that agriculture was practiced in southwestern Eciisdm long before 

the Late Formative Period, and therefore, the spread of this new subsistence techn01ogy am 

no longer be calied upon to explain the sprrad, if indeed there was a spread, of the Chonera 

ceramic styie. If researchers now wish to argue for the existence of a Chorrera horizon a 

new theory on the nature of that spread must be provided. Simmons (1970:429) noted this 

same problem over 25 years ago: The characterization of Chomra as a pan-coastal and 

basin entity, because of this seeming cuiturai unity, has led ta hypotheses to explain the rise 

of such a monolith". It is my belief based on the resdts of this study that no such spread 

occuned, at least in the m a  of the coast occupied by OMJPLP441C, Loma Alta and 

OGSE-45. Several lines of evidence support this claim. 

Two of the three collections used in this study, the OMJPLP441C and Loma Alta 

collections, show clear connections with the peding  MachaiiIla phase ceramic styie. The 

lower level, Level6/7, of the OMJPLP-141C excavation especialiy showed a strong 

co~ect ion with the Uachalilla style. There were many vessels that appeared to be 

*?ransitionai" between the Middle Formative and Late Formative Period styles. There is 

aiso clear evidence of a smooth transition between the Machaiilla and Chorrera 1 ceramics 

at the site of La Ponga as described by Lippi (1983). 1t is clear nom the evidence at both 

the OMJPLP-14lC and Loma Alta sites that the Late Formative Period c&cs do not 

represent a distinct stylistic break with the preceding phasey and thus do not represent the 

rapid movement of a "foreign" horizon style into the arca This continuity between the 

Middle and Late Formative Pen& is also supported in the Valdivia Valley by the 

settlement patterns (Schwarz and Raymond 1996). 

The Late Fomiative Pend in the area of the coast occupied by the k e e  sites 

included in this study shows quite a high degree of ceramic homogeneity, as has been 

discussed above. The degree of simüarity between the three sites, though, does not seem to 

be an abrupt departure nom the previous period. In Lippi's (1983395409) study of 

Machalilla ceramics fiom southwestern Ecuador he dso found quite a hi& de- of 
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homogeneity within the Middle Fonnative P d  occupation of the area, aithough some 

minor temporal and regional variations were identifid OIP cu~cnt laiowledge of the levd 

of homogeneity in the Middle and Late Formab've Perîods suggests no abrupt shiff towards 

an increased level of homogeneity in the ceramic style can be identifid at the beginning of 

the Late Formative Period. 

Cornparisons of the ceramics fiom the three collections included in this study with 

other more geographicaily distant Late Formative Period coiiections has show that the 

same degree of homogeneity does not seem to exist. Althougb it can be argueci that some 

generd trends are apparent in a wide-spread area of Ecuador during the Late Formative 

Period these trends are so generd that they are of Little use. Detaïied studies of the three 

ceramic collections used in this study have shown that these g e n d  trends undement a 

number of quite drastic variations through the Late Formative Period seQuence, and it 

would be my impression that there may be an equal amount of regional variation in these 

trends. It wiU only be when these temporal and regional variations are understood that 

archaeologists wil l  begin to understand the complexities of the social systems ofthe Late 

Formative Period. 

Ideas for Future Research 

The ceramics of the Late Formative Period of souîhwestem Ecuador are st i l l  for the 

most part quite poorly known. This is surprishg given that the type site of the culture, La 

Chornera, was excavated over 40 years ago and the ceramics fnnn this perioâ, at times, are 

so elaborate, 

Perhaps one of the most pressing needs in research on the cetamics of the Late 

Formative P e n d  of southwestern Ecuador is the publication of ceramic material h m  the 

Guayas Basin, in particuir the materiai fiom the type site of La Chomta. It has been very 

difficult for reseatchers to discuss the similarities and differences in Late Formative Period 

ceramics, particularly betwem the Coast and the Guayas Basin, whea the material that first 

defined the period in the Guayas Basin is not weii known. Debates on the similarities and 

merences betwem the coastal ceramics, Engoroy, and the Guayas Basin d c s ,  

Chorrera, are reduced to a matter of semantics without the knowledge of exactly what the 

original materiai looks like. Following archeologid tradition the type site of La Chorrera 
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and the ceramics fÏom it should sewe to define the Chonna style. Once a detailed 

description of the ceramics h m  La Chorrera is avaiiable, bthr coiIcctions. espccially those 

fiom the coast, may be cornparrd to them and the exact similmities and d i n i c e s  between 

the two amas may be e v a l d  

Absolute dates &m the Late Formative Period in the Guayas Basin are also greatly 

needed. In particdar absohte dating. preferably radiocarbon dating, ofthe La Chorrera site 

wouid add greatly to orn knowledge. Absolute dahg on the Late F o d v e  Period 

component of the Peiion del Rio site, if any organic matenoai k m  this component is 

available, would aiso be of p t  benefit to our understanding of the Late Formative Period 

in the Guayas Basin. As mentioned above a gmat deal of stylistic change appears to have 

occurred on the coast during the Late Formative Pexiod. Without fïrst controllhg for the 

temporal changes occurrhg in the Guayas Basin, it is very difficult to sort out what 

variation is of regional rather than temporal importance. 

As mentioned earlier in the dissertation, a seriation of the spout-and-strap-handle 

whistling bottles wodd be a great contniution to our understanding of the Late Formative 

Period in Ecuador. 1 also suspect that there may be a great deal of regional variation in the 

forms and decodve pattems of the spout-and-maphandle whistling bottles. 

Many ofthe ideas for future research mentioned above could be achieved with the 

archaeoIogicd excavation of a Late Fonnative Period site, or series of sites @en a healthy 

budget, in the Guayas Basin. Idedy a program of areal excavations would add much to our 

understanding of the Late Fonnative Pmod occupation of the region.. Areal excavations 

wouId also d o w  the archaeology of the Late Formative Penod to begin to move beyond 

questions of chronology and start to pose questions of a more authropological nature. 

This dissertation in the end twk on a much diffiérent form h m  what 1 had 

anticipated at the begiming of the research. Many of the questions 1 had onginally set out 

to m e r  1 feel 1 am just now beginning to be able to consider. The temporal variation 

within the ceramic coilections used in this study was of a much greater importance than 1 

had anticipated Much more of the study became c o n c d  with wntrolling for this 

temporal variation, so that evidence of regiod variation between conternporary ceramic 

assemblages could be identified 4 th  confidence. The next steps in the rerearch that 1 
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would anticipate are to begin to Iook at some of the social mechanhm which may have 

created the patterns of similsrrities and differe~lces identifieci in the Late Formative Period 

ceramics in this dissertation- - 
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APPENDIX ONE 

DIMENSIONS OF VARUBILïI'Y ANID DEFINlTION OF MODES IN TEE 

OMJPLP-141C, LOMA ALTA AND OGSE45 LATE FORlMATlVE PERIOD 

CERAMIC COLLECTIONS. 

1. Paste 

This dimension refers to the variation in raw materiais used to construct the vessels, 

both plastic (ciay) and aplastic (temper and inclusions). No mineralogical studies were 

completed of the clays k m  these coilections, and therefore descriptions of the cIay and 

tempers, or inclusions, are quite generai. Based on vinial inspections colour, hardness, 

textrrre, and size and quaiïty of the aplastic inclusions were recordecl, There were five paste 

modes identified. 

Paste Mode A 

This mode is a fine textured clay tbat is very hard and compact. The hddy broken 

edges of Mode A sheds appear even and repuiar- When several sheds h m  &is group are 

shaken in the hand they give off a high tinkly sou116 

Genedy there are small amounts of fine! inclusions h Mode A paste. The inclusions 

appear d y  in nature and the presence of quartz is obvious. In this p u p  and 0th- some 

sheds have srnail white inclusions which may k sheli fhgments. 

Colour of Mode A paste seems to depend on the firing atmosphere and mm k m  

brick, tan, or brown to grey and biack A sample ofMunseII rrsdings fiom Mode A sheds 

are as foilows: 1 O Y R  5/1; 5YR 5/4; 2 . m  3/0; and 7.5 YR 4/3. 

Paste Mode B 

Mode B paste is q& sirnilar to Mode A paste, but o v d  it is les  fine. To a certain 

extent the line of division between the two modes is arbitiary. 

Mode B paste is composed of quite fine texlumi clays with fine to medium sized 

inclusions in small to medium amounts. Again the inclusions appear to lx sandy in natum. 

Mode B paste is quite compact and hani, but g e n d y  less so than Mode A paste. Freshly 
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h k e n  edges of Mode B paste am geaaally ewen, mrooth d regdar. In ran cases the 

d a c e s  ofthe sherds of Mode B paste disphy holes and pitting. 

Mode B paste appears in a wi& range of coIom, a -le of those rrcarded are: 

1 O Y R  4/ 1; 5YR 513; 1 O Y R  3/1; 7.- 4R; d 2.5 YR YI. Again colour is most ükely 

dependent on nriog atmosphere, winch fm Mode B paste is highly variable. 

Paste Mode C 

This mode, together wah Mode D paste, is quite distinct h m  Mode A aad B pastes, 

although there is still some overlap between Mode B and C pastes. In generai Mode C and D 

pastes are more coarse and the inclusions are less sandy and m m  mcky in nature than Modes 

A and B. In the a d  it may be that Modes A and B rrpresent the fher and coarsa varieties of 

one paste group and Modes C and D rrpresent the fiwr and coarsa Meties of a second paste 

group. It shouid be stresseci, however, that even the most fine Mode C sherd is alrnost always 

corner than anything in Mode B. 

Mode C paste is composed of a medium texaired clay with many medium-fine to 

medium-coarse inclusions The paste is less hard than Mode A or B pastes, and is not as 

compact. Freshly broken edges of Mode C paste are somewhat irregular and can be quite 

crumbly and uneven. ïhe ùiclusions are somewhat sandy in nature. There is clearly quartz 

present, and maybe some sheU, but there is also quite a bit of more rocky, kss sandy material. 

Surfaces of the sherds often display holes and pitting, and there are many madcs where 

inclusions have been dragged in the surfàce M g  processes. 

Firing, and hence wlour, of Mode C paste is again very variable. Some recorded 

colours are: 1 OYR 4/1; TYR 4/3; 7.5YR SR; and 2.5YR 3/0. 

Paste Mode D 

Mode D paste is composed of a medium textured cIay with many medium to coarse 

sized inclusions. The paste is medium hard, but not very compact, and quite crumb1y. 

Freshly broken edges of Mode D paste appear very uneven and bgular. IncIusions in this 

mode are quite coarse and this may indicate a lack of care taken in preparing the clay and/or 

sorting the temper. The inclusions are quite mcky in nature and although thae is some sandy 

material present upon cursory exammation quartz does not seem as cornmon as in the other 
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&roups- The nnhtces ncqueatly show holes and mg, and rit times the teupr drag 

marks are @e large and distinct, 

Once again the colour range in Mode D paste is quite gteat, as is the variability of 

firing. An example of M\p~seU readhgs are 1 O Y R  3/1,25YR 3/0, PIR Yl ,  and 7 . m  4/2. 

Paste Mode E 

Paste E is a very fine and compact paste. It is most like paste Mode A, but her,  

much harder and much more compact. Paste Mode E is wmposed of a fine texturecl clay 

that contains very smal l  amounts of very fine graïned aplastic inclusions.. Freshiy broken 

edges of paste Mode E sheds are petfdy even and straight. When several sheds ofthis 

paste are shaken together in the hand they gbe off a very high tinkly somd 

The inclusions are &equently too small to see with the naked eye. It was mt 

possible to identify what the inclusions are compoed O& In terms of colour th= appear 

to be both white and black inclusions. 

The colour range of paste Mode E is similm to the oîher paste modes and varies 

widely as a result of firing conditions. An example ofMunsell readings are: 5Y3/1; 

2.5Y3/1; 5YR5/6; and 2.SY2.Yl. 

tï. Firing 

This dimension refers to the variation in conditions under which the vessels were 

fired. DBerences in n M g  atmosphere, based on the colour of the core and exterior 

surfaces of the sherds, were recorded The identification of hring atmosphere based on 

sherd colour foliows Rice (1 987:343-345). There were four firing modes identifïed. 
9 

Firing Mode A, Reduced 

Sherds that were dark grey to black on both surfaces and tbroughout the core were 

considered to be fired in a non-oxidizing or reducing atmosphere. These sherds were 
- 

grouped into the reduced firing mode. 

Firing Mode B, Oxidized 

Sherds that displayed light, clear colours on both surfgces and throughout the core 

were considered to be fired in an oxidizing atmosphere. These sherds were grouped into 

the oxidized firing mode. 



Firing Mode C. Partia!lv Oxidized 

Sherds that display both light, ckar wlours and da& grey or bieck on the surnices 

andor throughout the core were considered to k fired in a partially oxidïzing atrnosphere. 

These sherds were grouped into the partially oxicüzed firing mode. 

Firina Mode D. Surface Oxidized 

Sherds that dispIay Iight, clear colours on the interior and exterior surfices and dark 

grey or black in the core were considend to be nrsd in an atmosphere that dowed only the 

surfaces to be oxidized. These sheds were groiiped into the SUfface oxidized nriag mode. 

m. Vesse1 Form 

in this study 18 vessel forms and 20 vessel sub-forms were identified. The vessel 

forms and sub-forms are described in Chapters 5,6 and 7 and the vessei form generation 

charts are presented in Chapter 5. 

A, Horizontal Cross Section: Variation in the horizontal cross section of the vessel fom, 

'represented by an irnaginary, horizontal Line cut h u g h  the body wall" (Raymond, 

DeBoer and Roe 1975:6). AU but two vessels in these collectious have a circular horizontal 

cross section. The one exception is oval in cross section and the second exception is square 

in cross section 

B. Vertical Cross Section: Variation in the vertical cross section of the vessel forms, 

"represented by an imaginary, vertical plane cut through the centre of the vessel" 

(Raymond, DeBoer and Roe l975:6). L this study the vertical cross section dimension 

included six sub-dimensions. These are rim orientation, lip form, neck fonn (relevant only 

for independent restricted vessels), body/shoulder fom (shoulder fomi is relevant only for 

the restncted vessel forms), basal angle form and base form. 

i: R h  ûrientation: Rim orientation in this study refm to augle of the rim orientation in 

relation to the horizontal plane created by the orifice of the vessel. There were five rim 

orientation modes identified in the three coUections. Examples of the r i .  orientation 

modes are shown in Figure A. 1. 

Mode A Straipht; The rim is oriented petpendicularly to the orince plane and can 

be slightly convex or concave at times. Figure A. la. 



Figure A.1 Rim Orientation Modes. 
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Mode B Everted; The rim is e v d  at a slight augle h m  the perpendicuiar of 

the orifice horizontal plane and can be straight to slightly concave at times. Figure Al b. 

Mode C Vmr Everted; The rim is orienteci at a sharp angle to the horizontal orifice 

plane, can be straight, and is often concave. Figure A. lc. 

Mode D hverted; The rim is inverted et a slight angle fiom the perpendicuiat of the 

orifice horizontal plane. The rim cm be e g h t  or at times convex. Figm A.ld 

Mode E Verv Inveaed; The r i m  is inverted at a shaq angle to the horizontal plane 

of the orifice. The rirn can be straight and it is o f h  convex Figure A.le. 

ii: Lip Form: Lip form in this saidy refers to the vertical modification of the rim of the 

vessel. In other studies the lip is considerrd to be oniy the uppermost edge of the rim, but 

the definition of the lip was expanded in this study dm to the nature ofthe coiiections. 

There were 19 lip mo&s identïfied in the study. The iip modes ate Uustrated in Figure 

A.2. 

Mode A Round; The lip is smwthly rounded with no other modifications. Figure 

A2a. 

Mode B Sauare; The rim is flattened square on its uppennost surface with no other 

modifications. Figure A.2b. 

Mode C Tawred; The rim is tapered towards its uppemiost sinface evenly on the 

interior and exterior sinfaces with no other modifications. Figure A l c .  

Mode D Extenor Beaded; The rim is embellished with a bead on the extenor of 

the uppennost edge of the rim with no other modifications. Figure A2d. 

Mode E M o r  Thickened; The interior of the rim is markdy thickened. The 

thickening is smoothly rounded Figure A.2e. 

Mode F S a m e  Ex~anded; The interior and exterior ofthe rim is expanded and the 

uppermost edge of the rim is fiattened square. Figure A.2f. 

Mode G Extenor Beaded and Beveled; The rlln is embeilished on the exterior 

uppermost edge with a bead. In this case the bead is thinned or beveled on the exterior. 

Figure A2g. 



Figure A2. Lip Modes. 
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Mode H Iaterior Beveled; The rim is thinneci OII the interior with no other 

modifications. Figure A& 

Mode 1 Exterior Beveled: The rim is thinneci on the exterior with no other 

rnodif5cations. Figure AZi. 

Mode J Interior and Exterior Beeded witli Centrai Groove; The rim is embellished 

on the upper part on both the interior and exterior wiîh beads. There is a goove ninning on 

the uppermost edge of the Mi between the two kads Figure A2j. 

Mode K Exterior Flanne; nie rim is embeuished on the uppennost exterior edge 

with a flange. The fiange is much largerllonger than a bead. Figure A 2  

Mode L Short Annle; The interior of the rim is thickened and tbere is a sharp angie 

at the botrom edge ofthe thickening. The thickened pm is quite short, usually l e s  than 

one to one and a haif cm. Figure A2l. 

Mode M Long Ande; The interior of the rim is thickened and tbcre is a sharp angie 

at the bottom edge of the thickening. The thickened part is Long, usually more than one and 

a haif cm. Figure A2m. 

Mode N Short Stm; The interior of the rim is sligh<ly thickened and there is a low 

step at the lower edge of the thickening. The thickened step is short, d y  less than one 

or one and a W c m .  Figure A.2n. 

Mode O Lonn S m ;  The interior ofthe rim is sligMly thickened and there is a low 

step at the lower edge of the thickening. The thickened step is quite long, usually more 

than one and a half cm. Figure A.20. 

Mode P Double Ste~; The interior of the rim is slightly thickened and there are two 

low steps down the interior of the rim. Each of the steps is the same width; thty are u s d y  

no more than one to one and a halfcm wide. Figure A2p. 

Mode O Triple Stm; The interior of the Rm is slightly thickened and there are thne 

low steps down the interior of the rim. Each of the steps is the same width and they are 

usuaily no more than one to one and a half an wiàe. Figure A2q. 
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Mode R Omdrwle Sm; The intcrior of the rixn is slighdy thickeaed and thm 

are four low steps d o m  the interior of the rim. Each of the steps is the same mtdth; they 

are usually no more than one to one and a haIf cm wi&. Figme A 2 .  

Mode S Ouintuoie Stem; The interior of  the rim is slightly thickened and there are 

five Iow seps down the interior of the rim. Each of the steps is the same width and they are 

usuaiiy no more than one to one and a haif cm wide. Figure A.2s. 

iii: Neck Form: The neck of independent nstricted vessels refers to the area of rnarked 

conseiction between the rim and the shoulda (Rice 1987:479). Ail the necks in these 

collections have a concave form. There were four neck modes identified in the coilections, . 
and three of the modes were M d  into two sub-modes based on the height of the neck. 

The neck modes and submodes are illustrated in Figure A.3. 

Mode A Interior S b l v  Anale& A concave neck with a sharp angle on the 

intenor. There are two sub-modes of the interior angled neck mode; a short sub-mode and 

a tail sub-mode. Figure A3a and k3b. 

Mode B Interior Smoothlv Anded; A concave neck with a smoothly rounded 

interior angle. There are two sub-modes of the interior smoothly angled neck mode; a short 

sub-mode and a ta11 sub-mode. Figure A.3c and AJd. 

Mode C Acute Intenor Shamlv Ande& An acute concave neck with a sharp angle 

on the interior. There are two sub-modes of the acute interior sharply angied neck mode; a 

short sub-mode and a tail sub-mode. Figure A.3e and A.3E 

Mode D Acute Interior Anale with Concave Rim; An acute concave neck with a 

sharp interior angle and a concave surface on the intenor of the rim above the interior 

angle. Figure A.3g. 

iv: Bodv WaWShoulder: This dimension refers to the shape of the vesse1 between the rim 

and the basal angle in simple and composite unrrstricted vessels and dependent teStncted - 
vessels and between the rim/neck and the basal angle of dependent and independent 

restricted vessels. 'Ihere were five body wall/shoulder modes identifid and two of these, 

Modes A and B, have two sub-modes basxi on wall height. The body wall/shouider modes 

are iiiustrated in Figure A.4. 
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Figure A3. Neck Modes. 



Figure k4. Body WalYShoulder Modes. 
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Mode A Smooth Straieht to Convex Wall; For simple and composite 

unrestricted vessels a smoothly rounded body waii that varies krween straigût and slightly 

convex. The two submoàes are différentiateci by the height of the waii with a short sub- 

mode and a taIf sub-mode. Figure A.4a and A.4b. 

Mode B Smooth Concave Wall; For simple and composite umesû5cted vesseis and 

dependent restricted vessek a smoothly rounded body waiI that is concave. There are two 

sub-modes differentiated based on the height of the wall, with a short aibmode and a tail 

sub-mode. Figure A.4c and A.4d 

Mode C Hieh Round ShouiderX For dependent and independent vessels a high, 

smoothly rounded shoulderhody w d .  Figure A.4e 

Mode D Low Round Shoulder, For dependent and independent restricted vessels a 

low ,smoothly rounded shoulded body wall. Figure A.4f. 

Mode E Hi@ Sharolv Analeci Shoulder, For dependent and independent restricted 

vessels a high shoulder with a sharp angle. Figure A.4g. 

v: Basal Anale: This dimension refm to the form of the junction of the body wd and the 

base. There were five basal angle fom modes identified in the collections. Three of the 

basal angle modes are divided into sub-modes based on the depth of the vessel. nie basal 

angei modes and sub-modes are illustrated in Figure A.S. 

Mode A Smooth Curved; 'Ihe junction ofthe body wall and the base is srnooth and 

cwed.  In this mode it is at times almost impossiale to identify the basai angle as the 

curvature is smooth and continuous between the body waU and the base. This mode is 

divided into two sub-modes based in vessel deptb, a shallow sub-mode and a deep sub- 

mode. Figure A.5a and A.%. 

Mode B Sham Andar; The mgle between the body wali and the base is distinct, 

sharp and angular. The sharp angular basal angle mode is divided into two submodes; a 

shallow sub-mode and a deep sub-mode. The basal angle is clearly identifiable. Figure 

A.5c and A.5d. 

Mode C Exterior Thickened with S M  Ande; The angle ktwan the body wall 

and the base is sharpiy angular and thickened on the exterior. Figure AJe. 
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Figure AS. Basal Angle Modes. 
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Mode D Smooth Abrupt; The junction Ixtween the body w d  and the bsw is 

smooth and not angular, but it is very abrupt There are two mb-modes of the smwth, 

abrupt basai ange mode; a shaiiow sub-mode and a deep sub-made. Figure A S  and A.5g. 

Mode E Emkllishe& The basal angle is embellished, usually with an exterior 

thickening of the angle. The embeliishment tends to obscure the fomi of the basai angie. 

The angie of the embeiiishment varies between king very s h a q  and angula. to king quite 

rounded and smooth. Figure A.%. 

vi: Base Fonn: This dimension refers to variation in the exterior p r d e  of the undersi& of 

the vessel. Due to the hgmentary nature of the coilections used in this study identification 

of base fom was rare, There were two base form modes identified. The base fonn modes 

are Uustrated in Figure A.6. 

Mode A Rounded to Sliahtly Flattene& The base is rounded to slightly fiatîened 

and there is no sharp distinction between the vessel wali aqd the base. This base fom is 

probably the most common, but is difncult to i d e n e  in the sheds. Figure A.6a 

Mode B Flat Bases; A fiat base that joins the body wall at a distinct sharp m e .  

Figure A.6b. 

C. Vessel Diameter: Variation in the diameter of the rim onfice of each vessel fom is 

recorded in this dimension. Rim diameters were measured, to the nearest centimetre, with 

the aid of a diameter meamiement template as desrnid by Rice (1987:222-223). The 

percentage o f  the total diameter present for each rim sherd was also recordeâ These 

measurements shouid be understood to be approximations, as it was clear that some Rms 

were uneven and wobbly, so that two rims fiom a single vessel could give more than one 

correct reading. 

D. Vessel Wall Thickness: This dimension describes the variation in thickness of the 

vessel waii. A maximum and minimum measurement was taken, to the nearest millirnetre 

of each body sherd. The iip thickness of each rim shed was ais0 measured. 

E. Horizontal Rim Modification: Refers to variation in the horizontal plane of the rim. 

M y  those that appear to be reguiar and intentional are included. In the discussion of the 

ceramics in Chapters 5,6 and 7 these will be considered as decodon and are included in 



Figure A6. Base Form Modes. 
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the tables fm each vessel f- locating the decorative techniques and eIements in the 

decorative fields in which they occur. Thae wae three modes ofhorizontai rim 

modification identifieci in the collectiom, 

Mode A Cid Out Scallo~s; Large sections of the r i .  are cut out, d y  halfcircle 

or trianguia. in shape, at reguiar intervals dong the rim creating a scaifoped appearance. 

Mode B Modeled Pie-mut; The rhdip is mdelled horizontaily in smooth 

unddations of higher and lower parts that create a "pie-cmst"-LiLe -ce. Most of the 

rims with modeled pie crust horizontal rim modification possess the exterior flange lip 

forrn mode. 

Mode C Lobina; Distinct vertical undulations are modeled into the rim rreating a 

lobed effect of higher and lower pans of the rim. The e f f i  is similar to tht of scalloping, 

but the Iobing is a result of modeling rather than cutting, 

IV. Appendages 

A formed clay addition attached to the surface of the vesse1 once it has been shaped 

A. Annuiar bases: A continuous piece of clay attachecl to the bottom of the vessel in a 

circle forming a base; they have &O ken called ring-bases. Base diameter was measured 

to the nearest cm foliowing the same procedure as rneasurement of rim diameter, and whm 

possible base height was recorded. 

B. Vesse1 Suvwrts: Attachment of solid or hoiiow clay feet, or legs, to the base of the 

vessel that act to support the vesse1 above the ground surnice. Minimum and maximum 

height and diameter of the feet, or legs, were measured to the nearest mm. 

Mode A Strainht Holiow Lees; Vesse1 supports that arr hollow h m  top to bottom, 

circula in cross-section and are generally straight They vary greatly in height and 

diameter. They are illustrated in Chapters 6 and 7. 

Mode B Soiid Lens; Vesse1 supports that are composed ofa solid piece of clay. 

They are generally round in cross-section and are usuaily straight, although some are 

slightly cwed. They vary in height and diameter and are illustrated in Chapter 7. 

C. Swuts: Tubular additions to the upper section of the vessel body for the purpose of 

pouring. Height and maximum and minimum diameter of the spout were measunxi to the 
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nearesi mm. Lip fonn of the spout was &O tecordd In some cases the methcd of 

attachent of the spoid to the vessel body was apparent 

D. Handles: A strïp ofclay d y  attachecl at both ends to parts ofthe vessel, formhg a 

loop, and used to pick up the vesse1. The maximum and minimum width and thicbess of 

hades were measiaed to the nearest m m  AU of the haudes in these coilections appear to 

belong to put-and-strapfiandle whisthg botties. 

E. Amliaué Filiet: A strip of clay affixed to the siirnice of the vessel. 

F. LUE: A medium to large (C 2 cm) piece of clay affked to the vessel's sudice. 

V. Surface Treatment 

Variation in the preparation and finishùig of the stufâces of the vessel formed and, 

usually, before it has been fired. 

A. Smoothing: A reguiar, smooth and matte vessel naface usually created with a soft 

yielding tool such as Ieather or the potter's hand (Rice 1987: 138). 

B. Wivine: Paralle1 regular striations probably the result of wiping the vessel's d c e  

with a damp cloth in a continuous motion (Lippi 1983: 155-1 56). 

C. Scra~ina: Stiation marks as a result ofevening and thinning the walls and nafaces of a 

vessel, usually with a hard smooth-edged tool such as a shelI (Rice 1987:137). 

D. Polishin~: A lustrous, even finish cfeated by rubbing the vessel's surface with a hard 

object such as a pebble or a bone (Rice 1987:138). There are two modes of polishing. 

Mode A Polishiripy The surnices finished with polishing are lustrous and very 

smooth. 'Ihe degne of luster varies a great deal, however, and at times even a single sherd 

will display a wide range of variation in the quaiity and degree of polishing. At times the 

surfaces are well poiished and no streaks are visible. At other times the polishing is quite 

strew and uneven. 

Mode B Hi&-Gloss Poiishincc; The surfaces of sherds finished with the hi&-gioss 

polishing mode display a very high luster and thete are absoIuîe1y no streaks or polishing 

marks evident. The polishing is of such a high quality that the finish has ôeen referred to as 

a "mirror" finish. 
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E. Incision: Cutthg Lmes into the smface of the vessel with a pointed instrument, 

usually whiïe the clay is wet (Rice 1987:146). 

F. Enmving: Lines cut into the surfàce of the vessel with a pinted instrument, usually 

when the clay is dry and d e r  it has been slipped and fïred. Distinguishïng pst-slip fiom 

post -hg  engraving caa k very aifficult (Rice 1987:146). lhe engraving in the collection 

is similar in appearance to that illustrated by Shepard (1956:197, Figure 14d). 

G. Notchin~: Cutting out small V-shaped pieces of clay h m  the lip, angle point andor 

appliqué met  of the vessel. 

H. Punctate: Depressions punched into the vessel's swfâcey usually with a sharp or pointed 

insirument (Rice 1987: 145). 

1. Grooved Incision (CarvindGadroonind: Bmad, deep grooves or charmels in the vessel's 

surface created by cutîing and gouging out clay (Rice 1987:146). The grooves created are 

asymmetrical and were probably created with the instrument held at an angle as descnid 

by Shepard (1956:201, Figure 15b). 

J. Ao~liaue Nubbin: A s m d  (c 2 cm) piece of  clay, ovai in shape, affixeci to the vessel's 

surface. 

K. Apdiciué Button: A small (c 2 cm) piece of chy, round in shape, afExed to the vessel's 

surface. 

L. Bossinc A raised area, u s d y  circular, created by pushing an area of the vessel out 

fkom the opposite side. In these coliections the raised bossed area is ust@ly located on the 

interior of the vessel and is created by pushing on the exterior s d c e  toward the interior of 

the vessel. 

iM. Fineer Indentations: Smali indentations are made with what appear to be the hger tip 

dong edges of the vessels. Most commody the lip and basai angle will display fbger 

indentations. 

VI. Surface F i h  

Variation in the addition of a pigment to the vessel's naface, ordinarily befoie 

fkhgt that u s U y  &ects that am's COIOUT. 
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A. Slimina: The appiication of a pigment to large areas of the vesseL's purface befw 

the initial firing. 

Mode A Red SKD; Red slip applied to the entire surface of the M o t ,  exterior or 

both of a vessel. An example of the MunseIl readings h nd slip in these coIIections are 

as foliows; 1 OR4/4, 10R4/8, lOR4/6,1ORS/6,10 R3/6,7SR4/6 and 5YR3/3, 

Mode B Cream/White Sb; White to cream slip applied to the entire surfâce of the 

interior, exterior or both of a vessel. An exampie of the Mtmsell colour nadings of 

white/cream slip are as follows: SYR8/1,7.5YR8/1 and 2.SY8/2. 

B. Pre-Fire Painting: - The application of pigment to iimited areas of the vessel's s h c e  

before the initial firing. 

Mode A Red Paint; Red paint appiied to limiteci areas of the surfkces of the vessels. 

The colour of the red paint displays the same colour range as given for the red slip. 

Mode B Black Paint; Black paint applied to iïmited areas of the s d c e s  of the 

vessels. An example of Munsell colour reading for the black paim are as follows: 

2.5Y2.5/1,2.5Y3/1,5Y2.5/1 and 2.5YRY1. In a few cases the black paint occurred as 

negative paint. 

Mode C CreadWhite Paint: White to cream paint applied to Limited areas of the 

surfaces of the vessels. The colour of the white/cream paint displays a similar colour range 

to that described for the white/cream slip. 

Mode D Brown Paint; Brown paint applied to iimited areas of the siirfaces of the 

vessels. 

Mode E Iridescent Paint; Iridescent pakt appiied to limited areas of the surfàces of 

the vessels. The iridescent paht of Ecuador is thought to k a specid case ofred slipping 

in which a very fine, thin slip containing Von oxide is applied to the siirface (Lippi 1983). 

Sonin (1977) provides the most in-depth description ofthe technique. The iridescent paint 

is fiequently found on sdaces that are also smudged and the ccmtrast of colours appears to 

emphasize the iridescent effect of the paint 

C. Smudginrr: The darkening of large portions of the vessel's surfàce to a black, or grey, 

colour. This modification in colour can be achieved in a reducing atmosphere in the initial 
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firing? aluiough in Chorrera ceramics, this afEea has been naggad to k the d t  of 

a) the addition of a substance to the surface after the initial firing, and b) a second low 

temperature fkhg (-0 1987). An example ofthe Munsell colorn teadings ofsmudged 

surfàces are as follows; 2.5Y2.5/1, IOYR3/1,7.5YR3/1,5Y2.5/1,5YR3/2 and 5YR3/2. 

VIII. Decorative Elements 

A. Decorative Elements: The basic rmits h m  which the designs are mede up. The 

decorative elements are described in Chapter 5-6 and 7 in this study. The decorative 

elements that occur on each vessel fom are listed in the vessel fonn descriptions for each 

site and the occunence of decorative techniques and elements in the decorative fields ofthe 

individual vessel foms are presented in tables for each vesse1 fomi at each site. 

X. Decorative Field 

A. Decorative Fields; Variation in the areas of the vessel in which designs may occur. The 

design fields for each of the vessel forms for each of the sites are described in Chapters 5,6  

and 7. The occurrence of decorative techniques and elements in each ofthe vessel forni's 

decorative fields are presented in table form 




